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Futures Past

Introduction
As I sit here formulating the introduction to this
volume I am reminded that we are quickly closing
in on the centennial anniversary of the formal
beginning of science fiction in the form of Amazing
Stories magazine, which first hit the newsstands on
March 10, 1926. A hundred years may not mean
much in the greater scheme of history, but in terms
of human progress we have jumped forward at a
blinding pace...and it only continues to get faster.

his invention to the original Star Trek series of the
1960s and their use of “communicators.”

In 1926 we still only knew of eight planets in
our solar system. Pluto would not be discovered for
another four years. Only 23 years had gone by since
the Wright brothers made their epic first powered
flight. The Periodic Table of Elements totaled 91 as
opposed to 118 today. And professional basketball
would not be incorporated as the NBA for another
two decades.

Google general manager John Hanke has said
that Google Earth was partly inspired by Neal
Stephenson’s cyberpunk novel Snow Crash.

Today we truly live in a science fiction future.
We have televisions the size of barn doors yet the
thickness of a sheet of cardboard. We can now grow
meat, of almost any kind, in the lab without causing
undue suffering to living creatures. We can even use
that same technology to “print” organs and tissues
for use in surgical procedures. Science is quickly
advancing in the development of quantum
computers which, when fully capable, will be able
to calculate in one second what would take the most
powerful supercomputer on Earth today over 700
million years.
We have sent space probes to every planet in our
solar system and are already planning the first
colony on Mars. A technology called CRISPR has
revolutionized genetic engineering and with it we
may not only find the cure to nearly every major
malady humanity has suffered, but it may also be the
key to dramatic increases in life expectancy, and
some say even immortality.
Science fiction, in both literature and film, has
inspired people to look at the impossible and make
it reality. There are examples beyond measure of
scientists, engineers and inventors, who have made
discoveries which have changed the world and
credited their vision to a particular sf author, story
or film.
One of the most cited examples of this is
engineer Martin Cooper, who in 1973 invented the
mobile phone. He gives credit to the inspiration for
1927

In 1945, years before the first satellite was
launched into orbit around the Earth, Arthur C.
Clarke explained how long-distance communication could be accomplished by the use of this (at
that time) theoretical technology. Today communications satellites number in the thousands.

Robert Goddard, known as the father of modern
rocketry, read H.G. Wells The War of the Worlds as
a boy and it left a lasting impression on him. He
became obsessed with the idea of rocket ships
traveling through space and on March 16, 1926, that
fantasy came to life.
More recently, in May 2014 researchers at Delft
University in the Netherlands were able to teleport
a pair of electrons a distance of 10 meters in their
lab. Sure that doesn’t sound like much, but
eventually with improvements in the technology,
distance and scale, we may one day be able to say
“Scotty, beam me up!”
All these fantastic developments simply prove
that we are only limited by our imaginations in what
we can accomplish. Arthur C. Clarke famously said
that “any sufficiently advanced technology is
indistinguishable from magic.” When Wells, Verne,
Burroughs and all the other classic sf writers from
the late 19th and early 20th centuries wrote their
stories of futuristic adventures and devices, the
readers of the day probably believed that they were
impossible or magical creations never to see the
light of day. We now see that in many cases they
could not have been more wrong. But as we have
also learned in recent years, the problem is not if
they can come about, but rather, if we have the
maturity and foresight to use them wisely.
If you’d like to further explore the relationship
between science fiction and science fact, there is a
fun website called “Technovelgy.com” which lists
all the stories and novels containing futuristic
inventions and their subsequent real-life
counterparts. You can search by year, category,
author, as well as a timeline and a sf dictionary.
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1927: A Chronology of the Past
(F) Jan 7 – First transatlantic telephone call is made from New York City to London.
February – Werner Heisenberg formulates his famous Uncertainty Principle while employed as a lecturer at Niels Bohr's
Institute for Theoretical Physics at the University of Copenhagen.
(W) Feb 23 – The U.S. Federal Radio Commission (later renamed the Federal Communications Commission) begins to
regulate the use of radio frequencies.
(M) Mar 14 - Pan American Airways is incorporated.
(Tu) Mar 29 – Major Henry Seagrave sets new land speed record of 203.79 mph.
(F) Apr 1 – U.S. Bureau of Prohibition is founded (under the Department of the Treasury).
(Th) Apr 7 – Bell Telephone Co. transmits an image of Herbert Hoover (then the Secretary of Commerce), which becomes
the first successful long distance demonstration of television.
(Th) Apr 14 – First Volvo automobile rolled off the production line in Gothenburg, Sweden.
(W) May 11 – Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences is founded.
(W) May 18 – Bath School disaster - a series of violent attacks results in 45 deaths (38 children,6 adults, plus the perpetrator)
in Bath Township, Michigan. It is the deadliest mass murder to take place at a school in US history to this day.
(Sa) May 21 – Charles Lindbergh completes the first solo, nonstop transatlantic airplane flight, carried out from New York City
to Paris, France in 33.5 hours, in his single-engine aircraft, the Spirit of St. Louis.
(Tu) May 24 – The United Kingdom cuts its diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union due to
revelations of espionage and underground agitation.
(F) July 1 – The Food, Drug, and Insecticide Administration (FDIA) is established as a
United States federal agency.
(M) Aug 1 – The Communist Chinese People's Liberation Army is formed during
the Nanchang Uprising.
(Tu) Aug 23 – Anarchists Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti are executed for murder,
despite worldwide protests proclaiming their innocence.
(Su) Sept 18 – Columbia Phonographic Broadcasting System (later known as CBS)
goes on the air with 47 radio stations.
(Su) Sept 25 – A treaty by the League of Nations Slavery Commission abolishes
all forms of slavery.
(Sa) Oct 1 – USSR signs a non-aggression pact with Persia.
Charles Lindbergh
(Tu) Oct 4 – Carving begins at Mount Rushmore, South Dakota.
(Th) Oct 6 – The Jazz Singer, the first sound film, opens in the United States and becomes a huge success,
although silent films continue to be made for some time.
(Sa) Oct 15 – Iraq discovers oil in Kirkuk.
(W) Oct 19 – The first flight of Pan American Airways takes off from Key West, Florida, bound for Havana, Cuba.
(Tu) Oct 25 – The Italian steamer ship Principessa Mafalda capsizes off Porto Seguro, Brazil. At least 314 lives are lost.
(Th) Oct 27 – Fox Movie-Tone News, the world’s first sound news film, opens in New York.
(Sa) Oct 29 – Russian archaeologist Peter Kozloff uncovers the tomb of Genghis Khan in the Gobi Desert.
(Sa) Nov 12 - Leon Trotsky is expelled from the Soviet Communist Party, leaving Joseph Stalin in control of the Soviet Union.
(Sa) Nov 12 – The Holland Tunnel is opened under the Hudson River, connecting New Jersey and New York City.
It is the first modern underwater tunnel ever built.
(M) Nov 14 –Three Equitable Gas storage tanks in Pittsburgh explode, killing 28 and causing over $4 million in damages.
(M) Nov 21 – Police open fire on 500 striking Colorado miners, killing 6 and wounding 20.
(W) Nov 30 – Price for a new Ford auto jumps from $385 to $570.
(Th) Dec 1 – Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover announces U.S. wages are highest in the world, averaging $1,280/year.
(F) Dec 2 – Following 19 years of Ford Model T production, the Ford Motor Company begins selling the new Ford Model A.
Dates Unspecified
- The Great Mississippi Flood of 1927 covers over 30,000 square miles
of Louisiana and leaves over 700,000 people homeless in the greatest
natural disaster in American history through that time.
- British Broadcasting Corporation is granted a Royal Charter of Inc.
- World population reaches two billion.
- The Voluntary Committee of Lawyers is founded to bring about the
repeal of Prohibition in the United States.
- Finally, believe it or not, sliced bread was invented in 1927 and
started selling commercially on July 7, 1928 by the Chillicothe
Baking Company of Chillicothe, Missouri.
Beginnings of Mt. Rushmore
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1927: A Chronology of the Future
Events:
- In the January 1927 issue of Amazing Stories, Hugo Gernsback initiates a 'Discussions' column in the back pages of the
magazine. It offers a forum where readers can share their opinions and ideas. It turns out to be a popular feature. Many of
the readers eventually utilize this letters column to not only establish a dialog with the editor, but begin contacting each other.
These communications were the formative stirrings of what would quickly evolve into organized science fiction fandom.
(M)Jan 10 - Fritz Lang's silent science fiction film Metropolis had its world premiere at the Ufa-Palast am Zoo in Berlin.
- First and only issue of Amazing Stories Annual was published in July 1927. Its entire 100,000 copy print run sold out. The
following year Gernsback would substitute this publishing attempt with Amazing Stories Quarterly. The Quarterly enjoyed
a successful lifespan of 22 issues, running from Spring 1928 to Fall 1934.
(Th)Dec 15 - In fiction, Anthony "Buck" Rogers, of the American Radioactive Gas Corporation, was entombed by a rockfall
in an abandoned coal mine in Pennsylvania. Kept in a state of suspended animation by the radioactive gas, he would be revived
492 years later, in the year 2419 and go on to further adventures. Buck Rogers was introduced in Philip Francis Nowlan's
science fiction novella, Armageddon 2419 A.D. in the August 1928 issue of Amazing Stories.
(M)Dec 26 - Belgian science fiction author J.H. Rosny indirectly coined the term "astronaut" at a meeting of the French
Astronomical Society to establish an annual award for outstanding work in promoting manned spaceflight. Asked to suggest
a descriptive word for space travel, Rosny proposed “l'astronautique” using the Greek root words for navigation of the stars.
- The PRIX JULES VERNE is awarded for the first time for the novel: La petite-fille de Michel Strogoff [Michael Strogoffs
Granddaughter] by Octave Beliard. The award was presented seven times from 1927 - 1933 in honor of the great French
writer by the French publishers Hachette, in order to obtain material for their magazine Lectures Pour Tous.
_______________________________________________________

Author Births & Deaths:
1927: [b] John J. Alderson, Australian author, published
several short stories during late 1970s –1980s.
1927: [d] Andrew J. Bailey, US author of sf novel THE
MARTIAN EMPEROR-PRESIDENT (1932).
1927: [b] Fulvia Levi Bianchi, Italian artist, did five
covers for Italian sf magazine Galassia in 1971.
1927: [b] John Halkin, UK author, published mostly
horror with some sf mixed in.
1927: [b] Roy Huss, author of film reference, FOCUS ON
THE HORROR FILM (1972) with T.J. Ross.
1927: [b] Colin Mandeville (pseud. of Anthony Dalston
Dawson) UK economist and author of novel THE LAST
DAYS OF NEW YORK (1980).
1927: [b] John Newman, UK chemist and author, coauthored long series of science articles with Kenneth
Bulmer for sf magazines New Worlds and Nebula Science
Fiction. The collaborations were under the pen name
Kenneth Johns. Newman also organized Britain’s first
post-war sf convention – WhitCon – at the White Horse
Pub in London on May 15, 1948.
1927: [b] Jordi Penalva, Barcelona, Spain, cover artist,
most of his sf works were done between 1978-1990.
1927: [b] Giulio Raiola, Italian short story author, editor.
One of Italy’s earliest recognized sf writers.
1927: [b] Robert Sampson, US author, most of his output
was short stories and essays based on the pulps.
1927: [b] Nick Solovioff, US artist, illustrator. Numerous
covers and interiors for The Magazine of Fantasy &
Science Fiction as well as dozens of mainstream
publications.
1927: [b] Arthur Thomson (aka ATom) UK sf fan artist,
author. The 2000 recipient of the Rotsler Award and 5 times
1927

nominated for the Hugo Award for Best Fan Artist, but never
won.
1927: [b] Elizabeth Walter, UK short story author and
editor. Three of her stories were adapted for television.
1927: [b] Gaylord Welker, US artist. Numerous sf covers
and interior art from 1951-1953.
(Sa)Jan 01: [b] George W. Harper, US author. His work
includes astronomy articles submitted to Analog as well as
several sf novels and two sf series.
(Tu)Jan 04: [b] Deane Romano, US author, screenwriter.
One sf novel, FLIGHT FROM TIME ONE (1972).
(Sa)Jan 08: [b] Daniel Farson, US author. Two novels
and three non-fiction books, including a biography of Bram
Stoker, THE MAN WHO WROTE DRACULA (1975).
(Sa)Jan 15: [b] Stallman (pseud. of Emmanuel Stallman)
US artist, illustrated interiors for several sf magazines
during the mid-1950s.
(Su)Jan 16: [b] Anne R. Dick, US poet, third wife of
Philip K. Dick and author of THE SEARCH FOR PHILIP
K. DICK (1995).
(M)Jan 17: [d] Arthur James Anderson, author of novel
PROFESSOR AYLMER’S EXPERIMENT (1922) about an
attempt to create artificial life.
(W)Jan 19: [d] Alfred Ollivant, UK author of
TOMORROW: A ROMANCE OF THE FUTURE (1927).
(Th)Jan 20: [b] Charles E. Fritch, US author, editor;
published a large body of short stories from 1951 through
1995 and edited sf magazine Gamma 1963-1965.
(Sa)Jan 22: [b] Fredrica K. Bartz, US academic and sf
reviewer. English professor at U. Michigan, wrote reviews
of sf and fantasy novels for Science Fiction & Fantasy
Book Review and for Fantasy Review during the 1980s.
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(Author Births & Deaths continued)
(Sa)Jan 22: [d] Edward Page Mitchell, US journalist,
author. A prolific writer of sf short stories covering a wide
range of topics – time travel, robots, invisibility, hollow
Earth, and much more. Through his imaginative variety of
stories, it is thought that Mitchell may have influenced
many great sf authors to come, such as H.G. Wells.
(Sa)Jan 29: [b] Sheila Sullivan, UK author, her sf novel
SUMMER RISING (1975) is a post-apocalyptic journey
through Ireland.
(Su)Jan 30: [b] Kenneth Heuer, US author, wrote four
non-fiction volumes during the 1950s on various futuristic
topics.
(Su)Feb 06: [b] Gerard K. O'Neill, US professor of
physics at Princeton and author of the landmark science
book THE HIGH FRONTIER: HUMAN COLONIES IN
SPACE (1977), which triggered a great interest worldwide
in space colonization and exploration.
(Th)Feb 10: [d] Douglas Erskine, Canadian attorney and
author of A BIT OF ATLANTIS (1900), a lost continent
novel and a popular story format during that time period.
(Th)Feb 10: [b] Barry Newberry, UK production designer
on 58 episodes of Doctor Who between 1963 – 1984.
(Tu)Feb 15: [b] George W. Earley, US engineer, editor.
Published the anthology ENCOUNTERS WITH ALIENS
(1968).
(Th)Feb 17: [b] G. D. Doherty, UK editor, English
teacher. Published three sf anthologies for use in British
secondary schools, where they proved to be popular
among both students and teachers.
(Su)Feb 20: [b] Sidney Poitier, US-Bahamian actor,
author. Wrote a sf novel titled MONTARO CAINE (2013).
(Su)Feb 27: [b] Joan Gould, US author. One novel titled
OTHERBORN (1980).
(Th)Mar 03: [b] Nicolas Freeling, UK author of detective
novels, one of which, GADGET (1977) can be considered sf.
(Th)Mar 24: [b] Clifford Wurfel, US academic, Director
of Special Collections at UC Riverside and author of AN
INTRODUCTION TO THE J. LLOYD EATON
COLLECTION OF SCIENCE FICTION AND FANTASY
(1979).
(M)Mar 28: [b] David J. Blossom, US artist, produced
half-dozen sf paperback covers among other works.
(M)Mar 28: [b] Michel Calonne, French author,
published novel HURLEVILLE (1981) as well as several
sf short stories.
(M)Mar 28: [d] Harry Enton, US physician, he authored
four of the Frank Reade Young Inventor dime novels in
1892 and 1893.
(M)Mar 28: [b] P. A. H. van der Harst, Dutch artist,
painted several sf book covers during 1960s and 1970s.
(Tu)Mar 29: [b] Arnold Marmor, US author, published sf
short stories during 1954 - 1955.
(W)Mar 30: [b] Art Sussman, US artist, illustrator, did
covers and interior art for various sf magazines and novels.
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(Th)Mar 31: [b] Glen Denning (pseud. of Franklin Felch
Mullen), US actor on early TV series Space Patrol (1950)
and the radio program Lights Out (1946).
(Sa)Apr 02: [b] Kenneth Harker, UK author, published sf
primarily during the 1970s.
(Su)Apr 03: [b] Donald M. Grant, US publisher, author,
and a mainstay of the sf & f publishing industry. Founded
Donald M Grant, Publisher, Inc. in 1964.
(M)Apr 04: [b] Frederick I. Ordway, III, US space
scientist and author of two seminal books on space flight.
He was a consultant for the film 2001: A Space Odyssey.
(Tu)Apr 05: [b] Viorica Huber, Romanian author,
published sf and fantasy mostly under the pen name
Georgina Viorica Rogoz.
(W)Apr 06: [b] Arthur Herzog III, US author, editor.
Explored various social and environmental issues through
his novels and short fiction.
(Sa)Apr 09: [b] Bruce Stewart, New Zealand author and
TV screenwriter. His novel TIMESLIP (1970) was made
into a UK television series.
(Sa)Apr 09: [b] Ernst Meckelburg, German journalist,
author. Most of his fictional work was based around the
theme of parapsychology.
(Sa)Apr 09: [b] Hoot von Zitzewitz, German artist,
painted many sf covers during the 1960s.
(F)Apr 15: [d] Gaston Leroux, French author, best known
for his novel THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA (1910).
He also dabbled in fringe sf themes such as lost world
stories and missing links.
(Sa)Apr 16: [b] Peter Mark Richman, US actor,
numerous sf roles including episodes of the original
Twilight Zone.
(Su)Apr 17: [d] Florence Carpenter Dieudonné, US
author of two sf novels – RONDAH; or THIRTY-THREE
YEARS IN A STAR (1887) and XARTELLA (1891).
(M)Apr 18: [b] Mitchell Sharmat, US author. Mostly
wrote children’s books, with one teen novel of sf interest,
A GIRL OF MANY PARTS (1988).
(F)May 06: [b] Gerard A. Quinn, Irish artist, produced a
prodigious amount of both covers and interior illustrations
for sf magazines throughout the 1950s and 1960s.
(F)May 06: [b] Tom McGowen, US author. A children’s
fantasy writer, published a science-fantasy novel of note
titled SIR MacHINERY (1970).
(Tu)May 10: [d] Henry Olerich, US teacher and author of
a series of Utopian novels, the most notable of which was
A CITYLESS AND COUNTRYLESS WORLD (1893).
(Th)May 12: [d] Joseph Shield Nicholson, UK
mathematician, author. Published two lost race novels:
THOTH: A ROMANCE (1888) and TOXAR: A ROMANCE
(1890).
(Th)May 12: [b] Herbert Norton Rogoff, US artist, had
three sf covers in 1970.
(F)May 13: [b] S. A. Wakefield, Australian writer, author
of children’s series BOTTERSNIKES AND GUMBLES.
Futures Past

(Author Births & Deaths continued)
(Sa)May 14: [b] Herbert W. Franke, Austrian author,
scientist. One of the premier names in German sf.
(Su)May 15: [b] Philip Slater, US academic and
playwright. Authored HOW I SAVED THE WORLD
(1985) a tongue-in-cheek novel about nuclear holocaust.
(W)May 18: [b] Gloria D. Miklowitz, US author of a
novel duology – AFTER THE BOMB (1985) and AFTER
THE BOMB: WEEK ONE (1987), which take place
immediately after a nuclear attack on Los Angeles.
(F)May 20: [b] David Hedison, US actor, best known for
his role as Capt. Lee Crane on Voyage to the Bottom of the
Sea (1964 - 1968). He also starred in many other TV
shows and films throughout his 50+ year career.
(Su)May 22: [b] Al Markim, US actor, played Astro in
Tom Corbett, Space Cadet (1950 - 1955).
(Su)May 22: [b] Phil Tucker, US film director, producer,
writer. Creator of numerous sf B-films during the 1950s
and 1960s, in the Ed Wood style of “so bad it’s good” type
of cinema.
(W)May 25: [b] Gerhard Branstner, German author,
published mostly in Germany during 1970s and 1980s.
(W)May 25: [b] Julian Fane, UK author, wrote
REVOLUTION ISLAND (1979).
(F)May 27: [b] Stephen Minot, US academic, author of
post nuclear holocaust novel CHILL OF DUSK (1964).
(Su)May 29: [b] Carl Toms, UK costume/production
designer. Worked on several prehistoric films during the
1960s, including One Million Years B.C. (1966),
Prehistoric Women (1967) and When Dinosaurs Ruled the
Earth (1970).
(Su)May 29: [b] Norma Vance, US author of two essays
on her husband Jack Vance.
(M)May 30: [b] Bob Peak, US artist; several sf covers
including Star Trek: The Motion Picture (1979).
(Tu)May 31: [b] Roberto Vacca, Italian author, published
extensively throughout 1970s to 1990s.
(W)Jun 01: [b] Moyra Caldecott, S.African author
[pseud. of Olivia Brown]. Most of her works are young
adult fantasies with one exception of sf interest, CHILD
OF THE DARK STAR (1984).
(Th)Jun 02: [b] W. Watts Biggers, US song and script
writer, best known as the creator of the 1960s cartoon
Underdog, as well as an sf novel THE MAN INSIDE
(1968).
(M)Jun 06: [b] Alan Seymour, Australian author,
published novel THE COMING SELF-DESTRUCTION
OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (1969).
(M)Jun 06: [b] Lawrence Kamarck, US author. Mostly
published detective fiction with one sf novel THE
ZINSSER IMPLANT (1979).
(Th)June 09: [d] Ward Muir, UK photographer and
author of the lost world novel FURTHER EAST THAN
ASIA: A ROMANTIC ADVENTURE (1919).
1927

(Sa)Jun 11: [b] Kit Pedler, UK author, physician and
research scientist. Pedler wrote several Doctor Who
novels, including his creation of the Cybermen.
(Su)Jun 12: [b] Henry Slesar, US author, advertising
copywriter. Author of several hundred sf stories, scripts
for TV and one sf novel, 20 MILLION MILES TO EARTH
(1957), based on the film of the same name, which itself
was based on a short story by Charlotte Knight.
(M)Jun 13: [b] Paul Ableman, UK author, playwright.
One sf novel TWILIGHT OF THE VILP (1969).
(F)Jun 17: [b] Wally Wood, US artist. Wood did hundreds
of sf covers, interiors, comics, even TOPPS trading cards.
He’s been recognized as one of the most influential artists
in both comics and sf.
(M)Jun 20: [b] Jean Martin-Bontoux, French artist,
published handful of sf covers and interior art.
(W)Jun 22: [b] Lima de Freitas, Portuguese artist, writer,
created hundreds of covers and interiors, many of which
were for sf works.
(F)Jun 24: [b] Claude Verlinde, French artist, did cover
art for IMAGINAIRE I: Magic Realism 2008 - 2009 (2008).
(F)Jun 24: [b] Morton Klass, US author, writer of sf short
stories during the 1950s.
(F)Jun 24: [b] Pieter Grashoff (pseud. of Cok Grashoff)
Dutch author, professor; wrote dozens of children’s books
and children’s series. One series in particular Drie
Jongens (trans. Three Boys) had several titles which were
sf themed.
(M)Jun 27: [b] Tibor Csernus, Hungarian artist, created
dozens of sf covers during the 1970s and 1980s.
(Tu)Jun 28: [b] Max Gunther, US author, wrote disaster
novel DOOM WIND (1986).
(W)Jun 29: [b] Dick Martin, US artist, mostly
remembered for his extensive works illustrating L. Frank
Baum’s OZ books.
(F)Jul 01: [b] Ken Russell, US author of MIKE AND
GABY’S SPACE GOSPEL (1999).
(Tu)Jul 05: [b] Thomas Fleming, UK author of alternate
history novel THE SECRET TRIAL OF ROBERT E. LEE
(2006).
(Sa)Jul 09: [b] Robert C. Goldston, US author, artist;
authored nuclear holocaust novel THE SHORE SEEN
DIMLY (1963). Cover artist for nine of the NEBULA
SCIENCE FICTION anthologies.
(M)Jul 11: [b] Dénis Lindbohm, Swedish photo
technician and author. He was also a lifelong sf fan and
founded the Meteor Club in Malmö, which is considered
to be Sweden’s first sf club. Due to health issues he was
granted a disability pension and used the opportunity to
turn to full time sf writing.
(Sa)Jul 16: [b] Shirley Hughes, UK artist; produced many
sf and fantasy artworks for both covers and interiors.
(Tu)Jul 19: [d] William R. Bradshaw, US author of
Utopian hollow Earth novel THE GODDESS OF
ATVATABAR (1892).
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(Author Births & Deaths continued)
(Tu)Jul 19: [b] Richard E. Geis, US author, editor.
Known for lifetime contribution of sf essays and reviews,
Geis won the Hugo six times for Best Fanzine and seven
times for Best Fan Writer.
(Th)Jul 21: [b] Paul Blaisdell, US artist; did numerous sf
magazine covers and interiors during the 1950s. Best
remembered for designing monsters for B-movies during
the 1950s and 1960s. Often he would also be the actor
portraying the very creatures he created for the screen.
(Tu)Jul 26: [b] Norman Zierold, US author of novel THE
SKYSCRAPER DOOM (1972).
(W)Jul 27: [b] Mel Hunter (pseud. of Milford Joseph
Hunter III), US artist, made significant impact during the
1950s, 1960s and beyond with countless sf covers and
interiors depicting realistic looking spaceships, robots and
futuristic technology. Hunter also wrote and illustrated
four science books for children.
(F)Jul 29: [b] Harry Mulisch, Dutch author whose novels
and stories blur the distinctions between sf and fantasy,
mixed with a strong blend of spirituality.
(F)Jul 29: [b] Jean E. Karl, US author and editor, Karl
wrote primarily sf for children and young adults. She
sought to attract more female readers to sf by providing the
right kind of stories and characters. Her editorial talents
were second to none. Books she personally oversaw or
edited earned a total of two Caldecott Medals, five
Newberry Awards, five Newberry honorable mentions, eight
Edgar Allan Poe Awards and one National Book Award.
August [b] Dorothy E. Skinkle, US author of the sf novel
STAR GIANT (1969).
(M)Aug 01: [b] Gail Kimberly, US author of several sf
and fantasy novels in the 1970s and 1980s.
(Sa)Aug 06: [b] Gretchen Schwenn, US artist with
numerous interior works during the 1960s.
(Su)Aug 07: [b] William C. Knott, US author of sf novel
JOURNEY ACROSS THE THIRD PLANET (1969),
although he was best known as a writer of westerns.
(Tu)Aug 09: [b] Daniel Keyes, US author, best known for
his classic novel FLOWERS FOR ALGERNON (1966),
winner of both the Hugo and Nebula Awards.
(Tu)Aug 09: [b] Marvin Minsky, US computer scientist
and pioneer in the field of artificial intelligence. His one
sf novel (AI theme) written in collaboration with Harry
Harrison was THE TURING OPTION (1992).
(Th)Aug 11: [b] Don Lamond, US actor, a regular in
many sf films including The Angry Red Planet (1959),
Have Rocket – Will Travel (1959) and The Invaders (TV
series, 1967).
(M)Aug 15: [b] Eileen Lottman, US author wrote two
novel tie-ins to the Bionic Woman TV series.
(Tu)Aug 16: [b] Herbert R. Lottman, US author of the
biography JULES VERNE: AN EXPLORATORY BIOGRAPHY
(1996).
(Su)Aug 21: [d] Walter Rhoades, UK author of lost world
novel for teens titled, THE HIDDEN CITY: A STORY OF
CENTRAL AMERICA (1907).
(Tu)Aug 23: [b] Dick Bruna, Dutch book cover artist,
most prominent during the 1960s to mid 1970s.
(W)Aug 24: [b] David Ireland, Australian author and
artist. Three sf novels and a large number of book covers
and interior artwork.
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(F)Aug 26: [d] John St. Loe Strachey, UK journalist,
editor and author of two politically themed sf novels: THE
GREAT BREAD RIOTS (1885) and HOW ENGLAND
BECAME A REPUBLIC: A ROMANCE OF THE
CONSTITUTION (1891).
(Sa)Aug 27: [b] Mari Wolf, US author and essayist,
published a handful of sf stories as well as a series of
essays for the fanzine Fandora’s Box, all during the 1950s.
(Su) Aug 28: [b] Ian Malcolm, Canadian author of the
satirical novel RIP 7 (1976) about a “love drug” which
causes a worldwide orgy.
(Sa)Sep 03: [b] Ralph Hayes, US author of two sf novels:
THE VISITING MOON (1971) and DROUGHT! (1981).
(Tu)Sep 06: [d] John B. Fayette, US author of an occult/
space travel novel VOICES FROM MANY HILLTOPS,
ECHOES FROM MANY VALLEYS (1886).
(Th)Sep 08: [b] Margaret Howes, US author of sf novel
THE WRONG WORLD (2000).
(F)Sep 09: [b] Bob Duncan, US screenwriter, wrote for
many of the Irwin Allen sf series of the 1960s including
The Time Tunnel (1966-1967), Lost in Space (1966-1968),
Land of the Giants (1969-1970) as well as other series and
films.
(F)Sep 09: [b] James Hall Roberts, US author of sf novel
THE BURNING SKY (1966).
(W)Sep 14: [b] Martin Caidin, US author, known for his
high tech novels about space exploration, nuclear war and
cyborg technology. His four novels in the Cyborg series
were the basis of The Six Million Dollar Man TV series
and its spin-off, The Bionic Woman.
(W)Sep 14: [b] Maurice Pons, French author of the
Dystopian novel LES SAISONS (1965), translated into
English by St. Martin’s Press in 1977 as THE SEASONS
OF THE RAM.
(W)Sep 21: [b] Martin Green, US academic and author of
sf novel THE EARTH AGAIN REDEEMED (1977).
(Tu)Sep 27: [b] Roberta Gellis, US author of a trio of sf
novels although most of her published works have been in
the fantasy genre.
(F)Sep 30: [b] Leonard Reiffel, US physicist and author
of the sf novel THE CONTAMINANT (1978). He was
most noted for being the NASA Deputy Director for the
Apollo Moon Project in 1965 - 1969.
(M)Oct 03: [b] Donald R. Bensen, US editor and author
of the humorous alternate history novel AND HAVING
WRIT… (1978). He was a high level editor at publishing
houses such as Berkley, Dell, Dial Press, and Ballantine.
Bensen was also a member of the literary club The
Trapdoor Spiders which served as the inspiration for Isaac
Asimov’s The Black Widowers.
(W)Oct 05: [d] Frank Koester, US author of lost race
novel UNDER THE DESERT STARS (1923).
(Th)Oct 06: [d] Amy Catherine Robbins Wells, wife of
science fiction author H. G. Wells. The character of Amy
Robbins was portrayed by Mary Steenburgen in the 1979
science fiction film TIME AFTER TIME, the premise being
that Robbins was a 1979 bank employee who married
Wells after traveling back to 1895.
(F)Oct 07: [b] J. T. Oliver, US author of a handful of sf
short stories during the early 1950s.
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(Author Births & Deaths continued)
(Th)Oct 13: [d] William Le Queux, UK journalist and
author. He published about a dozen novels during the turn
of the century, most of which were either lost race themed
or future war.
(F)Oct 14: [b] John Robert Russell, US author of three sf
novels published in 1974, 1975.
(F)Oct 21: [d] Frank Aubrey (pseud. of Frank Atkins) UK
engineer and author. Prolific writer of lost race/lost world
novels and stories, between 1896 and 1918.
(Tu)Oct 25: [b] Steve Shagan, US author of the sf novel
THE FORMULA (1979) in which the oil industry attempts
to destroy all evidence of a new form of fuel discovered by
the Nazis which eliminates the need for petroleum.
(Tu)Nov 01: [d] Louis Lombard, French composer,
financier, author. Published a single sf novel THE
VICIOUS VIRTUOSO (1898), about an advanced race
living in ancient Egypt.
(Sa)Nov 05: [b] Thomas G. Aylesworth, US author of
two reference works, MONSTERS FROM THE MOVIES
(1972) and MOVIE MONSTERS (1975).
(Tu)Nov 08: [b] Lennie Mayne, Australian TV director,
choreographer, worked on the Doctor Who TV series,
directing four of the episodes.
(Tu)Nov 15: [b] Barbara S. Harris, US author of sf novel
WHO IS JULIA? (1972) which was later made into a
made-for-TV film of the same name (1986).
(Sa)Nov 19: [b] David Ely (Lilienthal), US author and
journalist, published a handful of sf novels and short
stories between 1961 – 1970.
(F)Nov 25: [b] Clive Egleton, UK author, published a
series of post-holocaust novels pitting the remains of the
UK against the Russians who are now an occupying force.
(Sa)Dec 10: [b] Anthony Coburn, Australian screen
writer, two scripts for Doctor Who: The Tribe of Gum
(1988) and The Masters of Luxor (1992).
(Su)Dec 11: [b] John Buscema, US artist, published
several pieces of sf cover art and interiors.
(Su)Dec 11: [b] Mann Rubin, US screenwriter,
collaborated on the TV series Lucan (1977-78).
(M)Dec 12: [b] Donald Pendleton, US author, wrote
several sf novels in the early 1970s, some written as Dan
Britain, and a couple of those being soft core porn.
(W)Dec 14: [b] Oliver Lange, US author of the novel
VANDENBERG (1971) about the downfall of the US.
(F)Dec 16: [b] Peter Dickinson, UK author. A prolific
writer who published in numerous genres and markets – sf,
fantasy, detective, adult, juvenile, etc.
(F)Dec 16: [b] Randall Garrett, US author, prolific writer
of both sf and fantasy, he is best remembered for his Lord
Darcy series of science-fantasy detective stories,
published between 1964 – 1979.
(Sa)Dec 17: [b] Robert Robinson, UK radio and TV
broadcaster, author of THE CONSPIRACY (1968) in
which world leaders conspire to reduce overpopulation by
sneaking contraceptives into the water supply.
(Su)Dec 18: [b] Frank D. McSherry, Jr., US anthologist
who worked with Martin H. Greenberg and Charles
Waugh on more than twenty anthologies, mostly
supernatural fiction.
(Su)Dec 18: [b] Sterling E. Lanier, US author and editor.
Author of the post-holocaust duology HIERO’S
1927

JOURNEY (1973) and UNFORSAKEN HIERO (1983),
taking place on a ravaged Earth 5,000 years after a nuclear
war. He is best remembered as the editor who was
instrumental in getting Frank Herbert’s DUNE published.
(Tu)Dec 20: [b] David Markson, US author of
WITTGENSTEIN'S MISTRESS (1988), a “last man on
Earth” novel.
(M)Dec 26: [b] Denis Gifford, UK author of the nonfiction reference work SCIENCE FICTION FILM (1971).
(M)Dec 26: [b] Murray F. Yaco, US author of sf stories.
(M)Dec 26: [b] T.S.J. Gibbard (pseud. of Michael
Vintner), UK author of THE STARSEED MISSION (1980)
and three other sf novels.
(Sa)Dec 31: [d] The Earl of Mayo (pseud. of Dermot
Robert Wyndham Bourke), Irish politician and author of
future war novel THE WAR CRUISE OF THE ‘ARIES’(1894).

1927: SF Firsts
Stories:
"Ye Goode Olde Ghost Story" (Weird Tales, Jan. 1927)
first published story by Anthony Boucher (pseudonym of
US editor and author William Anthony Parker White)
written as by William A.P. White.
"The Man with the Strange Head" (Amazing Stories, Jan.
1927) first published story by Miles J. Breuer.
''When the Lion Roared" (Thrilling Tales, May 1927) first
published story by Manly Wade Wellman.
“The Visitation” (Amazing Stories, June 1927*) first
published story by Cyril G. Wates. His story was the
winner of the $500 Cover Prize Contest which was
announced in the December 1926 issue.
"The Four-Dimensional Roller-Press" (Amazing Stories,
June 1927*) first published story by Bob Olsen.
"The Lost Comet" (Amazing Stories, June 1927*) first
published story by Ronald M. Sherin.
*Note that all three first time stories appeared in the June
issue of Amazing Stories.
"The Lost Continent" (Amazing Stories, July 1927) first
published story by Cecil B. White.
“The Red Brain” (Weird Tales, Oct. 1927) first story by
Donald Wandrei. (At about this same time, he also had a story
published in The Recluse, titled, “A Fragment of a Dream.”
The Recluse is considered by some the first true sf&f fanzine.)
"Loup-Garou" (Weird Tales, Oct. 1927) first published story
by Wallace West.
''The Machine Man of Ardathia" (Amazing Stories, Nov.
1927) first published story by Francis Flagg.
Novels:
THE BURNING RING – first sf novel by Katherine Burdekin
THE EYE OF ABU – first novel by Alan Dare
THE HAND OF HORROR – first novel by Oscar J. Friend
THE NEXT CHAPTER: The War Against the Moon –
first novel by Andre Maurois
ADAM IN MOONSHINE – first novel by J B Priestley
*
*
*
*
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In 1896 brothers Auguste and Louis Lumière, pioneers in the infant film industry, released a 50-second film
titled, “L'Arrivée d'un train en gare de La Ciotat” or Arrival of a Train at La Ciotat. The entire scene consists
of a train pulling into a station and passengers exiting from it to welcoming relatives and friends. Legend has
it that as the train was arriving, rolling toward the camera and the audience, this silent black and white film
appeared so real that many people bolted from their seats and ran for the exits. This event was eventually
confirmed to have never occurred, but it still speaks to the purpose and power of the motion picture arts. Over
the past 125 years, film technology has made some incredible advancements. In this extended segment we
will explore the evolution of film technology as well as the films, specifically sf of course, which entertained
and influenced society over the years. There is a “complete” and detailed (as best as I was able to gather)
directory of all the intact sf films from 1895 to 1925 as well as a list of sf films which are today considered
lost. This section serves as a much-needed introduction and reference to all the sf films prior to those which
are detailed starting in the 1926 volume of FUTURES PAST.

The birth of the modern film
industry occurred in the year
1832. Joseph Antoine Ferdi‐
nand Plateau, a Belgian
physicist, was studying the
phenomenon known as
“Persistence of Vision.”
Persistence of Vision is
based on the fact that an
image remains on our
retinas for approximately
1/14th
of
a
second.
Applying this phenomenon,
Plateau developed a crude
Joseph Plateau
device consisting of a spin‐
ning wheel with a series of patterns or images around its
outer diameter. In the case of the illustration below,
when the wheel was spun, it created an optical illusion in
which the couple appeared to be dancing. Also known as
the Magic Wheel, the Phenakistoscope was the first device
that created the illusion of a moving image. Soon after
Plateau's Phenakistoscope, William George Horner
invented his own variation in 1834 by taking the flat
wheel and curving it into a cylinder about 12 inches in
diameter. On the outer rim were equally spaced slits
which the viewer looked through. As the drum spun at
speeds reaching 14 frames per seconds, the figures
appeared to perform realistic looking movements. As the
cylinder spun, the changing images were viewed through
slits around the circumference of the cylinder rather than
directly on a flat surface. He named the device a
Zoetrope, which derives from a Greek term meaning
"wheel of life." In 1866 the toy company Milton Bradley,
synonymous with many of today's most popular board
games, released a children's version of the Zoetrope,
complete with a
collection of inter‐
changeable picture
strips.
Invented in 1877
in France by Charles
-Émile Reynaud, the
Praxinoscope was the
next iteration in
“moving
picture”
development. Ray‐
naud had taken the
basic zoetrope design
and replaced the
Phenakistoscope
long, thin slits with a
circle of mirrors inside the device. This innovation gave the
device the capability to be attached to a projector, which in
turn made it possible for a group of people to watch the ani‐
mation together, rather than the awkward method of individ‐
uals squinting and peering through slits. Based on the suc‐
cess of his patented invention, Reynaud opened his Theatre
Optique in Paris for a paying public to come and be amazed.

Praxinoscope

On August 15, 1878 Eadweard Muybridge set a mile‐
stone in film history when he captured a series of photo‐
graphs of a galloping horse. The resulting collection of
images was titled, “Sallie Gardner at a Gallop." The idea
for the film test came from California senator Leland
Stanford, who commissioned Muybridge to determine if a
galloping horse at any point had all four hooves off the
ground. Muybridge's solution was to set up a series of 24
cameras along a length of race track, tethered to strings
going across the track. As the horse galloped by the cam‐
eras, it would break the strings, activating the shutter of
each camera, capturing the image of the animal as it raced
by. The photographs were then placed in a device
Muybridge invented specifically for the project, which he
named a Zoopraxiscope. It was basically a close variation
of Plateau's Phenakistoscope, the only real difference
being that it displayed photos instead of drawings on a
much larger wheel. The Zoopraxiscope would later in‐
spire Thomas Edison's Kinetoscope. For the record,
Muybridge’s experiment
proved conclusively that
at a certain point in its
gallop, a horse did
indeed have all four
hooves off the ground.
In 1880 Muybridge was
credited with the first
motion picture exhibit
when he projected
"Sallie Gardner at a
Gallop" on a screen dur‐
ing his presentation at
the California School of
Zoetrope
Fine Arts.
In 1882 Etienne Jules Marey came up with a quite
unique looking piece of technology. He dubbed it the
Fusil Photographique or the “photographic rifle” because
of its striking design. The camera was capable of taking
twelve consecutive photos per second and paved the way
for actual film recording. Marey was a scientist and
physician and he was interested in studying anatomical

Marey’s Fusil Photographique

film technology. In 1884, after several years of trial and
error, Eastman patented the first film in a practical, light
and flexible celluloid roll. By 1889 he was able to offer
the first mass produced film stock to both photographers
and film makers, and by 1896 his company was the
leading supplier of film stock in the world.
Trivia: The first folding pocket Kodak camera was intro‐
duced in 1897 and was mentioned in Bram Stoker’s novel
Dracula, published that same year. [near the end of Ch.2
- Jonathan Harker’s Journal]

movements. With his “shotgun” camera, he simply had to
point at the physical behavior he was analyzing, pull the
trigger once, and the camera would produce a series of a
dozen images in one second. The images captured were
called Chronophotographs. Thanks to the circular move‐
ment of the drum which contained the glass film plates and
the clockwork mechanism inside, the camera could reach
shutter speeds up to 1/700th of a second. This Chronophotographic Camera was used to study a wide variety of
subjects, from a man running or jumping to the flight of
birds. Muybridge could have used this camera with great
results and less effort in his galloping horse experiment.
It was in the early to mid 1880s that film technology
began to catch up with camera technology. In the 1860s
John Wesley Hyatt patented a method to manufacture
celluloid, a “horn-like” material which was an ideal
substitute for many of the products being made from
animal ivory. It was an early form of plastic and made
primarily from cellulose nitrate and camphor; cellulose
being plant fiber. Hyatt and others eventually figured out
how to apply this process to the creation of film stock.
George Eastman, an American entrepreneur who would
found the Eastman Kodak Company in September 1888,
had been keeping a close eye on the development of this
16

On October 14, 1888 Louis Le Prince, a French artist
and inventor, became the first person to shoot a brief mov‐
ing picture sequence using a single lens camera recording
on a paper-based roll of film. By the 1880s, he was one of
many inventors trying to master the technology for what
would become film. Others included William Friese
Greene and Wordsworth Donisthorpe in Britain,
Eadweard Muybridge in the US, Etienne-Jules Marey
in France, and the Skladanowsky brothers in Germany.
Le Prince's first camera had 16 lenses, which took what
Wilkinson also dismisses as "sequential photographs."
Wilkinson defined film as being shot from a single point
of view - as with Le Prince's next invention, the singlelens camera. On January 10, 1888 Le Prince was granted
an American patent for a 16-lens device which he claimed
could serve as both a motion picture camera and as a
projector. On Oct. 10, 1888, he submitted an addendum
to his patent which described the single-lens camera, but
due to lack of details or illustrations, the update did not
qualify for patent protection. Four days later he would
film the Roundhay Garden scene with his family members.
His moving picture experiment was filmed at Roundhay
Garden suburbs, at the home of his in-laws, Joseph and
Sarah Whitley, in the city of Leeds, UK. It was a brief
scene of his son Adolphe, Joseph and Sarah Whitley and
a woman named Annie Hartley, a family friend, all
strolling about the Whitley’s garden. The single-lens
camera Le Prince was using was his own invention and
the film was a roll of Kodak paper negative film. Le
Prince also made other test sequences with his single-lens
camera. He captured a scene of people and horse-drawn
carriages crossing Leeds Bridge, and one of his son
Adolphe playing the accordion. The camera worked
brilliantly...the only problem was that it was of little use if
people were unable to watch the films later. Le Prince
experimented with numerous projection techniques with
varying degrees of success.
One year later, Kodak would improve upon their
paper-based film by developing (pun intended) a new type
of film which was a flexible, translucent cellulose-based
rolled film. Though the film ran for a mere 1.7 seconds,
shot at 12 frames per second, it was a milestone in film
history. Le Prince adapted the film to his camera and
became the first person to ever record a film in the format
we recognize today. The film earned Le Prince the title of
“Father of Cinematography” and it is believed to be the
oldest surviving film in existence. Unfortunately, Le
Prince would never get the chance to play his groundFutures Past

Muybridge & his horse gallop test

Kinetoscope

Louis Le Prince

John Wesley Hyatt
1927
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breaking movie clip for the public. Nearly a year later,
while preparing to unveil his film and technology at a
public demonstration, Le Prince mysteriously disap‐
peared, having last been seen on Sept. 16, 1890 boarding
a train from Dĳon on the way to visit his brother Albert in
Paris. His body was never found. Within months of the
disappearance, Thomas Edison tried to take credit for the
invention of Le Prince’s camera. In 1898 Adolphe Le
Prince testified against Edison in a court case in which
Edison was claiming to be the first and only inventor of
cinematography. After all was said and done, Edison lost
the case. In 1902 Adolphe Le Prince added to the mystery
of his father’s disappearance when he was found shot to
death in his New York apartment. No one was ever
brought to trial and no connection was established
between Edison and the deaths of either father Le Prince
or son. Conspiracy theories, of course, abounded.
In February 1888, the same year that Le Prince was
fine-tuning his single-lens camera system, Eadweard
Muybridge, paid a historic visit to Mr. Thomas Edison.
Visiting Orange, New Jersey on a lecture tour, Muybridge
decided to pay a visit to the “Wizard of Menlo Park” at his
nearby laboratory facilities. The two men discussed the
recent developments in camera technology, the phono‐
graph and other innovations which would eventually
change the world. Edison, ever the tinkerer and oppor‐
tunist, began brainstorming with one of his prized assis‐
tants, named William Kennedy Dickson, who was an
expert in photography. Edison shared his vision with
Dickson of “an instrument which does for the Eye what
the phonograph does for the Ear.” Edison challenged his
star employ to take on the task of inventing such a machine.
By May 1891, Dickson and his research team at the
Edison Labs delivered on the challenge, having invented
a recording instrument capable of producing films of
about a minute in length. He named this device the
Kinetoscope (aka the Kinetograph). The name was
combined from two Greek roots - kineto, which means
“movement” and scopos which is “to view.” The machine
was designed for a single person to use at a time. The
cabinet containing the apparatus was 18in. x 27in. x 4ft.
tall. The viewer would watch films through a peephole
window at the top of the device. The kinetoscope
provided the illusion of movement by flashing a series of
sequential images with the aid of a high-speed shutter,
over a light source. Le Prince’s system, developed a year
earlier could actually project the same film strips on a
screen or wall, so that many people could view it together,
rather than one at a time. Though Le Prince’s invention
was both earlier and more advanced, Edison as usual, did
not hesitate to claim the process as his own and raced to
put his own name on a patent proclaiming himself the
father of the moving picture. Le Prince’s untimely death
in 1890 only made Edison’s ambitions more pronounced
as he thought he would endure little or no resistance in the
patent process. Though Edison did get credit for the
invention of the Kinetoscope, it was obviously William
Dickson who did all the work, including formulating the
design for the system. The premiere of the Kinetoscope
was held at the Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences on
18

May 9, 1893. In fact, Dickson can also be credited with
inventing the first medium format roll film. At that time,
standard roll film was 70mm wide. Dickson decided to
cut the film lengthwise down the middle and perforate
both edges with sprocket holes to advance the film. The
resultant 35mm wide film stock became the standard film
gauge that has been used all the way up to the digital age
of image recording today.
In April 1895 Dickson left Edison Labs and joined a
team which would become American Mutoscope and
Biograph Company. There, Dickson invented a variation
of the Kinetoscope, he called the Mutoscope. The
machine was a hand-cranked peep-show device. The
main difference between it and the Kinetoscope was that
instead of projecting continuous film images, the
Mutoscope produced moving images by a rotating
cylinder filled with image cards, similar to a child’s
flip-book, in which pages are quickly turned to create the
visual illusion of movement. Biograph was the first
company in the US devoted exclusively to film produc‐
tion and over 20 years produced more than 3,000 short
films and a dozen feature films. One of Biograph’s most
notable claims to film history occurred in January 1910
when the company was scouting locations in the Los
Angeles area for an upcoming film. They found the per‐
fect spot in a small rural town overlooking downtown
L.A. In fact, they liked the area so much, the company
moved their entire operations there. As word got around
the industry about this prime location, other film
companies moved there as well. From that point on the
quiet little town of Hollywood would be changed forever.
Dickson parted ways with Biograph in 1911. He never
did any further work in the film industry and passed away
in 1935, never having been given any credit for his
profound contributions to film history.
In the summer of 1894, Edison took his fantastic
invention to Paris, where it would inspire a French pho‐
tographer and film-plate manufacturer named Antoine
Lumière. While at the exhibition, Lumière obtained a
sample length of film which he took home and showed his
two young sons. Auguste and Louis Lumière were closely
involved in their father’s business and in fact, in 1881 at
the age of 17, Louis invented a “dry plate” process of
developing film for his father’s business. The process
was so successful that it changed the family business from
a struggling one, on the verge of bankruptcy to building a
large factory on the outskirts of Lyon, with over 100
employees to keep up with demand. By 1894 Lumière &
Sons were producing over 15 million plates per year.
Antoine now enlisted the boys again. After explain‐
ing to them what he had seen at the exhibition, he gave
them the sample film and told them to build a cheaper but
better alternative to the Edison Kinetoscope. The key to
success would be to develop an apparatus that could
project an image on a screen which could be viewed by
many, instead of the peephole method of the Kinetoscope.
His sons did not disappoint. In early 1895 Auguste and
Louis put the final touches on a device they named the
Cinématographe. It was compact and light, weighing a
mere 11 pounds, as opposed to Edison’s Kinetoscope
Futures Past

The Lumière Brothers

which could weigh a back-breaking 300 lbs or more.
More importantly, the Lumière Cinématographe was a
3-in-1 device which could record, develop and project
motion images at a speed of 16 frames per second. The
Lumières ran their first test footage at the family factory as
workers were leaving for the day. They showed the result‐
ing film, “La Sortie des ouvriers de l’usine Lumière”
(“Workers Leaving the Lumière Factory”) at a public
screening they organized at Salon Indien du Grand Café in
Paris on December 28, 1895. Beside the factory film, the
Lumières presented nine other films each running about
45-50 seconds. The films were projected on a 16 x 21
meter screen (about 52.5 x 69 feet). It is considered to be
the very first public motion picture screening and put the
Lumière brothers squarely on the timeline of film history.
After that grand initial success in 1895, the Lumière
brothers took their invention on the road, doing demon‐
strations all over Europe and Asia. In early 1896
Cinématographe theaters opened in Paris, London, New
York and other major cities. It was the beginning of a rev‐
olution in the newly developing film industry. In fact, the
word cinema comes to us as a derivation of the
Lumière Cinématographe. Furthermore, Lumière is the
French word for “light.” The Lumière name was a fitting
one for a family of inventors who took the light of past
days and captured it in a form that could be duplicated and
shared not only all over the world but throughout the ages.
In the United States the Edison Manufacturing
Company quickly gained ground as THE premiere film
producer. Between 1894, when Edison began marketing
his Kinetoscope until the studio’s closing in 1918, the
1927

company had produced nearly 1,200 films, most of which
were shorts, news items, and slice of life scenes, while 54
were major feature-length productions. Edison is even
credited with creating the world’s first film studio at
Edison Labs in New Jersey, specifically for the purpose of
making film strips to keep his Kinetoscope empire pulling
in viewers and dollars. The Black Maria, named after a
slang term for police paddy wagons, began construction in
December 1892 and was completed several months later at
a cost of $637.67 (about $18,000 in 2020). The studio was
simply a large tar-papered room with a retractable roof.
The building sat on large metal rollers so that when the
roof was open, it could be turned to get maximum sunlight.
In 1901, Edison built a glass-enclosed rooftop studio in
New York City and closed Black Maria for good.
It was now the start of a whole new century. Film
making technology was getting cheaper, more compact,
and more usable. At the same time salons and theaters all
over the world were beginning to embrace this new form
of entertainment and the public could simply not get
enough of it. An entire industry was springing up almost
literally overnight, creating clever short films of everyday
life or magical illusions to astound audiences. Then came
the film adaptations of classic novels and original stories
and eventually 10, 15, 20 part serials. It would not be long
before no-name actors working for next to nothing would
become “stars” earning mind-boggling salaries. Film had
arrived, and not with a whisper but an earthshaking eruption.
*

*

*

*

The Lumière Cinématographe
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La lune à un mètre (1898)
[aka – The Astronomer’s Dream
Trans. - The Moon at One Meter]
France - Star Film Company - 3min
(D) Georges Méliès
(C) Georges Méliès, Jehanne d'Alcy
A medieval astronomer (played by Méliès) sits hard at
work in his celestial observatory. Suddenly, strange things
begin to happen. At first a demon appears, then a
All of these films are available for viewing on Youtube.com mysterious woman appears and banishes him. Objects
comically disappear and reappear, and the ever-watchful
Moon comes to the observatory window and begins to
1890s
devour everything in sight, including the scientist along
with his telescope. At the end, the mysterious woman
La charcuterie mécanique (1895)
reappears and returns everything to its original order.
[aka – The Mechanical Butcher]
When this film was imported into the United States by
France – Lumière – 44sec
producer Sigmund Lubin in 1899 he re-titled it A Trip to
(D/P) Louis Lumière
Considered by many to be the first sf film, due technically to the Moon. However this had no relation to the 1902 film
the interpretation that it portrays a “futuristic technology.” A Trip to the Moon.
The short film begins with several men putting a large (and
quite live) pig into one end of what looks like a large metal
dumpster. The operator immediately opens the lid at the
other end and begins pulling out neatly packaged pork
products. This theme was often copied in a variety of other
early films: Making Sausages (1897), An Hallucinated
Alchemist (1897), The Sausage Machine (1897), Fun in a
Butcher Shop (1901), Dog Factory (1904). Yes, the last
one is exactly what you think it is...
Title (year)
[aka / translation]
Country / Production Company / time – h m s
(D)irector / (P)roducer
(C)ast
(C) = no cast listed
Summary_____________________________

1900s
À la conquête de l’air (1901)
[aka – The Flying Machine]
France - Pathé Frères – 24sec
(D) Ferdinand Zecca
(C) Ferdinand Zecca
Only 24 seconds long, this is simply a special effects clip
showing Zecca astride a flying machine, which looks like
a cross between a bicycle and a blimp.
The X-Rays (1897)
UK - G.A. Smith – 44sec
(D/P) George Albert Smith
(C) Tom Green, Laura Bayley
Another future tech film in which a young couple is
exposed to x-rays from a handheld machine. While the
machine is running we see two skeletons interacting with
each other. When the device is turned off, the couple
reappears as their normal selves. The couple were played
by Smith’s wife and Tom Green, a Brighton comedian.
1927
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The Over-Incubated Baby (1901)
[aka – The Wonderful Baby Incubator]
UK - Paul's Animatograph Works – 1m 13s
(D) Walter R. Booth (P) Robert W. Paul (C)
Britain’s first sf film was a comedy short in which a “baby
incubation” shop is able to grow infants at the rate of 12
months per hour. In this tale, a woman drops her baby off
at the shop for one of the treatments and leaves. The infant
is placed in an incubator, but during the setup process an
oil lamp is tipped over and starts a fire under the incubator.
When the child is removed from the device, he is now
three feet tall with an impressive beard.

The Twentieth Century Tramp;
or, Happy Hooligan and His Airship (1902)
USA - Edison Studios – 1m 29s
(D/P) Edwin S. Porter
(C) James Stuart Blackton
Nearly identical to Zecca’s The Flying Machine (1901),
here the main character is cruising over the city of New
York instead of Paris.
Le Voyage dans la Lune (1902)
[aka - A Trip to the Moon]
France - Star Film Company – 12m 52s
(D/P) Georges Méliès
(C) Georges Méliès, Bleuette Bernon, François Lallement
This is considered the first “big budget” sf film. It had
everything you could expect from a state-of-the-art
futuristic film – a fantastic story, interplanetary travel,
aliens, grand special effects and visuals, and an epic length
of nearly 13 minutes! Prof. Barbenfouillis, played by
Méliès, gathers a team of his fellow scientists to build a
spaceship and explore the Moon. The spaceship is
launched from an enormous cannon to great fanfare. Once
upon the Moon, the team discovers underground caverns
with giant mushrooms and insect-like aliens called
Selenites. They are captured by the strange aliens, but
manage to escape, board their ship and by simply pushing
it off a cliff, literally plummet back to Earth and receive a
welcome as heroes.
The film cost 10,000 francs and took three months to
complete. In fact, this film gave us the iconic image which
represents all of early science fiction films – the moon-face
with a bullet-shaped spaceship protruding from its right
eye. A Trip to the Moon quickly gained international
success, and was unfortunately pirated extensively by
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American film studios looking to profit from Méliès’
efforts. During the 1920s the film disappeared from
distribution and was thought to be lost, but a copy
resurfaced in 1930. In 1993 an original hand-colored print
was discovered and eventually restored. A Trip to the
Moon has been included as one of the 100 greatest films
of the 20th Century on numerous lists, and is still
recognized as Méliès’ greatest work.

Voyage à travers l'impossible (1904)
[aka – The Impossible Voyage]
France - Star Film Company – 19m 54s
(D/P) Georges Méliès
(C) Georges Méliès
A film which is difficult to follow as there are no intertitles
[text or dialog between scenes in silent films]. A
geographic society plans a world tour using all available
methods of travel – auto, ship, train, submarines, even
balloons. At one point in their journey, they attach their
train to a large blimp and are carried into space and are
literally swallowed by the Sun. After further adventures
on the Sun, they board their submarine, which was
conveniently loaded on the train, push the sub off one of
the Sun’s many cliffs, and fall harmlessly back to Earth,
splashing down in the ocean (sound familiar?). An
interesting bit of trivia – in A Trip to the Moon, the
voyagers travel consistently from left to right on the
screen. In The Impossible Voyage, their journey to the
Sun proceeds from right to left.

Futures Past

minutes are filled by either dancing “mermaids” followed
Rêve à la lune (1905)
by our hero walking around the bottom of the sea having
[aka – The Moon Lover]
France - Pathé Frères – 6m 18s
comic interactions with fish, shells and a tentacled creature.
(D) Gaston Velle, Ferdinand Zecca
(C) Ferdinand Zecca
A drunk man returns home after a night on the town. He
is inebriated to the point of seeing human-sized bottles and
cans dancing around his apartment. His hallucinations
cause him to climb the outside of his building, up to the
roof, where he pledges his love to the Moon. A storm
comes and blows him off the roof and into space, where he
travels to the Moon and climbs into its mouth (yet another
takeoff of the Méliès’ Moon face). After a few moments he
is seen tumbling through space again, and lands safely
back in his apartment, no worse the wear.

Voyage autour d'une étoile (1906)
[aka – Voyage Around a Star]
France/Italy - Pathé Frères – 6m 3s
(D) Gaston Velle (C)
More fantasy than sf, this clever tale involves an
astronomer who views the heavens through his telescope
and sees beautiful women beckoning to him from a star.
With the help of his assistant, the astronomer fills a tub
with lots of soap powder which he uses to blow a bubble
large enough to take him into outer space. He arrives at the
star where he is greeted by all those lovely women. His
joy is short-lived as the king of the star (perhaps the
Roman god Jupiter) literally kicks him out. Our hero falls
back to Earth and is unfortunately impaled on a weather vane.

Un petit Jules Verne (1907)
[aka – A Little Jules Verne]
France - Pathé Frères – 8m 18s
(D) Gaston Velle (C)
A boy nods off to sleep while reading. As he dozes, the
wall beside his bed fades to a waiting balloon gondola.
The boy hops in and flies around high above the city. A
storm causes the balloon to crash into the sea where he has
further adventures including wrestling an octopus. He
wakes up to his mother scolding him for having torn apart
his pillow while fighting it in his sleep.

The '?' Motorist (1906)
UK - Paul's Animatograph Works – 2m 22s
(D) Walter R. Booth (P) Robert W. Paul (C)
A couple is escaping from the police in their special car. It
can drive not only on roads, but up the sides of buildings,
along cloud tops, around the Moon, and even takes a lap
around the rings of Saturn. When they return to Earth, the
couple drives their car right through the courthouse and is
finally stopped outside. The auto briefly turns into a horse
and buggy, just long enough for them to avoid a speeding
ticket.

Le Tunnel sous la Manche
ou le Cauchemar anglo-français (1907)
[aka - Tunneling the English Channel,
or the Anglo-French Nightmare]
France - Star Film Company – 14m 28s
(D) Georges Méliès
(C) Georges Méliès, Fernande Albany, Jehanne d'Alcy
The film was inspired by actual discussions in 1907
between England and France about building a tunnel under
the English Channel, which would greatly enhance travel
and commerce between the two nations. In the film, the
leaders of both nations meet to discuss the possibilities.
Rescued in Mid-Air (1906)
That night as they go to sleep, both men dream about the
UK – Clarendon – 6m 18s
tunnel excavations and the ensuing events as the tunnel is
(D) Percy Stow (C)
opened. The dream eventually becomes a nightmare, and
The title says it all. A crash between two bicycles causes both men awaken the next morning deciding to scrap the idea.
a female passenger to be blown high into the sky. With the
aid of her parasol, she lands on a church steeple. Within
moments a man in an odd looking flying machine comes
to her rescue and brings her safely back to the street below.
Deux Cents Milles sous Les Mers,
ou le Cauchemar du pêcheur (1907)
[aka - 200,000 Leagues Under the Seas,
or The Fisherman’s Nightmare]
France - Star Film Company – 9m 57s
(D/P) Georges Méliès
(C) Georges Méliès
That’s not a misprint – the title is 200,000 leagues…a
parody of the Jules Verne novel. A fisherman dreams of
exploring the ocean in a submarine. Even for a 10 minute
film there is really not much substance. Nearly 7 of the 10
1927
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Liquid Electricity;
or, The Inventor's Galvanic Fluid (1907)
USA - Vitagraph Company of America – 8m
(D/P) J. Stuart Blackton (C)
A chemist, hard at work in his lab, creates a chemical spray
which causes a burst of energy in the subject it is sprayed
upon. To test it, he goes about town and sprays a street
cleaning crew who at unimaginable speed clear off the
entire street, a drowning girl is rescued by lightning quick
swimmers, a man painting a fence completes his job in
moments and an old, worn out horse makes his cab spin
like a pinwheel. The movie was such an overwhelming
success with audiences that Blackton produced a sequel
the following year called, Galvanic Fluid; or, More Fun
with Liquid Electricity (1908). Unfortunately, the sequel
is considered a lost film.
El hotel eléctrico (1908)
[aka – The Electric Hotel]
Excursion dans la lune (1908)
Spain, France - Pathé Frères – 9m 28s
[aka – Excursion to the Moon]
(D) Segundo de Chomón
France - Pathé Frères – 6m 40s
(C) Segundo de Chomón, Julienne Mathieu
(D) Segundo de Chomón, (P) Ferdinand Zecca (C)
A couple checks into the Electric Hotel, which attends to
An unauthorized and unimaginative remake of A Trip to their every whim. Their bags travel on their own up to the
the Moon (1902) by Georges Méliès. It includes all of the room and unpack themselves. When the couple arrives,
same basic elements of the original – bullet-shaped rocket the room, through some form of automation shines the
shot out of a cannon, moon-face, exploding Selenites, man’s shoes, gives him a shave and a haircut and the
except this time all done in under 7 minutes.
woman is treated to a new hairdo. At the end of the film,
we see a drunken concierge pulling levers in the hotel’s
control room, which causes all the hotel furniture to slide
around into an erratic mess. The film is most significant
for its extensive use of stop-motion animation, which at
that time was still a fairly new technique.

La Photographie électrique à distance (1908)
[aka - Long Distance Wireless Photography]
France - Star Film Company – 6m
(D) Georges Méliès
(C) Georges Méliès, Fernande Albany
An elderly couple visits a futuristic photography shop. The
owner of the shop demonstrates the amazing capabilities of
his equipment, by projecting a painting of three women,
which on a projector screen becomes a living, moving
representation of the three females. Delighted, the couple
wants individual portraits of themselves made. The wife
first sits down and the photographer projects her moving
face onto a black canvas. She is happy with the result.
When the husband sits for his picture, the image projected
is something like a baboon in clown makeup. To make
matters worse, everyone is laughing at him. The husband
is furious at seeing this and proceeds to demolish the
equipment. The elderly couple exits the shop to continued
sounds of laughter.
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The Airship; or, 100 Years Hence (1908)
USA - Vitagraph Company of America – 6m
(D/P) J. Stuart Blackton
(C) J. Stuart Blackton, Florence Lawrence
A young couple goes for a ride on a small dirigible. Their
compartment is filled with crates of vegetables and bags of
sand for ballast. As they float ever higher, they decide it
would be fun to drop sand and cabbages on the people below.
In the racist traditions of the day, the recipient of the prank is
a Jew innocently walking down the street. He complains to
a policeman, who mounts a sky-cycle and flies off in pursuit.
In the meantime, the Jew obtains a pair of mechanical wings
and flies off as well. He accidentally collides with the
policeman mid-flight and crashes into the Moon. From there
he lands in the sea, is swallowed by a whale, then rescued
when the whale is caught by a fishing vessel.

Futures Past

The Invisible Fluid (1908)
USA - American Mutoscope & Biograph – 10m
(D) Wallace McCutcheon
(C) Edward Dillon, D.W. Griffith, Anthony O'Sullivan
Yes, that D.W. Griffith. Starting as an unsuccessful actor,
Griffith found his calling behind the camera, directing
more than 450 films for Biograph, his most famous being
Birth of a Nation (1915). Our story opens with a man
receiving a gift from his brother in the mail. It is an
atomizer with a mysterious liquid. When he sprays
himself, the man disappears. The messenger boy who
brought the package happens to be in the room when this
occurs. He steals the bottle and runs around town spraying
people and causing general mayhem. At the end of the
reel, he is brought before a judge for sentencing, but
simply sprays himself to solve his problem.
Le Voleur Invisible (1909)
[aka - The Invisible Thief]
France - Pathé Frères – 7m 18s
(D) Segundo de Chomón, Ferdinand Zecca (C)
A man buys a copy of HG Wells’ The Invisible Man, and
later discovers within its pages a recipe for invisibility. He
mixes this potion and when he finds that it actually works,
goes on a crime spree. With his new found ability he is
able to strike at will and the police can do nothing to stop
him. Though by this time there were numerous other films
made on the topic of invisibility, this is the first to give a
direct nod to HG Wells’ novel.

Le voyage sur Jupiter (1909)
[aka – A Trip to Jupiter]
France - Pathé Frères - 9m 35s
(D) Segundo de Chomón (P) Ferdinand Zecca (C)
Yet another film inspired by Méliès’ A Trip to the Moon,
but with a difference. Though the basic look and plot are
similar, this variation is a high quality film in its own right.
There are elaborate, beautifully designed sets and
costumes (colorized no less), exceptional special effects,
and an entertaining story line. More fantasy than sf, a king
is shown celestial bodies through his court astronomer’s
telescope. That night when he goes to sleep, he dreams of
climbing a rope ladder into space, past all the amazing
planets and things he saw earlier. When he reaches Jupiter,
he lunges for the planet and lands in the court of the god
Jupiter himself. After a scuffle with Jupiter and his guards,
the king is thrown off the planet and makes his way back
1927

down his ladder. As he passes Saturn, the being sitting on
the rings reaches out and cuts the ladder with a giant pair
of scissors, sending the king plummeting back to Earth and
into his own bed, where he wakes up and excitedly tells of
his adventure.

The Airship Destroyer (1909)
[aka - Battle in the Clouds]
UK - Charles Urban Trading Company – 6m 41s
(D) Walter R. Booth (P) Charles Urban (C)
A common theme of both film and literature at the time, in
which invasions, mostly from Germany, are launched to
bring down the British Empire. This film opens with a
fleet of airships dropping bombs all over England.
Buildings, railways, and armored vehicles are destroyed.
It seems nothing can be done to stop the bombing, until the
hero of the story invents what is basically a surface to air
missile which shoots down the airships and ends the
invasion. Though an interesting film with plenty of
futuristic concepts, the visuals of the film are quite basic,
even amateurish. The burning buildings don’t look even
remotely real and many of the “technological” props, like
the missile are obviously cardboard and fabric, quickly
thrown together at little expense or effort.

Clair de lune espagnol (1909)
[trans. - Spanish Moonlight]
[aka – The Man in the Moon]
France - Société des Etablissements L. Gaumont – 4m 28s
(D) Émile Cohl, Étienne Arnaud (C)
A strange little movie in which a depressed bullfighter,
who is about to commit suicide by jumping from a
building, is swept away at the last moment by a spaceship
(?) which carries him to the Moon. There he has an angry
verbal exchange with the Moon and wounds it by throwing
rocks, a hatchet, and even shooting it with a rifle. The
Moon’s inhabitants are angered and toss him back to Earth
where he is reunited with his love.
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1910s
Frankenstein (1910)
USA - Edison Manufacturing Company – 12m 40s
(D) J. Searle Dawley (P) Thomas Edison
(C) Augustus Phillips, Charles Ogle, Mary Fuller
This was the first motion picture adaptation of Mary
Shelley’s 1818 novel. It was shot in about four days at the
Edison Studios in the Bronx, NY. It has become standard
to refer to the film as “Thomas Edison’s Frankenstein,” but
there is little evidence that he produced the film or
personally even had anything to do with it at all. The
movie is loosely based on the novel. There is really no
science referenced other than presenting Victor
Frankenstein as a scientist. In fact, the creation of the
monster has almost nothing to do with science and
everything to do with alchemy. The “birth” of the monster
is cleverly captured by trick photography. The film crew
made a life-size model of the creature from cloth, paper
and other flammable materials. It was set ablaze and when
the prop burned down to nothing, they simply ran the film
in reverse to make it look like the creature was being
created magically. The film gained cult status when it was
officially labeled a ”lost film” in 1950, when the
preservation of old American films started, but was
rediscovered in a private collection in the seventies.

Un matrimonio interplanetario (1910)
[aka – An Interplanetary Marriage]
Italy – Latium Film – 12m 17s
(D) Enrico Novelli
(C) Enrico Novelli
While scanning the heavens through his telescope, an
astronomer catches sight of a beautiful woman on Mars
looking through her telescope. Their eyes, or in this case
lenses, meet and the two instantly fall in love. He rushes
to the telegraph office and sends a message to Mars asking
consent from the woman’s father for her hand in marriage.
The astronomer then spares no expense in building a
spaceship (a sphere launched from a cannon ala Méliès).
Meanwhile, his love does the same. They each blast off
into space and meet on the Moon. There after a brief tour
of the lunar surface, the couple are married and live
happily ever after. This was Italy’s first sf film. Enrico
Novelli was also a popular children’s author of the day,
writing under the name Yambo.
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A Trip to Mars (1910)
USA - Edison Manufacturing Company – 6m
(D) Ashley Miller (C)
In his lab a scientist develops a liquid for “reverse gravity.”
He then pours some on himself and floats out the window
and off to Mars. There he encounters menacing giants, one
of whom blows freezing air on him until he is encased in a
snowball. The giant then heats the snowball over a flame
until it bursts and the scientist is flung through space back
down to Earth.

The Aerial Submarine (1910)
UK – Kineto Films – 9m
(D) Walter R. Booth (P) Charles Urban (C)
This is the second of a trilogy of films, the first being The
Airship Destroyer (1909)[see above]. The third film The
Aerial Anarchists (1911) is unfortunately a lost film. In
this second installment, a family out on a picnic sees a
submarine surface near the shore. When they go to
explore they are captured by pirates and taken aboard the
sub. The sub sets off and finds an ocean liner which it
torpedoes and sinks. Divers board the underwater wreckage and plunder it of valuables. The sub is then pursued
by a Royal Navy sub, but manages a quick escape by
launching into the sky. The end comes to the sub when a
drunken pirate lights a cigarette and tosses the still lit
match into the engine, causing an explosion. The flying
sub crashes and the captives are rescued.
Futures Past

La police en l’an 2000 (1910)
[aka - Police in the Year 2000]
France – Gaumont – 4m 36s
(D) n/a (C) Marcel Fabre, Clément Mégé, Eugène Bréon
Police on patrol in their futuristic blimp see criminals far
below robbing a pair of women. They reach down with
their super-long giant tongs and hoist the criminals up and
into the blimp where secure cages are waiting to haul them
off to jail. During their patrol, they also manage to grab a
couple of safe-crackers and even a dog who is snacking on
sausages outside the butcher shop. At day’s end the blimp
cruises back to the police station and dumps their catch
into a large funnel on the roof and into a waiting cell.

The Pirates of 1920 (1911)
UK - Cricks & Martin Films – 17m 11s
(D) David Aylott, A.E. Coleby (C)
Air-pirates in a propeller-powered dirigible board a
passenger ship and rob it. As they make their escape, the
pirates bomb and sink the ship, but not before Capt. Jack
Manley can sneak aboard the dirigible and… not really do
much of anything other than get roughed up and tossed
back in the sea! The manly Manley swims to shore where
he is discovered by a couple of fishermen who take him to
the police. Meanwhile, the pirates speed off to the home of
Manley’s sweetheart – Marie Thompson, whom the pirate
captain has fallen in love with, from a photo he took from
Manley. The pirate captain rope-ladders down to her
balcony and kidnaps her with little effort. Unfortunately
for the pirates, Marie is the real hero of the story. She
single-handedly overwhelms the pirates with a bomb,
which she uses to make her escape, then leads the pursuing
villains straight into the waiting arms of the police.

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (1912)
USA - Thanhouser Company – 13m 43s
(D) Lucius Henderson (P) Edwin Thanhouser
(C) James Cruze, Florence La Badie
Based on a mash-up of the original 1886 Robert Louis
Stevenson novella and the 1887 stage play version by
Thomas Russell Sullivan. DJ & MH is one of the most
The Automatic Motorist (1911)
adapted books with over 120 film versions and variations
and several dozen stage adaptations. The 1912 film is not
UK - Kineto Films – 6m 24s
the first adaptation but the oldest surviving. There may
(D) Walter R. Booth (C)
Essentially a remake of Booth’s 1906 film The '?' have been five or more previous films. The most well-know
Motorist. Scientist creates a mechanical chauffeur which of these lost versions was the Otis Turner film of 1908.
takes him and a newlywed couple on a wild ride through
the streets of London, up and over buildings, then off into
space. They traverse the Moon and speed around the rings
of Saturn. The car makes its way through the ocean depths
of another planet and finally crashes back to Earth.
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The Electric Leg (1912)
UK – Clarendon Film Company – 4m 42s
(D) Percy Stow (C)
A one-legged man visits ‘Bound’s High Powered
Electrical Limbs.’ The owners demonstrate one of their
artificial electrical legs for him then have him try it on.
They go outside to have him test the leg out and wild
comedy ensues. The leg malfunctions and takes the poor
man on the run of his life. He runs uncontrollably up and
down hills, falls in a hole, sprints through a pond and even
runs up walls. At one point he falls through a skylight into
a girls’ dormitory room. The girls panic, the police are
called and crazy-leg is hauled off to jail. A basic slapstick
comedy, but genuinely funny and well done.
À La Conquête Du Pôle (1912)
[aka - Conquest of the Pole]
France - Star Film Company – 30m 12s
(D) Georges Méliès (P) Charles Pathé
(C) Georges Méliès
Based on the novel, The Adventures of Captain
Hatteras, by Jules Verne. It follows the efforts of
adventurer Maboul to mount an expedition to the North
Pole. With help from his fellow explorers Maboul builds
an “aero-bus,” a large airplane with a passenger car to
make the journey. The expedition takes off to great fanfare
and on its flight encounters many other planes, planets,
constellations, comets and other heavenly bodies. Finally,
the plane crash-lands at the North Pole. The explorers
begin exploring and come across the “Giant of the
Snows.” The ice creature attempts to eat them but they
fight him off and head onward to the Pole itself, or in this
case, a giant magnetic needle. Mission accomplished, they
signal for help. They are eventually rescued and return
home, conquering heroes. Unfortunately, the same could
not be said of Méliès. This was one of his last films before
his company went bankrupt. Having exhausted all options
and hopes, Méliès walked away from the movie industry,
never to make another film.

Onésime horloger (1912)
[trans. – Simple Simon, Clockmaker]
[aka - Batty Bill's Bustle Makes Everyone Hustle]
France – Gaumont – 8m
(D) Jean Durand (P) Roméo Bosetti
(C) Ernest Bourbon, Raymond Aimos, Berthe Dagmar
Likely the first time travel film, we open with a young man
receiving a letter which states that his uncle will be leaving
Onésime his entire fortune, but not for 20 years because
the uncle wishes him to gain some maturity in that time.
While Onésime sulks over the good/bad news, he picks up
a book beside him, which by wonderful coincidence is a
treatise on clock making. Inside he finds an article on how
to adjust a clock to speed up time. He then sneaks into the
“pneumatic clock central office” and adjusts the main
clock to dramatically speed up time. Twenty years go by
in a matter of days. Onésime finally goes to collect his
inheritance and he is now a rich man.
Man's Genesis (1912)
USA – Biograph Company – 11m 22s
(D) D.W. Griffith
(C) Robert Harron, W. Chrystie Miller, Mae Marsh
Though not a comedy, the plot is very similar to Ringo
Starr’s Caveman (1981). Weakhands wants a mate but is
too physically weak to impress any of the paleo women.
Bruteforce is always bullying him, but one day Weakhands
gets an idea and invents the club – in this case, a rock on the
end of a stick. He uses his new tool to defeat Bruteforce,
and now Weakhands has a reputation with the ladies.
A Message from Mars (1913)
UK - United Kingdom Photoplays – 59m 48s
(D) J. Wallett Waller (P) Nicholas Ormsby-Scott
(C) Crissie Bell, E. Holman Clark, Hubert Willis
Based on a play of the same name from 1899, which in turn
was loosely based on Dickens, ‘A Christmas Carol.’ There
was also a previous short film version from New Zealand
in 1903, but is unfortunately a lost film. This feature-
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length film opens with a Martian named Ramiel being
sentenced for breaking one of the laws of the kingdom. He
is banished to Earth and may only return once he is able to
“redeem the most selfish of mortals.” It doesn’t take him
long to find Horace Parker, a model of greed and
selfishness. Ramiel tries to convince him to change his
ways but it does no good. Only when the Martian turns
Parker into a penniless tramp and has him experience the
harshness of this life does Parker finally become a changed
man. Ramiel returns to Mars and Parker continues as a
changed man. There was also another remake of the film
made in 1921 under the same name.

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (1913)
USA - IMP (Independent Moving Pictures Co.
of America) – 26m 41s
(D) Herbert Brenon (P) Carl Laemmle
(C) King Baggot, Jane Gail, Matt B. Snyder
Another in a long line of JnH remakes. The transformation
is getting slightly better as the film makers used an
awkward cross-fade film technique rather than just simply
jump-cutting from Jekyll to Hyde.
Le avventure straordinarissime
di Saturnino Farandola (1913)
[trans. - The extraordinary adventures
of Saturnino Farandola]
Italy - Ambrosio Film – 1hr 26m 16s
(D) Marcel Perez
(C) Marcel Perez, Nilde Baracchi, Alfredo Bertone
Based on a comical adventure novel by Albert Robida
published in 1879, which was an homage to the works of
Jules Verne. The Robida book is divided into 18 chapters,
each focusing on a different adventure. The film version
includes four of these. In the first segment, the newborn
Saturtino is on a ship which sinks in a violent storm.
Everyone on board dies, but young Saturtino somehow
floats to an island in a wooden crate, where he is raised by
apes. In Act II, our hero grows to adulthood, leaves his
simian family behind and goes to explore the wide world
of humans. He boards a passing freighter and is taken
under the care of the ship’s captain. He travels the seas,
hunting whales, pirates and treasure. In Act III he explores
the jungles of Africa, and in the final segment he takes part
in the American Civil War, where he invents all sorts of
futuristic weapons to defeat the enemy. These include
chloroform bombs, a gigantic vacuum cleaner to literally
suck up all the enemy forces, and an air force comprised
of hot-air balloons with cannons.
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The Magic Glass (1914)
UK – Hepworth – 11m 28s
(D) Hay Plumb (P) Cecil M. Hepworth
(C) Reginald Sheffield
A scientist invents a chemical which when applied to a
magnifying glass, gives him the ability to see through
walls and doors. He uses this x-ray capability to spy on his
wife and son, but soon the tables are turned and they spy
on him as well. Nothing good can come of this.
The Exploits of Elaine (1914)
USA – Whartons Studio – 14 ep. serial
(D) Louis J. Gasnier, George B. Seitz,
Leopold & Theodore Wharton
(P) Leopold & Theodore Wharton, George B. Seitz
(C) Pearl White, Arnold Daly, Sheldon Lewis
(followed by two subsequent serials) Based on the use of
some futuristic props, this can be considered the first sf
serial. Elaine is a young woman, who with the help of
detective Craig Kennedy, is on a mission to track down the
man who murdered her father. The villain is known only
as “the Clutching Hand,” and at the end of each episode
manages to get Elaine into a perilous situation – a
“cliffhanger” – to keep viewers in suspense and coming
back for the next episode. The serial is based on a series
of novels by Arthur B. Reeve, known as “Craig Kennedy,
Scientific Detective.” Much of the serial is lost, with only
a couple of episodes still intact.
His Prehistoric Past (1914)
USA – Keystone Film Company – 21m 38s
(D) Charles Chaplin (P) Mack Sennett
(C) Charles Chaplin, Mack Swain, May Wallace
The iconic tramp opens the film laying down on a park
bench to take a short nap. He dreams of being back in the
Stone Age and comes across another caveman with a
harem of wives. He falls in love with one of the wives and
decides he must get rid of the prehistoric king in order to
blissfully claim her for himself. Slapstick ensues…

Zudora (1914)
USA - Thanhouser Film Corp – 20 ep. serial
(D) Howell Hansel, Frederick Sullivan
(C) Marguerite Snow, James Cruze, Harry Benham
Another serial, here Zudora is a young woman who lives
with her crooked uncle. She will inherit $20 million when
she marries, but her uncle is scheming to take the fortune for
himself. Zudora wants to marry her love, John Storm, but
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the uncle forbids it, unless…she is able to solve 20 mysteries
in the next 20 episodes. The challenge is set merely to create
an opportunity for the uncle to kill Zudora and take the
millions for himself. And so the adventure begins.
Der Golem (1915)
[aka – The Monster of Fate]
Denmark - Deutsche Bioscop GmbH – 1h 41m 23s
(D) Henrik Galeen, Paul Wegener
(C) Paul Wegener, Henrik Galeen, Lyda Salmonova
Though technically a fantasy film, it is generally included
in most lists of sf movies due to the similarity to the
Frankenstein theme. In this case, an antiques dealer
discovers the golem in the ruins of an old synagogue. The
creature was originally brought to life in the 16th century
by a rabbi trying to protect the Jewish population of
Prague from persecution by the city rulers. The antiquarian brings the creature back to life and uses him as a
servant. The golem falls in love with the dealer’s wife, but
then goes on a deadly rampage when she rejects him.
The film was the first of a trilogy produced by
Wegener, followed by Der Golem und die Tänzerin
(a lost film) [aka - The Golem and the Dancing Girl]
(1917) which Wegener produced as a comic parody of his
own film, and Der Golem: Wie Er in die Welt Kam
[aka - The Golem: How He Came into the World](1920).
Unhappy with the compromises imposed by the film
company on the 1915 production, the third film was
Wegener’s goal to do the golem story properly.

clothing fashions in Berlin at the time. The premise of the
story is common to Shelley’s Frankenstein. A scientist
creates a human in the lab through artificial means, in this
case a “homunculus” which is a Latin term meaning “little
person.” The creature is human in every way except that
it cannot feel love. The scientist raises him as his own son,
never revealing his origins. As an adult he sets out to
explore the world and his charismatic personality brings
him many admirers and eventually followers. Women
commit suicide because they cannot have him. Learning
that he cannot feel love drives him to declare a war against
humanity. Eventually, his creator/father makes another
homunculus to destroy the first (laughably, another 22
years must go by for H#2 to grow old enough) and the two
beings meet for a final battle.

20,000 Leagues Under the Sea (1916)
USA - Williamson Submarine Film Corp – 1h 40m 30s
- Universal Films Manufacturing Co.
(D) Stuart Paton (P) Carl Laemmle
(C) Allen Holubar, Dan Hanlon, Edna Pendleton
Though named after the Jules Verne novel, the film is
actually a combination of 20,000 Leagues and another
Verne novel, Mysterious Island. This was one of the first
true blockbuster films of the silent era, taking nearly two
years to produce, at a cost of nearly $500,000. Everything
about the movie was state-of-the-art, from the large sets,
exotic costumes, a gigantic octopus puppet, and a full-size
mock up of the Nautilus. This was also the first film to
show real underwater scenes. The company did not
La Folie du Docteur Tube (1915)
actually have underwater cameras. Instead, through use of
[trans. - The Madness of Doctor Tube]
mirrors and water-tight tubes, the film crews were able to
France - Le Film d'Art – 17m 29s
use what were essentially upside down periscopes. The
(D) Abel Gance (P) Louis Nalpas
actors, on the other hand, were below in the warm, clear
(C) Albert Dieudonné
tropical waters. Though almost amateurish looking by
A scientist creates a white powder which seems to distort today’s breath-taking standards, it is nevertheless an
reality. He first tries it on his dog, then his assistant, then on enjoyable movie to watch.
two young couples. There is plenty of use of distorted
[Capt. Nemo]
lenses and mirrors to achieve the visual effects, which
suggest the powder has hallucinatory effects on its test
subjects as many recreational drugs would, such as cocaine.
Homunculus (1916)
Germany - Deutsche Bioscop GmbH – 6 ep. serial
(D) Otto Rippert (P) Hanns Lippmann
(C) Olaf Fønss, Ernst Ludwig, Albert Paul, Max Ruhbeck
This was probably the most popular serial in Germany
during World War I, going as far as even influencing
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Verdens Undergang (1916)
[trans. - The End of the World]
[aka – The Flaming Sword]
Denmark - Nordisk Film – 1h 17m
(D) August Blom
(C) Olaf Fønss, Carl Lauritzen, Ebba Thomsen
The world’s first apocalyptic film. A comet is on a collision
course with Earth, but the director, August Blom, brilliantly
uses this as a mere backdrop to the real story. This is not a
film about the end of Mankind but about the eternal battle
between the oppressed working class and the decadent rich.
The main characters are two sisters who live and work in a
mining town. One leaves her fiance at the alter to marry the
rich owner of the mine at the last moment, while the other
sister marries a regular working class man. The film is full
of metaphors and visual symbols, which make the fiery
arrival of the comet all the more dramatic.

Hoffmanns Erzählungen (1916)
[aka - The Tales of Hoffman]
Germany - Lothar Stark-Film – 50m 16s
(D) Richard Oswald
(C) Kurt Wolowsky, Erich Kaiser-Titz, Max Ruhbeck
Divided into three one-act stories, the film is based on an
opera by Jacques Offenbach and the works of E.T.A.
Hoffmann. Only one of the three stories involves any type
of sf element. In this case, Hoffmann the main and
interconnecting character of the three stories, falls in love
with a young woman named Olympia, only to find out that
she is a robot.
The Dinosaur and the Missing Link:
A Prehistoric Tragedy (1917)
USA - Conquest Pictures (an Edison company) – 6min 24sec
(D) Willis H. O’Brien (P) Herman Wobbler (C)
This was the first professional film of Willis O’Brien, and
more specifically, his first stop-motion animated film.
Thomas Edison saw the film and was so impressed with it
that he hired O’Brien to create an entire series of short
films for children with a prehistoric theme. This tale opens
with a caveman collecting flowers for a cave girl he is
trying to impress. There are various scenes of daily cavepeople life. Enter the Missing Link, named “Wild Willie”
who is hunting for dinner at the nearby lake. He takes on
a dinosaur much larger than himself and is killed in the
scuffle. Our hero shows up and finds Willie dead and the
rest of the tribe soon arrive. The hero caveman claims he
has killed Willie, impressing his fellow cave people and
winning the heart of the cave girl he was pursuing.
1927

Ever Been Had? (1917)
UK - Bamforth Films – 9m 25s
(D) Dudley Buxton (C)
The first fully animated sf film, about a moon-man who
one day falls off his perch and plummets down to Earth.
He lands in a large puddle and is greeted by an old man
sitting amidst the rubble of a destroyed city. The old man,
who is the last Englishman left on Earth, tells the tale of
how 50 years earlier the world came together to declare
peace. This was apparently premature because the
Germans then took this opportunity to launch a surprise
attack and destroy civilization, leaving themselves rulers
of this desolation. The film ends with a surprise twist.
R.F.D. 10,000 B.C. (1917)
USA - Conquest Pictures (an Edison company) – 12min 35sec
(D) Willis H. O’Brien (C)
Another entertaining example of the stop-motion work of
Willis O’Brien. Two cavemen are courting the same
woman. One of them is a mailman, with a dinosaur
pulling his mail wagon, ala ‘The Flintstones.’ When the
mailman loses out on his bid to win the woman’s love, he
resorts to underhanded means to discredit the other
caveman.
Himmelskibet (1918)
[aka – A Trip to Mars / The Airship / The Skyship]
Denmark - Nordisk Film – 1h 20m 25s
(D) Holger-Madsen (P) Ole Olsen
(C) Gunnar Tolnæs, Zanny Petersen, Alf Blütecher
A morality tale in which Professor Planetaros and his son
travel to Mars on a spaceship named Excelsior that is part
blimp and part Wright brothers airplane. After a six month
journey, they land on the red planet and encounter a
Utopian civilization based on pacifism. The Martians look
just like us, but back in the days of classic Greece. They
wear togas, are strict vegetarians and are also telepathic.
Of course, it doesn’t take the Earthmen long to ruin the
wonderful greeting they have received. One of the crew
shoots a bird out of the sky, which is a huge no-no for a
civilization that respects all life. To make things better,
another member of the crew tosses a hand-grenade into the
crowd of Martians to let them know who the superior race
is here. After that, relations between the two races, of
course, become a bit strained.
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The Ghost of Slumber Mountain (1918)
USA - Herbert M. Dawley Production – 18m 15s
(D) Willis H. O’Brien (P) Herbert M. Dawley
(C) Alan V. Day, Chauncey A. Day, Herbert M. Dawley
Uncle Jack tells his two nephews about his adventure on
Slumber Mountain years ago. While on a camping trip the
ghost of an old hermit led Jack to his now abandoned shack
where he kept magic binoculars with which one could look
back in time. Jack tries them out and is shocked to see
dinosaurs running about and fighting each other. Suddenly,
one of the dinosaurs is chasing after Jack… This film has
the distinction of being the first to show live actors and
stop-motion characters (in this case, dinosaurs) together in
the same scene. The original version of the film was over
40 minutes long, but the director, Dawley, apparently out
of jealousy of O’Brien’s talents and fast growing
reputation, cut the film down to 12 minutes. In recent
years, about 7 minutes of the missing footage has be found
and restored, but the rest is presumed lost forever.

The Master Mystery (1918)
USA - Rolfe Photoplays – 15 ep. serial
(D) Burton L. King, Harry Grossman (P) B. A. Rolfe
(C) Harry Houdini, Marguerite Marsh, Ruth Stonehouse
Yet another serial based on the adventure/crime novels of
Arthur B. Reeve. In this one, Houdini plays Quentin
Locke, a federal agent investigating a Thomas Edison-like
character named Paul Balcom, who has invented all sorts
of sinister devices in his underground lab. Throughout the
series, Locke is constantly under attack by Balcom’s
mechanical man, named Q the Automaton. When Locke
(Houdini) is captured by the bad guys, he is never simply
killed but rather bound tightly in ropes or chains or
barbwire or…you get the idea…giving him the opportunity
to perform one of his signature escapes. Houdini thought
that a film career would bring his escapist act to new levels
of fame and fortune. Unfortunately, his live act did not
translate successfully to film, and in fact, all five movies
that Houdini starred in were duds at the box office.
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Victory and Peace (1918)
[aka – The Invasion of Britain]
UK – National War Aims Committee – 8m
(D) Herbert Brenon (P) William F. Jury
(C) Matheson Lang, Marie Lohr, James Carew
A propaganda film produced by the British Ministry of
Information, with the goal of showing the people of
England the repercussions of a German invasion. The
story-line follows a nurse who saves a British captain from
the German advance. Later on when she is herself
captured, the captain manages to save her life during a
British counteroffensive. The original production was
approximately 80 minutes long, but nearly all of it was
destroyed in 1918 in a fire at the offices of the London
Film Company. Today only 1,000 feet of the original
9,000 feet of film have been preserved.

1920s
Algol - Tragödie der Macht (1920)
[trans. – Algol – The Tragedy of Power]
Germany - Deutsche Lichtbild-Gesellschaft – 1h 51m 43s
(D) Hans Werckmeister
(C) Emil Jannings, John Gottowt, Käthe Haack
An early example of the German Expressionist movement
which was just gaining popularity at the time. Walter
Reimann, the set designer, was also the creator of the
strange, mesmerizing sets for The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari
(1919). Delving into the theme of absolute power
corrupting absolutely, the story opens with a mine worker,
Robert Herne, who is befriended by Algol, an alien from a
planet orbiting the star Algol. The alien gives Robert a
machine which converts Algol’s starlight into electricity,
giving our world free and unlimited energy. Rather than
using the device for the good of Mankind, Robert builds
power plants all over the world, putting the coal industry
out of business, then selling his electricity at ridiculously
high prices. Robert quickly becomes the richest, most
powerful man in the world, while also causing mass chaos,
when class warfare (literally) breaks out between the upper
class and the poor who can no longer afford to pay for
electricity. In the end, Robert realizes how the machine has
corrupted him, and he destroys it.
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Der Golem: Wie Er in die Welt Kam (1920)
[trans. - The Golem: How He Came into the World]
[aka – The Golem]
Germany - Projektions-AG Union (PAGU) – 1h 40m 24s
(D) Paul Wegener, Carl Boese (P) Paul Davidson
(C) Paul Wegener, Albert Steinrück, Lyda Salmonova
The third of three golem films made by Wegener, this was
the prequel story, as the title suggests, taking place in
medieval Prague. The local rabbi creates the golem to
protect the Jewish population of the city, who are being
persecuted by the Christians.
Terror Island (1920)
[aka – Salvage]
USA - Famous Players-Lasky – 54m
(D) James Cruze
(C) Harry Houdini, Jack Brammall, Lila Lee
Another of Houdini’s infamous adventure films, in which
Beverly West implores Harry Harper (Houdini), who is the
inventor and captain of a submarine, to help her rescue her
father, who has been taken captive by savage natives on a
South Seas island. Harper accepts the mission and they
head to the island where he will be bound and locked up on
numerous occasions, only to miraculously free himself
from his bonds. In fact, he so impresses the natives with his
escape skills that they free Beverly and her father and the
three sail into the sunset, until the next adventure happens.
Famous Players-Lasky, the company that produced Terror
Island would later become Paramount Pictures.

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (1920)
USA - Famous Players-Lasky – 1h 22m 36s
(D) John S. Robertson (P) Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky
(C) John Barrymore, Martha Mansfield, Charles W. Lane
One of the best of the Jekyll and Hyde film iterations, this
one starring John Barrymore, giving a most memorable
role of the duel character. Many people would be
surprised to learn that much of the transformation was
accomplished without special effects and only through
Barrymore’s contortions and acting skills. Only when the
transformation ended did the makeup complete the effect.

which came out that same year. Technically, there was
actually a third Jekyll and Hyde film done in 1920 named
Der Janus-Kopf (translation – The Head of Janus), but
due to the fact that it was only loosely based on the Robert
Lewis Stevenson novella and is also a lost film, it does not
get much notoriety.
Along the Moonbeam Trail (1920)
USA – Herbert M. Dawley Productions – 13m 18s
(D) Herbert Dawley, Willis H. O'Brien
(C) Herbert Dawley
Just like The Ghost of Slumber Mountain, this short
combines both live action and stop-motion filming.
Herbert Dawley plays the lead role of the father, while the
two boys who play his sons in the film are his actual sons.
The three take a trip to the Moon on a magic airplane
where from the safety of a cave entrance they watch
several dinosaurs go through their paces. Their first
encounter is a stegosaurus, followed by a trachodon, who
then has the obligatory fight to the death with a
tyrannosaurus. Much of the beginning and end of this film
has been lost, but the people who did the restoration
included helpful, detailed notes at those spots in the film to
give as complete a presentation as possible to the viewer.
Melchiad Koloman (1920)
Czechoslovakia - Tatra Film Corp - 41m 14s
(D) Rudolf Liebscher
(C) Rudolf Liebscher, Vojtech Záhorík, Frantisek Cekanský
The first sf film to come from Czechoslovakia, this
production is a twisted mix of elements which never really
manage to come together very smoothly. There is the mad
scientist/alchemist named Prof. Debner, who is on the
timeless quest to create gold from basic elements. Early in
the film he meets a rich Japanese adventurer named
Nakahito, who agrees to help him in his endeavor. They
later team up with an Indian fakir named Salim Arkaja,
who claims to have the talent to bring the dead back to life.
Finally, there is the young and impulsive playboy, Marcel
Zampach, who has squandered away his fortune and will
do virtually anything to get the debt collectors off his back.
From here the story only gets weirder…
A Message from Mars (1921)
USA - Metro Pictures – 1h 9m
(D) Maxwell Karger
(C) Bert Lytell, Raye Dean, Maud Milton
A remake of the 1913 film, both of which were based on
an 1899 play of the same name. The play itself was
loosely based on Charles Dickens’ A Christmas Carol.
See listing of the 1913 film for details on the story plot.

L'Atlantide (1921)
[aka – Queen of Atlantis / Lost Husbands / Lost Atlantis]
France - Thalman & Cie – 2h 43m
(D) Jacques Feyder
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (1920)
(C) Jean Angelo, Georges Melchior, Stacia Napierkowska
USA - Pioneer Film Corporation – 14m 42s
Based on the Pierre Benoit novel of the same name,
(D) J. Charles Haydon
published in 1919. This is sort of an Atlantis meets the
(C) Sheldon Lewis, Alex Shannon, Dora Mills Adams
Black Widow mashup. Two French Army officers are lost
This was one of two Jekyll and Hyde films produced in in the Sahara desert and on the verge of death when they
1920, and was largely forgotten due to the success and come across the legendary city of Atlantis. It is ruled by
production values of the Paramount Pictures version the stunning Queen Antinéa. As they will soon find out,
1927
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she is an immortal who takes lovers (when she can get Years to Come (1922)
them), and keeps them around until she gets bored and USA - Rolin Films – 10m
then kills them. What could possibly go wrong here?
(D) Charley Chase
(C) 'Snub' Pollard, Marie Mosquini, Noah Young
L’uomo meccanico (1921)
An amusing movie where we learn what the world will be
[aka – The Mechanical Man]
like in the future when women are running everything.
Italy - Società Anonima Milano Films – 26m 40s
This one goes through the checklist of all the male/female
(D) Andre Deed
stereotypes which are reversed. These include men who
(C) Andre Deed, Giulia Costa, Gabriel Moreau
cook and clean all day and spend hours in front of the
A partially lost film, only 26 min of the original 80 min have mirror making themselves look presentable for their
been recovered and restored. A scientist creates a mechanical spouses, while the women are domineering, oversexed,
man, but before he can do much with it, he is murdered by a and constantly needing to be the center of attention.
gang led by the notorious villainess Mado. She steals the
robot and uses it to go on a crime spree. The dead scientist’s
brother eventually builds a second mechanical man, and at the
climax of the story, the two robots battle to the end,
appropriately on the stage of an opera house.

Paris Qui Dort (1923)
[trans. – Paris which Sleeps]
[aka – The Crazy Ray / Paris Sleeps / At 3:25]
France - Films Diamant – 51m 39s
(D) René Clair (P) Henri Diamant Berger
(C) Henri Rollan, Charles Martinelli, Louis Pré Fils
An evil scientist uses his invisible ray machine to stop time
and freeze all of Paris in mid-moment. A watchman on the
The Man from Beyond (1922)
Eiffel Tower and several people who arrive in Paris by
USA - Houdini Picture Corporation – 1h 16m
plane just after the event, are unaffected because they were
(D) Burton L. King
out of reach of the rays. Comedy ensues as the group
(C) Harry Houdini, Arthur Maude, Albert Tavernier
wanders around Paris, interacting with the frozen people
Houdini plays Howard Hillary, frozen in a block of ice for in amusing ways. Still, there is a moral message in the
the past 100 years, he is discovered and revived. Hillary story line that people cannot live in isolation and that we
initially has difficulty adjusting to the 20th century as he all need each other to give existence meaning.
believes he is still in 1820. To complicate things, Hillary
meets Felice, who is identical in appearance to his
girlfriend, who he had left 100 years ago. Felice is going
to marry the rich antagonist of the story, but of course falls
in love with Hillary. As mentioned before, Houdini’s films
were a vehicle to advertise his escape magic, and this
movie is no different. He gets out of a torture chamber, has
several fights and manages to survive Niagara Falls.

Black Oxen (1923)
USA - Frank Lloyd Productions – 58m 26s
(D/P) Frank Lloyd
(C) Corinne Griffith, Conway Tearle, Clara Bow
Based on Gertrude Atherton’s controversial 1923 novel of
the same name, about a love triangle between a playwright
named Lee Clavering who is in love with Madame Zatianny,
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a wealthy countess, and young Janet Oglethorpe who has
eyes only for Lee. The sf part of the film comes in when
we learn that Mme. Zatianny is actually much older than
she looks, but retains her youthful appearance through a
high tech medical treatment.
Aelita (1924)
[aka - Aelita: Queen of Mars]
Russia - Mezhrabpom-Rus – 1h 52m
(D) Yakov Protazanov
(C) Yuliya Solntseva, Igor Ilyinsky, Nikolai Tsereteli
An engineer named Los has murdered his wife in a fit of
jealous rage. He then escapes to Mars on a rocket.
Meanwhile, Aelita, the queen of Mars has been watching
Los through her telescope and knows he is coming. The
two meet and fall in love, but are soon both arrested and
sent to the slave caves. There, Los leads the slaves in a
revolt, while Aelita counters by calling up her army and
having the slaves shot. Los is so disgusted by her actions
that he kills her as he did his wife. The seriousness of his
actions causes Los to discover what is actually going on.

Die Stadt ohne Juden (1924)
[trans. – The City without Jews]
Austria - H. K. Breslauer Film – 1h 19m 24s
(D) Hans Karl Breslauer (P) Walterskirchen und Bittner
(C) Eugen Neufeld, Hans Moser, Anny Miletty
A prophetic and controversial film based on the novel by
Hugo Bettauer, who was later murdered by the Nazis for
his opposition to antisemitism. The country of Utopia is
suffering through harsh economic times. The Christian
Social Party decides that the solution to bringing back
prosperity is to expel all of the Jews by year’s end, since
they are the source of all that is wrong in Utopia. The plan
is put into motion, but later backfires, because with this
significant portion of the population gone, the economy
suffers an even greater downturn.
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Orlacs Hände (1924)
[aka - The Hands of Orlac]
Austria - Berolina Film GmbH / Pan-Films – 1h 52m 44s
(D) Robert Wiene
(C) Conrad Veidt, Alexandra Sorina, Fritz Strassny
World-famous pianist Paul Orlac loses both hands in a
railway accident. A talented surgeon transplants for Orlac
the hands of another man who has recently died. Later, the
pianist is horrified to learn that his new hands were those
of an executed murderer. This begins to affect him
psychologically, as he starts having murderous thoughts
and urges. He pleads with the surgeon to remove the
hands, but the surgeon refuses. To make things worse, his
new hands are useless when trying to play the piano. Soon
the money dries up and Orlac and his wife are in dire
financial straits. Then the murders begin…

The Last Man on Earth (1924)
USA - Fox Film Corp – 1h 10m
(D) John G. Blystone
(C) Earle Foxe, Grace Cunard, Gladys Tennyson
Loosely based on Mary Shelley’s dystopian novel, The
Last Man (1826). In 1950 the world is devastated by the
“Masculitis” plague. Every male over the age of puberty
dies…all except one…Elmer, who decided to become a
hermit after the love of his life rejected him, is now
literally the last man on Earth. The film was released just
five years after US women finally got the right to vote, and
the plot makes sure to project the message that having a
woman president and women state “senatoresses” running
the planet is a ridiculous idea. Regardless, there are plenty
of genuinely funny and amusing scenes. Even though
Elmer has a planet full of women lusting after him, all he
ever wants is that one girl who rejected him years ago.
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Luch Smerti (1925)
[aka – The Death Ray]
Russia – Goskino – 1h 16m 27s
(D) Lev Kuleshov
(C) Porfiri Podobed, Vsevolod Pudovkin, Sergey Komarov
Another in a long line of sf films with “death rays” as their
main subject. In this one, a Russian engineer uses his
invention to detonate fuel at great distances. The bad guys
find out about the machine and steal it in order to
discourage a workers’ revolt. There are car chases, brawls,
shoot outs. Eventually the workers are able to get their
hands on the machine and now it’s time for payback.
Though it was a big budget production, the movie was a
flop at the box office, and Stalin’s bureaucrats were none
too pleased with it either as they believed it reflected too
much of western cinema, and they consequently had the
film removed from circulation.

The Power God (1925)
USA - Ben Wilson Productions – 15 ep. serial
(D) Francis Ford, Ben F. Wilson (P) J. Charles Davis
(C) Ben F. Wilson, Neva Gerber, Lafe McKee
A scientist invents an engine which can literally draw
energy from thin air, thus making all forms of energy
production completely obsolete. It doesn’t take long
before the professor is murdered and the bad guys are in
hot pursuit of the engine so they can take over the world.
This is one of the very few serials which has remained
completely intact over the years and today is available
both online and on DVD.
The Monster (1925)
USA - Metro-Goldwyn Pictures Corp – 1h 35m 29s
(D/P) Roland West (P) W. L. Heywood
(C) Lon Chaney, Gertrude Olmstead, Hallam Cooley
A potential inspiration for the Rocky Horror Picture Show
(1975), this horror comedy shares many elements with the
future cult film classic. A young couple’s car breaks down
and they go knocking at an abandoned sanitarium, which
is now maintained by (silent film legend Lon Chaney as)
Dr. Gustave Ziska. He is the stereotypical mad scientist
and seems to regularly draw victims into his home, either
subtly or by force, and performs all sorts of unspeakable
experiments on them. There are parties and weird goingson in this one, but don’t expect to see anyone in fishnet
stockings or catchy musical numbers.

Dr. Pyckle and Mr. Pryde (1925)
USA – Joe Rock Comedies – 21m 31s
(D) Scott Pembroke
(C) Stan Laurel, Julie Leonard, Pete the Dog
The latest version of Robert Louis Stevenson’s The
Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde. Only this time it
is a parody starring none other than Stan Laurel. A year
after this film Laurel would join in a partnership with
Oliver Hardy. Together the comedy team would star in
over 100 funny, memorable films.
Super-Hooper-Dyne Lizzies (1925)
USA – Max Sennett Comedies – 21m 50s
(D) Del Lord
(C) Billy Bevan, Andy Clyde, Lillian Knight
A scientist invents a way for autos to run on radio waves
instead of gasoline. This obviously presents a huge threat
to the oil industry. Soon the scientist is not only being
pursued by the vindictive owner of an oil company, but the
man is also interested in the scientist’s daughter. Since this
film was released during an election year, the story itself is
mocking all the politicians filling the radio waves with
their grand visions and empty promises. The title of the
film comes from slang terms of the day. A “super hooper”
is the person who booms their voice over the radio, while
a “dyne lizzy” was slang for an automobile.
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Wunder der Schöpfung (1925)
[trans. – Wonder of the Creation]
[aka – Our Heavenly Bodies]
Germany - Universum-Film AG (Ufa) – 1h 31m 35s
(D) Hanns Walter Kornblum, Johannes Meyer,
Rudolf Biebrach
(C) Paul Bildt, Willy Kaiser-Heyl, Theodor Loos
A fascinating sort of docudrama, combining every major
astronomical topic known at the time. The film combines
animation, fictional segments, historical documents and
much more to give an entertaining narrative. It has been
compared to Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey for its
futuristic vision and creativity.
The Lost World (1925)
USA - First National Pictures – 1h 15m 40s
(D) Harry O. Hoyt (P) Watterson R. Rothacker
(C) Wallace Beery, Bessie Love, Lloyd Hughes
The stop-motion dinosaur classic that inspired King
Kong, Jurassic Park and a thousand and one other
prehistoric adventure films, as well as the special effects
magician Ray Harryhausen. This was another jawdropping work of art by Willis O’Brien, and his dinosaurs
by this point were looking more realistic than ever. The
film was based on the 1912 novel by Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle and involves a scientific expedition to a remote and
nearly inaccessible plateau in the Amazon. The team
discovers a whole world of prehistoric animals which
have been left unchanged for millions of years. Though
the effects cannot even begin to compare to today’s high
tech digital animations, the dinosaurs are still fun to
watch and the story, thanks mostly to Conan Doyle, is
entertaining from start to finish.

1927
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LOST SCIENCE FICTION FILMS FROM THE SILENT ERA
(For the sake of space and time I have listed only basic info. Details on these films can be found at IMDB.com and other websites.)

Title of Film
Chirurgien Americain (aka - A Twentieth Century Surgeon)
Gugusse et L'Automate
Les Rayons Roentgen (aka - A Novice at X-Rays)
A Jersey Skeeter
Coppélia ou la Poupée Animée
(aka - Coppelia the Animated Doll)
A Message from Mars
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea
The Motor Valet
The Pill Maker’s Mistake
Dr. Skinum
La Ceinture Electrique (aka - The Wonderful Electric Belt)
Love Microbe
The Mechanical Statue and the Ingenious Servant
Work Made Easy
Au clair de la lune (aka - Moonstruck)
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
Energizer
Galvanic Fluid (aka - More Fun with Liquid Electricity)
La Cuisine Magnétique
La sève artificielle (aka - A Wonderful Fluid)
L'avvisatore di terremoto (aka - The Earthquake Alarm)
The Doctor's Experiment (aka - Reversing Darwin's Theory)
The Invisible Ray
The Professor’s Anti-Gravitational Fluid
The Professor's Secret
When the Man in the Moon Seeks a Wife
A Maker of Diamonds (aka - The Diamond Maker)
A Modern Dr. Jekyll
Electric Transformation
Electricity for Nervousness
England Invaded
Hydrothérapie Fantastique (aka - The Doctor’s Secret)
Inventions of an Idiot
Invisibility
Le pulvérisateur (aka - The Pulveriser)
Love Germs
Professor Puddenhead's Patents:
The Aerocab and the Vacuum Provider
Professor Puddenhead's Patents: The Electric Enlarger
Professor Puddenhead's Patents: The Electric Servant
Professor Weise's Brain-Serum Injector
The Electric Policeman
The Invaders
The Magnetic Squirt
The Monkey Man
The Professor's Love Tonic
The Professor's Strength Tablets
The Professor's Twirly-Whirly Cigarettes
The Rubber Man
The Wonderful Electro-Magnet
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Year
1897
1897
1897
1900

Director
Georges Méliès
Georges Méliès
Georges Méliès
Arthur Marvin

Company

Home

Star Film Company
Star Film Company
Star Film Company
American Mutoscope & Biograph

France
France
France
USA

1900 Georges Méliès

Star Film Company

France

1903
1905
1906
1906
1907
1907
1907
1907
1907
1908
1908
1908
1908
1908
1908
1908
1908
1908
1908
1908
1908
1909
1909
1909
1909
1909
1909
1909
1909
1909
1909

n/a
Biograph
Alpha Trading Company
Hepworth
American Mutoscope & Biograph
Gaumont
American Mutoscope & Biograph
Vitagraph
Vitagraph
Pathé Frères
Selig
American Mutoscope & Biograph
Vitagraph
Pathé Frères
Pathé Frères
Itala Film
Gaumont
American Mutoscope & Biograph
Hepworth
Gaumont
Clarendon
Vitagraph
Selig
Clarendon
Gaumont
Warwick Trading Co
Star Film Company
Lubin Manufacturing Co
Hepworth
Pathé Frères
Lubin Manufacturing Co

N.Zelnd
USA
UK
UK
USA
France
USA
USA
USA
France
USA
USA
USA
France
France
Italy
France
USA
UK
France
UK
USA
USA
UK
France
UK
France
USA
UK
France
USA

1909 Walter R. Booth

Charles Urban Trading Co

UK

1909
1909
1909
1909
1909
1909
1909
1909
1909
1909
1909
1909

Charles Urban Trading Co
UK
Charles Urban Trading Co
UK
Lubin Manufacturing Co
USA
Gaumont
France
Clarendon
UK
Société Française des Films
France
Pathé Frères
France
Essanay Film Manufacturing Co USA
Clarendon
UK
British & Colonial Kinematograph UK
Lubin Manufacturing Co
USA
Edison Manufacturing Co
USA

Franklyn Barrett
Wallace McCutcheon
Arthur M. Cooper
Lewin Fitzhamon
Wallace McCutcheon
Étienne Arnaud
Wallace McCutcheon
J. Stuart Blackton
J. Stuart Blackton
n/a
Otis Turner
Wallace McCutcheon
J. Stuart Blackton
Segundo de Chomón
n/a
n/a
n/a
Wallace McCutcheon
Lewin Fitzhamon
n/a
Percy Stow
J. Stuart Blackton
n/a
Percy Stow
n/a
Leo Stormont
Georges Méliès
n/a
Lewin Fitzhamon
n/a
n/a

Walter R. Booth
Walter R. Booth
n/a
n/a
Percy Stow
Georges Hatot
Georges Monca
Gilbert M. Anderson
Percy Stow
H.O. Martinek
n/a
n/a

Futures Past

Title of Film

Year

Director

Voyage au Centre de la Terre
A Mechanical Husband

1909 Segundo de Chomón
1910 S. Wormald

Electric Insoles

1910 Gilbert M. Anderson

Life in the Next Century
Looking Forward
Professor Piecan's Discovery
Professor Zanikoff's Experiences of Grafting
The Comet
One Hundred Years After
Scroggins Goes in for Chemistry and Discovers a
Marvelous Powder
The Aerial Anarchists
The Electric Villa
The Electrified Pig
The Inventor's Secret
The Motor Car of the Future
Vers l’lmmortalité aka The Elixir of Life
Dr. Brompton-Watts' Age Adjuster
Freezing Auntie
How Patrick's Eyes were Opened
In the Year 2000
Lieutenant Rose and the Patent Aeroplane
Overcharged
The Cave Man
The Serpents
The Theft of the Secret Code
Bumble's Diminisher
Bumke Discovers the Turning Microbe
Demonyte
Professor Hoskin's Patent Hustler
The Cave Men's War
The Diamond Makers
The Indestructible Mr. Jenks
A Sure Cure
A Trip to the Moon
By Radium's Rays
Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, Done to a Frazzle
If England Were Invaded (aka- The Raid of 1915)
In the Year 2014
Master of the World
Naidra, the Dream Woman
Percy Pumpernickel, Soubrette
Professor Oldboy's Rejuvenator
The Great German North Sea Tunnel
The Miser's Reversion
The Primitive Man
The Reader of Minds
The Silent Peril
Wake Up! or, A Dream of Tomorrow
Beneath the Sea
Lady Baffles and Detective Duck (11 ep. Serial)

1910
1910
1910
1910
1910
1911

1927

Company

Home

Pathé Frères
London Cinematograph Co
Essanay Film Manufacturing
Co
Lux Compagnie
Thanhouser Film Corp
Cricks & Martin Films
Lux Compagnie
Edison Manufacturing Co
Pathé Frères

France
UK

1911 A.E. Coleby

Cricks & Martin Films

UK

1911
1911
1911
1911
1911
1911
1912
1912
1912
1912
1912
1912
1912
1912
1912
1913
1913
1913
1913
1913
1913
1913
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1915
1915

Kineto Films
Pathé Frères
Cosmopolitan Films
Biograph
Messters Projektion GmbH
Gaumont
Edison Manufacturing Co
Edison Manufacturing Co
Edison Manufacturing Co
Solax Film Co
Clarendon
Hepworth
Vitagraph
Vitagraph
Vitascope GmbH
EcKo
Elite Film Company
Cosmopolitan Films
Martin
Kalem Company
Rex Motion Picture Co
Kalem Company
Crystal Film Company
Lubin Manufacturing Co
Universal Film Manf. Co
Crystal Film Company
Gaumont
Universal Film Manf. Co
Karl Werner Film
Thanhouser Film Corp
Kalem Company
Kalem Company
Dreadnought Films
Thanhouser Film Corp
Biograph
Thanhouser Film Corp
Bison Motion Pictures
Union Jack Photoplays
Lubin Manufacturing Co
Powers Picture Plays

UK
France
USA
USA
Germany
France
USA
USA
USA
USA
UK
UK
USA
USA
Germany
UK
UK
UK
UK
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
UK
USA
Germany
USA
USA
USA
UK
USA
USA
USA
USA
UK
USA
USA

Gérard Bourgeois
Theodore Marston
A.E. Coleby
n/a
n/a
n/a
Walter R. Booth
n/a
n/a
Mack Sennett
n/a
Jean Durand
n/a
n/a
n/a
Alice Guy Blaché
Percy Stow
Franklyn Barrett
Ralph W. Ince
Ralph W. Ince
n/a
W.P. Kellino
n/a
n/a
David Aylott
George Melford
Robert Z. Leonard
Pat Hartigan
Phillips Smalley
Vincent Whitman
Otis Turner
Joseph A. Golden
Fred W. Durrant
Allen Curtis
Rudolf Del Zopp
Eugene Moore
Albert W. Hale
n/a
Frank S. Newman
n/a
D.W. Griffith
Carroll Fleming
Henry McRae
Laurence Cowen
Wilbert Melville
Allen Curtis

USA
France
USA
UK
France
USA
France
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Title of Film

Year

Life Without Soul
Mr. Jarr's Magnetic Friend
Pawns of Mars
The Automatic House
The Black Box (15 ep. serial)
The Inventor's Peril
The Kite
The Mechanical Man
The Mysterious Contragrav
The New Exploits of Elaine (10 ep. Serial)
The Plague Spot
The Return of Maurice Donnelly
The Romance of Elaine (12 ep. Serial)
The Secret of the Submarine (15 ep. Serial)
The Secret Room

1915
1915
1915
1915
1915
1915
1915
1915
1915
1915
1915
1915
1915
1915
1915

The Ventures of Marguerite (16 ep. Serial)

1915

The War o' Dreams
Dare Devils in Danger
Die Grosse Wette
Rays That Erase
The Comet's Comeback
The Crimson Stain Mystery (16 ep. Serial)
The Flying Torpedo
The Hand of Peril
The Intrigue
The Lion's Breath
Through Solid Walls
A Tryton (aka - The Triton)
The Inspirations of Harry Larrabee

1915
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1917
1917

The Mystery Ship (18 ep. Serial)

1917

Water on the Brain
Zeppelin Attack on New York
A léleklátó sugár (aka - The Mind-Detecting Ray)

1917
1917
1918

Alraune (aka - Sacrifice)

1918

Az Osember (aka - The Prehistoric Man)
The Kaiser's Shadow, Or the Triple Cross

1918
1918

A Scream in the Night

1919

Alraune
Alraune und der Golem
The Arc
The Carter Case
The First Men in the Moon
The Great Radium Mystery
Go and Get It
L’Empire du Diamant (aka - The Empire of Diamonds)
The Branded Four (15 ep. Serial)
The Devil to Pay
The Empire of Diamonds
The Flaming Disk (18 ep. Serial)

1919
1919
1919
1919
1919
1919
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
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Director
Joseph W. Smiley
Harry Davenport
Theodore Marston
n/a
Otis Turner
Joseph W. Smiley
Tom Chatterton
Allen Curtis
Henry McRae
Louis J. Gasnier
Theodore Marston
William Humphrey
George B. Seitz
George L. Sargent
Tom Moore
Robert Ellis, John
Mackin
E.A. Martin
Archer MacMackin
Harry Piel
Edwin J. Collins
William Bertram
T. Hayes Hunter
John B. O'Brien
Maurice Tourneur
Frank Lloyd
Horace Davey
Walter Morton
Alfréd Deésy
Bertram Bracken
Henry McRae, Harry
Harvey
Allen Curtis
n/a
Alfréd Deésy
Eugen Illés, Joseph
Klein
Cornelius Hinter
Roy William Neill
Burton L. King,
L. De Cordova
Michael Curtiz
Nils Olaf Chrisander
Richard Oswald
William F. Haddock
Bruce Gordon
Robert Broadwell
Marshall Neilan
Léonce Perret
Duke Worne
Ernest C. Warde
Leonce Perret
Robert F. Hill

Company

Home

Ocean Film Corporation
Vitagraph
Vitagraph
Empress Film Company
Universal Film Manf. Co
Lubin Manufacturing Co
Kay-Bee Pictures
Universal Film Manf. Co
Universal Film Manf. Co
Wharton Production Co
Vitagraph
Vitagraph
Wharton Production Co
American Film Manf. Co
Kalem Company

USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA

Kalem Company

USA

Selig Polyscope
American Film Manf. Co
Bayerische Filmgesellschaft..
n/a
American Film Manf. Co
Erbograph Company
Fine Arts Film Company
Paragon Films
Pallas Pictures
Nestor Film Company
Independent Moving Pictures
Star Film Company
Balboa Amusement Prod. Co

USA
USA
Germany
UK
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
Hungary
USA

Universal Film Manf. Co

USA

Nestor Film Company
Rothacker Film Manf. Co.
Star Film Company

USA
USA
Hungary

Luna Film

Germany

Star Film Company
Thomas H. Ince Corp

Hungary
USA

A.H. Fischer Features Inc.

USA

Hunnia Filmvállalat
Deutsche Bioscop GmbH
Richard Oswald Produktion
Oliver Films Inc.
Gaumont
Universal Film Manf. Co
Marshall Neilan Productions
Léonce Perret Co
Select Pictures Corp
Robert Brunton Productions
Leonce Perret Productions
Great Western Producing Co

Hungary
Germany
Germany
USA
UK
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
Futures Past

Title of Film

Year

The Hidden Code
The Invisible Ray (15 ep. Serial)

1920
1920

The Mystery Mind (15 ep. Serial)

1920

The Screaming Shadow (15 ep. Serial)
Der Dorfsgolem (aka - The Golem's Last Adventure)
Il mostro di Frankenstein
(aka - The Monster of Frankenstein)
Nan of the North (15 ep. Serial)
The Diamond Queen (18 ep. Serial)
The Sky Ranger (15 ep. Serial)
A Blind Bargain
Radio-Mania (aka - The Man from M.A.R.S.)
The Radio King (10 ep. Serial)
The Young Diana

Director

Company

Home
USA
USA

1920
1921

Richard L'Estrange
Sulmac Production Company
Harry A. Pollard
Frohman Amusement Corp.
Will S. Davis, Fred
Supreme Pictures
Sittenham
Duke Worne, Ben Wilson Hallmark Pictures Corp
Gyula Szöreghy
Sascha-Film

1921

Eugenio Testa

Italy

USA
USA
Austria

Albertini Film

1921
1921
1921
1922
1922
1922
1922

Duke Worne
Arrow Film Corporation
USA
Edward A. Kull
Universal Film Manf. Co
USA
George B. Seitz
Pathé Exchange
USA
Wallace Worsley
Goldwyn Pictures Corp
USA
Roy William Neill
Herman Holland Productions
USA
Robert F. Hill
Universal Film Manf. Co
USA
Albert Capellani
Cosmopolitan Productions
USA
B. Reeves Eason,
Around the World in Eighteen Days (12 ep. Serial)
1923
Universal Pictures
USA
Robert Hill
Back to Earth
1923 Albert Herman
Century Film
USA
Ashley Miller,
Sky Splitter
1923
J.R. Bray Studios
USA
John Norling
The Unknown Purple
1923 Roland West
Carlos Productions
USA
Films de France
France
La Cité Foudroyée (aka - The City Struck by Lightning) 1924 Luitz-Morat
Laughing at Danger
1924 James W. Horne
Carlos Productions
USA
Terreur (aka - The Perils of Paris)
1924 Edward José
Films Fordys
France
The Prehistoric Man
1924 A. E. Coleby
Stoll Picture Productions
UK
The Story without a Name (aka - Without Warning) 1924 Irvin Willat
Paramount Pictures
USA
Vanity's Price
1924 Roy William Neill
Gothic Pictures
USA
From Mars to Munich
1925 n/a
Fox Film Corp.
USA
Madrid en el año 2000
1925 Manuel Noriega
Ediciones y Luis Maurente
Spain
One Way Street
1925 John Francis Dillon
First National Pictures
USA
The Secret Kingdom
1925 Sinclair Hill
Stoll Picture Productions
UK
This list consists of 175 films which are considered lost. Yet it is just a minuscule fraction of all the silent films which have been
misplaced, burned, deteriorated, or simply thrown out over the years. I am sure that of those, there are hundreds of films which can
be categorized in the SF genre that we will never see again. Obtaining a definitive list of lost SF films is impossible due to the fact
that over the years not only were so many films destroyed or decomposed, but most had no written records connected to them.
Before we realized that just about anything can be of major historical value, companies actually recycled their films for the raw
materials. In many cases, they simply threw them in the trash to make room for more new reels of film being produced. When it
comes to applying the term to films, “lost” simply means that there are no known copies of the film in existence. But this does not
mean that these films are permanently lost. Just like misplaced keys, old films are sometimes found again. You will learn more
about this in the following segments which discuss the technical aspects of lost films. Following that is a lengthy profile of probably
the greatest lost silent film of all time. Through painstaking efforts, patience and some luck, METROPOLIS was eventually pieced
together and restored to (nearly) its original full version. So lets carry on...
A rare image from The First Men
in the Moon (1919). It is now
listed by the British Film Institute as
one of their 75 Most Wanted feature
films. Apart from some publicity
material and a few stills such as this
one, very little survives of the film.

Rediscovered SF Films*
• El hotel eléctrico (1908)
• Frankenstein (1910)
• Algol (1920)
• The City without Jews (1924)
• Metropolis (1927)

*
1927

*

*

*
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An Introduction to Film Preservation
or Why do all those old silent films look so crappy?

Most people will find it shocking to learn that about
85-90% of all US films created before 1929 are now gone.
What happened to them? Were they misplaced? Are they
locked away in some secret government vault? By gone,
I mean exactly that. They no longer exist (at least not that
we know of). How could this happen? The purpose of this
article is to help the reader learn how through basic
negligence and lack of knowledge, many thousands of
historically relevant, even priceless films have disappeared
into the dustbin of history. Imagine if all that remained of
Shakespeare’s great works were a couple of plays and a
sonnet or two. How different would our world be if we
only had the music of a handful of classic composers,
perhaps only having heard stories that some people named
Wagner, Stravinsky or Chopin had been popular
composers in their day. What if we had lost all of
Michelangelo’s art due to decomposition or fire? In many
cases the loss of countless fine works of silent film is
comparable to our hypothetical example. The first step to
understanding why this happened is through an introduc‐
tion to the development of the film mediums used over the
past century.

wipe up some nitric acid that he’d spilled in his lab, and
was delighted to discover that now messy apron had a
violent reaction when heated. He saw many potential
applications for his newly found explosive compound and
named it gun-cotton. It soon became a very popular
product with both the construction industry and the military.
Years later, an American inventor named John Wesley
Hyatt used the basic elements of Cellulose Nitrate to create
the first industrial plastic. In those days, ivory was being
used in a multitude of ways. In 1869 Hyatt had created
and patented an artificial substitute with many of the same
characteristics as natural ivory. This new alternative
would help to offset the ever growing demand for ivory.
Both strong and malleable, it could be used to manufacture
a wide variety of products, including billiard balls, false
teeth, piano keys, and even film for the recently developed
technology of photography. He named this new material
“celluloid.” Today, Hyatt is a major figure at the National
Inventors Hall of Fame, having nearly 240 patents to his
credit. Our tale of the disappearance of silent films begins
in 1889 when Cellulose Nitrate was first used in the film
industry by the Eastman Kodak Company.

TYPES OF FILM

What exactly is Cellulose Nitrate and why is it dangerous?
Cellulose Nitrate, also known as flash paper and gun
cotton, aside from our focus on the film industry, is
primarily used in munitions and explosives. It is highly
flammable and if not properly stored, can easily burst into
flames, or even explode. It can begin to decompose and
ignite spontaneously at temperatures as low as 100 F. As
it decomposes, it also releases fumes which are not only
poisonous but can explode as well. The warmer and more
humid the environment, the faster the decomposition
accelerates. One of its most deadly features is that unlike
most other flammable materials, Cellulose Nitrate does not

Before the modern age of film making, which is part of the
“Digital Age,” films were recorded on…well…rolls of
film. During the first hundred years in which the film
industry was in existence, there was a progression of three
basic types of film:

Cellulose Nitrate
The first and, without a doubt, the most important of the
three, Cellulose Nitrate was invented in 1845 by a SwissGerman chemist named Christian Friedrich Schönbein.
The story goes that he had used his wife’s cotton apron to
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need oxygen to keep burning. In fact, not only will
immersing it in water not put out the flames, it may
actually increase the amount of toxic smoke produced.
Due to its chemical volatility, it has caused many fires and
destroyed countless millions of films, photographic
materials and other historically significant records.
What are the signs of decomposition in Cellulose Nitrate?
The breakdown of Cellulose Nitrate generally occurs in
five clearly noticeable stages. There may also be signifi‐
cant overlap from one stage to the next. The first of these
is when the film begins to turn yellow then amber and then
to a rusty brown. This may affect a small patch or the
entire film reel. During the discoloration process, the film
will start to soften and become sticky. At this point, the
film will begin to emit a strong odor of nitric acid.
Inhaling these fumes may cause an asthma-like reaction or
worse. Much of the reel will begin to stick to itself and if
left unchecked will eventually deteriorate into a literal pile
of goo. Before it gets to the goo phase, the film will also
begin to blister or bubble on the surface often accompa‐
nied by a yellowish froth. Once it has reached the goo
stage (if it hasn’t burst into flames or a violent explosion
before this point), the film will finally become brittle and
turn to a brownish acid powder. Decomposing films stored
in metal reel cans may often also be covered in a fine
brown powder which is caused by the container metal
reacting with the film.

Nitrate film in advanced stage of deterioration

How can Cellulose Nitrate be stored safely?
The best overall method to store and preserve nitrate film
is to freeze it. This will both slow down the deterioration
process and also minimize the possibility of combustion.

Cellulose Acetate
Also known as “Safety Film” was developed in the early
1920s as a solution to the dangers of Nitrate film. Though
Acetate film was significantly more stable chemically than
its predecessor, it was considered inferior due to issues
with distortion and shrinkage over time. Though not as
combustible as Cellulose Nitrate, Acetate film still
suffered from a variety of similar deterioration issues.
The first sign of Acetate deterioration is a strong vinegary
smell called Vinegar Syndrome, in which as the name
suggests, the decomposing medium begins to release
1927

acetic acid fumes which have a strong vinegar smell, and
which can at later stages produce contact burns and skin
and mucous membrane irritation. As with Cellulose
Nitrate, once the process begins, it is irreversible. Next the
film begins to warp and shrink and become brittle. After
that, liquid filled bubbles appear on the surface, oozing
out chemical additives called plasticizers. As with
Cellulose Nitrate, the only practical solution to halt the
decomposition, in those cases where there is material that
is still salvageable, is to freeze the films before they
deteriorate any further. Ideally, cold storage should be in
the range of 35-40°F temperature, and 30-35% relative
humidity. When removing film from cold storage it must
be "staged." That is, it must be kept in a cool chamber
that allows the film to warm up very slowly over a period
of 24 hours. If film is not "staged" it is likely to sustain
damage. Once cellulose-based film begins to degrade, the
process is irreversible. Nothing can be done to repair the
damage, but there are plenty of options once the current
decomposition is temporarily stopped. Whatever parts of
the film are still salvageable are copied either to a more
stable medium, like polyester-based film or they are saved
digitally, or both.

Polyester
In 1955 Polyester started to replace Acetate as a film
backup for many types of sheet film. However, due to its
rigidity it cannot be used as roll film. Polyester can also be
identified as "safety" film. It is inherently more stable than
both Cellulose Nitrate and Cellulose Acetate because it is a
synthetic polymer that is chemically inactive. It shows
exceptional chemical stability and physical performance.
Because Polyester is a stable plastic, it does not have
any of the same deterioration issues as celluloid films.
Polyester can be stored at room temperature and does not
need cold storage for preservation. The only significant
issue found in Polyester color films is that over time dye
fading reduces the overall density of the image resulting
in loss of contrast and shifts in color balance. This is
irreversible; however, digital restoration techniques can
be used to fix this problem and return the original color
balance and information in the digital copies.

How and Why
The chemical volatility of film stock played a major role in
the loss of many thousands of movies over the years but it
was not the only reason. There are actually four major factors
that contributed to the disappearance of films throughout
the 20th century:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Poor handling and storage methods
Fires
Willful destruction
Loss of archaic equipment

The first two of these - poor handling and storage methods,
and fires are actually two halves of the same issue. Since
these early film rolls were so chemically unstable, unless
they were kept under ideal preservation conditions,
decomposition was inevitable. As was discussed, the
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physical decomposition would happen gradually over
time, but the possibility of a violent explosion or fire could
happen at almost any time after the start of this decomposition.
With our understanding today of the importance of
historical artifacts, we find it almost inconceivable that
anyone would willfully destroy rare, fragile film reels. Yet
that was actually a common practice during the early years
of film making. Throughout the first third of the 20th
century, film companies and distributors saw film as a
material commodity, not a record of historical value.
When new films premiered, they would make the rounds
of the various theaters for several months, earn what
money they could in ticket sales and upon their return to
their respective owners, would be melted down to recycle
their silver content. A famous example of this was during
World War I, when the French military took control of
George Méliès’ film company. They destroyed nearly his
entire collection of films by melting them down to recover
the silver and molding the remaining plastic for boot heels.
The fourth factor is one which is pretty much inevitable.
Technology moves ever forward. It becomes better, faster,
cheaper. How easy is it to get your hands on a VCR
machine today? Not very, and if you do, it will cost you
quite a bit of money. And that is a technology that was still
the standard just two decades ago. Now imagine how
much more difficult it is to find equipment that will play
film reels from the start of the previous century. When I
was growing up in the 1960s, the thing to do when coming
back from a summer vacation was to watch the highlights
on dad’s 16mm film projector. Good luck finding one of
those today… Today the only solution that makes any
practical (and cost-effective) sense is digitization.

June 13, 1914
The Lubin Film Company, in Philadelphia, maintained all
of their film reels in a large industrial vault built specifi‐
cally for that purpose. Unfortunately, the facility was not
adequately ventilated. Gases built up steadily and on June
13th the tipping point was reached when a massive
explosion destroyed the building and nearly a million
dollars worth of master negatives. The entire Lubin film
collection was lost.
December 9, 1914
At 5:20pm an explosion rocked the film inspection building
of Thomas Edison’s film facilities in West Orange, New
Jersey. In the brief time it took fire units to get there and
contain the blaze, more than half of the buildings in the
complex were totally lost. Damages totaled over $7 million
and although 250 workers were in the buildings when the
fire began, incredibly no loss of life was reported.
August 9, 1937
A film storage facility in Little Ferry, NJ, belonging to 20th
Century-Fox, went up in flames when improperly stored
nitrate film ignited. Though considered fireproof, the
facility was not properly set up nor adequately ventilated
for the storage of nitrate film. Damages were heavy. The
fire resulted in one death and two injuries and wiped out
most of the silent films produced by Fox before 1932, as
well as materials from several other studios. After this
particular incident and the dramatic loss of films and life,
the movie industry finally took major steps to ensure that
film preservation was carefully carried out and strictly
enforced. Despite this, it would still not be the last, nor the
biggest of the fires to plague the film industry.
May 13, 1967
Another major fire occurred at the MGM Studio back-lot
in Culver City, CA. It was determined that the explosion
was caused by an electrical short which set off the
explosion in Vault #7 which contained a major collection
of nitrate film. One person was killed in the initial explo‐
sion and the entire contents of the vault were destroyed.
The contents included archived prints and silent films
created by MGM and their predecessors. The collection
also included the only known copies of hundreds of films,
now lost forever, including the Lon Chaney classic,
London After Midnight (1927).

Historic Vault Fires
Here are several examples of devastating fires which were
caused by improper storage and ventilation at various
facilities over the years. The fumes given off by decom‐
posing films are not only toxic, they are also easily set off
by a spark, a flame, or simply an unventilated storage area.
The greater the number of film reels in one location, the
more dangerous their storage becomes.
May 4, 1897
By far the most devastating nitrate-caused fire was in
Paris, France at a charity bazaar. Nitrate film was run
through the recently invented Lumière Projector when the
heat of the projector bulb caused the film to burst into
flame. More than 180 people died in the blaze.
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1977 and 1978
The National Archives and Records Service (NARS)
maintains a vast film preservation facility in Suitland,
Maryland. In 1970 the organization received a donation
from Universal Company of 28 million feet of newsreels
and outtakes from the period of 1929 to 1967. The
donation included 17 million feet of notoriously unstable
nitrate film and another 11 million feet of acetate “safety”
film. Over the next eight years extensive work was done
to transfer the collection of volatile media to more stable
polyester safety film. In August 1977 the state-of-the-art
facility in Suitland became the victim of the first of two
major fires. Though 800,000 feet of newsreel footage was
destroyed, Building C, where the incident occurred did
manage to work as designed and the damage was restricted
to that one vault. Because of this, NARS did increase
Futures Past
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monitoring and tightened safety procedures to ensure this
would not happen again. Despite trying to be proactive
and having the best intentions, they were wrong. Sixteen
months later on December 7, 1978 a second more serious
fire occurred.
According to a GSA (Government Services Administra‐
tion) investigation, the fire was likely started by
contractors who were working on the building the morning
of the fire. Ironically, they were making the updates that
the earlier fire had made clear were needed to increase fire
safety, including installing new air-conditioning, increasing
the insulation, and adding humidity controls. Unfortu‐
nately, while doing their work, the contractors had
disabled a third of the sprinkler heads in each of Building
A’s 27 vaults, seriously hampering the fire suppression
system. GSA theorized that the December 7th fire started
from a spark caused by contractors’ use of power tools.
Workers had used electrical drills, arc welders, and blow‐
torches that morning. GSA inspectors believed that the
Suitland firefighters, although heroic, intensified the blaze
by opening the fire safety doors on many of the vaults
upon entering the building and not closing them in their
rush to get to safety. A dozen firefighters would be treated
for smoke inhalation. The fire department continued to
battle the blaze from outside the structure, but despite their
efforts, nearly all of the film vaults inside Building A
ignited, destroying 12.6 million feet of Universal Pictures
newsreel footage stored there.

Conservation Center for Art and Historic Artifacts (CCAHA)
http://www.ccaha.org

A Brief History of Film Preservation

Lost Films
https://www.lost-films.eu

In the United States, the first instance of film preservation
took place with the donation of the Edison Kinetoscopic
records in 1893 to the Library of Congress (LoC). In 1912
the Townsend Act recognized the copyright value of
motion pictures and the LoC began to collect frame-byframe paper copies of films. Since the LoC had no way of
storing nitrate films, they were returned to the copyright
holder once a paper copy was created. The copies of films
were stored in a vault at the LoC and went largely
untouched until they were rediscovered in 1942 by librarian
Archibald MacLeish. MacLeish oversaw the transfer of
over 3,000 of these film copies onto new film stock and were
then placed in storage at 40ºF and 35% humidity.
Having learned from previous tragedies, Metro-GoldwynMayer began a preservation program in the early 1970s to
restore and maintain all of its films, including negatives,
positive masters, and archival prints. In 1986 when Ted
Turner acquired MGM’s film library, he continued the
preservation work that they had started. By this time the
collection included all MGM films, the Warner Bros.
collection prior to 1950 and most of RKO Pictures
collection. This massive archive is now the property of Time
Warner, which purchased Turner Entertainment in 1996.
During the late 1980s and early 1990s, film preservation
got a lot of attention due to the efforts of world-famous
directors such as Steven Spielberg and Martin Scorsese.
Spielberg first became interested in film preservation when
he tried viewing a master copy of his film Jaws (1975) and
was shocked to see how badly it had deteriorated after only
fifteen years. Scorsese drew attention to the film industry's
use of color-fading film stock through his use of blackand-white film stock in his 1980 film Raging Bull.
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American Institute for Conservation of Historic and
Artistic Works (AIC)
https://www.culturalheritage.org
International Institute for Conservation of Historic and
Artistic Works (IIC)
https://www.iiconservation.org
Association of Moving Image Archivists (AMIA)
http://www.amianet.org

Image Permanence Institute (IPI)
https://www.imagepermanenceinstitute.org
Northeast Document Conservation Center (NEDCC)
https://www.nedcc.org
Visual Materials Association (VRA)
http://vraweb.org

Further Information

Library of Congress – Packard Campus
https://www.loc.gov/programs/audio-visual-conservation/
about-this-program/packard-campus/
And of course: The Internet Movie Database (IMDB)
https://www.imdb.com

A-D Strips are a basic instrument in the film
archivist’s toolkit. They are dye-coated paper
strips that detect and measure the severity of
acetate film deterioration, in film collections.

*

*

*

*
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Georges Méliès was born into a family whose goals
could not be more opposite of his own. His father was
a shoemaker who had worked hard all his life and had
eventually grown his business into a shoe factory
which brought the family not only wealth, but a certain
level of prestige. Georges was the third of three boys
and it was his father’s wish that all three would carry
on the family business. But Georges had always been
a dreamer. While his family focused on making stylish
shoes and boots, Georges set his sights on the stars.
From his earliest memories, all he was interested in
was the theater and creating shows. His childhood was
one of privilege. He attended the best schools and
received the best education. Yet he constantly got in
trouble for doodling in his notebooks instead of
attending to his lessons. By age ten he was creating
puppet theaters out of cardboard and as a teenager he
developed a reputation for crafting high quality
marionettes. He completed his baccalaureate in 1880
followed by 3 years of military service.
In 1884, his father sent him to London to improve
his English and business skills in preparation for
helping his brothers run the family enterprise. While
there, Méliès began to frequent the EGYPTIAN
HALL, a theater directed by John Nevil Maskelyne, a
famous magician and inventor of the day. Maske‐
lyne’s great claim to fame as an inventor was the paytoilet. Maskelyne directed and produced a great many
magic shows and fantasy plays at his theater and
Méliès quickly grew in love with this world of illusion.
When he returned home to Paris, while working in
his father's shoe factory as a supervisor, he continued
his fascination with magic. Méliès attended perfor‐
mances at the Théâtre Robert-Houdin, founded by the
renowned magician Jean-Eugène Robert-Houdin.
Méliès also took lessons in magic from Emile Voisin,
the owner of a magic supply store. Before long, Méliès
had graduated from giving private performances for
family members and friends to performing live on
stage at places like the Cabinet Fantastique and later
the Galérie Vivienne.
In 1888 Louis Méliès retired, leaving his shoe
company to his three sons to run. Georges had other
plans. He sold his shares in the family business to his
two brothers and used the money to purchase the
Théâtre Robert-Houdin. The theater came equipped
with props, lights, trap doors, and plenty of other tools
of the stage trade. Méliès would spend the next nine
years developing the building into a theater of great
performances.
Méliès own stage appearances were infrequent, but
behind the scenes his presence was ubiquitous. Méliès
was director, producer, set designer and even choreo46

grapher and costume designer. Despite being a control
freak, Méliès was immensely liked and respected by his
performers. One of his magicians, named Duperrey, noted
in his journal, "every time he is absent, my tricks flop!"
As a professional in the entertainment industry,
Méliès was among those who attended the first public
demonstration of the Lumière's Cinématographe at the
Grand Café on December 28, 1895. Méliès wrote in
his memoirs that the showing had a profound effect
upon himself and others in the audience. Immediately
after the show, Méliès begged the Lumières to sell him
one of the film machines, offering 10,000 francs (about
$61,000 in 2020 US dollars), but the Lumières refused
to sell. Méliès was not even the high bidder that
evening as representatives from the Grévin Wax
Museum offered 20,000 francs and Lallemand from
the Folies-Bergère went as high as 50,000 francs. All
of the bidders would leave that night empty-handed.
Not one to give up easily, in February 1896 Georges
traveled to London and purchased an Animatograph
from inventor Robert W. Paul for the measly amount
of 1,000 francs along with a collection of short films,
some by Paul, others from the Edison Studios. His
machine was basically a cheap imitation of Thomas
Edison's Kinetoscope. By early April, Méliès began
showing "moving photographs" at his Théâtre RobertHoudin, most of those from the collection he had
purchased from Robert Paul. It would not be long
before Méliès was inspired to create his own moving
pictures to awe and amaze the public.
Méliès began shooting his first experimental film
footage in May 1896 and by the beginning of August
was selling viewings of these home grown films at the
Théâtre Robert-Houdin. That fall Méliès had formalized
his film production venture as the Star Film Company.
By the end of the year, the Star Film catalog would list
78 short film titles. The earliest surviving film in
that catalog was titled, Une Nuit Terrible (1896)
[A Terrible Night]. Like many of his other early
efforts, this film was a mere 50 seconds in duration.
It was a comedy about a man who is awoken in the
middle of the night by a gigantic bedbug in his room.
Here, an early example of Méliès inventiveness shows
the large cardboard bug brought to life by being
manipulated along thin wires as it torments the sleepdeprived man.
By late summer of 1896 Méliès began experimenting
with all sorts of techniques to create special effects on
the film itself instead of on the shooting stage.
According to Méliès, the original inspiration for
developing the wide variety of special effects he
developed over the years presented itself quite by
accident rather than planning. While filming a scene
Futures Past
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at the Palace de l'Opéra, the camera he was filming
with suddenly jammed. Méliès, of course, stopped
filming for a minute or two to reset the film, then
continued recording on the same roll. Later on, when
he was reviewing the completed reels, Méliès was
stunned by what he saw. As the scene rolled along,
there was a bus driving down the street and pedestrians
making their way along the sidewalk. As the film
continued past the point of the jam, the bus was
suddenly transformed into a hearse. Men walking
down the street instantly vanished and were replaced
by a group of women. The film technique, later known
as "stop motion" was discovered. It would be the first
of many special effects in Méliès’ tool belt. Méliès
first used the effect purposely in 1896 in the film
Escamotage d'une Dame (1896)[The Vanishing
Lady]. He applied three cuts in the minute-long film.
It opens with a magician (Méliès) walking into a room
with a female companion, in this case Jehanne d'Alcy,
who was Méliès' mistress and later wife. He sits the
woman in a chair and covers her with a large cloth.
He uses the three cuts to "magically" first make the
woman disappear, then reappear as a skeleton, and
finally back as herself.
In these early days of film-making, virtually all film
recording was done outside and on sunny days. Electric
lighting was still a fairly new and exotic technology
and so film companies made due with what nature
could offer them. With his films being turned out at a
rapid pace, Méliès decided he needed to produce his
films in a more controlled environment. In September
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of 1896 Méliès began constructing a "state-of-the-art"
film studio in Montreuil, a suburb on the eastern side
of Paris. The studio's outer walls and ceilings were all
clear glass, to allow in maximum sunlight, while
keeping out most weather variables. The dimensions
were almost identical to the Théâtre Robert-Houdin,
and also contained a two-story addition with dressing
rooms, storage, and room for set construction. The film
stage had multiple trap doors, ramps, winches, and
large set pieces on rollers, all to maximize the filming
process and quality. The studio was completed in six
months and opened for business in March 1897. Over
the next three years the facility would be expanded
twice, first in 1899 and again in 1900 to allow for ever
more elaborate productions.
In designing sets, costumes and props for filming,
Méliès learned an important lesson early on. When
working with black-and-white film, the color values
of the scenes being filmed often did not come out the
way they were supposed to. So, for instance, blue
colors showed up as white, reds, greens, and surpris‐
ingly even yellows, became black. The solution to this
maddening problem was that everything to be filmed
needed to be colored in various shades of gray - the
sets, the props, even the actors’ makeup. Mastering
this and many other issues of the film-making
enterprise helped Méliès to quickly rise to the top of
the film industry as one of its premiere pioneers.
Méliès attention to detail and his experimentation at
expanding the capabilities of film special effects
would play a great part in many of the films he would

Méliès’ state of the art film studio
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release over his two decades in cinematic recording.
This was particularly notable in his works of fantasy
and what we today call science fiction.
During his film career, Méliès produced over 500
titles. Of the ones which have survived, there are
seven, by strict definition, which could be considered
science fiction films. In chronological order they are:
(1898) The Astronomer's Dream
(1902) A Trip to the Moon
(1904) The Impossible Voyage
(1907) 200,000 Leagues Under the Sea
(1907) Tunneling the English Channel
(1908) Long Distance Wireless Photography
(1912) Conquest of the Pole

[See the Silent Film Directory for details on these movies,
including the original French titles.]
Méliès’ success as a film maker also had its draw‐
backs. The popularity of his films brought him great
fame and adulation, but wealth was another matter.
Money was being stolen by unscrupulous business‐
men, primarily in the United States, who were pirating
his films and keeping all the revenues for themselves.
The most egregious of these thieves were Siegmund
Lubin, Carl Laemmle, and of course, Thomas Edison,
whose name always seemed to come up whenever a
device was illegally copied, a patent was infringed
upon, or the artistic works of others was being profited
upon without their permission or even knowledge.
The piracy of Méliès' films in the US became so
rampant that he was forced to send his brother Gaston,
in November 1902, to the US to establish a division
of Star Films in New York City. His goal was to go
after the piracy of past films and to protect future Star
Films from suffering the same fate.
Early in 1908 Edison formed the MPPC (Motion
Picture Patents Company), a conglomerate of the
largest film companies in the US, in order to gain a
strangle-hold on the industry and kill off all the smaller
independent companies which posed so much as a
nuisance to his business. These companies included:
Edison Studios, Biograph, Vitagraph, Essanay, Selig
Polyscope, Lubin Manufacturing, Kalem Company,
American Pathe, and eventually Star Films Paris. The
group even included George Kleine Distribution,
which was the largest film distributor in the US and
Eastman Kodak which supplied nearly all the raw film
stock to production companies. So in forming this
cabal of industry titans, Edison and his cohorts were
able to minimize competition for the public’s enter‐
tainment dollars, lock in distribution of their films
nationwide, and even prevent access to basic film
stock from any company not a part of their club. It
1927

The Man with the Rubber Head (1901)

was as close to an industry monopoly as a crooked
entrepreneur could hope to dream of having.
In February 1909, Méliès headed an international
filmmakers congress in Paris to discuss strategies to
counter Edison’s monopolistic efforts. Edison’s antics
were just the beginning of a wave of events which
would lead to Méliès closing down his film company
and walking away from the movie industry forever.
In that same year (1909) Méliès had to deal with an
ever more hostile and turbulent film industry and a
decreasing public interest in his films. Though he was
a pioneer of visual special effects, a great deal of
Méliès' problems stemmed from his inability to grow
and evolve the storytelling aspect of his productions.
From the earliest days all the way to the end, Méliès
depended upon the same basic themes and story-lines
time after time. Eventually, a massive audience, hungry
for ever greater entertainment values, gradually tired
of the same old thing offered by Méliès and moved on
to newer, different productions.
In late 1910 a cash-strapped Méliès signed a
contract with Charles Pathe to distribute his films.
Pathe had quickly grown into the largest movie
production company in the world. In exchange for a
large and badly needed loan from Pathe, to keep Star
Films operating, Méliès put up his home and the
company itself as collateral. The gamble did little to
help the ailing company and by 1913 Méliès' Star
Films was no more. The coming of World War I in
1914 brought with it the last devastation to Méliès' film
career. During the war the French military took
possession of over 400 Méliès films stored at the Star
facilities in Paris and melted them down for the silver
and celluloid they contained. In his grief at the utter
obliteration of his life’s work, Méliès took the film
negatives which remained and destroyed them as well.
The last knife plunge occurred in 1923 when Méliès
declared bankruptcy and was forced to sell all his
properties and possessions to pay back his creditors.
By the mid-1920s Méliès was attempting to make
ends meet via a small candy and toy shop at the
Montparnasse train station. The one bright spot from
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his past still with him was Jehanne d'Alcy, his former
star actress and mistress, now Mrs. Méliès, as they had
wed in 1925. He worked 14 hours a day, seven days
a week and was barely able to cover bills and put food
on the table. For a man who had brought so much joy
and wonder into the lives of so many through his
theater shows and films, Méliès was living a nightmare
of near destitution.
Toward the end of his days there were still some
moments of glory to lighten his heart. Thanks to the
efforts of several critics and journalists who had
written about Méliès and his productions over the
years, there was a grand retrospective event held on
December 16, 1929 at the Salle Playel to honor
Méliès for his contributions over the years. The event
was attended by a packed house of 2,500. In 1931 he
was awarded the 'Cross of the Legion of Honor'. Those
final years, from 1925 on, were captured beautifully
in the Martin Scorsese film, HUGO (2011). The film
earned 11 Academy Award nominations including
Best Picture, winning in five of the categories.
Though these efforts of recognition were much
appreciated, they did not help Méliès put food on the
table. But this too changed in 1932, when the
'Mutuelle du Cinema', having learned of his dire
straits, arranged for Monsieur Méliès, his wife, and
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their granddaughter who had been living with them
these past years, were given a home to live in for the
remainder of his days. Méliès died of cancer on
January 21, 1938 at the age of 77. At last count, only
145 of his 500+ films have survived him.

*

*

*

*

On March 13, 1961 the French Postal
Service honored Georges Méliès with a
commemorative stamp. The face value was
half a French franc and the print run was
5.27 million stamps.

Méliès toy and candy shop made famous in the Martin Scorsese film HUGO (2011)
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A Mysterious Portrait (1899)
Eruption of
Mt Pelee (1902)

Cinderella (1899)

Kingdom of the
Faries (1903)
Summoning the
Spirits (1899)

Joan of Arc
(1900)

The Pillar of Fire (1899)

Merry Frolics of
Satan (1906)

The Alchemist’s Hallucination (1897)

(1902)
A Trip to the Moon

The Infernal Cauldron
The Haunted Castle

1927

(1903)

(1897)
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Known as “O’Bie” to his friends, Willis O’Brien was born in
Oakland, CA on March 2, 1886. O’Brien did not have much
time to enjoy his childhood as he left home at the age of 11
to work as a hand on a cattle ranch. During his teenage years
he took on a wide range of jobs including farm work, fur
trapping, competing in rodeos and even bar tending. His
interest in dinosaurs developed while he worked as a guide in
the Crater Lake National Park in Oregon, helping to lead
paleontologists to potential dig sites. In his spare time he
enjoyed sharpening his artistic skills with drawing and
sculpting. This led him first to a draftsman job at an architec‐
tural firm and then work as a sports cartoonist for the San
Francisco Daily News. At one point during these youthful
adventures, O’Brien even tried professional boxing and
actually appeared to have a natural talent for it. He won his
first nine consecutive bouts, but decided to retire from the
sport when he took a serious beating in his tenth match.
Stop motion animation is done by filming an object one
frame at a time, and then moving the object an incremental
bit after each image is captured. When a certain number of
frames have been shot and the film is played back, the result
should look like the object is moving on its own. Stop
motion is a process of patience, accuracy and attention to
detail. Over the years, when it was a much more prevalent
special effects technique in the film industry, an animator
could expect to complete about five seconds of footage
during a full day of work. The technique has been around
almost as long as film and was employed extensively by
Georges Méliès, J. Stuart Blackton and Edwin S. Porter.
Willis O’Brien apparently came up with it on his own.
One day, he and a friend made some boxers out of clay.
O’Brien got the idea that he wanted to see them move so he
took a series of photos, each time moving the clay figures a
little bit. When the photos were developed and fanned
quickly one after another, just like a cartoonist animating his
artwork, the clay boxers appeared to come to life. O’Brien
saw potential in this technique and decided to make a test reel
which he would show to producers with the hope of
being hired to work on films. Inspired by one of his child‐
hood passions, O’Brien created a scene of a caveman battling
a ferocious dinosaur. The lighting was poor and the move‐
ments of the clay actors were jerky, but it worked. A San
Francisco businessman named Herman Wobber saw the
footage and immediately hired Willis to create his first film,
The Dinosaur and the Missing Link: A Prehistoric
Tragedy (1915) for a budget of $5,000.
When the film came out, one of the people who saw it was
none other than Thomas Edison. He saw the potential of
O’Brien’s work and hired him to do a series of children’s
films with a prehistoric theme. These films included R.F.D.
10,000 B.C. (1917) and Prehistoric Poultry (1917). During
this time O’Brien also got the opportunity to experiment with
some new techniques and came up with The Puzzling
Billboard and Nippy's Nightmare, both of which were also
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A young O’Brien in his Edison workshop about 1917

released in 1917 but which had the historic distinction of
being the first films to combine live action actors and stop
motion figures together on the screen.
At about the same time that Willis O’Brien was sharpening
his skills at Edison Studios, another man named Herbert
M. Dawley had quit his job for the Pierce-Arrow (automo‐
tive) Company, where he worked in the Art Dept. designing
new car models. He was inspired to start his own film
company with his wife Verne, in Chatham, NJ. Dawley,
like O’Brien, was fascinated by dinosaurs and his first
project was to build a brontosaurus model which he
photographed and then assembled the images as a flipbook. When he saw O’Brien’s films in early 1918, Dawley
approached him to collaborate on a film. O’Brien jumped
at the opportunity, since he had been recently laid off by
Edison, whose film enterprise was going out of business.
Dawley then wrote, directed, produced and starred in
his dinosaur film, The Ghost of Slumber Mountain
(1918). The film was made for a budget of $3,000 but
ended up grossing over $100,000. Despite this, O’Brien
who had created most of the special effects for the film was
paid a meager amount for his efforts. There were other
issues besides this which led to the growing animosity
between the two men but neither was completely innocent.
Problems most likely started soon after the premiere, when
Dawley was shocked to discover that O’Brien had distrib‐
uted programs for the film and claimed complete credit for
the film production to himself. He also learned that
O’Brien had recently signed on with another film company
without ever informing Dawley. Dawley then retaliated by
removing O’Brien’s name completely from the film before
distributing it nationally. The situation between the two
men never improved. In fact, this was not the end of the
story between the two.
O’Brien’s next project was with a man named Watterson
R. Rothacker. In 1918 Rothacker purchased the film rights
to Arthur Conan Doyle’s 1912 novel The Lost World and
worked with O’Brien in secrecy to develop a screenplay
for it. In July 1920 Rothacker obtained financial backing
for the film from producer Catherine Curtis, with the
stipulation that the success of the film depended on the
participation of Willis O’Brien. By early 1922, develop‐
ment of the film began under the direction of Harry Hoyt
and even Arthur Conan Doyle himself was so enthused
with what he saw that he began his own series of publicity
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stunts to promote the upcoming film. In one instance, on
June 3, 1922, at a meeting of the Society of American
Magicians, Conan Doyle amazed the audience with test
footage from the filming in progress. He teased the viewers
by telling them that the footage they were viewing was of
actual, living dinosaurs. Conan Doyle would later appear
in the prologue of the completed film.
But all would not go so smoothly with the production.
Dawley, upon hearing of Conan Doyle’s publicity stunt,
threatened to sue Rothacker for $100,000 in damages and
attempted to cease the production of the film. Dawley
based his suit on the grounds that he (Dawley) had
invented the basic mechanical articulation for the
dinosaur models which were being used in The Lost
World without his permission. Dawley had indeed
obtained an official patent in 1920 for the flexible
mechanical skeleton inside each creature model, which
made the process of moving them both easier and more
precise in the animation process. After months of legal
battles, the case was finally settled out of court and The
Lost World was completed and released in 1925 to rave
reviews. By this time, Dawley had moved on with his life
and found success and happiness on the theater stage. He
co-founded the Chatham Community Players in his
hometown of Chatham, NJ, and spent the next 50 years
directing plays.
O’Brien’s last silent film project was called Creation.
Having gained ever greater notoriety with each picture he
did, O’Brien was hired in late 1930 by RKO Pictures to
again work his magic with Harry Hoyt and legendary
producer Marian C. Cooper. The plot involved a volcanic
island, a submarine crew and plenty of dinosaurs. After a
full year in development, including scripts, set designs,
dinosaur models, and lots of money spent, all the project
had to show for the efforts was a 20 minute test reel.
Having just gone through the Great Stock Market Crash
little more than a year earlier, making an expensive film
on the scale of what Creation needed was a very bad
idea. The film project was canceled, but the effort was not
a total loss. A couple of years later Creation would be
resurrected as a sound film with a different premise, and
would become one of the great film classics of all time.
It would be a love story – beauty and the beast retold – but
in this case, the beast was a gigantic gorilla and the beauty
was the human woman he loved. The title for the film was
King Kong.
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In the early 1930s, Hollywood became fascinated with
jungle adventure films, particularly with the release of
Tarzan the Ape Man in 1932. Producer Merian C.
Cooper, who was responsible for scrapping the original
Creation film, got a team of writers together to work on a
screenplay for an idea he had about a giant ape. Cooper
hired Edward Schoedsack to direct the film and used
O’Brien’s test footage from Creation to help sell the
project to company executives. When they gave the
thumbs up, O’Brien took all his years of knowledge and
experience to make this the most dramatic, realistic
creature film yet. O’Brien went so far as to spend several
days at various zoos, studying the behavior and manner‐
isms of the great apes. He also went to wrestling matches
to get ideas on how to choreograph the fight scenes on the
island between Kong and the dinosaurs. O’Brien’s
creature models were also state-of-the-art. His primary
Kong model was only 18 inches tall and made with a metal
skeleton with ball-and-socket joints, covered with foam
rubber and cotton, and finally rabbit fur. The dinosaurs
were constructed the same way, but obviously without the
furry exteriors. For the first time, O’Brien also experi‐
mented with using blue-screen backgrounds behind his
live actors, which allowed them to realistically appear to
be interacting with the creatures in the completed shots.
O’Brien’s techniques would be used in many monster
films over the next six decades, until the advent of
computer animation in the 1990s.
The tremendous success of King Kong premiering in
March 1933, led to a hurried sequel being thrown together
called, Son of Kong. The film was released right before
Christmas that same year to a less than stellar response.
The budget for the film was much smaller than the first
($269k for Son vs. $679k for King), the production was
rushed, and according to O’Brien himself, the film was
“cheesy.” In fact, he thought so poorly of the production that
he requested the company not put his name in the credits.
During the filming of Son of Kong, O’Brien was struck
with a horrific personal tragedy. In 1925 Willis O’Brien
married Hazel Ruth Collette. They had two sons together,
William and Willis, Jr. The marriage was not a happy one
and there were apparently issues with O’Brien drinking,
gambling and having affairs. Five years later the couple
divorced and the boys remained with their mother.
O’Brien remained close to his sons and often brought them
to the studio to see and learn some of the magic of film
making. A year after the divorce, in 1931, Hazel was diag‐
nosed with cancer and tuberculosis and began showing
signs of destabilizing mentally, most likely due to the
strain of a broken marriage and even worse, a terminal
illness. As if this was not bad enough, Hazel infected
William with the tuberculosis, and the boy soon became
blind in one and then both eyes. A few weeks later, Hazel
shot and killed both boys and then shot herself in the chest.
Ironically, the self-inflicted wound actually extended her
life by about a year, because it drained the fluid from her
tubercular lung, reducing the pressure and intensity of the
infection. Hazel remained under care in the Los Angeles
General Hospital prison ward until her death in 1934. On
November 17, 1934 O'Brien married Darlyne Prenett, with
whom he remained until his death.
After the release of King Kong and its great commer‐
cial success, Willis O’Brien received great recognition and
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accolades for his efforts. One organization in particular,
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
(AMPAS) discussed awarding Mr. O’Brien an Oscar for
his ground breaking technical effects on Kong. O’Brien
insisted that if he was going to get an award, everyone on
his crew should also get one as well. The Academy
refused to do so, and O’Brien refused to accept one for
himself. The selfless act would hurt O’Brien’s reputation
in Hollywood, labeling him as difficult and a trouble
maker. After that exchange few of his film proposals were
ever taken seriously.
O’Brien continued working at RKO with Marian
Cooper for many years and many projects. Some of the
more famous titles included The Last Days of Pompeii
(1935), The Bells of St. Mary’s (1945) and the classic
Citizen Kane (1941). In 1949 O’Brien was the special
effects lead on yet another classic giant ape film, Mighty
Joe Young. The creative team for this picture included
almost all of the same people who were involved in King
Kong, including Cooper as producer. There was also a
new face on the special effects team – a young man named
Ray Harryhausen. O’Brien would be honored with an
Academy Award for Special Effects in 1950 for his work
on MJY, a category which did not exist when King Kong
was made. Unlike the awkward situation which occurred
the first time around, O’Brien would graciously accept this
statue, while still making sure to recognize those who
helped make the film such a visual marvel. Though the
industry and critics gave it high praise, Mighty Joe Young
was a failure at the box office, losing nearly $700,000 on a
budget of $1.8 million. Still, over time it would be
considered a stop-motion masterpiece and many special
effects artists who got their starts in the 1950s and 1960s
in particular have listed it as one of their significant
inspirations for getting into the business.
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Poster from The Valley of Gwangi (1969) w/Ray Harryhausen autograph in lower right

Futures Past

Toward the end of his career Willis O’Brien got back to
what he did best – making giant monster films. Unfortu‐
nately, due to various issues including budgets and
company politics, these efforts were often disappoint‐
ments for O’Brien as he seemed to be hired more for his
name than his expertise. In the mid-1950s he wrote a
story which was actually a combination of two unpro‐
duced screenplays he had submitted years earlier,
“Gwangi” and “Valley of the Mist.” He submitted the
story to Edward Nassour, a film producer who had known
O’Brien since he was a teenager. Nassour bought the
story and promised O’Brien the job of animating the
creature scenes. But to his dismay, O’Brien discovered
that when production on the movie began, not only did
they hire someone else to do the animation work, but the
story had been significantly rewritten and he was barred
from even entering the studio. The film was released in
1956 as The Beast of Hollow Mountain. It was a lowbudget movie about a rancher who has the dilemma of
having his cattle eaten by dinosaurs.
In 1957 O’Brien got another opportunity with Warner
Brothers working on a low-budget film called The Black
Scorpion. Unlike the terrible experience of the previous
year, O’Brien was hired as special effects supervisor,
although with a more humbling budget to work with.
This one opens in the aftermath of a new volcano erupting
near a small Mexican town. A pair of American geolo‐
gists arrives to study the effects of the volcano on the area
and learn that there have been numerous incidents of
property damage and cattle being mutilated and partially
eaten. It turns out giant scorpions are nesting in a nearby
cave and may soon threaten Mexico City itself. Call out
the army!
In 1959 O’Brien was hired by Allied Artists to work on
a film called The Giant Behemoth. Allied was a British
film company and although most of the film was shot in
and around London, O’Brien did all his animation work
in studios in Los Angeles and shipped the finished scenes
off to England where they were integrated into the live
action footage. The Giant Behemoth was a massive
dinosaur which was awoken from its slumber at the
bottom of the ocean and rendered radioactive by nearby
nuclear testing, ala Godzilla. The creature rose from the
depths and began methodically pounding the city of
London into rubble.
The last film that Willis O’Brien was credited working
on was the 1963 comedy hit It’s a Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad
World, but his involvement was marginal and he passed
away before the film was released. The last significant
film he worked on was a remake of his 1925 prehistoric
classic The Lost World. Irwin Allen wanted to remake
the film with an all-star cast. In 1959 he purchased the
film rights to the Arthur Conan Doyle novel for $100,000
and received financing for the film from 20th Century Fox.
Though initially Allen wanted to make the feature with
O’Brien and his stop-motion creations, most of the budget
for the film went to the cast and consequently O’Brien
had little to do because the budget called for lizards with
glued-on horns and fins instead of the much more
dramatic and realistic-looking stop-action models. For
example, the “stegosaurus” used in the film was a monitor
lizard with rubber frills and plates glued on. The tricer‐
atops was a baby alligator with glued-on horns and fins.
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It sounds ridiculous and it was. Beyond a few storyboards,
O’Brien contributed almost nothing to the film and got no
opportunities to do any stop-motion animation. Later on
Allen would use stock footage from the film in numerous
TV shows and films including, Lost in Space, Voyage to
the Bottom of the Sea, Time Tunnel, and Land of the
Giants. At one point he even tried to sell a TV series
based on The Lost World but got no serious interest in the
project.
Willis O’Brien passed away on November 8, 1962. In
1969 his protege and longtime friend Ray Harryhausen
paid tribute by producing the film The Valley of Gwangi,
based on a script O’Brien had spent years trying to sell but
was unable to. Harryhausen would continue to keep the
memory of his friend and mentor alive for fans around the
world until his own death in 2013. In 1997 O’Brien was
posthumously recognized with the Winsor McCay Award
by the US chapter of the International Animated Film
Society. The award is given in recognition of lifetime
contributions to the art of animation and is named after the
American cartoonist and animator, best known for his
comic strip Little Nemo and the animated cartoon Gertie
the Dinosaur (1914).

*

*

*

*

O’Brien w/his Special Effects Oscar (1950)
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A Profile of Science Fiction’s First Blockbuster Film
The world’s first big budget science fiction film
was released in Berlin, Germany in January 1927.
It took nearly two years to produce and was so
expensive that it nearly bankrupted Germany’s
largest film studio at the time. Fritz Lang believed
his movie would be welcomed by the world as one
of the greatest films ever made. Its debut was
abysmal and within months Metropolis was all but
forgotten. For several decades there were only a
handful of damaged and incomplete copies tucked
away in dusty archives, decomposing and of little
use. And then...
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Production / Cast Credits
Filming Dates
22 March 1925 - 30 October 1926
Distribution: 1927 – Universum Film (UFA) Germany
1927 – Paramount Pictures – USA
Premiere: Berlin – Monday, Jan. 10, 1927
New York City – Sunday, Mar. 6, 1927

Erwin Vater
Rolf von Goth
Helen von Münchofen
Helene Weigel
Hilde Woitscheff

Working Man
Son in Eternal Gardens
Woman of Eternal Gardens
Working Woman
Woman of Eternal Gardens

Technical Specifications
Run time:
2 hr 33 min (153 min) original film
1 hr 54 min (114 min) (25 fps) (1927 cut) (USA)
1 hr 33 min (93 min) (1927 re-release) (Germany)
2 hr 3 min (123 min) (2002 Murnau Foundation 75th
anniversary restored) (USA)
1 hr 20 min (80 min) (1984 Giorgio Moroder)
Silent (original release)
Dolby Digital (1995 restored version)
Color:
Black and White
Aspect Ratio: 1.33 : 1
Film Length: 4,189 m (premiere version)
3,241 m (1927 distribution version)
3,341 m (2001 restored version)
4,174 m (2011 restored version)
Negative Format:
35 mm
Cinematographic Process:
Spherical
Printed Film Format:
35 mm
Sound Mix:

Cast (in credits order):
Alfred Abel
Gustav Fröhlich
Rudolf Klein-Rogge
Fritz Rasp
Theodor Loos
Erwin Biswanger
Heinrich George
Brigitte Helm

Joh Fredersen
Freder (Joh Fredersen's Son)
C.A. Rotwang
The Thin Man
Josaphat
11811 / Georgy
Grot - guardian Heart Machine
The Machine Man / Maria

Rest of cast listed alphabetically:
Fritz Alberti
Monk Preaching
Grete Berger
Working Woman
Olly Boeheim
Working Woman
Max Dietze
Working Man
Ellen Frey
Working Woman
Beatrice Garga
Woman of Eternal Gardens
Heinrich Gotho
Master of Ceremonies
Dolly Grey
Working Woman
Anny Hintze
Woman of Eternal Gardens
Gottfried Huppertz
Man Playing Violin
Georg John
Worker who causes explosion
Walter Kuehle
Working Man
Margarete Lanner
Lady in Car / Woman of
Eternal Gardens
Rose Lichtenstein
Working Woman
Hanns Leo Reich
Marinus
Arthur Reinhardt
Working Man
Curt Siodmak
Working Man
Henrietta Siodmak
Working Woman
Olaf Storm
Jan
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Credits
Based on the novel by Thea von Harbou
Directed by
Fritz Lang
Fritz Lang & Thea von Harbou
Screenplay
Producer
Erich Pommer
Original Music Score Gottfried Huppertz
Cinematography
Karl Freund
Günther Rittau
Walter Ruttmann
Art Department
Otto Hunte
Erich Kettelhut
Walter Schulze-Mittendorff
Karl Vollbrecht
Costume Design
Aenne Willkomm
Costume/Wardrobe Dept
Hermann J. Kaufmann
Set Designer
Otto Hunte
Erich Kettelhut
Karl Vollbrecht
Edgar G. Ulmer
Special Effects
Eugen Schüfftan
Visual Effects
Gunther Rittau & H.O. Schulze
Painted Effects &
Technical Advisor Erich Kettelhut
Sculptures &
Robot Design
Walter Schultze-Mittendorf
Makeup
Otto Genath
Camera and Electrical Department:
Karl Freund (camera operator)
Günther Rittau (camera operator)
Robert Baberske (assistant camera)
Horst von Harbou (still photographer)
Production
Universum-Film AG (UFA)
(Original) Music
Gottfried Huppertz
Other crew
Rudi George
Erich Holder
Erich Kettelhut
Gustav Püttjer
Hans Taussig

key production assistant
production assistant
technical consultant
production assistant
production assistant
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Film Summary
Set in year 2026
Metropolis is a Gothic-style corporate city-state
Society is divided into two groups:
The elite who run the city and live in luxury in
the towers / The workers who toil to exhaustion
and live in squalor in the dark, oppressive world
beneath Metropolis.
The film is replete with opposites on many levels:
Rich v Poor
Darkness v Light
Man v Machine
Man v God
Male v Female
Oppressors v Oppressed
Good v Evil
Pleasure v Pain
Nature v Technology
Ancient v Futuristic
After the opening credits roll, we are presented with
this epigram:
THE MEDIATOR BETWEEN HEAD AND
HANDS MUST BE THE HEART!
This is followed by imagery of the soaring towers of
Metropolis, the kinetic energy of pistons, flywheels,
and clockworks. Clocks in particular are symbolic in
Metropolis. While the rulers of the city enjoy their
lives in normal time, the workers live in two 10 hour
shifts each day. This is presented on numerous
occasions in the film where the clocks in Fredersen's
offices show 24 hours, while the workers clocks are
labeled with only 10 hours.
The symbolism here is meant to imply that the
masters view time as a resource which they control and
which operates by the rules that all life on planet Earth
has existed and flourished under.
Meanwhile the
workers are slaves to an unnatural and oppressive time
frame which is only meant to increase their burden and
suffering. By being forced to exist in two ten-hour
shifts the workers are constantly reminded that the
masters control time itself.

PRELUDE
The story begins at shift change, signaled by a steam
whistle blowing. Two parallel groups of workers
dressed in dark, worn clothing, pass each other in a
sterile corridor, one headed in to operate the machinery,
the other marching out to their homes for 10 hours of
relief from their oppressive schedules.

In sharp contrast, the next scene takes us to a sports
stadium where virile young men dressed in white are
joyfully participating in track events. The winner of
the foot race is none other than Freder Fredersen, son
of the man who runs Metropolis. After the race, Freder
visits the Eternal Gardens where he is fawned over by
a group of attractive young women in revealing outfits.
While playfully chasing one of these women, Freder is
stopped in his tracks by the arrival of what seems a
vision. A beautiful young woman named Maria has
entered the Gardens leading a group of worker
children. She sweeps her arm toward the frolicking
aristocrats, telling the children, "Look! These are your
brothers!" Maria and her troupe are immediately
removed from the park, but not before Freder decides
he must learn more about this woman who has captured
his heart.

Freder sneaks down to the underground where he
is overwhelmed by the machinery and the lights and
dials and the workers toiling at their stations. One
exhausted worker passes out from the brutal work
causing his now unattended machine to get critically
hot and explode. Bodies and machine parts are sent
flying through the air.
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wanderings he comes across an exhausted worker
(Number 11811) slaving at the hands of a large clock
mechanism (there's those clocks again) arriving just as
the man passes out. Freder revives him and offers "to
trade lives" with him. The two switch clothes. Freder
gives the worker his home address and tells him to go
wait there for him. Freder then gets to work moving
the hands of the great clock device.
Number 11811, also known as Georgy, leaves the
underground dressed as Freder, and is closely followed
by the Thin Man, who at this point, of course, thinks he
is still shadowing Freder. Georgy hops in Freder's
chauffeured car, and giddy with his newfound freedom,
decides to go to the Yoshiwara nightclub, instead of
Freder's apartment as he was instructed to do.
As he is thrown to the ground by the blast, Freder
has a vision/hallucination of the towering machine
transforming into the ancient Babylonian deity
Moloch. Row after row of workers are marching up
into the mouth of the creature trying to feed its
insatiable appetite. When he finally comes to his
senses, Freder is deeply shaken by what he has seen.
He rushes off to his father's executive offices, high
above the city, where Joh Fredersen is busy running
Metropolis. Freder hopes to appeal to his father's sense
of humanity to improve the horrid conditions in which
the workers exist. Freder tells his father, "I wanted to
look into the faces of the people whose little children
are my brothers, my sisters... Your magnificent city,
Father - and all of us in the city's light... and where are
the people, father, whose hands built your city? Like
the stereotypical greedy capitalist, Joh replies with
three simple, chilling words, "Where they belong…"
Soon after Freder leaves, Grot the head foreman of
the M machine, arrives to tell Joh that "two more of
those damned plans" were recovered from the bodies
of two men involved in the accident. Fredersen is
aware that the workers have been plotting for some
time to sabotage or perhaps take over the machinery
running the city, but as yet he does not have any
actionable details. Fredersen then summons the "Thin
Man" to observe his son's every move.
Meanwhile, not satisfied with what he has
uncovered thus far, Freder decides to return to the
underground city of the workers. Through his
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Meanwhile…
The film now takes us to a medieval looking house
nestled among the futuristic skyscrapers of Metropolis.
Inside this hovel lives the inventor Rotwang, the
prototype of every mad scientist cast in every movie
ever since. Joh Fredersen has come to Rotwang's home
to enlist his help in finding out what the workers are
planning. We learn that the two men have an
uncomfortable history together. Rotwang has an
enormous bust dedicated to the memory of Hel, the
woman he loved, but who left him for Fredersen and
died giving birth to Freder. The two men set their
differences aside to focus on the plotting of the
underground workers.
Joh shows Rotwang the
mysterious papers found on the dead workers.
Rotwang tells him that these are maps of ancient
catacombs far beneath the city. Rotwang then leads Joh
to his secret lab and reveals his master work - a robot
he hopes to turn into an exact likeness of Hel, so that he
can at least have the illusion of having the love of his
life back. Joh, instead, convinces Rotwang to give the
robot the likeness of Maria. Joh knows that Maria is a
spiritual guide to the workers and he wants to
manipulate that loyalty to break the will of the workers.
Rotwang agrees to do as Joh demands, not because he
agrees but rather because he has his own ulterior
motives of revenge against Joh.
Futures Past

Of the many religious symbols which pepper
Metropolis, one of the more obvious ones occurs when
Freder, on the brink of exhaustion toiling at the dials of
the clock mechanism, falls back upon the hands of the
clock as if crucified and cries out "Father! Father! Will
ten hours never end?!" When the shift does finally end
Freder accompanies his fellow workers down into the
aforementioned catacombs where Maria will be giving
a sermon on hope and brotherhood. Meanwhile, Joh
and Rotwang have used the workers' map to make their
way down into the catacombs themselves, and watch
the proceedings from a hidden passage high above the
gathering.
Maria tells her congregation the biblical tale of the
Tower of Babel; how the slaves gave all to create this
structure that would be so high it would touch the stars.
Maria then compares the story to how these workers
have built Metropolis as a modern day Babel and how
they have sacrificed and suffered under the rulers of
this great city. But rather than preach revolt and
violence, Maria encourages compromise and
understanding by both sides. She restates the epigram
from the film's opening: " HEAD and HANDS need a
mediator! THE MEDIATOR BETWEEN HEAD AND
HANDS MUST BE THE HEART!" This great
enlightenment will be brought by a divine mediator
who will bring both sides together in harmony and
brotherhood. As the congregation fades back into the
darkness, back to their work and their homes, Freder
comes forward and Maria welcomes him as the
mediator. High above, having seen all this unfold, Joh
and Rotwang conspire to bring the workers hopes and
plans to a dire end. Joh goes back to his offices high
atop the city, while Rotwang goes down into the
catacombs where he captures Maria and takes her back
to his laboratory with the goal of recreating the robot in
her image. The robot will then be sent out to the
workers to sabotage their plans and to turn them against
Maria. All the while the workers will think she is the
real Maria. But Rotwang also sees a tremendous bonus
in following Joh's orders. Not only will the robot Maria
bring the city to a grinding halt, her actions will also doom
Freder and Joh will lose his only son. Sweet revenge!
END OF PRELUDE
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INTERMEZZO
The following day, Freder goes to the cathedral to meet
with Maria but she is nowhere to be found. He stays
for the service and listens to the monk quoting the bible
on the whore of Babylon. Freder is disappointed that
Maria did not show up, but this does not stop him in his
pursuit. He begins roaming the city hoping to find
some clues or perhaps accidentally run into her. It just
so happens by amazing coincidence that while Freder
is aimlessly moping his way past Rotwang's house, the
mad scientist is at that very moment inside his
laboratory menacing Freder's love. She screams for
help and Freder hears her. He runs to the door and
pounds on it but there is no answer. Finally, Freder
decides to go inside and look around. He is basically
led into a trap as one door after another mysteriously
opens for him and closes behind him. After a few
minutes he finds himself locked in a circular room with
many doors, none of which have knobs to allow him to
get out.
In Rotwang's lab, the "Machine-Man" sits almost
regally on its throne while Rotwang makes the final
adjustments on a metal and glass cylinder which now
encases the unconscious body of Maria. In the film's
most iconic scene Rotwang turns on the electricity and
begins the process of transforming the metal robot into
an ersatz Maria. The special effects used to create this
scene were quite complex, time consuming to achieve
and spectacular in their results. As the electrical arcs
and glowing rings add a spectacular atmosphere to the
event, the metal face of the robot slowly changes to that
of Maria right before our eyes. When the procedure is
complete, the real Maria's head slumps to the side to
put an exclamation point on any question that the
process was not finished. With his experiment now a
complete success, Rotwang releases Freder from his
basement cell. Freder of course demands to know what
he has done with Maria. Rotwang informs him that she
(actually the fake Maria) is with Joh. Freder runs off
and Rotwang stands there gloating as his plan is
coming together. If all goes according to plan,
Rotwang will destroy Joh Fredersen, his city and his
son, all in one fell swoop. Freder rushes to his father's
offices where he finds the evil Maria in the arms of his
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father. (It is easy to tell the real Maria from the fake
one because the fake one always seems to have her left
eye-lid uncomfortably half-closed looking as if she has
a touch of Bell's Palsy.) Overcome by this sight, Freder
collapses on the spot and is taken home and put to bed
in his unconscious state. In his delirium Freder has a
fever dream about Maria as the whore of Babylon and the
Grim Reaper coming to claim the people of Metropolis.
While Freder struggles with both consciousness and
sanity, the evil Maria is indeed playing the part of the
Whore of Babylon as she performs as an erotic dancer at
the Yoshiwara Nightclub. Her semi-nude gyrating body
drives the men in the audience into a frenzy. The evil
Maria has been literally unveiled upon the world.
END OF INTERMEZZO

FURIOSO
While the real Maria is a helpless prisoner of Rotwang,
her evil duplicate has begun fomenting discontent
among the workers. Rotwang explains to his prisoner
that the false Maria "will destroy their belief in a
mediator!" He then admits to Maria that he has set an
elaborate trap for Joh Fredersen and that the robot only
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obeys her creator's will, not Fredersen's. In his
excitement he tells her that the robot will cause
Fredersen to not just lose his only son, but Metropolis
as well. Unfortunately for Rotwang, Fredersen has
been hiding outside the room this whole time
eavesdropping. He breaks into the room and a fight
ensues between the two men giving Maria the chance
to escape.
While this is going on, at the catacombs robot
Maria is at her alter preaching a new message to the
workers. She expertly works them up into a fury,
telling them that they have waited patiently and
peacefully for much too long and the mediator has
never come. The time for peace is over. The workers
must rise up to kill and destroy the sources of their
misery. "Who is the living food for the machines in
Metropolis? Who lubricates the machine joints with
their own blood? Who feeds the machines with their
own flesh? Let the machines starve, you fools! Let them
die! Kill them - the machines!" Freder shows up during
this hate rally and tries to convince the crowd that this
is not the real Maria. One of the people in the crowd
recognizes him as Fredersen's son, shouting "kill him,
the dog in his white silken fur!" Freder does his best to
fight off the mob, but he quickly becomes an
afterthought as they rush from the catacombs to destroy
the actual source of their anger, the machinery that runs
the city.
Robot Maria rallies the mob at the
underground city's town square to crank up the anger
just a bit more. From there they race to destroy the
machinery that gives life to the city. Grot, the head
foreman of the workers sees them coming and locks the
gates until help can arrive. He calls Fredersen on a
video phone to warn him of the impending crisis. To
his shock, Fredersen tells the foreman to open the
gates. Grot protests "If the Heart Machine is destroyed,
the entire machine district will end up in ruins." Grot,
to his dismay, opens the gates but bravely confronts the
hoard by himself, his only weapon, a large wrench. He
tries pleading with the mob, warning them that if they
destroy the Heart Machine, the entire workers' city will
be flooded. But their anger makes them deaf and they
overwhelm him with little effort, moving quickly on to
their suicidal task of destroying the machinery. Once
the power is off, the pumps fail and water starts to rush
violently into the city from everywhere; welling up
through cracks in the pavement, pouring in through the
ceiling, even cascading down stairwells and out
windows from some of the buildings.
After having escaped from Rotwang's house, real
Maria arrives at the underground city square just as the
flood is beginning to submerge the streets. There is a
huge gong in the center of the square and she uses it to
sound the alarm. Interestingly, the rioting workers, in
their blind rage to destroy the machines, forgot to take
into consideration that they have all left their children
back at home. They have not only destroyed the
machinery that is the focus of their anger, but may have
also ended the lives of their children who are now
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probably drowning in the floods that they have put into
motion. Meanwhile, real Maria has been gathering the
children to the gong as a rallying point, in the hopes
that help will quickly arrive and take them all to safety.
Soon Freder shows up and manages to lead all the
children to safety as they make their way up a stairwell
and out through an upper level gate. Freder then tells
Maria to take the children to the Club of the Sons,
where they will be safe.
The power is off, the underground city is flooded
and everything is in darkness. Grot, the foreman, once

again shows up and admonishes the rioters. "Where
are your children?! The city lies underwater, the shafts
are completely flooded! Who told you to attack the
machines, you idiots? Without them you'll all die!" The
mobs attention now turns to robot Maria. In answer to
Grot, they shout that it's all the fault of "the witch."
They now begin searching for her, wanting to take their
revenge out on her, they are now on a literal witch hunt.
But robot Maria is nowhere to be seen. She has made
her way back to Yoshiwara's where she is celebrating
with all the wealthy patrons. Not done causing havoc,
robot Maria shouts to the revelers, "Let's all watch as
the world goes to the devil!" With that, the partiers
joyously rush into the city streets to glory in the
massive destruction going on throughout the city.
Just as real Maria has gotten the last of the children
to safety, she crosses paths with Grot and the workers.
She quickly figures out that they want to kill her and
she takes off down the street with the mob in close
pursuit. Real Maria manages to sprint all the way to the
entertainment district before losing her pursuers. By
fortunate coincidence when the mob runs into the
Yoshiwara crowd, they also run into robot Maria.
Thinking she is the same person they've been pursuing,
they grab the correct (evil) Maria and drag her over to
a huge pile of debris they have thrown together. She is
tied to a column at the center of the pile and burned at
the stake. To everyone's shock, as she is engulfed in the
flames, the artificial human trappings are burned away
and the true metal robot is seen by all for a few
1927

moments before it is finally consumed by the intense
flames.
At the film's climax Freder catches up to Rotwang
who has again gotten his hands on real Maria. He
rushes to her rescue and the two men battle along the
cathedral rooftop high above. After some nail-biting
back and forth, Rotwang falls to his death. Freder and
Maria return to the street below where the entire city
has been watching the battle between Freder and
Rotwang. Joh Fredersen and Grot join the two lovers
on the front steps of the cathedral and there is an
awkward failed attempt between Fredersen and Grot to
shake hands. Maria urges Freder to take on the role of
mediator. He cautiously takes his father's hand
(representing Capital) and joins it with Grot's
(representing Labor) and fulfills his destiny in finally
joining the two adversaries in peaceful cooperation.
The screen fades to the same epigram we saw in the
beginning:
THE MEDIATOR BETWEEN HEAD
AND HANDS MUST BE THE HEART!
THE END
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Religious References and Symbolism in Metropolis
Metropolis is replete with biblical references
throughout the film. Lang and von Harbou have
created a morality tale combining futuristic visions of
society sprinkled liberally with Old and New
Testament symbolism.
Heaven and Hell
The city of Metropolis is divided in two. The soaring
towers with their brightly lit apartments and offices,
gardens and stadiums is the "heaven" enjoyed by the
privileged class of Metropolis. These people have the
time and freedom to frolic, exercise and enjoy the finer
things in life. On the other end of the spectrum, in this
case far below, is the underground city of the workers.
It may not be the proverbial "Hell" but, minus the
flames, it is close to it. The workers who keep the city
running exist in terrible conditions. Since they live and
work underground, they never get to see sunlight.
Even worse, whereas the elite above ground live the
standard 24 hour day, the workers live under the
physical and emotional oppression of two ten-hour
shifts. They work at the machines for ten exhausting
hours then march home for ten hours, most likely only
having enough time for a meal and sleep.
Garden of Eden
Early in the film we see "the Eternal Gardens" which
does not take much imagination to see the comparison
to the Garden of Eden. Freder, the son of Joh Fredersen
(ruler of Metropolis) is first seen in the film winning a
track event in the sports stadium. But it is within the
Eternal Gardens where we are formally introduced to
him. Several attractive young women in revealing
clothing are brought to the Gardens for Freder's
amusement. While he is busy chasing and seducing his
playthings, the chaste Maria reveals herself and Freder
is immediately mesmerized by her.
Possible
comparisons with Freder as Adam, Maria as Eve and
the young ladies as the serpent or perhaps Lilith.
God of the Old Testament
Ruling over everything in Metropolis is Joh Fredersen,
a stereotypical titan of industry and only slightly
removed from the classic vision of the Old Testament
Jehovah, the supreme being, who sees his people as
merely and literally cogs in the machine that keep his
world running smoothly. From his offices atop the
most majestic skyscraper in the city, Fredersen knows
all and sees all, with the help of a team of frantically
busy assistants and machinery and monitors
everywhere in the office to keep him appraised of
everything that is going on. Fredersen is the god of the
Old Testament, quick to wrath and unforgiving of even
the slightest misstep.
Tower of Babel
There are a couple of significant references and visuals
in Metropolis to the Tower of Babel. The main
skyscraper at the center of Metropolis and also the
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home to its deity-on-Earth Joh Fredersen is compared
directly to the Tower of Babel. When Maria is giving
her sermon to the workers down in the catacombs, she
uses the biblical tale of the Tower of Babel to illustrate
the antagonistic relationship between the privileged
class and the workers.
These catacombs are
reminiscent of those used by early Christians to meet in
secret in order to avoid punishment by the Romans for
their beliefs.
Maria as the Virgin Mary
When Maria first appears in the film, during her
entrance into Freder's garden, she has an almost saintly
grace about her as she speaks to the group of children
encircling her, telling them, "Look...these are your
brothers." And just as Mary brought the infant Jesus
into the world, so does Maria deliver Freder from his
heavenly world above, into the underground world of
the workers.
Maria as John the Baptist
Preaching to the workers deep within the catacombs in
an abandoned chapel, Maria could also be interpreted
as John the Baptist. He also preached about the coming
of a savior, a messiah who would save the people from
the dire world they were living in. In the case of
Metropolis, Maria promised the coming of a mediator
who would unite the "head" of the upper city dwellers
with the "hands" of those who lived below ground.
Maria as the Whore of Babylon
As Freder lays ill in his bed, he has a fever dream in
which he is somehow able to see the robot-Maria
dancing seductively before a crowd of hyper-aroused
men at the Yoshiwara club. Her costume and even her
entrance, as she rises out of a smoldering cauldron,
were earlier foreshadowed in several art panels
depicting the Whore of Babylon.
Freder as Christ
The most overtly religious figure in the entire story is
Freder, son of Joh Fredersen. As was explained earlier
that Joh represented the classical Old Testament god;
Freder in many obvious ways represented the Son of
God. As was mentioned, Maria, on numerous
occasions, foretold the workers of his coming. There
are also several major symbolic cues to his identity.
When Freder first goes down to explore the
underground machinery, he comes across a worker at a
clock-like mechanism who is near dead with
exhaustion. Freder offers to take on his burden by
switching places with him at the machine. Later on, as
Freder is himself exhausted, spreads his arms wide
across the arms of the clock-mechanism in a crucifixion
pose. Looking upward he says, "Father! Father! Will
ten hours never end?!" paraphrasing Christ on the
cross crying out, "Father, father, why have you
forsaken me?!"
Futures Past

Moloch
...was an ancient Babylonian god of the Canaanites.
The followers of Moloch were known for the ritual
sacrifice of children, specifically by tossing the
children into a pit of fire. When Freder wanders down
into the area where the workers are operating the
machinery which runs the city, he is nearly
overwhelmed by the heat and smoke and steam of this
harsh world. As one of the machines overheats and
explodes, Freder imagines he sees the main machine
transform into the ancient deity Moloch. As he
watches in horror, row after row of helpless workers
march to their death in the enormous jaws of this cruel
and insatiable god.
Rotwang's Pentacle
In the scene where Rotwang is in his lab working on his
machine-man, clearly displayed on the wall behind the
seated robot is an inverted pentagram. Though this is
not biblical symbolism, it is a fairly modern symbol of
evil. In the prominent position it takes in Rotwang's
lab, it informs the viewer of the behaviors and ideals
which Rotwang and his creation represent. Where the
real Maria is the embodiment of all that is good and
hopeful; Rotwang's robot (soon to be transformed into
a false Maria) represents despair and destruction, as

can later be seen in the hedonistic behavior, angry
rhetoric, and violent aims of the robot-Maria.
A Flood of Biblical Proportions
Just like the Old Testament flood of Noah, this flood is
brought about as a result of the anarchistic behaviors of
the workers. Just like the wrathful god who brought the
flood to destroy all the sinful people of Noah's time, Joh
Fredersen, the wrathful god of Metropolis encourages
and enables the workers to destroy the very machinery
which keeps the city running and everyone alive. Joh
wants to flood the underground city, not so that the
workers may learn a lesson, but merely to punish them
with their very lives for having the temerity to be
unhappy with the horrific conditions they live under.
Every culture and religion has its own flood mythology
in which all but a chosen few are wiped from the face
of the Earth because of their wicked behavior. Once
the planet has been cleansed of the evil which had
previously infected it, it is up to the survivors to rebuild
and create a better world. Although the flood killed
neither the workers nor their children (thanks to Freder
and Maria) the result is still the same. Both sides, the
privileged and the workers, the "head" and the "hands"
come together in compromise and brotherhood, to
make Metropolis a better place for everyone.

Lang’s vision of the Tower of Babel
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"While METROPOLIS was being made in Germany,
AMAZING STORIES, the first science fiction
magazine, was being made in America. The two
together constitute a watershed. They set the pattern
for what science fiction could be in their media.
There have been many better films and better
magazines since, but those two defined the field."
- Frederick Pohl [SF Studies in Film - p.46]

Introduction
Though most people are familiar with this iconic
science fiction film, very few are aware of the dramatic
journey it took from its spectacular premier in 1927
into almost complete oblivion only a few years later.
The film was chopped and hacked to pieces, then
literally thrown in the dustbin to be quickly forgotten.
It would take nearly half a century of dedication,
patience and persistent effort to locate all the fragments
and put this masterpiece of film history back together
in its (nearly) original form. Here is the story of that
incredible journey.

Inspiration / The New York Myth
Throughout his career Fritz Lang gave numerous
interviews creating a mythology about the inspiration
for Metropolis. According to his account, in October
1924 Ufa Studios sent Lang and his producer Erich
Pommer to New York to attend the premiere of their
two-part fantasy blockbuster Die Nibelungen. Lang
reminisced in one interview that "the film was born
from my first sight of the skyscrapers in New York in
October 1924...I looked into the streets, the glaring
lights and the tall buildings, and there I conceived
Metropolis." As exciting as this story may have been,
it was absolutely not true. In reality Lang and his wife,
Thea von Harbou, the author of the novel the film was
based on, had already been steadily working on the
concept and story line for more than a year at this point.
Eric Pommer had been telling the press about
Lang's next big project while still in the final days of
filming Die Nibelungen. In a publicity appearance with

his wife in Vienna in May 1924 the two briefly
discussed their work on Metropolis. In July of that
same year the Austrian newspaper Illustriertes Wiener
Extrablatt reported that the couple was bound for the
Austrian Alps near Salzburg, where they would be
working “to finish the screenplay for their new film
Metropolis…”
There is one thing that may have had a significant
influence on the development and filming of
Metropolis. Following the arrival in New York, Lang
and Pommer flew to Los Angeles in order to tour
several Hollywood film studios. Awed by the technical
advancements of the equipment, the complexity and
precision of the studios' productions, and the
superiority of the final products, the two decided they
needed to raise the bar significantly if German filmmaking was to compete with the American market.

Opening Night
Metropolis opened on the evening of January 10, 1927 at
Ufa's Palast am Zoo in Berlin. Attendance for the
premiere was about 1,200 including German Chancellor
Wilhelm Marx, cabinet ministers and foreign dignitaries.
The music for the film was performed by a full 65 piece
orchestra led by Gottfried Huppertz, the composer. The
music was later published as a piano score as well, so
that it could be played at smaller venues.
Expectations for Metropolis were particularly high
due to Lang's overwhelming success with his two
Nibelungen films. Lang, von Harbou, and many of the
other top cast and crew attended opening night. Erich
Kettelhut, the production designer, art director and set
director for the film, was there and had commented
extensively on the event. "At some points they (the
audience) even applauded over the music. At the end
they broke into spontaneous applause, needed no
prompting, and clapped for a long time. There were
lots of flowers in addition to those the company had
ordered. The ensemble, especially Brigitte Helm and
Fritz Lang, took curtain calls again and again."
(from FRITZ LANG: The Nature of the Beast
by Patrick McGilligan)
At the after-party everyone was euphoric at the film's
apparent success. But the next day, the reviews were
not so complimentary:
"lifeless, dehumanizing, and unrealistic…"
- Die Filmwoche
"...technically and artistically monumental,
but intellectually empty." - Die literarische Welt
Later U.S. reviews were not much better:
Critic Mordaunt Hall of the New York Times called it a
"technical marvel with feet of clay."

Lang and von Harbou hard at work
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"Unconvincing and overlong...laid on with a terrible
Teutonic heaviness, and an unnecessary amount of
philosophizing in the beginning that made the film as
soulless as the city of its tale."
- Oliver Claxton The New Yorker

Lang directing the flood scene

One review which probably wounded Lang the
most, because he was such a great admirer of the writer,
came from H.G. Wells. In the April 17, 1927 New York
Times he was quoted as saying "I have recently seen the
silliest film. I do not believe it would be possible to
make one sillier." Wells ripped the film to shreds,
saying it was filled with "almost every possible
foolishness, cliché, platitude, and muddlement about
mechanical progress and progress in general, served
up with a sauce of sentimentality that is all its own."
This particular review would go on to be reprinted in
newspapers all over Germany and throughout the rest
of the world.

A Financial Disaster
Metropolis had more than its fair share of difficulties
and setbacks. From the beginning delays were
commonplace. After five months of starts and stops
during pre-production, Lang finally began rolling on
May 22, 1925. Filming wrapped on October 30, 1926,
including 310 days and 60 nights of shooting. When all
was said and done the numbers were quite impressive.
The film was 153 minutes long - 4,189 meters of final
film. Due to Lang's obsessive need for perfection, even
minor scenes were sometimes filmed over 100 times
before Lang was satisfied with the result. The Ufa
press office reported that over 620,000 meters of
negative film and 1.3 million meters of positive film
were exposed in the making of the film.
Many sources have quoted vast numbers of
performers being used in the film. The most common
numbers list that besides the eight leading actors, there
were 26,000 male extras, 11,000 female extras, 750
children, "100 Negroes and 25 Chinese." Over the
yearlong period that it took to produce the film, maybe
a constantly rotated group of performers could account
for this many extras…maybe, but unlikely. Regardless,
add to this a supporting crew of 750, including
cameramen, technicians, set designers, etc., and the
daily costs of production were enormous. At one point
Lang wanted 4,000 bald extras for the Tower of Babel
scene. Erich Pommer, the film's producer, could only
find 1,000 extras willing to shave their heads. The
scene was then optically multiplied to make those
1,000 extras look like the 4,000 Lang originally
wanted. The time this shaven army of extras appeared
on the screen totaled less than 30 seconds.
With his extravagant visions and obsessive
commitment to always getting the perfect shot, it did
not take long for Lang to burn through the original
budget of 1.5 million Reichsmarks. By the end of
1925, the film was nowhere near completion. Ufa was
hemorrhaging money at an alarming rate and
something needed to be done.

1927

On Dec. 19, 1925 Ufa signed a loan agreement with
Paramount and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer to prevent a
financial collapse. It became known as the Parufamet
Agreement (a contraction of Paramount-Ufa-MetroGoldwyn-Mayer). The agreement created among the three
entities a joint distribution company. Paramount and
MGM provided a $4 million loan, roughly 17 million
Reichsmarks at the time, to Ufa under the following terms:
• Ufa agreed to import 40 American films per
year, 20 each from Paramount and MGM, and
to reserve 75% of its cinema capacity for those
productions.
• Its U.S. partners had promised in return to
show Ufa films in the United States…
BUT...they reserved the right to refuse any
productions they felt would not appeal to
American audiences.
• Furthermore, for those films they did accept,
they also reserved the right to alter them in any
manner they saw fit. Indeed, only a few Ufa
studio productions ever made it to American
cinemas.
As a company in dire straits, Ufa had signed the
proverbial deal with the devil. Rather than gaining new
life and making inroads into the U.S. market, the
obligations of the contract actually blocked Ufa's
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access to a majority of its own domestic markets by
handing them over to its competitors. The terms of the
contract were so unfavorable that they only made Ufa's
situation worse.
In January 1926 Ufa executives met to decide
whether to continue funding Metropolis or shut down
the production altogether. The footage that Lang had
created thus far was so incredible that they decided to
absolve him of the mess. Instead, they scapegoated
Erich Pommer as the main culprit in this financial
fiasco and fired him on January 26. All this did was
cause even more delays as Pommer was the only man
who could even begin to keep Lang under control.
Pommer still stayed on, holding things together as best
he could until April when he left for a new job at
Paramount Pictures in the U.S.
After a 17 month grind, the film was completed on
October 30, 1926 at a cost of 5.3 million Reichmarks,
nearly four times the original budget. Adjusted for
inflation and currency, the budget for Metropolis would
have run about $220 million in today's dollars. At 2�⁄�
hours in length, the film could not be shown enough
times in a day to return UFA's investment quickly
enough. The film grossed only 75,000 Reichmarks at the
German box office for all of 1927. It was a financial
disaster and was completely forgotten when The Jazz
Singer ushered in the “talking picture” later that same year.

The Destruction Begins
1927 Paramount / Pollock Version
In December 1926, Paramount Pictures received a copy
of Metropolis for its New York release. The execs who
viewed the film did not like it. There were no stars in
the film that anyone in the U.S. would recognize, the
story line was difficult to follow, and most notably, the
film was much too long. They did not think that the
American public would be willing to sit through a 2�⁄�
hour film. So the first solution - cut the film down to
appropriate length. The goal was to cut the film from
the original 12 reels to a standard 7 reel feature.
Paramount hired playwright Channing Pollack for
the handsome price of $1,000 per day to analyze the
film, rewrite the continuity and put in matching intertitles. After viewing the film a half dozen times,
Pollock began to rework the visuals to fit his new
narrative.
Pollock restructured and eliminated scenes so that
there would be more of a focus on the relationship
between Freder and Maria. He also removed scenes
which explained the origins of the conflict between Joh
Fredersen and Rotwang. Most of the reason for this
was the studio thought that their mutual love interest
Hel sounded too much like 'Hell' and might pose a
distraction for the audience. By removing references to
Hel, this also eliminated Rotwang's original reason for
the machine woman, which was to create a mate for
himself.
Freder's associates were also removed from the film,
to reduce the need for overly complicating the plot.
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These characters included
Josephat, Gregory and 'The
Thin Man.' The underground
flood and frantic chase scenes
were trimmed down to further
cut minutes from the film.
Pollock also altered character
names: Freder was now Eric,
Maria became Mary, and Joh
Fredersen was named John
Masterman. Pollock believed
he had done an incredible job
of salvaging the film:
"As
it stood when I began
Channing Pollack
my job of structural
editing, Metropolis had no restraint or logic. It was
symbolism run such riot that people who saw it
couldn't tell what the picture was all about. I have
given it my meaning."
(from the Paramount Press Kit for Metropolis)
The film went from two-and-a-half hours to one
hour and forty-seven minutes in the U.S. version.
Paramount replaced the Ufa logo with its own and reshot the credits. The newly re-edited film opened at the
Rialto Theater in New York City on March 7, 1927.
The eight rolls of original negatives of this Paramount
version are now stored in the National Film Archives in
Berlin, Germany alongside another 90,000 rolls of
nitrate film from other productions. For all its flaws,
this edition of Metropolis is still the best in terms of
film quality and it is also the only original footage still
in existence. As for the edited film left on the cutting
room floor, it was destroyed. That footage was the last
of the original negatives in existence. Over the
decades, lost footage has been recovered from various
sources, but all of these were mere copies.

1927 German Re-edit
Metropolis premiered in Berlin on January 10, 1927.
The day after its premiere it was transferred to Ufa
Pavilion at Nollendorfplatz for the next 4 months. The
complete original version of the film would only be
seen through early May and then never again. To make
things even worse were the frustrating number of
negative reviews which kept audiences away from the
film. The result was an absolute financial bomb.
The Ufa Board of Directors had to act quickly. On
April 7, they decided that in May they would pull the
film from all German venues, cut it down to a more
reasonable two hour length and re-release the new
version in August. The general release was actually on
August 26, 1927. Distributors in the U.S. and England
ravaged the film even more, cutting out characters and
whole subplots, making the film a nearly incomprehensible mess. The American cut, only 107 minutes
in length, would be the only version in circulation for
many decades to come. Worse yet, none of the surviving
versions of the film included Gottfried Huppertz's
original score. This would not be reintroduced back into
the film until the 2002 restoration.
Futures Past

Restoration - Search for the Grail
1962 Moscow’s “war loot” version
Starting in the early 1960s, a concerted effort was made
by several film archives throughout Germany and
Europe to restore Metropolis to its original vision. It
was discovered that the Soviet Gosfilmofond Film
Archive in Moscow had in its possession a copy of the
film which had come there as part of the spoils of war
during the Red Army's occupation of Germany at the
conclusion of World War II. They had a copy of the
Paramount version of Metropolis, at a length of 2,816
meters. The Munich Film Archives and the Gosfilmofond
Archives had developed a relationship of trust and both
gladly exchanged numerous films and pieces of films
which the other had requested. At about this time, another
copy of the Paramount version negative was discovered at
the State Film Archive of the GDR (East Berlin). The
negative had presumably been returned to Berlin by
Paramount sometime in the 1930s after the original
license to the film had expired.

Enno Patalas
Enno Patalas (Oct 15, 1929 – Aug 7, 2018) was a
German film historian, preservationist and director of
the Munich Filmmuseum from 1973 until 1994. He
brought international recognition to the institute
through his painstaking reconstruction of Expressionist
German silent classics, most of which were the works
of Fritz Lang. In 1957 he co-founded Filmkritik, one of
the most important film journals in Germany. He also
published a HISTORY OF FILM (1962) with Ulrich
Gregor, which became a standard film reference in
German. He was also the first person in Germany to
bring attention to the wretched condition of the
country's silent films. He made it his life’s work to
creating clean, new duplicates of as many films from as
many sources as he could gather. Though his
accomplishments are many, Patalas is best known for
his efforts during the 1980s in the near mythical quest
to restore Metropolis to its original form. He and his
staff collected a wide variety of puzzle pieces which
made a near complete and accurate restoration possible.
These "puzzle pieces" included:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Press synopses
A copy of the original screenplay
A piano score with over a thousand notations
Censorship cards
East German archival copies of the film
Three photo albums by Horst von Harbou

1979 - 1983 A Wealth of Discoveries
During this five year period great leaps were made in
the discovery and gathering of documents and film of
the missing scenes in that Metropolis puzzle. Though
the complete film might never be reconstructed, at least
it might be close.
1927

1979 - Kenneth Anger visited Harry Davidson at his
home in Melbourne, Australia. There he was shown a
tinted version of the film plus many missing scenes.
Deutsche Kinemathek requested a copy from Mr.
Davidson but he never responded.
1979 - Deutsche Institut fur Filmkunde (the German
Institute for Film Studies) handed over an original
Huppertz music score for the film, complete with 1,027
notations for the conductor. From studying these
notations, many of the shots and scenes from the
original film could be deduced, often in precise detail.
1979 - Deutsche Kinemathek obtained a copy of the
Metropolis screenplay from the papers of Gottfried
Huppertz. This was not the definitive shooting script
but an earlier version. Only a single page of the
original has survived the years. As a professional
courtesy Deutsche Kinemathek gave a copy to the
Munich Film Museum.
1980 - While visiting the Swedish Film Institute, film
historian Wolfgang Klaue discovered the original
German censorship certificate for Metropolis. It turned
out to be the only one in existence. The card was an
invaluable find in two ways. First, it provided a guide
to the film’s original editing sequence. Second, it also
contained the text of the original German inter-titles.
Klaue obtained a copy of the card which the GDR
Archives in East Berlin then made available to the
ongoing restoration efforts.
1981 - Deutsche Kinemathek learned that Harry
Davidson, the gentleman from Melbourne, had passed
away. The organization immediately contacted his
estate, which allowed them to make a duplicate of the
negative, gratis, because they felt the copy was of very
poor quality. Deutsche Kinemathek received the copy
in Munich in 1983. The film was later identified as a
copy of the British distribution print. Though much of
the film was in abysmal condition, it did contain some
quality scenes which were almost unrecognizable in all
other prints, such as the stadium track event near the
beginning of the film.
1983 - About this time a copy was obtained from the
National Film Archive (NFA) in London. The British
version differed slightly from the American, but enough
that numerous inter-titles, shots and sequences were
identified that were missing from the American one.

1983 - During its 18 months of production, Lang
placed Horst von Harbou, brother of Thea, in charge of
photographing the day to day activities on the set of
Metropolis. The photos were collected into three large
albums with a total of 831 images. Sometime in the
1950s Fritz Lang gave these albums to Henri Langlois,
head of the Cinémathèque Française in Paris. These
albums were placed into storage and soon forgotten.
Three decades later, in 1983 those albums were again
brought to light. The contents revealed images of lost
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scenes which no one had laid eyes on since 1927.
These included photos of the Thin Man, who had been
almost completely eliminated from the edited film.
There were also scenes including the enormous
monument to Hel and the confrontation between
Fredersen and Rotwang in front of the stone visage. All
of these photos would play an important role in the
reconstruction of the original film. These albums were
the last major find before the nearly complete
reconstruction of the film occurred in 1983.

1984 Moroder Version
Giorgio Moroder is a legend in the entertainment
industry. An Italian singer, song writer, DJ and record
producer, over the years he made a huge impact on both
the music and film industries. He produced and created
scores for the likes of Donna Summer, Blondie, David
Bowie, Irene Cara, Janet Jackson and many others. His
film soundtracks include Midnight Express, Top Gun,
Scarface, Flash Dance, etc. He is the recipient of three
Academy Awards, four Grammys, four Golden Globes,
two People's Choice Awards, and more than 100
Golden and Platinum discs. In 2004, he was inducted
into the Dance Music Hall of Fame.
At the Edinburgh Film Festival in London in 1980
audiences were treated to a restoration of the 1927
French silent film classic Napoléon directed by Abel
Gance. The restoration was due to the efforts of British
film historian and film maker Kevin Brownlow who
had spent many years working on a badly mutilated
film that contained numerous groundbreaking

cinematic techniques. The restored version, with a new
score by Carl Davis was shown at the National Film
Theatre and Giorgio Moroder was in that audience.
Moroder was so inspired by the film and the reception
it received that he wanted to take on a similar silent film
project and put his own mark on it. While trying to
figure out a suitable film to work on, Moroder spoke
with Enno Patalas, who suggested, by an amazing
coincidence, that he think about Metropolis. Moroder
loved the idea and began the process to purchase the
rights to update the film with his own vision. Those
rights came at a high price as Moroder was forced into
a bidding war with none other than David Bowie, who
had similar plans for the film. Bowie and Moroder
were actually longtime friends who had worked
together on Paul Schrader’s remake of Cat People.
Moroder finally got the rights from Murnau Stiftung,
but he paid dearly for them.
In 1983 Patalas was hired as an advisor on the
production and was primarily in charge of tracking
down the best preserved materials. Moroder financed
a restoration print based on the MoMA negative, which
itself was based on the second German release, and
rewarded Patalas with a copy. In the "new" version
which Moroder was developing, he often used the
original inter-titles from the censorship cards for
accuracy, instead of the Pollock U.S. version, or Ufa's
revisionist variation. He then took out the inter-titles
and shifted them to subtitles to speed up the pace of the
film. Moroder also inserted his own notations over
freeze-frames of production images of scenes which
were presumed missing. Still images from posters and

Giorgio Moroder

(c) 2015 by Stefan Bollman
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other publicity materials were used as establishing
shots where film was missing. These included a view
from high above the skyscrapers, a photo of the
entrance to the Yoshiwara nightclub, and the giant
memorial which Rotwang had created to honor the
woman he had lost to his rival Joh Fredersen. He also
added blue and sepia tints to various scenes contrasting
the vibrant upper world of the masters with the gray
underworld of the workers.
The final touch was a soundtrack written by
Moroder and performed by some of the great pop stars
of the early 1980s, including Freddie Mercury, Pat
Benatar, Adam Ant and others. The Moroder version
was one of the shortest iterations of the film ever
released. Though it was a moderate commercial
success, it was also nominated for Golden Raspberries
for Worst Score and Worst Original Song. Just like the
original, Moroder's Metropolis also received some
fairly harsh reviews, although for different reasons.
Many in the film industry criticized it as the desecration
of a classic. Moroder's response to the critics was, "I
didn't touch the original because there is no original."
For better or worse, Moroder's interpretation of Lang's
Metropolis did manage to do two important things.
First, it introduced an amazing visionary classic to a
new generation of viewers. Second and probably more
importantly, it focused attention on Patalas and the
Munich Film Archive's ongoing restoration efforts,
which at this point were far from over.

1987 Munich Archival Version
Most copies of Metropolis in circulation during the
1980s originated from the second German release print
of 1927 (see 1927 German Re-edit above). The best
archival prints could be found at three locations:
1. The Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) in New
York City had copies acquired by Iris Barry in
1936 while visiting Berlin for the Olympic Games
2. The National Film & TV Archive in London had
made a duplicate of the MoMA print in 1938,
but later found that it possessed a second
damaged + incomplete British distribution copy.
3. A copy retained by the Reichsfilmarchiv in
Berlin which was removed by the Red Army in
1945 and deposited in the Gosfilmofond
Archive in Moscow.

In 1987 Patalas constructed a third iteration of
Metropolis based on material which had been obtained
from the estate of Gottried Huppertz, composer of the
original score for Metropolis. The Munich Archive
group also incorporated recently discovered censorship
cards which contained the original inter-titles from the
premiere version and newly acquired stills of scenes
that had been lost over the years.
The Munich version (3,153 meters) edited by
Gerhard Ullman and Klaus Volkmer premiered first in
Moscow then Munich. This version of Metropolis had
the wonderful distinction of including for the first time
in 60 years, the original score by Gottrried Huppertz,
both for piano and for a full orchestra. Up until the
discovery of the Buenos Aires reels in 2008, the
Munich version was the most complete and accurate
print of Metropolis.

2001 Digital Version
In 1998 the F.W. Murnau Foundation, the Munich Film
Archive and Deutches Kinemateque funded a digital
restoration of Metropolis based on the 1987 Munich
Archive version which in total cost $250,000. Using
original camera negatives from the Bundesarchiv
Filmarchiv and original nitrate prints from the British
Film Institute, the George Eastman House, and the
Fondazione Cabinet Italiana, this new version was
developed directly from primary film elements.
Next, new digital technology was used to go frame
by frame to clean scratches, static and other visual
"noise" from each image. Newly translated English
subtitles and inter-titles were then added along with a
re-recording of Gottfried Hupperz' original score with
a 65 piece orchestra. This new restoration premiered at
the Berlin Film Festival in the Berlinale-Palast on
February 15, 2001. The film was accompanied by the
Rundfunk-Sinfonieorchester Berlin performing a new
score by Bernd Schultheis.
The film received international praise and even
some official notoriety. Later that same year Metropolis
became the first film ever to be registered in the
1927
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"Memory of the World-Register." UNESCO (United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization) established the Memory of the World
Program in 1992 as a response to the destruction of
"documentary heritage" around the world through war,
social upheaval, looting, illegal trade and many other
circumstances. The mission of the program is to
facilitate preservation, assist universal access and
increase awareness worldwide of the existence and
significance of documentary heritage.

2008 Buenos Aires Discovery
The July 2008 issue of Germany's 'ZEITmagazin'
reported that a 16mm negative copy of the original fulllength 35mm Metropolis had been discovered at a film
archive in Buenos Aires, Argentina. The magazine
article included a full account of the journey the film had
made from Berlin to South America, beginning in 1928.
Adolfo Wilson, head of the Terra Film Distribution
Company in Buenos Aires, was in Berlin and had
attended one of the first showings of the complete
version of Metropolis in early 1927. He enjoyed the
film so much, he purchased a copy directly from Ufa
before any of the cuts were made and arranged to have
a 35mm copy of the original full-length film sent to
Argentina in 1928 to show in cinemas back home. At
some point a film critic and collector named Manuel
Peña Rodríguez came into possession of the reels and
added them to his private collection. In 1970 when
Rodriguez passed away, his film collection of over 100
old and decomposing 35mm nitrate films was donated,
including the full-length Metropolis, to Argentina's
Fondo Nacional de las Artes (National Fund for the
Arts). Since his film collection was nitrate-based,
which is unstable and extremely flammable, the reels
were copied from the 35mm nitrates into more stable
16mm acetates, and the originals were then destroyed.
This was a common practice in those days in dealing
with old nitrate film.
Later the 16mm collection was passed on to the
then recently built Museo del Cine (Museum of
Cinema) in Buenos Aires. It was here in early 2008
that a film historian and archivist named Fernando
Martín Peña came across the 16mm negative copy of

the original full-length Metropolis. Knowing the
dramatic importance of this discovery, he brought it to
the attention of the Museo del Cine's new curator, Paula
Félix-Didier. After close examination, they found that
this copy was indeed a full 25 minutes longer than any
other reconstruction known and included several
important scenes which had not been viewed in more
than eight decades. The footage included missing
sequences of the "Thin Man" who was sent by Joh to
spy on Freder, the worker 11811 visiting the Yoshiwara
Club, and numerous other scenes.
Paula Félix-Didier considered the find so important
that she hopped on a plane and hand delivered the reels
to the Deutsche Kinemathek in Berlin. A team of
specialists, headed by Anke Wilkening and Frank
Strobel, was brought in from Friedrich-WilhelmMurnau-Stiftung, and included Martin Koerber from
Deutsche Kiemathek.
Analysis of the film reels
showed that although they appeared to contain a nearly
complete version of the original unedited film, the
quality of the duplicate copies was terrible. When the
technicians copied the 35mm reels to the 16mm
acetates, they didn't bother to try to clean or restore the
originals in any way. By scanning the film without
working on it at all beforehand using physical
restoration techniques, they also preserved all the
damage. Therefore, the 16mm reels, though in good
condition, contained ALL of the contents of the master
copies - including scratches, dust, flickering, tears and
any other garbage which reduced the quality of the
scenes. Fortunately, advances in digital technology by
this time allowed the film to be cleaned up frame by
frame using specially designed software, although
much of the printed-in damage could not be removed.
The final product was then spliced into the 2001
restoration for the best and most complete version of
Metropolis to date.
On the night of February 12, 2010, the
Friedrichstadt-Palast in Berlin opened its doors to a
sold out audience of 1,600 while an additional 2,000
fans gathered before an enormous screen at the
Brandenburg Gate, which was telecast live on the
European TV network Arte. For the first time in over
80 years an audience would be treated to an essentially
complete version of Metropolis, accompanied live by
the 65 member Rundfunk-Sinfonieorchester led by
conductor Frank Strobel, performing Gottfried
Huppertz's original score. There was also a simultaneous
screening of the film at the Alte Oper in Frankfurt am
Main. Finally, after more than eight decades, the original
masterpiece that was Fritz Lang's vision of the future had
been restored for audiences worldwide and generations
to come, to enjoy as it was intended to be experienced.
The long road to restoring this classic vision had finally
come to an end.
*
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Here are just some of the multitude of works which have been influenced by Metropolis:
• Rotwang's laboratory was the seminal inspiration for all mad scientist laboratories to come.
• H.G. Wells hated the film so much that he was inspired to write Things to Come (1936) as an alternative
vision of the future.
• Superman creators Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster named his city after it.
• The works of Leni Riefenstahl, including Triumph of the Will (1935) and Olympia (1938) both echo
some of the powerful imagery of Metropolis.
• George Lucas' THX-1138 (1971) identified people with numbers, as with worker 11811.
• C-3PO in Star Wars is very reminiscent of Rotwang's robot creation.
• Ridley Scott's city landscape in the film Blade Runner (1982)
• Queen's music video "Radio Ga-Ga" (1984) which includes footage from the film and ends with the
words, "Thanks to Metropolis"
• Madonna's 1989 music video "Express Yourself" is filled with Metropolis-like settings and ends with the
words, "Without the heart. There can be no understanding between the hand and the mind."
• The Japanese anime Metropolis (2001) by director Rintaro and screenwriter Katsuhiro Otomo.
• ...and of course...the famous 1984 Apple Computer Super Bowl commercial...

1927
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Fritz Lang
Friedrich Christian Anton Lang was born
December 5, 1890 in Vienna, Austria-Hungary (now
Austria). He was the second son of Anton Lang, an
architect and manager of a construction company and
mother Paula (Schlesinger) Lang. Though she played
the part of the traditional “stay at home mother,” she
was anything but. Paula came from a wealthy
industrial family. When she married Anton on May 22,
1883, she brought with her a substantial dowry,
including a majority position in a business owned by
her father and which Anton managed. After their
marriage the company was renamed ‘A. Lang & Co.’,
but while Anton was listed as the “manager” Paula was
officially listed as “owner.” Anton worked earnestly on
the business, while Paula took care of everything else,
including raising their two sons.
In a traditional family the children would typically
be raised under the religion of the mother. But in those
days anti-Semitism was on the rise in Vienna and this
presented a problem for the Langs. Anton was a lapsed
Catholic, while Paula was a devout Jew. She raised her
sons Catholic and even accompanied them to church

services while, ironically, Anton stayed home. Paula was
baptized into the Catholic faith in 1900 for the sake of
her family, but this “mixed” marriage would come back
to haunt Fritz in later years with the rise of the Nazis.
After high school, Fritz enrolled briefly at the
Technische Hochschule, a technical trade school, to
appease his father. Failing this, he ran off to study art
in Munich and Paris with dreams of being a great artist,
but this too did not last long. Fritz was indeed meant to
be a world renowned artist, just not in the way he had
yet figured out.
Shortly after the start of the First World War Lang
returned to Vienna and enlisted in the AustroHungarian army in January 1915. He would fight in
Russia and Romania, where he was wounded three
times. His courage would earn him a commission as a
lieutenant. In June 1916, he was wounded a fourth
time while on the front lines in Italy. While recovering
in hospital he made some attempts at writing film
scenarios to pass the time. He submitted several of
these scripts to Joe May, considered one of the pioneers
of German cinema. May used some of the scripts for
various projects and helped Lang get started in the
Lang in his element
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German film industry. In 1918 Lang moved to Berlin
where he was hired by Erich Pommer as an actor and
scriptwriter at Decla Film Studios. In 1919 he got his
first taste of directing films. These included his
directorial debut film Halbblut (Half-blood), followed
by Die Spinnen (The Spiders), and Harakiri, based on
Madame Butterfly, all three released in 1919.
It was during this period that he met his first wife,
Lisa Rosenthal, whom he married in 1919. Lang had
an appetite for attractive women, and even though he
was now a married man, it did not stop him from
openly showcasing his sexual conquests in public. In
fact, he would often appear at events with both his wife
and his current mistress together. In 1920 he became
close friends with Rudolf Klein-Rogge and Thea von
Harbou, a married couple at that time. Lang soon
became involved in an affair with Harbou with whom
he co-authored the scripts for his most celebrated films:
Dr. Mabuse the Gambler (1922), Die Nibelungen:
Siegfried (1924), Metropolis (1927) and M (1931)
(credited to von Harbou alone). In 1921 Lang’s wife
allegedly committed suicide by shooting herself in the
chest when, as the story goes, she walked in on Lang
and Harbou in a compromised position. A year later
Harbou left her husband and married Lang.
Unfortunately, Lang’s deplorable behavior continued
with other women and their marriage fared no better
than either of their first marriages.
In 1921 Lang was hired by film studio Ufa as a
director and began churning out one classic after
another. These would include the Dr. Mabuse films, the
two part epic Die Nibelungen, and of course,
Metropolis. Lang made only a few movies in the 1920s
compared to other German directors, but these relative
few are considered classics.
It was during the production of Metropolis that
Lang earned his reputation for being a tyrant on the set.
Even to the end of his career, many actors and actresses
would refuse to work with Lang because of his abusive
behavior on set and his troubling lack of concern for
people’s physical health and safety. The production of
Metropolis went dizzyingly over-budget and nearly
sent Ufa into bankruptcy. The company was eventually
saved by Alfred Hugenberg, a right-wing businessman
and financier for the Nazi Party, who bought Ufa and
eventually converted it to a tool for the Nazi
propaganda machine.
The sound era of film began in 1927, and though he
was a supporter of this exciting new dimension in film,
Lang would not produce his first sound film until 1931,
with the release of M (1931). Considered one of Lang’s
finest films, it is the disturbing story of a pedophile who
molests and murders a little girl. The film was an
international hit and made lead actor, Peter Lorre (in
1927

his first starring role), an overnight superstar. German
audiences were particularly intrigued by the film due to
recent events involving two separate cases of pedophile
serial killers, Peter Kurten and Fritz Haarman.
At the end of 1932 Lang began filming The
Testament of Dr. Mabuse. It was his last collaboration
with wife and screenwriter Thea von Harbou, and the
last film he would make in his native Germany for
many years. Testament was scheduled to be released
on March 24, 1933 at the Ufa-Palast am Zoo, the same
theater which had premiered Metropolis. On January
30, 1933 Adolf Hitler was appointed Chancellor of
Germany and on March 14 he established the new
‘Ministry of Public Enlightenment and Propaganda’
headed by Joseph Goebbels. In one of his first acts as
Propaganda Minister, Goebbels previewed the film
before its release and decided to ban it as a potential
trigger to public disorder. Goebbels stated that the film
demonstrated “that an extremely dedicated group of
people are perfectly capable of overthrowing any state
with violence." Interestingly, The Testament of Dr.
Mabuse was inspiration for the Joker in the 2008 film
The Dark Knight. The Joker’s monologues, steeped in
anarchy and chaos, were borrowed from Mabuse’s own
words in the 1933 film.
According to Lang, on March 25, 1933, just two
days after The Testament of Dr. Mabuse (1933) had
been banned, he was summoned to meet with Joseph
Goebbels himself. As the son of a Jewish mother and
a film director who had just had his new film silenced
as subversive art, Lang was terrified of the outcome of
this meeting. He was dumbfounded when Goebbels
offered him the position of production supervisor at
Ufa. Goebbels told him that both he and Adolf Hitler
were both great admirers of his work and believed he
would be an exceptional talent in relaying the vision of
the Reich through his films. Though this was in some
ways a relief, and a high honor coming from the Nazis,
Lang was nonetheless fearful of taking the position.
He carefully responded by reminding the Propaganda
Minister, “My mother had Jewish parent,” to which
Goebbels replied, "We'll decide who's a Jew!" Lang
then expressed interest in the position and said he
needed some time to think it over.
In numerous interviews over the years Lang
recounted that he was so afraid of dealing with the
Nazis in any capacity, that he boarded a train to Paris
that very night, leaving behind most of his money, his
personal possessions, and of course, his wife Thea. By
this time their marriage had fallen completely apart and
Thea’s belief in and commitment to the Nazi ideology
was basically the last nail in the marital coffin. She
divorced him a year later and went on to write and
direct a great number of propaganda films for the Nazis.
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Lang (bottom left with megaphone) directing the
dramatic flood scene at the climax of the film

Though quite dramatic, Lang’s story of his meeting
with Goebbels and fleeing Germany that same evening
is certainly an exaggeration. Goebbels did mention on
several occasions that Lang’s work was exactly the
type of imagery and style that Hitler wanted for the
new Germany. But Goebbels diaries made no mention
of a meeting with Lang, and later the job was offered to
and accepted by Leni Riefenstahl. Furthermore,
Lang’s passport shows that he did not leave Germany
until July 31, 1933, more than four months after the
alleged meeting. Even then, there is additional evidence
that he made several trips between France and Germany
through the end of 1933.
Lang remained in Paris for only a year. While
there, he directed his only film in French, Ferenc
Molnár's Liliom (1934), starring Charles Boyer.
During this brief period he also made the acquaintance
of a young woman named Lily Latte. Beginning as all
his other affairs had, Lily was a married woman, who
soon divorced her husband so she could be with the
charismatic director. She would be the single most
stable relationship in his life, staying by his side as his
personal assistant from 1931 until his death in 1976.
Over the years there were numerous stories that the two
finally married in 1971 but researchers were never able
to locate a marriage certificate.
Lang moved to the US in the summer of 1934,
signing a contract with MGM Studios. His first
American film was the crime drama Fury (1936)
starring Spencer Tracy and Sylvia Sidney. He would
direct nearly two dozen films over the next 20 years,
working for most of the major film studios in
Hollywood and occasionally wandering off to create
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his own independent films. American critics were a
tough bunch and most of them viewed his American
films unfavorably in comparison to his earlier German
works. It was only many years later that hindsight
revealed what an important figure Lang really was in
the development of American cinema, particularly in
film noir. His Scarlet Street (1945) is considered a
primary influence in this genre. In 1939 Lang became
a naturalized citizen of the United States. Eventually,
due to his anti-Nazi background and his acquaintances
with Marxist playwright Bertolt Brecht and Austrian
composer Hanns Eisler, Lang came under the scrutiny of
the infamous Communist investigator Joseph McCarthy.
In the 1950s Fritz Lang found it increasingly more
difficult to find studios to finance his film projects.
Hollywood at the time was going through an economic
slump. It was also no help to Lang’s cause that he had
a notorious reputation for being difficult to work with
and abusive to cast and crew alike. He was widely
disliked and many actors and actresses simply refused
to work with him. As the 1950s were coming to a
close, Lang packed his bags and traveled back to
Germany in the hopes of reviving a floundering career.
He would only make three more films and none of them
were well received. German producer Artur Brauner
was interested in having Lang direct The Indian Tomb,
based on an original story by Thea von Harbou.
Inspired to develop another “epic,” Lang split the story
line into two films, The Tiger of Bengal and The Indian
Tomb, both released in 1959. In 1960 the two films
would be combined under the title Journey to the Lost
City. Following the completion of the two films Lang,
in poor health and nearly blind, began work on his final
Futures Past

film, The Thousand Eyes of Dr. Mabuse (1960). The
result did well enough to encourage several sequels,
but Lang was not involved in any of those. His film
career ended in 1963 with a final curtain call, doing a
cameo as himself in Jean-Luc Godard's film Le Mépris
(Contempt). In 1964 Lang was selected to be president
of the jury at the Cannes Film Festival. He died on
August 2, 1976 from a stroke with Lily Latte still by his
side to the very end. He was 85. Lang was buried at
Forest Lawn Cemetery in Los Angeles. On February 8,
1960, Lang received a star on the Hollywood Walk of
Fame for his contributions to the motion picture industry.

Helm during a much needed break in filming

would be both awkward and painful. The costume
pinched and constricted her to the point of causing cuts
and bruises. Though the crew tried their best to cut and
sand down these uncomfortable parts of the suit, it
made little difference in the end. During the transformation scene, the costume was so tight that it
hampered her breathing, causing Helm to pass out. An
exhausted Brigitte Helm asked him why she needed to
be in the suit, when no one would possibly know it was
her. Lang answered, "I'd know."
Burned at the Stake
During the scene in which the false Maria is burned at
the stake, Lang instructed the actor playing Grot to
grab and drag Brigitte Helm by the hair, which he is
shown to do. When it came time for the workers to
burn the robot Maria at the stake, he insisted on using
real flames for the shots of Helm. At one point, her
dress accidentally caught fire, but was fortunately put
out without injury to Helm or anyone else.
No special effects here..

Lang with his signature monocle

Visionary or Sadist?
One thing that defined Fritz Lang as a director was his
legendary cruelty. Whether it was just perfectionism or
a sadistic streak, which could be mirrored in the
violence in his films, Lang drove cast and crew
relentlessly, with little regard for their health or safety.
Below are some of the more noted sadistic episodes of
the temperamental director on the set of Metropolis.
Trapped
Brigitte Helm, Lang’s leading lady, probably fared
worst of all, as Lang badgered the 17-year-old
(nicknamed “the virgin of Neubabelsberg” by the
Metropolis crew) through repeated takes, under the
most bewildering assortment of physical challenges
ever devised for an actor who was not a stunt double.
Helm’s robot costume was extremely uncomfortable to
wear. It was made of wood and plaster and though it
was cast to the form of Helm’s body, the casting was
done from a standing position. This meant that sitting
1927

What stunt double?
For the chase across the rooftops, Brigitte Helm and
Rudolf Klein-Rogge actually had to climb across the
tops of the exterior sets and race on planks 25 feet
above the ground. At the end of that sequence, Helm,
without benefit of a stunt woman, had to leap for the
rope attached to the cathedral's bells. Although
mattresses were placed in the event of a fall, the height
would still make the stunt dangerous. She caught the
rope on the first try, and then slowly slid down it as the
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ringing bell sent her careening into the set's walls.
Bruised and battered, she fled the set in tears.
Thumbs down
During a fight scene, Frohlich dislocated his thumb, but
Lang only gave him a half-hour to recover before going
back to work on the physically demanding scene.
Exhaustion
Lang spent two days rehearsing and shooting a simple
scene in which Frohlich collapses at Helms' feet. After
probably a couple of hundred takes, the scene was shot
to Lang’s satisfaction. Frohlich, no longer acting was
actually beyond exhaustion and could barely stand.
Freezing the Extras
The nightmare in which workers are fed to Moloch was
filmed in the middle of winter. Despite the lights and
several heaters, the studio was extremely cold, a special
hardship on the extras. Most of them were unemployed
men who had to walk naked into the mouth of the
ancient god. Fritz Lang took so many days filming the
sequence his assistants feared the extras would revolt.
Finally, Erich Pommer came to the set and informed the
director that he had more than enough footage already
and needed to stop.
The stage was only slightly less inhospitable on the
rare sunny day. “The floodlights and the fanlights were
on almost all the time but they hardly helped at all,”
recalled Freund. ”The warmth just disappeared in the
huge, high-ceilinged room.” The naked extras took
advantage of breaks to line up next to the huge boilers,
which at least heated the floor directly next to them.

Great God Moloch

Flying Extras
For the explosion of the heart machine, Lang refused to
use dummies as stand-ins for the workers thrown
about. He insisted that would look phony. So extras
were to be hooked to harness belts and thrown through
smoke, steam and fire. To lighten the mood before
shooting, he insisted that his assistant, Gustav
Puttscher, try out the harness, and then had him yanked
almost to the top of the sound stage and left him there
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for comic relief. During filming, he insisted the extras
show pain, even though there were no close-ups.
Fortunately for him, they already were in pain.
Flood Scene
During the flooding of the worker's living areas, Lang
kept directing the extras and children to throw
themselves at the biggest water jets until they were
almost drowned. The "flooding underground" scene
took three weeks to shoot, as Fritz Lang wanted to get
the scene just right. This had a huge impact on the
health of the actors as Lang did nothing to make the
cold waters more tolerable for the freezing extras.

The climactic flood

The Children
Nearly five hundred small children were rounded up
from north Berlin slums—among them many “skinny,
malnourished creatures,” Kettelhut recalled, whose
deprivation was in keeping with the story line. Water
was forced through pipes and directed at the buildings
from above. Pipes at street level ejected water in a
geyser-like effect. Along with Brigitte Helm, the extras
and children had to swim for their lives. A special raft
was built to hold cameraman Karl Freund, his
assistants, and the mercury lamps. Riding with Freund,
or on his own floating pontoon, Lang would steer
around between the actors and the children, shouting
his instructions. “With his megaphone he encouraged
us, again and again, to be sure and move toward the
biggest jets of water,” Theodor Loos, who played one
of the workers, recalled.
When this scene was photographed, in the fall of
1925, the rainy weather blocked the sunlight. Therefore
the water became steadily colder and more unpleasant.
Von Harbou made sure to mother the small children
between takes. She made sure they received warm meals
and, because the scene took almost two weeks to film,
cocoa and cake at regular intervals to keep them going.
With food and toys as rewards, their number kept
multiplying as word spread about the studio’s generosity.
But Lang, who used children regularly in his films, gave
them no special treatment, and indeed there were people
who thought that he took particular resentment at their
presence and their need for gentle treatment.
Futures Past

Thea von Harbou

other noted directors. May would introduce her to Fritz
Lang and before long she began an affair with Lang
which culminated in her divorcing Klein-Rogge and
marrying Lang in 1922 after his wife died under
suspicious circumstances. Lisa Rosenthal had been
married to Lang for only two years when she
apparently ended her life with a pistol. Harbou was a
witness to the death and insisted it was suicide. Despite
the turn of events Rudolf Klein-Rogge remained
friends with Harbou and Lang and continued to appear
in Lang’s films.
Harbou’s next film was Das Wandernde Bild (The
Wandering Shadow – 1920) which she co-wrote with
Lang. She would co-write every film made by Lang
until 1933. Her brother, Horst von Harbou, was hired
by Ufa as a photographer and would work with the
couple on most of their productions. Harbou was not
only an accomplished screenwriter, but was known also
for her hard work on set, especially in terms of taking
care of cast and crew. During the stifling poverty of
1920s Germany, Harbou became active in acquiring
meals for everyone on set. She even managed to
convince Ufa to pay for the food so that the cast and
crew could eat for free. Harbou would purchase the
food and then cook hot meals for everyone, in particular
at those times when production work would go on late
into the night.
Harbou, seated bottom right, as usual feeding the
starving cast and crew…including her husband Fritz.

Thea Gabriele von Harbou was born on Dec. 27, 1888
in Tauperlitz, Bavaria. Her father, a former Prussian
army officer, was a forester and gamekeeper to whom
she would credit her love of animals. As a child she
was educated at a convent where she was taught to
speak several languages as well as learning the piano
and violin. Thea von Harbou precociousness was
evident early on. As a child she wrote a series of
animal stories for a provincial newspaper, published a
collection of poems by age 14 and her first novel in
1905 titled, Wenn's Morgen Wird (When Morning
Comes). At the age of 18 Harbou decided to explore
the world of acting. She achieved some modest success
in the theater, but writing would prove to always be her
first love.
Between 1910 and 1920 she published 20 books,
most of which were novels or collections of her short
stories. During this period she met the actor Rudolf
Klein-Rogge and by 1914 they were married. In 1917
the couple moved to Berlin where Klein-Rogge
believed his wife would have greater access and
exposure within the publishing industry. Much of her
fiction had a Wagnerian quality to it; epic myths and
legends with strong nationalistic overtones. In 1919
she wrote her first film script titled "Die heilige
Simplicia / Die Legende von der heiligen Simplicia"
(The Legend of Saint Simplicia - 1919) for director Joe
May. From that point on she fast-tracked her career to
becoming one of Germany’s most sought after
screenwriters. Harbou would also produce scripts for
Carl Dreyer, E.A. Dupont, F.W. Murnau, and many
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The Harbou-Lang marriage did not remain blissful
for long. Fritz had a habit of openly pursuing younger
women (as he did with his current wife). He would
bring his women, along with his wife, to public events
– as he did with Harbou, tagging along with Lisa
Rosenthal. While married to Harbou, he set up an
apartment in his own building for his current flame, an
actress named Gerda Maurus who appeared in the film
Spione (1928), just as he had gotten an apartment for
Harbou while he was married to Rosenthal. Thea von
Harbou once told her secretary that, “We were married
eleven years because for ten years we didn’t have time
to get divorced.”
During production of Das Testament des Dr.
Mabuse in 1931, Lang had the tables turned on him
when he came home one day to discover Harbou in bed
with Ayi Tendulkar, an Indian journalist and student 17
years younger than she. Harbou would later marry
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Tendulkar in a secret ceremony because the Nazi state
did not permit the mixing of races.
The couple’s divorce became final on Apr. 20,
1933, but not simply due to the infidelities. Harbou and
Lang had been drifting apart for quite some time and
walking in on his wife was the icing on that moldy
cake. Lang was actually having an affair with another
starlet at the time named Lily Latté (who would
actually become a lifelong companion). Add to this,
Harbou’s long-time support for the Nazis while Lang
was deathly afraid of them, and a failed marriage was
inevitable.
In 1933 the Nazi Party and Adolf Hitler took
control of Germany. Needless to say, the film industry
was seen by them as the perfect tool to spread their
ideology. Over the next dozen years the German film
industry would produce hundreds of propaganda films
for the Reich. Harbou was part of that propaganda
machine. In 1934 she wrote and directed two films,
Elisabeth und der Narr (Elizabeth and the Jester) and
Hanneles Himmelfahrt (based on the play The
Assumption of Hannele). The production and release for
both films were complete disasters and Harbou decided
her talents were better suited sticking to writing.
Harbou would write the screenplays for 26 films for the
Nazis while assisting in countless others, many of which
clearly endorsed a National Socialist view.
From July to October 1945, as the worst conflict in
world history was coming to a close, Thea von Harbou
was held in Staumühle, a British prison camp in the
northwest part of Germany. Immediately after the war
she went to trial, accused of being a Nazi. Though she
vehemently denied that she ever was a member of the
Party, her body of work spoke otherwise. Harbou was
an elected chair of the Association of German Sound
Film Authors, an organization which had purged itself
of all Jews and anti-Fascists. She had worked both
directly and in an advisory role on a multitude of
propaganda films, and worked closely with the
notorious Nazi director Veit Harlan on numerous
projects. Most damning was a screenplay she wrote
near the end of the war for a film called Kolberg (1945),
which appealed to the German people to fight to their
last breath, in the hopes that a military miracle might
turn things back in the Reich’s favor. Declared a Nazi
in the German courts, Harbou was banned from
working in the film industry for several years, but was
soon back at it, writing scripts for Deutsche London
Film in the late 1940s. Her last screenplay was for the
1953 film Dein Herz ist meine Heimat (Your Heart is
My Home).
Harbou’s final years were not her best. She
suffered from migraines, neuralgia and high blood
pressure and was often bedridden. But despite this, she
kept on with her writing. In June 1954 she attended a
showing of Der müde Tod (1924) as a guest of honor.
As she was leaving the event, she fell and suffered a
serious hip injury. She was taken to hospital and died
there several days later, on July 1, 1954, at the age of 65.
In 1959, Fritz Lang directed the film The Indian Tomb,
based on one of Harbou's novels, in tribute to her.
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Erich Pommer

Pommer was born on July 20, 1889 in Hildesheim,
Germany to Jewish parents, Gustav and Anna Pommer.
His older brother Albert would also become a film
producer. Pommer began his film career in 1907
booking Gaumont films at movie theaters all over the
country. While working for Gaumont, Pommer met a
young projectionist named Karl Freund, who would
years later do the cinematography work on Metropolis.
The two hit it off and would become lifelong friends.
Pommer would quickly climb the ranks of the
German film industry and by 1913 earned himself the
position of director-general of the Viennese office of
Éclair (camera manufacturing) Company, responsible
for film distribution to most of Europe. Things were
going well and that same year he married his childhood
sweetheart, Gertrude (Gerdy) Levy. The blissful
marriage was short-lived as World War One began a
year later. Pommer was immediately called to the front
lines of the German army, serving on both the Eastern
and Western fronts. He was seriously wounded on two
separate occasions and was awarded the Iron Cross. In
1916 he returned to Berlin where he was in charge of
training new recruits.
Even while serving on the battlefield Pommer did
not forget his business interests. In 1915 while serving
on the Western Front, Pommer negotiated backing
from his employer Éclair to start his own film studio
which he named Deutsche "Eclair" Film-und
Kinematographen-GmbH or more simply known as
Deutsche Eclair or Decla. The company primarily
made adventure and detective films as well as short
episode serials.
In 1920 Decla became the second largest German
film company when they merged with Deutsche
Bioskop AG to create Decla Bioskop AG. That year
they would release the first of several worldwide hits
including Fritz Lang's Die Spinnen (Spiders) and
Robert Wiene's The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari. By
November 1921 Decla-Bioscop was taken over by
Universum Film AG (Ufa) and placed Pommer in
charge of the now subsidiary studio. Decla-Bioscop
owned the enormous Babelsberg Studio facilities and
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with Pommer at the helm, he was able to develop and
upgrade it into the largest film studio in all of Europe.
Over the next decade, under Erich Pommer's guidance,
Ufa and its subsidiary companies produced most of the
best known German films of the 1920s. These included
classics such as: The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (1920),
Dr. Mabuse, the Gambler (1922), Die Nibelungen
(1924), Faust (1926), Metropolis (1927) and The Blue
Angel (1930).
Despite Ufa's worldwide prominence, the company
was hemorrhaging money due to the expense of
producing Metropolis. Once the film was released, it
completely failed in the theaters, which put Ufa in dire
financial straits. Needing a scapegoat, the board of
directors decided to blame the cost overruns and other
financial issues on Pommer himself. Pommer resigned
from Ufa and packed his bags and his family and
moved to Hollywood, USA to try his fortunes with the
American film industry.
In 1927 he was hired by Paramount Pictures,
where he produced two films, Hotel Imperial (1927)
and Barbed Wire (1927). Within a few months he was
hired by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (MGM) to supervise
all productions involving foreign directors. In early
1927 Ufa was purchased by the media mogul Alfred
Hugenberg, a staunch nationalist and major supporter
of Adolf Hitler and the fledgling Nazi Party. One of his
first actions at Ufa was to send Ludwig Klitzsch, the
company's new CEO to America to bring Pommer
back to Germany, where he belonged and where he
was needed.
Pommer agreed to go back home and resume his
work at Ufa. He was given his own production unit and
became a pioneer in the new innovation of sound film.
After the Nazi Party came to power in 1933, Ufa once
again broke their contract with Pommer. He moved to
Paris for a year where he produced Fritz Lang's Liliom
(1934), then back to Hollywood once again. This last
decision probably saved the lives of Pommer and his
family from becoming victims of the Holocaust.
In 1939, just prior to the start of World War II,
Pommer signed a contract with RKO Radio Pictures,
for whom he produced two films, Dance, Girl, Dance
and They Knew What They Wanted. In 1941, Pommer
suffered a major setback. A life-long chain smoker,
Pommer suffered a heart attack which put him out of
commission for several months. Because of this his
contract with RKO was not renewed and five new
films which he had in preparation for production were
never made.
With the dramatic change in lifestyle that
unemployment often brings, Pommer and his wife
moved into a small apartment and lived month to
month off the sale of personal valuables. They limped
along for several years like this. Finally with the end of
the Second World War, Pommer again got a major
opportunity in the film industry. He was hired by the
US State Dept. to go back to a now shattered German
infrastructure as Chief Film Officer for OMGUS
(Office of Military Government, United States). His job
was to reorganize and later rebuild the German film
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industry and its assets as part of the Marshall Plan.
Though there was plenty of opposition from both
Americans and Germans alike to Pommer's new
position, he managed to raise the German film industry
from literal ashes and make it thrive once again. Under
Pommer's supervision, it produced 28 feature films
over the next two years. By 1949 Pommer stepped
away from the job, believing that his work there was
completed and returned to the United States.
But Pommer was not done yet putting his mark on
the film industry. In 1951 he went back to Munich and
started the Intercontinental Film GmbH. Though the
company only made a few films, a couple of them were
major award winners. Nights on the Road (1951) won
the 1953 German Film Award, and Kinder, Mütter und
ein General (Children, Mother, and the General 1955) won the 1955 Golden Globe Award for Best
Foreign Film and the 1956 Grand Prize of the Belgian
Union of Cinema Critics for best picture.
In 1956, health issues returned to plague him, this
time in more devastating fashion. While on a business
trip in California, a foot infection aggravated by his
diabetes had worsened to the point that Pommer's right
leg had to be amputated. Unable to return to Germany
and in long-term recovery, Pommer was unable to
continue the work that he loved so much. He canceled
all remaining projects and retired to a modest home in
Southern California to live out his last years with his
lifelong partner Gerdy by his side. Gerdy passed away
in 1960 and Erich moved in with his son's family. On
May 8, 1966 one of the most creative and influential
producers in the history of German cinema passed
away, leaving a rich legacy which will be remembered
for generations to come.
In 1998, the Erich Pommer Institute was founded in
Potsdam-Babelsberg as as an independent non-profit
company. It is recognized worldwide as a source of
comprehensive and cutting edge information and resources
in the fields of digital media, media law and media
management. Each year EPI offers dozens of advanced
training events all across Europe, Canada and the US.
Fritz Lang with Erich Pommer en route to
New York on the SS Deutschland in 1924
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Brigitte Helm

Brigitte Eva Gisela Schittenhelm was born on March
17, 1906 in Berlin. The daughter of a Prussian army
officer, Brigitte had no serious inclinations toward the
performance arts. During her childhood she never had
any acting lessons, and her total experiences with
theater came from her involvement in school
productions. After completing her final exams, Brigitte
wanted to take her academics further by studying to
become an astronomer. Her mother had visions of a
different set of stars for her daughter’s future.
Hearing of auditions for an upcoming film
production by director Fritz Lang, Brigitte’s mother
sent photos of her to Lang’s screenwriter wife, Thea
von Harbou. The photos made a sufficient impression
that Helm (having shortened her last name from
Schittenhelm) got an audition and soon the teenage girl
who had no interest in acting was set to play the lead
role in one of the biggest, most expensive and most
iconic films ever created. She signed a ten year
contract with Ufa and would play the leading role in all
her films during that period.
Though Metropolis made her the star that her
mother had wished for her, Helm did not enjoy the
experience, especially working under the direction of
Lang. During the filming of Metropolis, Helm and
other members of the cast and crew experienced
numerous instances of being pushed to physical and
mental limits by Lang. Helm, in particular, endured
cuts and bruises from performing in the ill-fitting
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confines of the robot costume for hours on end, at one
point fainting due to not being able to breathe normally
in the constrictive, hard suit; having her clothing catch
fire during a scene in which she was being burned at the
stake, losing the feeling in her extremities after standing
in cold water for hours on end, and much more.
After Metropolis, Helm would perform in nearly
three dozen more films, before finally deciding she had
had enough. At the end of her ten year contract, Helm
refused to re-sign and walked away from acting in
1935, never to return. During the decade which defined
her short film career, Helm appeared in numerous
classic German films, always in the lead role. Some of
these films included: Alraune (1928), Gloria (1931),
The Blue Danube (1932), L'Atlantide (1932) and Gold
(1934). Helm was originally selected to play the
starring role in Joseph von Sternberg’s The Blue Angel
(1930), but the part was later given to Marlene
Dietrich. There is also a story that director James
Whale wanted Helm to star in Bride of Frankenstein
(1935), but she refused to come to the US and so Whale
went with Elsa Lanchester.
During this period she was briefly married to
Rudolf Weissbach, from 1928 to their divorce in 1934.
A year later she married Dr. Hugo Kunheim, a German
industrialist. This second marriage drew negative
attention from the Nazis because they considered it
“race defilement” for a German woman of pure Aryan
heritage to marry a Jew. The couple would raise four
sons and remain together until his death in 1986. Also
during this decade she would be involved in several
traffic accidents, one of which she would be
responsible for the death of a person (or persons) in the
other vehicle. For this she was briefly imprisoned.
There is a story that at one point Adolf Hitler himself
interceded and had the manslaughter charges dropped
and Helm released from serving her sentence.
Despite the fame, money and the adoring fans,
Brigitte Helm was never happy in the lime light.
During one interview at the height of her film career
she said that she felt indifferent to it; that she would
much rather be a housewife, to bring up her children
and take care of her husband. With the coming of
sound films and her disgust with the Nazi takeover of
the German film industry, Helm walked away from a
lucrative career in 1935 and never looked back. She
moved her family to the tranquil beauty of Ascona,
Switzerland. In those days the town of Ascona was
known as a getaway spot for artists and intellectuals.
She lived there quietly for the remainder of her life,
refusing all requests to talk about her career. She
passed away on June 11, 1996 at the age of 90.
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Gustav Fröhlich
Gustav Fröhlich was born on March 21, 1902 and
raised by foster parents. As a young man he worked
briefly as an editor of a provincial newspaper and even
published two issues of a dime novel called Heinz
Brandt, der Fremdenlegionär. His literary skills also
continued into World War I when he volunteered as a
press supervisor while stationed in Brussels, Belgium.
After the war he was bitten by the acting bug and
began his stage career performing in minor theater
productions around Germany using the stage name
Gustav Geef. In 1922 he made his film debut in
Paganini playing the part of composer Franz Liszt. His
big break came in 1925 when he was hired to play the
lead role of Freder Fredersen in Metropolis. Fröhlich
was actually not the first choice for that character.
Several weeks into initial filming, Fritz Lang had major
problems with the original actor who decided he’d had
enough and left the production. Thea von Harbou had
noticed the good looking young man who at this point
was a mere extra, and suggested to her husband that he
give Fröhlich a shot at taking over the role of Freder.
The rest, as they say, was history. Though Metropolis
was an absolute financial failure, it established Fröhlich
as a leading man in the German film industry. He even
spent the early 30s in Hollywood, working on German
adaptations of American films.
In 1933 Fröhlich took the next major step in the
film business and directed his first film, RakoczyMarsch (1933), in which he was also the leading man.
Over the next 17 years he would direct seven more
films and was screenwriter for an additional five.
During the early 1930s Fröhlich’s social life was great
fodder for the celebrity tabloids. In 1931 he married
Hungarian opera diva and actress Gitta Alpár with
whom he had a daughter, Julika. By 1935 the marriage
had run its course and he quickly moved on to another
actress, Lida Baarova. This relationship also did not
last long as Baarova became involved with Nazi
propaganda minister Joseph Goebbels.
There is an unconfirmed story that when Fröhlich
learned of the relationship, he confronted Goebbels and
slapped him in a fit of rage. During World War II
Fröhlich served as an infantryman in the Wehrmacht
Landschützen and in 1941 married Maria Hajek. The
couple would remain together until her death in 1987,
which preceded his own that same year. After the war,
Fröhlich remained active in the film industry until his
retirement in 1956, but would still make occasional
guest appearances at stage festivals, popular playhouses
and the occasional television talk show until the early
1980s. His most notable film during this period was Die
Sünderin (1951), in which Fröhlich played a terminally
ill painter. In 1973 he received the ‘Filmband in Gold’
Lifetime Achievement Award for his contributions to
the German film industry. Upon his retirement in 1956,
Fröhlich settled down in Lugano, Switzerland with his
wife Maria. He passed away on Dec. 22, 1987 from
complications after surgery.
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Rudolf Klein-Rogge

Born Friedrich Rudolf Klein on Nov 24, 1885 in
Cologne, Germany. His father, Hermann Klein was a
military attorney for the Prussian Army. Military life was
everything to Hermann and he had aspirations that his
son would himself have a successful career as an army
officer. He enrolled Rudolf in an elite academy for
Prussian cadets to inspire the boy. Unfortunately, the
school had the opposite effect. Not enjoying the strict
discipline and harsh treatment he received on a daily
basis, Rudolf soon ran away from the academy and
straight back home. He traveled at night, while hiding
and sleeping during the day. When he finally arrived at
his familiar doorstep, the elder Klein was furious with
him and made sure the boy understood, in no uncertain
terms, that he was going right back to the academy and
would graduate from there, whether he liked it or not.
Hermann Klein died in 1896 and Rudolf appealed to
his mother to transfer him out of the academy and into a
more traditional school, which she did. At the school in
his hometown of Cologne, he made friends with another
boy who would, by great coincidence, one day become a
Metropolis alumni himself. The boy's name was Gottfried
Huppertz and he would go on to compose the music of
Metropolis. It may have actually been Huppertz who
introduced Klein to Fritz Lang who in turn would cast
Klein in the seminal role of the mad scientist Rotwang.
Rudolf went on to study art history at the University
of Bonn. While there, he became interested in theater
and took acting lessons. In 1909 he performed in his
first stage play, as Cassius in Julius Caesar. He enjoyed
the experience immensely and started thinking
seriously about acting as a full-time endeavor. It was
about this time that he discovered that there was another
local actor named Rudolf Klein and so he changed his
name to avoid any chance of being confused with the
other actor. He added "Rogge" to the end of his name
because it was the surname of his mother's first husband
and his step-siblings.
Rudolf Klein-Rogge quickly added to his resume of
performances, playing theaters in Düsseldorf, Aachen
and Kiel. It was in Aachen that he met and soon wed
1927
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Gottfried Huppertz

Though primarily known for his body of work as a
composer of scores for several iconic German silent
films, Gottfried Huppertz was a man of many talents.
Born on March 11, 1887 in Köln, Germany, Huppertz had
a passion for the performing arts from a young age. He
studied at the the Conservatory of Music in Köln and in
1905 wrote his first composition, a song titled "Rankende
Rosen" (Tendrillar Roses), which he dedicated to his
childhood friend Rudolf Klein-Rogge, who would later
play the role of the mad scientist Rotwang in Lang’s
Metropolis. During World War I Huppertz worked as an
opera singer and theater actor in Coburg, Freiburg and
Breslau, and wrote his first compositions for the theater.
In 1920 Huppertz moved to Berlin where he was an actor
at the Nollendorfplatz Theater.
It was during this time that things began to fall into
place for Huppertz, both personally and in his career.
The first major development was meeting his future
wife, Charlotte Lindig. At this time he was also
introduced to Klein-Rogge’s wife, Thea von Harbou
and director Fritz Lang. Harbou would soon leave
Klein-Rogge and marry Lang, although the three
remained close friends despite this and Klein-Rogge
and Lang would even make several films together. The
collaboration between Huppertz and Lang began when
Lang hired him to play minor roles in the films Vier um
die Frau (Four Around a Woman – 1921) and Dr.
Mabuse Der Spieler, (Dr. Mabuse: The Gambler –
1922). When it came to finding a composer for his
two-part epic Die Nibelungen (1924), Lang looked no
further than his musically talented friend. With the
successful completion of that venture, Huppertz was
again recruited in 1925 to work on Lang’s magnum
opus, Metropolis. Huppertz even got a small cameo in
the film, as a violin player in the Yoshiwara Club. As a
matter of trivia, Huppertz last film role would be in
Lang’s 1928 film Spione, again as a violin player.
After Metropolis Lang’s hands were tied
financially by Ufa because of the insane amount of
money he had burned through in developing his
science fiction blockbuster, and so he simply could not
afford the money which Huppertz was demanding at
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Ufa
Ufa, (Universum Film-Aktien Gesellschaft) was
founded in December 1917 during the brutal fighting of
the first World War. The German government had
consolidated most of the nation's leading studios in
order to concentrate their efforts and resources to better
compete with the foreign, mostly US, film markets and
to promote Germany's international image through its
propaganda machine. In 1923 the studio acquired one
of the world’s largest production facilities, at
Neubabelsberg, as a result of its merger with the film
company Decla Bioscop. During the 1920s Ufa produced
a number of silent classics including F.W. Murnau’s Der
Letzte Mann (1924; The Last Laugh), Faust (1926),
Edwald André Dupont’s Variété (1925; Variety), Fritz
Lang’s Dr. Mabuse (1922), Die Nibelungen (1924) and of
course, Metropolis (1927).
Due mostly to the astronomical costs of producing
Metropolis, as well as a disastrous distribution deal
with American studios Paramount and MetroGoldwyn-Mayer ultimately set Ufa on the brink of
financial ruin and was taken over by industrial financier
Alfred Hugenberg in late 1927. He would later be a
staunch supporter of Hitler and the Nazis and converted
his studio into a propaganda outlet promoting German
Nationalism through its films.
In 1930 the company began making "talkies" with
Josef von Sternberg’s Der Blaue Engel (1930, The Blue
Angel) starring Marlene Dietrich, becoming a
worldwide success. In 1933 the Nazis came to power
and with it, many of the studio's biggest names, such as
Billy Wilder, Fritz Lang and Erich Pommer, fled the
country. The Reich Ministry for Propaganda and
Public Enlightenment was formed under Joseph
Goebbels to oversee state-controlled film production.
Production companies Bavaria, Ufa, Terra, Tobis, and
Wien-Film were merged into UFA-Film GmbH.
Gobbels had offered Lang the job of head of film
production for the Reich, but when Lang fled the
country they then offered the position to Leni
Riefenstahl, who became the face and visionary of
German Nationalism. The resulting films proved
popular in Germany, but massive production costs and
an almost non-existent international market (I mean,
they were the Nazis!) led to large deficits. Veit Harlan's
propaganda film Kolberg premiered on January 30,
1945, and at that point was Ufa's most expensive film
of all time, costing an estimated 8.5 million marks.
By this time more than 90% of the theaters in
Germany had been bombed into rubble, and the ones
still standing were not doing much business. At the end
of the war in 1945, Ufa was little more than bombed to
bits real estate and simply and practically ceased to
exist when the Soviet Red Army rolled into Berlin and
declared victory. On May 17,1946 the Soviet military
handed over the license to the gigantic Ufa studio
facilities in Neubabelsberg to a group of Communist
Party members and filmmakers who then founded
Deutsche-Film Aktiengesellschaft (DEFA), the state1927

owned film production company of the German
Democratic Republic. In 1953 a law was passed by
the West German government which re-privatized
the company.
In 1956, a new film studio called Ufa (UniversumFilm AG) was started. By 1964 the German media
group Bertelsmann purchased the company and
discovered film stocks from the original Ufa which were
transferred to the newly founded Friedrich Wilhelm
Murnau Foundation in 1966. The mission of the
Foundation was the preservation of cinematic heritage.
UFA Film & TV Produktion was formed in 1991 and
soon developed into Germany’s largest production
company. With the launch of UFA Cinema in 2008,
UFA once again began producing feature films.

Babelsberg Film Studio
The Babelsberg Film Studio, located in Potsdam, just
south-west of Berlin, is the oldest large-scale studio
facility in the world. Founded in 1912, it has been the
home to a multitude of legendary films, directors and
performers. Babelsberg went live with its first
production on Feb. 12, 1912 with ‘Der Totentanz’ (The
Dance of the Dead), by Danish director Urban Gad.
In 1920 Deutsche Bioscop Gesellschaft merged
with Erich Pommer's Decla-Film GmbH to form Decla
Bioscop. Eight years later this company merged with
Universum Film AG (Ufa) which had been founded in
1917. Ufa was responsible for building, what was at that
time, the world’s largest studio complex to
accommodate the production of Fritz Lang’s
Metropolis. The building is today known as “Marlene
Dietrich Halle”. The first German sound stage, the
Tonkreuz, was constructed at Babelsberg in 1929.
During that same year The Great Depression began to
wreak havoc in the United States but also took a
tremendous toll on the rest of the world. The German
film industry was not immune and Ufa came close to
bankruptcy during that year; much of the financial issues
being directly tied to the enormous production costs of
Metropolis and its abysmal returns at the box office.
With the rise of the Nazi Party in 1933, the German
film industry in general and Babelsberg in particular
began to flourish once again. The Ministry for Popular
Enlightenment and Propaganda, under the direction of
Hitler’s propaganda chief, Joseph Goebbels, commissioned hundreds of films between 1933 and 1945. One
of the most notable names to come out of this period
was director, producer, screenwriter Leni Riefenstahl
whose Nationalist films were an integral and influential
part of the Nazi movement. After Germany’s defeat at
the end of World War II, the studio became subject to
Allied law and was occupied by the Soviet military.
Babelsberg was reorganized as a joint German-Soviet
company named Deutsche Film AG or DEFA. The
new company became official on May 17, 1946 and
through the year 1990 had produced about 1,240
feature films and television shows. Today it continues
to be Europe’s top provider for film and TV production.
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1. Heinz Schulz-Neudamm, Berlin, 1927
2. Paris, 1927
3. Tokio Theatre, Belgium, 1927
4. Paris, 1927
5. Boris Bilinsky, Paris, 1927

6. Ufa poster, Berlin, 1927
7. Stockholm, Sweden, 1927
8. Ufa poster, Berlin, 1927
9. Boris Konstantinovitch Bilinsky, Paris, 1927
10. Balkan Film poster, Zagreb, Yugoslavia,1927
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Magazines of 1927:
In 1926 Hugo Gernsback debuted the
first ever magazine devoted specifically
and exclusively to the science fiction
genre, or as it was known in those days scientifiction. The first issue of Amazing
Stories, dated April 1926, was available
at newsstands on Wednesday, March 10,
1926. Taking into account that issues
were published nearly a month prior to
the cover date, there were 10 issues of
Amazing Stories published in 1926, the
last being the January 1927 issue.
Gernsback wrapped up 1926 by
introducing an exciting new writing
contest in which readers were given the
challenge of submitting an original story
based on the cover of the December
1926 issue. There was a total of $500 in
prize money for the top three
submissions and those stories would be
published in “subsequent issues” though
no particular issues were specified. The
contest had several stipulations:
- Readers had to submit a story no
more than 10,000 words in length
- The deadline was noon on January
5, 1927, which gave those stories
just 8 weeks to be submitted.
- Three cash prizes:
First = $250
Second = $150
Third = $100
- All stories had to be "of the
scientifiction type and must contain
correct scientific facts to make it
appear plausible and within the
realm of present-day knowledge of
science."
Gernsback initiated the contest for
several reasons. First, of course, was to
engage current readers and hopefully
attract new ones. Second, and more
importantly, Gernsback was attempting
to bring fresh talent into the pages of his
magazine. The first year of Amazing
Stories (AS) was filled primarily with
reprints of older stories and serials by
well-known writers such as Verne, Wells
and Poe. AS was far from being
competitive among the more established
publishers, and was nowhere near
turning a profit.
Gernsback did not have the deep
pockets of All-Story, Blue Book, or the
Saturday Evening Post, so he could not
afford to pay for new stories by top
writers. Initially, most of the new stories
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being submitted to AS were by amateur
writers trying their hand for the first
time and were not very good. The few
that he did publish were not the best
quality reading, many being variations
on the humorous invention theme.
Typical of these were the “Hicks
Inventions with a Kick” stories written
by Henry Hugh Simmons, which was
the pseudonym of author and
playwright Clement Fezandié. His
stories usually involved oddball
inventions that go terribly wrong, but in
a comical way. Gernsback’s vision for
AS was to publish stories that were a
mix of high adventure that fired the
imagination, but at the same time were
based on accurate scientific principles
and information. It would take a great
deal of trial and error and plenty of
reader feedback to stir that formula into
a more palatable brew.
The January issue had a lot going on
within its pages to start the new year.
One of the most notable changes was
the inclusion of a new feature called
“Discussions.” It was a letters department
where some of the magazine’s readers
would have their voices heard on
various topics, story reviews and
suggestions. The letters included names
and sometimes addresses, giving
readers the opportunity to reach out to
one another. This Discussions dept is
generally credited as the initial spark
which would begin the formalization of
fandom in science fiction as like minds
sought each other out. At first it was a
matter of simple correspondence, which
led to face to face meetings, which then
led to the creation of clubs and fanzines,
and then to conventions.
Notable stories in the January 1927
issue included, “The Man with the
Strange Head” by Dr. Miles J. Breuer, a
physician from Nebraska. Though he
had published stories as early as 1909,
this was his first sf story. He became a
regular at AS and even collaborated on
stories with Jack Williamson and Clare
Winger Harris. This was one of two
original stories in the issue, the other
being, “The Man Who Could Vanish”
by A. Hyatt Verrill, the issue’s cover
story.
In his typical editorials Gernsback
would "enlighten" readers to completely
ridiculous, fabricated "discoveries" and
"scientific advancements," such as

animals being injected with a chemical
which rendered them nearly invisible,
inter-dimensional portals discovered in
the Himalayas, and experiments in
which insects and other small animals
had their heads removed and replaced
with that of other unfortunate creatures,
and of course, they survived the
transplants just fine. The editorial for
February 1927 was not one of those. In
fact, this editorial titled, "Interplanetary
Travel," was a surprisingly accurate
piece on the physical aspects of space
travel. He even discussed Robert
Goddard, the inventor of the liquidfueled rocket, and his contributions to
the possibility of Mankind eventually
venturing throughout the solar system.
The back of the issue included a
reprint of an interview with the 20 year
old son of H.G. Wells. Frank Wells
aspired to become a great film producer
and was in the U.S. on a ten day
excursion to study American film
production. The article was superficial
and poorly written and the only thing
more awkward than the questions
presented were the stiff, generic
answers given by young Mr. Wells.
In the March 1927 editorial,
Gernsback reported that AS was
growing at a healthy rate, having
printed as of this current issue
approximately 150,000 copies. He also
gave an update on the $500 story
contest, presented in the December
1926 issue. There were about 360
manuscripts submitted and the winners
would soon be published. Finally, as
part of his marketing strategy,
Gernsback made an appeal to readers to
introduce their friends to the magazine.
By gaining a larger readership for AS,
Gernsback reasoned, they could add
about 50% more text to the magazine.
"It is our aim to get out a book with at
least 150 pages, during the coming
year." Though it was an admirable goal,
AS would not make it a reality until mid
1933, long after Gernsback had lost
control of the publication in his 1929
bankruptcy case.
The April 1927 AS took a slight turn
in format by substituting Gernback’s
usual editorial with a short story he had
written. An alien civilization had been
exploring various planetary systems.
One of the explorers, returned from his
latest expedition, reported that he had
Futures Past

observed a “strange and foolish" race of
beings and detailed many of their
ridiculous habits. In the last paragraph
it is, of course, revealed this world is
our Earth and the foolish race is us. Not
sure why he didn't include this with the
other stories as it certainly did not fall
under the definition of an editorial.
Another new talent was unveiled in
the June 1927 AS. Bob Olsen published
“The Four Dimensional Roller Press,”
the first of four stories about adventures
in the fourth dimension.
It was
followed up with “Four Dimensional
Surgery” (AS - Feb 1928), “Four Dimensional Robberies” (AS - May 1928), and
“Four Dimensional Transit” (Amazing
Stories Quarterly, Fall 1928).
The main highlight of the June issue
was the announcement of the winners
of the $500 story contest. The top three
winners were:

January 1927
cover: Frank R. Paul
- “The Man Who Could Vanish”
877 - Incredible Facts (Editorial)
by Hugo Gernsback
878 - The Red Dust (1921)
novelette by Murray Leinster
900 - The Man Who Could Vanish
novelette by A. Hyatt Verrill
914 - The First Men in the Moon
(Pt 2of 3) serial by H. G. Wells
940 - The Man with the Strange Head
Dr. Miles J. Breuer
944 - The Second Deluge (Pt 3of 4)
serial by Garrett P. Serviss
970 - Discussions (Letters column)

February 1927
"The Visitation" by Cyril G. Wates of
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada - 1st prize $250
"The Electronic Wall" by George R. Fox of
Three Oaks, Michigan - 2nd prize $150
"The Fate of the Poseidonia" by Clare Winger
Harris of Lakewood, Ohio - 3rd prize $100.

According to Gernsback the hundreds
of stories submitted included many of
high quality. He felt it was such a
shame to not include more of these
quality works, that he decided to
publish an additional four “honorable
mention” stories in the next issue. The
editorial also recognized these winners:
"The Ether Ship of Oltor" by S. Maxwell
Coder of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
“The Voice from the Inner World" by A.
Hyatt Verrill of New York City.
"The Lost Continent" by Cecil B. White of
Victoria, British Columbia, Canada.
"The Gravitomobile" by D. B. McRae of
San Bernardino, California.

Otis Adelbert Kline, a regular name in
the pages of AS, submitted a contest
story "The Log of the Lauritania,"
which was not one of the contest
finalists. The story was later re-titled
"The Bird People" and sold to Weird
Tales where it appeared in the Jan. 1930
issue. Of the seven winners, three of
them - Fox, Coder and McRae - would
never publish another story. The
winner, Cyril G. Wates, a Canadian,
would go on to write three more stories
and a serialized novel. All but his last
story were sold to Gernsback.
1927

March 1927
1085 - Idle Thoughts of a Busy Editor
(Editorial) - by Hugo Gernsback
1086 - The Green Splotches (1920)
novella by T. S. Stribling
1112 - Under the Knife (1896)
story by H. G. Wells
1118
1127 - Advanced Chemistry (1923)
short story by Jack G. Huekels
1130 - The People of the Pit (1918)
story by A. Merritt
1138
serial by Edgar Rice Burroughs
1180 - Discussions (Letters column)
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Clare Winger Harris had made one
story sale prior to her third place win. It
was titled, “A Runaway World” and was
published in the July 1926 issue of Weird
Tales. She became a regular contributor
to Gernsback magazines, publishing ten
more stories over the next six years,
including one more to Weird Tales.
Harris is considered to be the first
female science fiction writer to publish
exclusively in sf genre magazines.
Francis Stevens, who preceded Harris,
publishing sf/f/h stories and novels
from 1904 to 1923, but her body of work
was published in the general pulps.
Verrill was already a true veteran
author, having published several novels
since 1916 and several stories in the
pages of AS prior to his contest win.
Cecil B. White, another Canadian,
would publish only two more stories.
Both were sequels to his original sale
and all published in AS - “The Retreat to
Mars” (AS - August 1927) and “The
Return of the Martians” (AS - April
1928). White probably had the most
fascinating background of the contest
winners. His real name was William H.
Christie. At the time of his story
submission, Christie was an astronomer
at the Dominion Observatory in British
Columbia. He would later move on to
the Mount Wilson Observatory near Los
Angeles. During the 1930s he published
several scientific papers, and sold a
series of astronomy articles to Science
and Invention, but no more fiction.
Besides the publication of the four
"Honorable
Mention"
winners,
Gernsback started a “What Do You
Know?” column in the July 1927 AS.
Each one included well over a dozen
questions of “fact” based trivia, each
followed by the page number within
each story that contained the answer to
the question. Readers were encouraged
to try to answer the questions correctly
before looking for the answers on the
corresponding pages. It was designed
to stimulate the readers thinking about
various scientific principles and also to
make the publication more interactive.
This was probably the inspiration for
another gimmick, started in the Nov
1927 AS, in which Gernsback began
publishing stories with deliberate
scientific errors and challenging his
readers to find them. The issue also
included a letter by future sf writer A.
Bertram Chandler (p.413) who at the
time of this letter was a mere 15 years
old. His letter included high praise for
AS, but also frustration with the many
reprints he was already too familiar with.
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April 1927
cover: Frank R. Paul - “The Man in the Room”
5 - The Most Amazing Thing (Editorial)
by Hugo Gernsback
6 - The Plague of the Living Dead
novella by A. Hyatt Verrill
21 - The Remarkable Case of Davidson's
Eyes (1895) - story by H. G. Wells
25 - John Jones's Dollar (1915)
story by Harry Stephen Keeler
30 - The White Gold Pirate
story by Merlin Moore Taylor
43 - The Man in the Room (1909)
by Wm B. MacHarg & Edwin Balmer
52 - The Automatic Self Serving Dining
Table - story by Clement Fezandié
[as by Henry Hugh Simmons]
58 - The Balloon-Hoax (1844)
story by Edgar Allan Poe
63 - Superstar - poem by Leland S. Copeland
64 - The Land That Time Forgot (Pt 3of3)
serial by Edgar Rice Burroughs
99 - Discussions (Letters column)

May 1927
cover: Frank R. Paul - “The Star of Dead Love”
109 - Amazing Creations (Editorial)
by Hugo Gernsback
110 - The Moon Pool (Pt 1of 3)
serial by A. Merritt
145 - The Man Who Died by Proxy
story by Frank Gates
148 - The Time Machine
complete novel by H. G. Wells
180 - The Singing Weapon
story by Bent Prout
187 - Light of Life
poem by Leland S. Copeland
188 - The Man Who Was
story by Walter Burch
200 - The Star of Dead Love
story by Will H. Gray
204 - Discussions (Letters column)

June 1927
cover: Frank R. Paul - “The Moon Pool”
213 - The $500 Cover Prize Contest
(Editorial) - by Hugo Gernsback
214 - The Visitation - story by Cyril G. Wates
234 - The Electronic Wall
story by Geo. R. Fox
245 - The Fate of the Poseidonia
story by Clare Winger Harris
253 - The Story of the Late Mr. Elvesham
(1896) - story by H. G. Wells
259 - Secrets Never Told
poem by Leland S. Copeland
260 - The Lost Comet (1927)
story by Ronald M. Sherin
268 - Solander's Radio Tomb (1923)
story by Ellis Parker Butler
272 - The Moon Pool (Part 2 of 3)
serial by A. Merritt
302 - The Four-Dimensional Roller-Press
story by Bob Olsen
307 - Discussions (Letters column)
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In the August 1927 issue, Gernsback
reported that though circulation of AS
had skyrocketed to 150,000 monthly
copies, the magazine was not yet
profitable. In order to break even AS
would need to print an additional 20 - 30
pages of ads. In an attempt to increase
his subscription base, in the Aug 1927
editorial Gernsback made a plea to any
reader who would submit the names of
two friends - who would then each
receive a back issue of AS - both in the
attempt to gain new readers and,
hopefully, new subscribers.
The September 1927 AS included HP
Lovecraft’s classic tale, "The Colour
Out of Space." Gernsback paid Lovecraft
just $25 for the story and was extremely
late in doing so. This inspired Lovecraft
to refer to Gernsback from then
on as “Hugo the Rat.” (see article on
Gernsback’s Infamous Payment Practices).
Thanks to this underhanded treatment,
Lovecraft never again submitted
anything to any Gernsback publication.
In the October 1927 Discussions
Dept, Gernsback addressed a reader’s
suggestions on how to improve the
magazine. The main request was to use
a higher quality paper to print the
magazine on. An interesting point of
Gernsback’s response was the admission
that although the current print run of AS
was 150,000 copies, there were only
about 5,250 subscribers. Gernsback
emphasized that if all the current
newsstand purchasers would switch to a
one year subscription, many of the
magazine’s financial problems would be
solved. He admitted that this expectation
was an impossibility, because most
people did not want to (or could not
afford to) pay $2.50 in advance.
In reality, there was more to this than
a simple problem of paying in advance.
The vast majority of AS readers not only
wanted to get their hands on the latest
issue as soon as possible; they also
wanted their copies to be in pristine
condition. Purchasing a subscription
meant paying for future issues up to a
year in advance. It also meant their
issues would arrive up to a week or
more after that issue arrived at the
newsstands. Worst of all, mail delivery
meant that there was a good chance the
subscription copy would arrive
smudged, dog-eared, or even torn…
definitely not something one would
want to include in a prized collection.
The only option, therefore, was to
handpick their issues from the local
newsstand.
1927

July 1927
cover: Frank R. Paul - “Radio Mates”
317 - Surprising Facts (Editorial)
by Hugo Gernsback
318 - The Ether Ship of Oltor
novelette by S. Maxwell Coder
328 - The Voice from the Inner World
novelette by A. Hyatt Verrill
339 - The Lost Continent
story by Cecil B. White
347 - The Gravitomobile
story by D. B. McRae
354 - Planet Neptune to Mother Sun
poem by Leland S. Copeland
354 - Alone - poem by Leland S. Copeland
355 - The Plattner Story (1896)
story by H. G. Wells
363 - Von Kempelen and His Discovery
(1849) - story by Edgar Allan Poe
368 - Radio Mates
story by Benjamin Witwer
373 - Of Their Own Have We Given Then
poem by Leland S. Copeland
374 - The Moon Pool (Pt 3of 3)
serial by A. Merritt
410 - Discussions (Letters column)
August 1927
cover: Frank R. Paul
- “The War of the Worlds”
421 - A Different Story (Editorial)
by Hugo Gernsback
422 - The War of the Worlds (Pt 1of 2)
serial by H. G. Wells
451 - The Tissue-Culture King (1926)
novelette by Julian Huxley
460 - The Retreat to Mars
story by Cecil B. White
469 - Electro-Episoded in A.D. 2025
story by E. D. Skinner
476 - The Ultra-Elixir of Youth
novelette by A. Hyatt Verrill
486 - The Chemical Magnet
story by Victor Thaddeus
493 - The Automatic Apartment
story by Clement Fezandié
[as by Henry Hugh Simmons]
498 - The Shadow on the Spark
story by Edward S. Sears
514 - Discussions (Letters column)
September 1927
cover: Frank R. Paul
- “The Malignant Flower”
525 - The Mystery of Time (Editorial)
by Hugo Gernsback
526 - The Malignant Flower
story by Anthos
530 - What Do You Know?
531 - The Radio Ghost
story by Otis Adelbert Kline
543 - The Electric Duel (1923)
story by Hugo Gernsback
544 - The Tide Projectile Transportation Co. - story by Will H. Gray
553 - The Stone Cat
story by Miles J. Breuer, M.D.
556 - The Colour Out of Space
novelette by H. P. Lovecraft
568 - The War of the Worlds (Pt 2of 2)
serial by H. G. Wells
598 - A Link to the Past
short story by Charles G. Blandford
609 - Discussions (Letters column)
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One other notable inclusion in the
October Discussions section was a letter
by a young reader who signed his name
as John S. Williamson of Elida, New
Mexico. This young man, 19 years old
at the time, would see his first story
published a year later in this very same
magazine. The story, “The Metal Man,”
was not only published in the December
1928 AS, it was the cover story for the
issue. Using his more familiar name,
Jack Williamson would go on to publish
a great number of memorable stories,
novels and other works in a writing
career that spanned nine decades. As to
his letter, Williamson, like the previous
letter writer had his own ideas of how to
improve the magazine. His suggestion
was to illustrate two stories in each issue
in full color. A great idea, but not
financially feasible.
With the November 1927 issue,
Gernsback started publishing stories
with deliberate scientific errors, and
challenging his readers to find them.
The first of these was a novelette titled,
"The Astounding Discoveries of Doctor
Mentiroso" by A. Hyatt Verrill. The
answer to the story problem was
published in the next month's issue.
Verrill’s story was also a first of its
kind in the pages of AS in another way.
The story included, for the first time, a
photo of the author with a brief bio
beneath the photo (p.751). There would
be several more of these “find-theerrors” stories in the following year in
AS including, “Ten Million Miles
Sunward” by Geoffrey Hewelcke in the
March 1928 issue.
Unlike the December 1926 issue, the
December 1927 AS wrapped up the year
on a low key. No contests, no new
feature innovations, even the stories
were the usual Verne and Wells reprints.
But the coming year looked to be even
more exciting and innovative than
the previous couple of years. Not just
for Amazing Stories but for the
scientifiction genre as a whole.

*
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October 1927
cover: Frank R. Paul - “Around the Universe”
625 - Amazing Youth (Editorial)
by Hugo Gernsback
626 - Around the Universe (1923)
novella by Ray Cummings
662 - Æpyornis Island (1894)
story by H. G. Wells
668 - The Winged Doom
story by Kenneth Gilbert
676 - Treasures of Tantalus (Pt 1of 2)
serial by Garret Smith
701 - The Paradise of the Ice Wilderness
story by Jul. Regis
706 - Discussions (Letters column)

November 1927
cover: Frank R. Paul
- “The Machine Man of Ardathia”
725 - Space Flying (Editorial)
by Hugo Gernsback
726 - A Story of the Stone Age (1897)
novella by H. G. Wells
746 - The Astounding Discoveries
of Doctor Mentiroso
novelette by A. Hyatt Verrill
751 - A. Hyatt Verrill (Photo)
760 - Treasures of Tantalus (Pt 2of 2)
serial by Garret Smith
798 - The Machine Man of Ardathia
short story by Francis Flagg
804 - Discussions (Letters column)

December 1927
cover: Frank R. Paul
- “Below the Infra Red”
825 - Strange Facts (Editorial)
by Hugo Gernsback
826 - Robur the Conqueror (1886)
(Pt 1of 2) - serial by Jules Verne
850 - The Country of the Blind (1904)
novelette by H. G. Wells
860 - Hicks' Inventions with a Kick-The
Electro-Hydraulic Bank Protector
story by Clement Fezandié
[as by Henry Hugh Simmons]
870 - The Undersea Express
short story by J. Rodman
874 - Crystals of Growth
story by Charles H. Rector
878 - The Riot at Sanderac
story by Miles J. Breuer, M.D.
882 - Below the Infra Red
story by George Paul Bauer
902 - Discussions (Letters column)

*
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Gernsback’s Infamous Payment Practices
Every new business has a steep climb at the outset
because for the first couple of years or so, expenses usually
far outweigh profits. It was no different for Hugo Gernsback
and the launch of Amazing Stories. For the first few years of
publication, most of the stories and series published in AS
were reprints. There were several reasons for this.
First, the cost of purchasing new, original stories,
especially those written by brand-name authors has always
been prohibitively expensive. A much cheaper option is to
purchase reprints by those same authors - there is still the
same name recognition, but the trauma to the budget is
much less.
Second, it would be great to fill each issue with original fiction
by new and aspiring writers. Their cost is much less, since they
are not established authors, and there are always plenty of
submissions available. The main problem with this option is that
most of those amateur authors are absolutely awful, with maybe
one in every hundred or so being fit to publish.
Third, “scientifiction” as it was known at this point was
still a brand new genre and there just weren’t that many
writers at that time putting out those type of stories. So
quality, quantity and money were all factors that Gernsback
was in short supply of during those first few years.
The top selling pulp magazines of the day, such as
Argosy, Blue Book, Flying Aces, and All-Story Weekly paid
well and often prior to publication. On the other hand,
Gernsback paid as little as he could get away with, and even
then payments would not be made sometimes for months
after publication. Gernsback quickly gained a reputation as
a contemptuous crook who stiffed his writers but paid
himself, according to estimates, between $50k to $100K a
year as President of Gernsback Publications.
In early 1927 Gernsback haggled with Edgar Rice
Burroughs on the price of his latest Mars novel, VAD
VARO OF BARSOOM. Burroughs wanted $1,250 for the
54,000 word novel. Though this came to only 2.3 cents per
word, it was still way beyond anything that Gernsback had
wanted to pay. In the end, Burroughs got his price, but was
only paid for his work many months later. It was the first
and last time that Burroughs would sell an original work to
Gernsback due to the poor treatment he received.
Later that same year Gernsback would repeat this routine
with H.P. Lovecraft. Lovecraft had submitted “The Colour
Out of Space” to Amazing Stories and quickly received a
letter of acceptance in June 1927. The story was published
soon after in the September 1927 AS. Months went by with
no payment in sight. After more months of sending letters
of complaint, demanding payment for his work, Lovecraft
finally received a check for $25 in May 1928 - nine months
after publication. The only thing worse than the time it
took to get paid was the insulting amount. At 12,000
words, the story earned about 1/5 of a cent per word. From
that point on, Lovecraft, and eventually many of his fellow
writers, only referred to Gernsback as “Hugo the Rat.”
After this terrible treatment, Lovecraft understandably
never sent another story to any Gernsback publication. In
fact, from then on he submitted his work almost exclusively
to Weird Tales.
New writers received even worse treatment. Another
now classic work, “The Skylark of Space” by E.E. Smith
was purchased by Gernsback in 1927 for a mere $125.
Coming in at a healthy 90,000 words, this means that Smith
was paid a whopping 1/7 of a cent per word, and did not
1927

receive his money until 1928. His serial was one of the
most popular AS ever published. Gernsback’s standard rate
was about 1/4 cent per word and not surprisingly few
people wanted to write for him. The main reason he was
able to get away with this time after time was because at
that point Amazing Stories was the only game in town.
Gernsback seemed to make it his standard policy to make
payments to writers insultingly low, late, or if he could get
away with it, no payments at all.
This routine would happen time and again and no one
was immune. Fletcher Pratt worked for Gernsback at
Wonder Stories, translating European sf novels for serial
publication. He quickly developed a system to keep
Gernsback in check. When several installments of his
translations had been published, Pratt would force
Gernsback to pay him in full by threatening not to translate
the rest of the novel.
There was also the case of Donald A. Wollheim. At the
age of 19 he had his first story, “The Man from Ariel,”
published in the January 1934 Wonder Stories. Gernsback
had promised to pay him $10 for the story but never did,
even after repeated requests for payment. Angered by this
slight, Wollheim then contacted other Wonder Stories
authors and found that some of them had also not been paid.
Wollheim then got together with three or four of these
writers and they hired a lawyer to get their money.
Gernsback grudgingly settled out of court for $75 of which
the attorney got $10.
A year went by and Wollheim was curious as to whether
Gernsback had reformed his despicable payment practices.
So he submitted another story titled, “The Space Lens” this
time under the pseudonym “Millard Verne Gordon” and
used a friend’s address to make sure Gernsback did not
recognize him in any way. The story was accepted for
publication, months went by and no payment was ever
forthcoming. So it goes.
Jack Williamson confirmed from personal experience in
a 1991 interview that: “most of my dealings with Gernsback
were financial. I met him only once and that was for about
15 minutes when he came out of his office to shake hands
with me. All told, he bought perhaps a quarter million
words of my fiction, and he paid for it rather reluctantly.
After he paid for the first few stories at half a cent a word
(sometimes less), he stopped paying me altogether. Finally,
I got an attorney associated with the American Fiction
Guild to force Gernsback to send me payment. I gather
other writers had similar experiences with him.”
As for the top veteran sf writers of the day, such as Ralph
Milne Farley, A. Merritt and Murray Leinster, they may have
sold Gernsback plenty of reprints, but they and other
professionals were too experienced to offer him an original
work. After all, who wanted to get paid a fifth-of-a-cent per
word and then have to get lawyers involved just to get such a
measly check. Other major magazines such as Argosy and Blue
Book were paying two cents a word and on acceptance no less.
Suppliers, employees, distributors, all suffered at one
point or another being short-changed or unpaid by Mr.
Gernsback. Eventually all these shady dealings would
catch up with him. In 1929 he would lose control of his
publishing enterprises in a well-publicized bankruptcy
case. Ever the calculating businessman, Gernsback was
back at it only a few months later, with a whole new stable
of magazines.
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Now if you care to read some really
“amazing stories,” browse through these
often humorous and sometimes outrageous
and even disturbing letter excerpts from
the DISCUSSIONS column which
debuted in the January 1927 issue of
Amazing Stories. At first most of the
letters included reader initials, or at best
their full names along with city and state.
With the January 1928 issue AS began
including full names and addresses. This
simple act ignited the start of science
fiction fandom. As readers connected with
one another they formed clubs, produced
fanzines and eventually gathered at local,
regional and national conventions.
January 1927
[This first letter was in reference to
Garrett P. Serviss’ “The Second Deluge.”
The letter writer was apparently under the
impression that the story was true.]
Dear Sir:
I am interested in your Ark and wish you
would send me a set of plans for a small
Ark which I would like to build to take
care of my wife and seven children. So
please send them at once.
J.W.F.
Newport News, Va.
Some time ago I read one of your issues
and was greatly surprised to find such
reading matter as is published in your
magazine. Mr. Jules Verne’s story was of
the best I have ever read. He is a very
promising writer.
E.H. Indianapolis, Ind.

March 1927

August 1927

Editor, Amazing Stories:
I have read the January issue of Amazing
Stories and certainly enjoyed all the
stories, as I did in all the previous
issues…Some do not like funny stories.
Well as for me, I like a mixture, comic,
sober, exciting, spiritualistic, mysterious,
gruesome; and your magazine, the one
great magazine of scientific literature, has
satisfied all these desires. Fosdick’s
electroplating story hit me so hard that I
immediately coated rats with graphite and
plated them with copper, and also insects
were coated in the same manner.
Dr. Ox’s experiment also hit me hard. I
have been constructing a small yard
which will be almost airtight, and small
animals and insects will be experimented
on. These two stories are comic, yet I
found an idea in each. “Station X” I
certainly think is a wonderful masterpiece, and I put 15 dollars in a low wave
transmitter so I could have a friend of
mine, who is a physician and pretty good
hypnotist, hypnotize a subject. The
experiment failed this once, but I’m going
to try again.
A.G.O.G. Burlington, Vt.

…”The Electronic Wall” is in another
class. Not only is it a more elaborate
“scientifiction,”
more
perfectly
convincing in all parts, but its appeal is
deeper
and
more
inspiring…It
completely “carried me off my feet,” so
that I had to stop and smoke my pipe and
play a game of solitaire, before I could
regain the poise to do justice to any other
story, no matter what its merits.
E.D.S.
Cincinnati, Ohio

[Here is the editor’s reply to the
disturbing letter above.]

Here is a letter that pleases the Editor
more, perhaps, than many others that have
come in. Here we have at least something
constructive to show where a man’s
imagination was aroused to such a degree
that he went out and did things, which is
as it should be. This is the fulfillment of
February 1927
our highest hopes, namely, that Amazing
Stories will fire the imagination to
Editor, Amazing Stories:
achieve things in this world…This is a
…While visiting the body-shop of a well- healthy sign. We hope to hear more from
known automobile concern, a man was readers who have thus been stimulated
pointed out to me; the man was known
– EDITOR.
among his fellows as a little “out.” I
watched him for some time and came to
the conclusion that my informant was June 1927
correct. The man was slightly insane – not
insanity as we think of it sometimes, but …and now I would like to ask a question.
simply “queer.” The reason for that man’s In the story of the “Green Splotches,” was
insanity was because he did not think that adventure really experienced by the
enough. His job was such that no thinking men as set forth? Can it be possible that
was required of him for his nine hours men from some other planet have visited
each day, and when outside the factory, our earth? I can hardly believe it, but as
what little thinking he did do was of a the Nobel Prize was awarded to them it
degraded and unclean type. His thinking must have been a true account. Or was it
machinery became rusty, so to speak, and just a prize for the best story of that sort?
this man whom I saw was the result…
I do not understand. I would like to know
E.B.B.
Amesbury, Mass.
more about it.
I.K. Brooklyn, N.Y.
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September 1927
…Mr. H.G. Wells is one of your most
interesting “staff writers” if such I may
call him and has mastered the art of the
“pen” to a high degree. Though some of
his opinions may differ from mine I like
his style.
H.L.D.
Dayton, Ohio
…Fifty years ago, who would have
thought of seeing a person who is miles
away and speaking to him at the same
time! Who would have thought that one
can travel from one continent across
more than 3,000 miles to another in less
than a day and a half? Similarly who can
tell what fifty years hence will be?
S.S. Brooklyn, N.Y.
October 1927
…This same modern science is moving
faster than many people suppose. For
example, in 1920 there were six
undiscovered elements, but now there is
only one.
A.I. Palo Alto, Calif.
Editor, Amazing Stories:
The fact that I am only fifteen years old
does not prevent me from praising your
interesting and instructive magazine,
Amazing Stories, to which I subscribe.
One of my most important subjects at
high school last year was science, which
seemed hard to most of my classmates,
but came easily to me because I
subscribed to Amazing Stories!
Yes, I have surprised my science teacher
dozens of times with statements which
seemed to him impossible to come from
one so young as myself and especially so
because this was my first year of science!
The explanation may be obtained by
pointing to Amazing Stories.
F.W.W.
Leesburg, Fla.
[ The Oct issue also included a letter by a
future sf legend - Jack Williamson ]
Futures Past

November 1927
…A suggestion which I would like to
make is this. Why not publish the name
and address of contributors to your
discussions, so that other readers could
write them, damning them or
commending them, as they wish?
A.M.R. Flagstaff, Arizona
…I have been very interested in scientific
inventions and supernatural stories for
the last ten years. Stories by Edgar Allan
Poe, Sax Rohmer and other sensational
writers are my favorites, and I have
dabbled a little in electrical experiments;
unfortunately funds would not allow of
my purchasing instruments which I
required. In a year or two I hope to be in
a position where I can obtain instruments
with which to experiment…
…Being so far from civilization up here
(350 miles north of Edmonton) has a
number of disadvantages. If I require
books or chemical or apparatus I need to
send outside for them and sometimes
have to wait two weeks for them.
However, I do not intend to be here very
long and when I get down to a city I will
start once more on my experiments. It
must be four years now since I handled
the “junk” of my experimenting
apparatus and I look forward to the day
when I can devote all my time to some
work I have in view.
W.H.M.
Berwyn, Can.

more fantastic developments, e.g., in the
case of the light coming in at an angle.
Yet at the rate of 740,000,000 miles per
second, the author has the stars ahead
open up…
…At that rate, and a higher one, the
Creator only knows what the increased
vibrations would do to the electrons and
protons…
W.P. Wuebben
Donnellson, Indiana
…no matter where I am, once I get my
copy of Amazing Stories I do not let even
a train wreck or a motor accident disturb
my interest in finishing one of the stories
contained in its pages, come what may.
J.C.C. Lakewood, O
____________________
Jack Williamson’s Letter - from the
October 1927 Amazing Stories (p.719)
PICTURES IN COLOR
Editor, AMAZING STORIES:
I am alarmed to find that AMAZING
STORIES is not yet on a paying basis. I
feel that this magazine fills a real need. I
believe that it will increase the public
interest in scientific topics, develop our
country's scientific imagination, and
increase the well-known American power
of invention.
I have just read "The War of the Worlds,"
in the August issue. It is truly an amazing
story - it is amazing that an account so
interesting and life-like should not be

literal truth. But I found "The Ultra-Elixir
of Life" ridiculously impossible.
Few of my friends will read AMAZING
STORIES. They say that they do not want
to be amazed - that it is a cheap magazine
- that such intellectual acrobatics are
unhealthy--that the stories are too
fantastic. While I admit that there is some
justification, it is mostly blind prejudice.
They look upon the stories as mere
sensational thrillers, not as imaginative
searchlights penetrating into the black
void of the unknown that surrounds our
narrow sphere of knowledge.
It would improve the magazine, from my
point of view, if you would introduce a
frontispiece of coated paper, bearing on
each side an illustration lithographed in
color. Each of the two stories illustrated
would begin on the page opposite its
respective picture, the first one being
continued to the back of the book. The
increased cost could be met by reducing
the other illustrations. It requires
considerable effort to visualize a new
machine or a strange creature from words
alone, and a good picture vastly increases
the clearness of the mental perceptions of
such a thing, so it would still be desirable
to have at least a half-page illustration for
stories involving such. This suggestion
may be worthless, but I think most of
your readers would approve it.
May AMAZING STORIES live long and
flourish!
John S. Williamson
Elida, New Mexico

December 1927
Editor, Amazing Stories:
I am an interested reader of your
Amazing Stories, and not to take up too
much of your valuable time, I will be
brief. In the story, “Around the
Universe,” by Ray Cummings, the author
fails to take any account of the high
speed effect of his Space Flier on the
vibrations of light. If the rate of red
vibration is to that of violet as 8:15, a
speed of 186,000 miles per second would
cause the light coming from ahead to
reach up into the ultra-violet scale, and
the light of the world behind would sink
down the scale and be smothered in
infrared darkness, to reappear again
ahead, as the Flier is cutting the
vibrations from behind. With increase of
speed, these vibrations would rise in the
scale, until they, too, would disappear
beyond the ultra-violet. Furthermore,
catching up with the vibrations and
cutting them the reverse way, would
make the world they were leaving seem
to recede ahead. There would be several
1927

Jack Williamson’s first taste of
AS was the Nov 1926 issue
which a friend had loaned to
him. He found this new form
of fiction both exciting and
inspirational. Soon he was
reading all the scientifiction he
could get his hands on, which
wasn’t much. In August 1927
he wrote a letter to Gernsback
sharing his thoughts on the
current issue (reproduced at
left). A year later he would
publish his first story, ”The
Metal Man,” in the December
1928 AS. In fact, Gernsback
considered it good enough to
be the cover story for the issue.
It was the first piece of an
incredible career which would
span the next nine decades!
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JULES VERNE TRIVIA
Jules Verne died from diabetes on March 24th 1905 at the
age of 77 in Amiens, France, where he was buried in the
Cimetière de la Madeleine. Two years later a commemorative sculpture, designed by Albert-Dominique Roze,
was placed on his grave. This dramatic sculpture depicts
Verne bursting forth from his tomb, arm outstretched to
the heavens. The title of the sculpture is "Vers
l'Immortalite et l'Eternelle jeunesse" (Towards Immortality
and Eternal Youth). Nearly two decades later a drawing of
that iconic image would grace the masthead page of the
world’s first science fiction magazine, Amazing Stories, in
1926 and for several years thereafter.

Inside the issue and beneath the table of contents is the
following description of the cover:

It is quite a humorous error to identify the monument as
being located in Nantes, France, when for the past eight
years the masthead of every single issue of Amazing
Stories included a drawing of the tomb along with the
description "Jules Verne's tombstone at Amiens
portraying his immortality." Amiens is in the northern
most part of France, while Nantes is just off the west
coast. The distance between the cities is about 300 miles.
The logo was first used in the premiere April 1926 issue
of Amazing Stories. It was used in every issue from then
on until, ironically, the Aug/Sep 1933 issue. The logo
was dropped with the Oct 1933 issue, just two issues
after Mr. Haggard’s request. This was most likely a
coincidence of timing.
_____________________________________________

Verne’s tomb alongside the logo used in Amazing Stories

The July 1933 issue of Amazing Stories contained a
letter from Harvey Haggard (p.381) that suggested:
"Would it be possible for you to enlarge the cut of Jules
Verne’s tombstone on your frontispiece; to use as a
picture in a den, portraying the immortality of science
fiction; magazine covers simply will not do to frame."
This request may have been taken seriously because
months later the May 1934 issue would be published
with this cover:

The PRIX JULES VERNE was a literary prize which
was awarded from 1927 to 1933 and then from 1958 to
1963 for works of adventure fantasy and science fiction
by French authors.
1920s and 1930s
1927: The Little Girl by Michel Strogoff (Octave Béliard)
1928: The Secret of the Sands (JL Gastion-Pastre)
1929: The Ether-Alpha (Albert Bailly)
1930: The Island of Green Sand (Tancrède Vallerey)
1931: The Strange Threat of Professor Ioutchkoff
(Hervé de Peslouan)
1932: The Strange Disappearance of James Butler *
(Pierre Palau)
1933: The Ships in Flames (Jean-Toussaint Samat)
1950s and 1960s
1958: Farewell to the Stars (Serge Martel)
1959: Surface of the Planet (Daniel Drode)
1960: The Machine of Power (Albert Higón)
1961: The Sub-space (Jérome Sériel)
1963: The Surf from Space (Philippe Curval)
1963: Metro to Hell (Vladimir Volkoff)
This award is not to be confused with the Jules Verne
Awards which were created in 1992 by the founders of
the annual Jules Verne Festival in Paris, France.
*
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Futures Past

Magazines of 1927:
Gernsback may have started
seriously considering an annual
volume as early as January 1927. He
first brought the idea up in the March
1927 AS editorial. The suggestion
came up almost as an afterthought at
the very end of the article. “It is our
aim to get out a book with at least 150
pages during the coming year. If you
want it - boost Amazing Stories.”
In April 1927 Gernsback contacted
Edgar
Rice
Burroughs
about
purchasing an original story. On April
19th Burroughs offered VAD VARO
OF BARSOOM. A 54,000 word novel,
this was the sixth and latest
installment in the JOHN CARTER OF
MARS series. The manuscript was
completed on November 16, 1925
with the working title, A WEIRD
ADVENTURE ON MARS. As was
Burroughs usual procedure, he
submitted the work to the Munsey
Company to be published in one of
their magazines. By November 27,
1925, Burroughs was shocked to be
reading a rejection letter, and a blunt
one at that. Matthew White, Jr., one of
the senior editors at Argosy wrote,
"The present vein you were writing in
does not suit the Argosy as did your
Tarzan stories. We do not find them
tense enough in action, rapid enough
in action, gripping enough in
situations." To add insult to injury,
White added that if it had been up to
him, he would not have accepted THE
RED HAWK (a previously serialized
novel in Argosy) either. Frustrated
and hurt, Burroughs packed the
manuscript away for nearly a year
until September 1926 sending it to
Popular Magazine. The result was
the same. Burroughs then made an
unusual offer. He stated that Popular
Magazine could go ahead and print his
Mars novel, and if it did not increase
their circulation, the editor would not
have to pay anything for it. Despite
this risk-free offer, the publication still
turned Burroughs down.
When Gernsback came calling,
Burroughs decided to go with a new
1927

working title, VAD VARO OF
BARSOOM, and added a price tag of
$1,250. Though this was significantly
less than Burroughs usual per-word
asking price, it was also well beyond
what Gernsback was willing to pay
for it at the time.
Rather than turn down the novel,
Gernsback made a counter offer,
ironically almost the same one that
Burroughs had given to Popular
Magazine. He told Burroughs that he
wanted to publish the novel in an
upcoming special annual edition of
AS. Gernsback offered that if the
issue sold well, he would pay
Burroughs his full asking price. If it
didn’t sell well…that would entail a
different discussion. Burroughs, of
course, took the offer, probably with
a deep sigh of relief.
Gernsback’s plan for the annual
was to include reprints of the best
stories published in AS during the
previous year based on reader
feedback. He wanted to include an
original novel in the mix and had just
purchased A. Merritt’s, THE FACE
IN THE ABYSS. This was prior to
obtaining Burroughs’ novel. With the
purchase of the Mars novel
Gernsback decided to go all out and
publish both novels in the annual.
The special issue would run about 130
pages, but he would also double the
cover price to 50 cents. The annual
was published in July 1927 with a
print run of 100,000. Every last copy
sold out. Both men had gambled and
it had paid off.
The cover of the issue was another
attention grabber by Frank R. Paul,
colored primarily in bright reds, blues
with large yellow titles. To make sure
no one would miss the name of the
author of the Mars novel, Gernsback
put ERB’s name in large yellow
all-caps across the full width of the
cover, second only in size to the
word ANNUAL. He also changed the
name of the novel from the awkward
VAD VARO OF BARSOOM, to a
more straight forward, THE MASTER

1927 Annual
cover: Frank R. Paul
- “The Master Mind of Mars”
5 - Preface - by Hugo Gernsback
6 - The Master Mind of Mars (novel)
by Edgar Rice Burroughs
54 - The Face in the Abyss (1923)
novella by A. Merritt
82 - The Man Who Saved the Earth
(1919) novelette by Austin Hall
98 - The People of the Pit (1918)
story by A. Merritt
104 - The Man Who Could Vanish (1927)
novelette by A. Hyatt Verrill
117 - The Feline Light & Power Company
Is Organized (1912)
story by Jacques Morgan
120 - Under the Knife (1896)
story by H. G. Wells

MIND OF MARS. As per his usual
custom, Gernsback requested feedback
from his many readers on the quality of
the annual. He suggested a more
frequent publishing cycle, and the
response was so overwhelmingly
positive that the following January
Gernsback launched Amazing Stories
Quarterly. The quarterly took the
place of the annual, and so it was the
first and last annual that was done.
Amazing Stories Quarterly was
published on a consistent basis from
1928 to the end of 1931, then a few
more irregular issues ending in 1934
for a total of 22 issues.

*

*

*

*
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Magazines of 1927:
In 1927 the Popular Fiction Publishing Company
decided it was time to expand its line of literary products.
Since its inception in 1923 the company had focused all
its resources on producing one publication - Weird Tales.
With the steady growth the magazine had experienced
over the last four years, Farnsworth Wright decided it
was time to offer a line of hard cover editions, initially of
Weird Tales story and series reprints and eventually to
include original works. The first title to be published in
hardcover was an anthology of four story reprints from
the first year of Weird Tales.
The title story, "The Moon Terror" by A.G. Birch,
was first published as a two-part serial in the May and
June 1923 issues of Weird Tales and is a classic example
of the "yellow peril" stories of the day. This was
followed by Anthony M. Rud's "Ooze," which was the
cover story from the premiere issue of Weird Tales in
which a lab experiment gone wrong produces a giant
amoeba/blob which causes people to disappear and
entire buildings to be destroyed. Next, "Penelope" by
Vincent Starrett, is another story from the May 1923
issue in which a man is obsessed with the ominous
influences on himself of a distant star named Penelope.
Finally, "An Adventure in the Fourth Dimension" from
the Oct 1923 WT, by editor Farnsworth Wright rounds
out the volume with a tale of Jupiterians landing on Earth
and debating a couple of professors about Einsteinian
physics.
This first book, though entertaining, turned out to be an
almost complete failure. Whether due to poor marketing, or
because the volume was all reprints, the copies sat on the
stock shelves for years, well into the 1940s in fact,
sometimes selling for as little as 25 cents each.
January
In the Jan 1927 editorial/letters column, better known as
"The Eyrie," Farnsworth Wright focused on the rhyme
and reason behind the story format for Weird Tales. From
that first issue in 1923 onward, it had promoted itself as
"The Unique Magazine." The January editorial made a
point of this by reminding its readers, “Weird Tales is the
only magazine of its kind, and that you, the readers, wish
it to remain so.” Wright listed all the unusual stories the
readers clamored for: “stories of creeping horror and
dark mystery; ghost-tales, and tales of spirit return…”
and so on. Interestingly, the focus of the piece then
turned to another popular genre of story, and it sounded
like the editor was channeling Hugo Gernsback. “But the
most popular stories, the tales which have called forth
the greatest flood of congratulatory letters from you, the
readers, are the weird-scientific tales—the Jules Verne
type of stories, about trips to other planets, weird
surgical experiments, stories that forecast the
tremendous possibilities of imaginative science…when
these stories combine true weirdness and sound scientific
reasoning, and are done with the consummate skill and
imaginative insight of Edmond Hamilton or Ray
Cummings (both of whom are writing for Weird Tales at
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this point), then we have the perfect weird-scientific
stories.”
The term used in the pages of WT to describe what
we today know as science fiction, was an interesting one.
Over the years various attempts had been made to give a
name to this unusual form of adventure story which often
involved spaceships, aliens, strange worlds and lots of
fantastic inventions. They were called "invention
stories," "scientific romances," "pseudo-scientific
stories," "scientific adventures," and so on. But none of
these labels ever stuck for very long. In the July 1926
issue of Weird Tales, Farnsworth Wright wrote a two
page editorial explaining that unlike other magazines
which published "pseudo-scientific" stories Weird Tales
published stories which had a strong basis in science. He
coined the term "weird-scientific stories." While other
publications continued to evolve the term, which would
finally settle on "science fiction," Weird Tales stayed firm
with their own label. "Weird scientific stories" would be
used regularly for the next couple of years and then on
and off until 1940 when Wright left the helm of Weird
Tales due to progressively deteriorating health from
Parkinson's which he'd been battling since 1921. When
Wright passed away just months later, on June 12, 1940,
the term "weird-scientific stories" died with him and
would no longer be seen in the pages of Weird Tales.
The January 1927 issue included three "weirdscientific tales" and a brief ghostly spoof which was the
first published work by a future sf great. The cover story,
"Drome" by John Martin Leahy, was a 5-part serial
beginning in this issue. It is the story of two explorers
who discover a lost civilization in a series of immense
caverns miles beneath Mount Rainer. There are also all
sorts of strange chimera-like creatures, such as snakecats and tree-octopi which occupy this realm. The artist
for both the cover and story was a minor illustrator
named C. Barker Petrie, Jr. He did artwork for WT for a
mere seven issues, from the Feb 1926 issue to the Mar
1927 issue and then again briefly for the Feb/Mar 1931
issue. Petrie did both covers and interior art for most of
those issues. These seven issues were the only ones he
would ever produce professionally, either for WT or
anywhere else.
The next tale was one which was way ahead of its
time by taking on the topic of racism. In "The Last
Horror" by Eli [Elizabeth] Colter, a brilliant black
scientist overcomes racial stereotypes and white
supremacy to become wealthy and successful yet is still
rejected by white society. In a plan straight from Buffalo
Bill of SILENCE OF THE LAMBS fame, the scientist
kidnaps and kills white men and grafts their skins onto
his own body in order to pass as a white man. The ending
dialog is one which today would generate many hours of
debate and discussion. Colter wrote a total of nine stories
and three serials for WT, beginning with "Farthingale's
Poppy" in the July 1925 issue and concluding with "The
Man Who Died Twice" in Nov 1939. “The Last Horror”
was voted seventh all-time most popular story in the
Futures Past

January 1927
cover: C. Barker Petrie, Jr. - “Drome”
05 - Drome (Pt 1 of 5) - serial by John Martin Leahy
29 - The Last Horror - novelette by Eli Colter
47 - The Night Rider - story by August W. Derleth
49 - The Fourth Victim - story by Gordon Philip England
59 - The Horror at Red Hook - novelette by H. P. Lovecraft
73 - Fame - poem by A. Leslie
74 - The Lost Race - story by Robert E. Howard
83 - The Major's Menagerie (1910) story by Victor Rousseau
90 - Ballade of Phantom Ships - poem by William James Price
91 - Leonora - story by Everil Worrell
98 - Song - poem by Samuel Taylor Coleridge
99 - The Dream Pedler - story by Frank Owen
108 - The Star Shell (Pt 3 of 4) serial by Geo. C. Wallis and B. Wallis
122 - Ye Goode Olde Ghoste Storie - story by William A. P. White
[later known by his pen-name: Anthony Boucher]
123 - The Dream-Woman (1874) novelette by Wilkie Collins
136 - The Eyrie - editorial

February 1927
cover: C. Barker Petrie, Jr. - “The Man Who Cast No Shadow”
149 - The Man Who Cast No Shadow - novelette by Seabury Quinn
163 - The Atomic Conquerors - novelette by Edmond Hamilton
181 - The Brimstone Cat - novelette by Ellen M. Ramsay
193 - Drome (Pt 2 of 5) serial by John Martin Leahy
220 - The Fetish of the Waxworks (1910) story by Victor Rousseau
227 - The Church Stove at Raebrudafisk - story by G. Appleby Terrill
232 - The Death Cell - poem by Samuel M. Sargent, Jr.
233 - The Head - story by Bassett Morgan
241 - The Unearthly - story by Don Robert Catlin
244 - Meg Merrilies (1820) poem by John Keats
245 - The Sign of the Seven Skulls - story by A. L. Smith
252 - The River - story by August W. Derleth
255 - The Girdle - story by Joseph McCord
259 - The Star Shell (Pt 4 of 4) serial by B. Wallis & George C. Wallis
271 - The Lady of the Velvet Collar - story by Washington Irving
275 - The Eyrie - editorial

March 1927
cover: C. C. Senf - “The City of Glass”
293 - The City of Glass - novelette by Joel Martin Nichols, Jr.
317 - The Blood-Flower - novelette by Seabury Quinn
331 - The Seventh Symphony (1910) story by Victor Rousseau
337 - Evolution Island - novelette by Edmond Hamilton
354 - A Requiem - poem by Ernest Dowson
355 - Soul-Catcher - story by Robert S. Carr
360 - The Specter - poem by Miles J. Breuer, M.D.
361 - The Greatest Gift - story by Eli Colter
368 - Wolf - poem by A. Leslie
369 - Guarded - story by Sewell Peaslee Wright
375 - The Sacred Jars - story by Oscar Cook
386 - The White Ship (1919) story by H. P. Lovecraft
390 - Drome (Pt 3 of 5) serial by John Martin Leahy
407 - Lazarus - story by Leonid Andreyeff
419 - Fairy Lullaby - poem by William Shakespeare
420 - The Eyrie - editorial

1927
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pages of WT. Despite her great popularity Colter never
earned a cover spot for any of the works published there.
"The Star Shell" was a three-part serial by George C.
and B. Wallis of which part three was in the January issue.
George was an established genre writer at the time, and he
apparently decided to collaborate on this tale with his
cousin C. Wallis, who may have also been his literary agent.
"Ye Goode Olde Ghoste Storie" was a comic ghost
tale with a punchline ending, written by a fifteen-yearold named William A. P. White. It would be his only
published work for the next 14 years and the only one in
which he used his real name. His next story, titled
"Snulbug," was published in the December 1941
Unknown. For this story, Mr. White decided to go with a
pen name. His reason for this was that he had discovered
that the Library of Congress listed 75 authors with the
name William White. He concluded that the chances of
his ever standing out as an author using his real name
were not good, so White came up with his pen name by
combining his own second name with the maiden name
of his maternal grandmother. The result was "Anthony
Boucher" (rhymes with voucher), and he used that name
for the rest of his life.
February
The February WT included just one new weird-scientific
tale. "The Atomic Conquerors" by Edmond Hamilton
was another in the long line of the "universe in a grain of
sand" type stories which were so popular at that time.
Hamilton was a regular contributor to WT and was a
reader favorite. His first short story, "The Monster God
of Mamurth," was published in the August 1926 WT.
Between 1926 and 1948 WT would publish 79 works of
fiction by Hamilton. Edmond Hamilton was a prolific
writer, producing stories in all the major genres - horror,
science fiction, fantasy, detective and others. During the
1930s he would sometimes have as many as four or five
stories published in a single month.
March
Just like Amazing Stories, Weird Tales was always
soliciting feedback from its readers. In the editorial pages
of The Eyrie the question for March was, “Shall we
continue to use one reprint story in each issue, or do you
wish nothing but new stories?” The answer was decidedly
to continue the reprints - one per issue. WT was at a point
where it could afford to publish mostly original fiction,
while the situation at AS was just the opposite - they
would publish one, in rare cases two original stories, and
the rest of the issue would be reprints.
One interesting side note - both WT and AS
continuously sought feedback from their readers in terms
of the quality of stories and preferences. In the March 1926
issue, WT began using a feedback form which readers
could fill out and mail to make their impressions known.
Six months later, Amazing Stories followed suit with their
own feedback form. As you can see by comparing the two
forms, Mr. Gernsback apparently did not have issue with
stealing ideas and exact formats from competitors.
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Weird Tales - March 1926 p.422 - first vote form

Amazing Stories - Sept 1926 p.555 first - vote form

The March issue of WT included two sf stories, the
first, "Evolution Island" by WT regular Edmond
Hamilton, takes place on an island in the West Indies.
Experiments in evolution have produced an intelligent
plant which, of course, formulates a plan to wipe out
humanity. The second story, and the cover story for the
issue, was "The City of Glass" by Joel Martin Nichols,
Jr., in which a four-person expedition goes in search of
the lost city of Atlantis. The story was voted most
popular by readers for that issue and was tied for
fourteenth most popular, with "The Dunwich Horror" by
H.P. Lovecraft, among all stories published between
November 1924 and January 1940. The issue also
included a short poem by up-and-coming talent,
Dr. Miles J. Breuer, titled "The Specter." Breuer was a
new talent on the scene and quickly became a reader
favorite over at Amazing Stories.
The March 1927 issue also unveiled a new artistic
talent - C(urtis) C(harles) Senf. Senf painted the cover
for "City of Glass." Petrie did the interior art for that
story, which was his last contribution until the Feb/Mar
1931 issue. Though Senf's time at WT was also not
relatively long (Mar 1927 WT - July 1932 WT), unlike
Petrie, Senf produced dozens of illustrations, both cover
and interior, during his time at the magazine. He never
produced original artwork for anyone else.
Futures Past

April 1927
cover: C. C. Senf - “Explorers Into Infinity”
437 - Explorers into Infinity (Pt 1 of 3) serial by Ray Cummings
451 - The Castle of Tamara - story by Maria Moravsky
462 - The Death of Time - poem by W. E. Underwood
463 - The Endocrine Monster - story by R. Anthony
[aka: Anthony M. Rud]
475 - The Ruler of Destiny - story by Charles Hilan Craig
481 - Out of the Earth (1925) story by Flavia Richardson
[aka: Christine Campbell Thomson]
486 - The Return (1924) story by G. G. Pendarves
489 - Shadows Cast Behind - story by Otto E. A. Schmidt
495 - The Chairs of Stuyvesant Baron (1911) story by Victor Rousseau
502 - Ship Magic - poem by A. Leslie
503 - The Youth-Maker - story by W. Elwyn Backus
513 - Windows of Destiny - novelette by James B. M. Clark, Jr.
532 - Faces - story by Arthur J. Burks
537 - Drome (Pt 4 of 5) serial by John Martin Leahy
556 - Markheim (1885) story by Robert Louis Stevenson
567 - The Eyrie - editorial

May 1927
cover: C. C. Senf - “The Master of Doom”
581 - The Master of Doom - novelette by Donald E. Keyhoe
601 - The Veiled Prophetess - novelette by Seabury Quinn
615 - The Man Who Lost His Luck (1911) story by Victor Rousseau
621 - The Crooked Smile - story by Bryan Irvine
625 - Explorers into Infinity (Pt 2 of 3) serial by Ray Cummings
641 - The Song of the Bats - poem by Robert E. Howard
642 - Listening Death - story by Don Robert Catlin
648 - Painted Dragons - poem by Cristel Hastings
649 - In Kashla's Garden - story by Oscar Schisgall
659 - From the Pit - novelette by Adam Hull Shirk
674 - Memories - poem by A. Leslie
675 - The Black Castle - story by Marc R. Schorer & August W. Derleth
678 - Drome (Pt 5 of 5) serial by John Martin Leahy
695 - Phantom Fingers - story by Robert S. Carr
702 - Young Goodman Brown (1835) story by Nathaniel Hawthorne
711 - The Eyrie - editorial

June 1927
cover: C. C. Senf - “A Suitor from the Shades”
726 - A Suitor from the Shades - novelette by Greye La Spina
747 - The Dark Chrysalis (Pt 1 of 3) serial by Eli Colter
767 - The Fourth Dimension - story by Charles Ford
769 - The Arctic Death - story by Wilford Allen
780 - Fog-Faces - poem by Robert S. Carr
781 - Out of the Grave - story by Eldridge Morton
789 - The Left Eye - story by Henry S. Whitehead
801 - The Man Who Was Damned - story by Charlton Lawrence Edholm
805 - The Choking of Allison Grey - story by Guy Pain
813 - Explorers into Infinity (Pt 3 of 3) serial by Ray Cummings
824 - Ghost Lore - poem by Gertrude Wright
825 - The Dream That Came True (1911) story by Victor Rousseau
831 - Advice - poem by Frank Belknap Long, Jr.
832 - The Land of Creeping Death - story by Edna Bell Seward
840 - Sorcery Past and Present - essay by Marguerite Lynch Addis
844 - The Song of Triumphant Love - story by Ivan Turgenieff
857 - The Eyrie - editorial
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C.C. Senf turned fifty in the year that Weird Tales
made its debut and was fifty-three when he created his
first cover for the magazine in March 1927. He created
forty-five covers for Weird Tales between March 1927
and September 1932, or about three-quarters of the
covers for that period. Farnsworth Wright, the editor of
Weird Tales, had relied on several artists for his cover
designs. There were eight in the four years before Senf
arrived on the scene in March 1927. Together, Senf and
another newcomer, Hugh Rankin, did the cover
illustrations for all but one issue of Weird Tales for the
next five years, until May 1932. The exception was by C.
Barker Petrie, Jr., for February/March 1931.

The July 1927 issue of WT was the first to include
illustrations by Hugh Rankin. He produced interior
artwork for seven of the issue's stories, then the cover of
the August 1927 WT. Over the next eight years he would
produce both cover and interior art for many issues of the
magazine. Rankin created fifteen covers between August
1927 and December 1930. For whatever reason, from
1931 on Rankin only produced pen and ink interior
illustrations. By the summer of 1936 Rankin had drawn
his last piece for WT and moved on to other projects.

April
Veteran sf writer Ray Cummings made his first
appearance in the pages of WT with "Explorers into
Infinity" (pt. 1 of 3), another tale based on the idea of our
solar system being one of an infinite number of atoms in
a giant super-universe. The characters in Cummings
story enlarge themselves to massive proportions in order
to enter this universe. The story also had a sequel, "The
Giant World" (3 parts) starting in the January 1928 WT.
Ray Cummings had the distinction of being one of
the few writers regularly producing sf during the heyday
of the pulps (1930-1950) while also having published sf
several years before Hugo Gernsback started Amazing
Stories. He was a prolific writer who is estimated to have
produced at least 750 stories and novels under various
names. In fact, about 350 of those stories were published
between 1935 and 1942 alone. His first and probably
most famous story was "The Girl in the Golden Atom"
which he said was inspired by an ad for Quaker Oats he
saw on a subway train. A significant portion of his stories
were based on the concept of our atoms being solar
systems in a microscopic universe and conversely, that
our universe simply makes up the atoms of an
exponentially larger universe. One other bit of trivia was
that Cummings at one point in his career worked as a
personal assistant to Thomas Edison for about five years.

August
Beginning with the August issue, The Eyrie moved from
the back of the magazine to the front...at least partially.
The first couple of pages began at the front of each issue
and continued, as before, at the back.
The lone sf story for August was "The Man with a
Thousand Legs," a novelette by Frank Belknap Long.
The story is told through the eyewitness accounts of
several characters, sometimes elaborating on the
behaviors of a disturbed young man and at other times
telling of a terrifying creature with a thousand legs. As
the tale progresses, we learn the horrifying connection
between the two. Long would become a prolific writer in
both the science fiction and weird fiction genres. He
produced stories from 1924 well into the 1980s and in
1978 received the World Fantasy Award for lifetime
achievement.
One other story, though not sf, is worthy of note due to
an interesting anecdote. The cover story, "The Bride of
Osiris," had special meaning to a ten-year-old Robert
Bloch. The boy was spending the day with his aunt. She
offered to buy him a magazine from the newsstand, and the
August Weird Tales cover immediately captured his
attention. He would soon be writing letters to H.P.
Lovecraft and others, and by age 17 had his first story,
"Lillies," published in the Winter 1934 Marvel Tales. A
few months later he would have his first appearance in
Weird Tales with "Feast in the Abbey" in the January 1935
issue. It was the beginning of a long and productive career.

May-June-July
This was a slow period for sf in the pages of WT; just two
sf stories in three issues of the magazine. May included
Donald Edward Keyhoe's "The Master of Doom," a time
travel story set 500 years in the future. Though his
contributions to fiction were somewhat minor, Keyhoe
was nevertheless quite a colorful figure. An American
Marine Corps naval aviator, he was a tour manager for
Charles Lindbergh, he wrote extensively on various
aviation topics, and in the 1950s Keyhoe became well
known as a UFO researcher. Keyhoe's work was a
major source of inspiration for Ed Wood's Plan 9 From
Outer Space.
The June issue had "The Dark Chrysalis," the first of
a three-part serial by Eli Colter, about a scientist who
may have found the ultimate cure for cancer.

September
"The Moon Menace" by Edmond Hamilton was another
winner with the readers. The story involves a scientist
who receives a signal from space through one of his
experimental devices. Suddenly, the Earth is cloaked in
total darkness and an invasion of aliens from inside the
Moon strikes terror all over the world.
Over the past year or so there were many requests
from readers to publish “fact-based” articles about
vampires, banshees and other such creatures of legend.
The editors of WT at first turned down the idea because
they wanted WT to be strictly a fiction publication. They
eventually came upon a compromise which they
believed would make everyone happy. They decided on
a format of very short articles - a page or less. WT hired
a writer/folklorist named Alvin F. Harlow to produce just
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July 1927
(cover: C. C. Senf - “The Return of the Master”
6 - The Return of the Master - novelette by H. Warner Munn
21 - Gray Ghouls - novelette by Bassett Morgan
35 - The Impossible - story by Don Robert Catlin
42 - The Unchained Devil - story by Roscoe Gilmore Stott
49 - The Curse of Everard Maundy - novelette by Seabury Quinn
69 - Tangled Skeins - story by Mary McEnnery Erhard
76 - A Fable - poem by Clark Ashton Smith
77 - The Ultimate Problem (1911) story by Victor Rousseau
84 - The El Dorado of Death - story by Percy B. Prior
86 - As Always - poem by A. Leslie
87 - The Mystery of Sylmare - novelette by Hugh Irish
102 - The Edge of the Shadow - story by R. E. Dupuy
105 - The Old Crow of Cairo - poem by Thomas Lovell Beddoes
106 - The Algerian Cave - story by Dick Heine
113 - The Dark Chrysalis (Pt 2 of 3) serial by Eli Colter
125 - The Dragon Fang (1885) story by Fitz-James O'Brien
138 – The Eyrie - editorial

August 1927
cover: Hugh Rankin “The Bride of Osiris”
148 - The Eyrie - editorial
151 - The Bride of Osiris (Pt 1 of 3) serial by Otis Adelbert Kline
173 - Satan's Fiddle - novelette by George Malcolm-Smith
188 - The Power of the Dog - story by G. G. Pendarves
193 - Creeping Shadows - story by Seabury Quinn
206 - Lake Desolation - poem by Leavenworth MacNab
207 - Fly Island - story by B. Wallis
219 - The Man with a Thousand Legs
- novelette by Frank Belknap Long, Jr.
235 - The Phantom Photoplay - story by Terva Gaston Hubbard
241 - The Swamp - poem by Cristel Hastings
242 - The Dark Chrysalis (Pt 3 of 3) serial by Eli Colter
251 - Two Black Bottles - story by Wilfred Blanch Talman
[*written by: H. P. Lovecraft and Wilfred Blanch Talman]
259 - Who Killed Jack Robbins - story by Robert Lee Heiser
266 - Beethoven - poem by Robert S. Carr
267 - The Queen of Spades - novelette by Alexander Pushkin

September 1927
cover: C. C. Senf - “The Wolf-Woman”
292 - The Eyrie - editorial
295 - The Wolf-Woman - novelette by Bassett Morgan
311 - The Moon Menace - novelette by Edmond Hamilton
331 - The Beast of the Yungas - story by Willis Knapp Jones
337 - The Dead Wagon - story by Greye La Spina
350 - The White Lady of the Orphanage - novelette by Seabury Quinn
365 - The Turret Room - story by August W. Derleth
367 - The Adventure of the Pipe (1898) story by Richard Marsh
379 - The Bride of Osiris (Pt 2 of 3) serial by Otis Adelbert Kline
400 - September - poem by A. Leslie
401 - The Blue City - story by Frank Owen
407 - The Soul-Ray - story by Don Robert Catlin
411 - The Indestructible Bone - essay by Alvin F. Harlow
412 - Night Wings - story by Jack Snow
414 - Interrogation (1925) poem by Clark Ashton Smith
415 - Lord of the Jackals (1917) story by Sax Rohmer
425 - The Knight's Tomb (1834) poem by Samuel Taylor Coleridge
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such a series of articles which he titled, “Folks Used to
Believe...” The first of these was “The Indestructible
Bone” in the Sept 1927 issue. According to Jewish
folklore, the alleged tiny indestructible bone located
somewhere in the lower back will be used on Judgment
Day to restore our long-gone bodies to their original
condition. The articles ran consecutively in every issue
of WT through October 1929, for a total of 26 issues.
Topics included werewolves (Nov 1927), vampires (Mar
1928), weird recipes (July 1928), the Phoenix (Oct 1928)
and the Roc (Oct 1929) among others.
October
Edmond Hamilton was back with another exciting serial.
This issue included the first of four installments of "The
Time-Raider" in which the Raider has been traveling
back through time, gathering fighting men to build an
army to conquer a powerful city on his own world, which
is going through an intense ice age.
The October issue also included "The Red Brain,"
the first published story of Donald Wandrei. Wandrei was
born in 1908 and was only 16 years old when he
submitted his story to Weird Tales, under its original title
"The Twilight of Time." The story takes place in a far
distant future when the entire universe has been
suffocated by a cloud of cosmic dust. There is only one
planet left which still has life - there a species of gigantic
brains is in a race against time to dissipate the dust before
it finally kills them as well. Wandrei would go on to build
an impressive body of work, primarily sf series, stories
and poetry. In 1939 he and fellow weird fiction writer
August Derleth founded Arkham House in order to
preserve in hardcover the works of their close friend H.P.
Lovecraft, who had passed away two years earlier, at the
age of 46 from intestinal cancer. Their first published
volume was The Outsider and Others, a collection of
Lovecraft stories with a print run of 1,268 copies. Once
all the copies were sold, the book was never reprinted. It
was the first of many books published by Arkham House
which has over the years become synonymous with
works of horror and weird fiction.
November
The November WT included three striking stories in the
sf realm. The first tale, "The Invading Horde" by Arthur
J. Burks finds the United States one thousand years from
now. The country is basically split in two, with the white
race living in the eastern half and "Oriental" invaders
have taken over all the rest. The story focuses on the
struggle of the white race to hold back the invaders who
are bent on eliminating them altogether. This is the
ultimate "yellow peril" story. Burks served in the Marine
Corps in World War I and began writing in 1920. While
stationed in the Dominican Republic he heard many
stories and legends about voodoo magic which inspired
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him to write supernatural stories which he began
submitting to WT in 1924. His stories were selling well
enough that in 1927 he resigned from the Marines to
write full time. His writing output was so prodigious that
he soon joined the ranks of the "million-words-a-year"
men in the pulps. He also became well known for his
improvisational skills, taking the suggestion of a
household item and creating a plot around that object on
the spot in a matter of seconds.
"A Certain Soldier" by Clare Winger Harris is a time
travel story in which a businessman vacationing in
modern day Rome is transported 2000 years back in time
into the body of Pliny the Elder. Harris is credited as the
first woman to publish stories under her own name in the
sf pulps. She published a novel in 1923 titled,
Persephone of Eleusis: A Romance of Ancient Greece,
followed by a dozen stories from 1926 to 1933. The
stories were collected in 1947 as Away From the Here
and Now. Harris' stories often featured strong female
characters. Harris also wrote one of the first attempts to
classify science fiction when, in a letter in the August
1931 issue of Wonder Stories, she listed 16 basic science
fiction themes, including "interplanetary space travel,"
"adventures on other worlds," and "the creation of
synthetic life."
In "Other Earths" by Will Smith, a scientist invents a
machine which projects "sight rays" enabling him to
instantly see details and events all over the universe. He
uses the device to first study a planet he calls Ago, which
is an exact duplicate of Earth, just 20 years in the past.
Next, he locks in on another planet called Hence, which
again, is identical to Earth but 10 years in the future. This
all leads to a twist ending.
December
As with past editorials, The Eyrie this month was asking
for reader feedback. This time around the topic was
frequency of serials. Should there be more serials in each
issue? Should they stick to one per? The pros and cons
were straightforward. Some of the best stories Weird
Tales had published over the past four years since its
inception were the serials. The publication of these
stories over several issues gave readers something
specific and familiar to look forward to in terms of
characters and their adventures. On the other hand, each
additional serial included in an issue meant that one, or
two, or even three other fine stories would have to be
excluded to make room for them. The recommendation
which the editorial made was to publish only one serial
per issue in order "to have as large an assortment of
thrilling short-stories and complete novelettes in each
issue as possible.” Most readers agreed with this stance.

*

*

*

*
Futures Past

October 1927
cover: C. C. Senf – “The Dark Lore”
436 - The Eyrie - editorial
441 - The Dark Lore - novelette by Nictzin Dyalhis
459 - The Time-Raider (Pt 1 of 4) serial by Edmond Hamilton
481 - Saladin's Throne-Rug - story by E. Hoffmann Price
495 - The Ride of Falume - poem by Robert E. Howard
496 - Hunger - story by John D. Swain
498 - Some "Old Masters" - essay by Alvin F. Harlow
499 - Loup-Garou - story by Wallace West
505 - Pickman's Model - story by H. P. Lovecraft
514 - Obliteration - poem by Samuel M. Sargent, Jr.
515 - The Poltergeist - novelette by Seabury Quinn
531 - The Red Brain - story by Donald Wandrei
537 - A Problem of the Dark - story by Frances Arthur
542 - The Bride of Osiris (Pt 3 of 3) serial by Otis Adelbert Kline
553 - The Old Nurse's Story (1852) novelette by Elizabeth C. Gaskell

November 1927
cover: C. C. Senf - “The Invading Horde”
580 - The Eyrie - editorial
584 - Despair and the Soul - poem by Leavenworth Macnab
587 - The Invading Horde - novelette by Arthur J. Burks
609 - The Wolf - story by Sewell Peaslee Wright
614 - An Old House - poem by Cristel Hastings
615 - A Certain Soldier - story by Clare Winger Harris
625 - The Lord of the Tarn - story by G. G. Pendarves
633 - The White People - poem by Frank Belknap, Jr.
634 - Back to the Beast - story by Manly Wade Wellman
639 - The Time-Raider (Pt 2 of 4) serial by Edmond Hamilton
663 - The Shadows - novelette by Henry S. Whitehead
677 - Other Earths - novelette by Will Smith
692 - The Werewolf - essay by Alvin F. Harlow
693 - The Gray Rider - story by Charles Hilan Craig
697 - The Thousand-and-Second Tale of Scheherazade (1845)
- story by Edgar Allan Poe
707 - The Haunted Mansion - poem by Marietta Hawley

December 1927
cover: Hugh Rankin - “The Infidel's Daughter”
724 - The Eyrie - editorial
728 - The Saturnienne - poem by Clark Ashton Smith
731 - The Infidel's Daughter - novelette by E. Hoffmann Price
753 - The Sword of Jean Lafitte - story by W. K. Mashburn, Jr.
764 - The Swooping Wind - story by Wilford Allen
769 - The Witch-Baiter - story by Anthony M. Rud
775 - The Devils of Po Sung - story by Bassett Morgan
788 - White Lillies - poem by Josie McNamara Lydon
789 - The Canal - story by Everil Worrell
802 - The Jungle - poem by Cristel Hastings
803 - Bells of Oceana - story by Arthur J. Burks
812 - The Dragon and His Kinsmen - essay by Alvin F. Harlow
813 - The Dream - story by Maurice Rothman
819 - White Orchids - story by Gordon Philip England
826 - When the Dead Return - story by Percy B. Prior
829 - The Sleepers - story by August W. Derleth
832 - The Time-Raider (Pt 3 of 4) serial by Edmond Hamilton
849 - Dracula's Guest (1914) story by Bram Stoker
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Magazines of 1927:
This segment lists sf stories in mainstream pulps

Argosy All-Story Weekly
1/1 - 1/8 - 1/15 - 1/22
The Future Eve (Parts 3 - 6) - serial by Villiers de l'IsleAdam (trans. of L'Ève future 1886)
4/16
The World in the Balance - story by J. P. Marshall
5/7
The Lost Road to Yesterday - story by Garret Smith
7/9
Venus or Earth? - [James Rossey] - novelette by Will McMorrow
7/16
Scourge of the Seven Seas - story by Garret Smith
8/13
The Despised Comet - story by Garret Smith
9/3
Going Down! - novelette by W. E. Parkhurst and
William B. Seabrook
9/17 - 9/24 - 10/1 - 10/8 - 10/15 - 10/22
The Sun Test (Parts 1 - 6) - serial by Richard Barry
10/15 - 10/22 - 10/29 - 11/5 - 11/12 - 11/19
The Return of George Washington (Parts 1 - 6)
- serial by George F. Worts
12/17
A World of Indexed Numbers - novelette by Will McMorrow

Radio News
Jan
The Invisible Net - story by C(harles) M(agee) Adams
Nov
The Voice of the People - story by C. Sterling Gleason
and Joseph D. Mountain

Science and Invention
Jan - Feb - Mar - Apr
Into the Fourth Dimension (Parts 5 - 9)
- serial by Ray Cummings
Feb – cover stated that over 200,000 copies of this issue
were printed
June
The Dynamo Terror - story by C(harles) M(agee) Adams
Oct - Nov - Dec
The Metal Emperor (Part 1 - 3 of 11) - serial by A. Merritt
*book publication as The Metal Monster (1945)
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Argosy All-Story Weekly
The Future Eve - serial by Villiers de l’Isle-Adam
A serial reprint of an 1886 novel. A fictionalized Thomas Edison
creates an artificial woman for his unhappily married friend Lord
Ewald. The novel is significant for being one of the earliest fictional
works to popularize the term “android.”
The World in the Balance – story by J.P. Marshall
A bright green sphere appears in the sky above Manhattan. Suddenly
a beam of light comes from the object and the Statue of Liberty is a
mound of rubble. An alien invasion from Saturn has arrived and they
have given the world a three-day ultimatum.
The Return of George Washington - serial by George F. Worts
This serial details the exploits of Prof. Morgan who claims to have
discovered a means of regenerating human tissue from long-dead
remains. He gains national attention when he apparently brings our
first president back to life.
Venus or Earth? - novelette by Will McMorrow
Sequel to “The Sun Makers,” is another alien invasion story, this time
from Venus.
A World of Indexed Numbers – novelette by Will McMorrow
A Dystopian tale which begins in 1949 as our protagonist, Prof. Bardon,
is flying off to class in his personal aircraft. He lands at his destination
only to be taken into custody by two men who identify themselves as
Regulators. It turns out Bardon has landed in the year 2023 in a world
where people live in a dual-class society. The privileged upper-class,
the Air Class, are allowed to fly around freely, while the lower-class, the
Grounders, are lacking this freedom and much more. It turns out that
decades of wars and plagues have decimated humanity and the new
culture which has arisen is run by a brutal, totalitarian government.
People are designated by numbers, relationships are sanctioned, etc.

Science and Invention
Into the Fourth Dimension - serial by Ray Cummings
A ghostly being appears in a small Vermont town. Ignoring all the talk
of hauntings, scientist Will Grant realizes this is actually a being from
another dimension attempting to make contact. Using drugs and
experimental equipment, Grant is eventually able to visit this alternate
dimension where everything is controlled and even created through
thought. Grant soon learns that these beings are massing an army to
invade and conquer our own dimension and time is running out.
The Metal Emperor - serial by A. Merritt
Originally serialized in Argosy All-Story Weekly from Aug 7 – Sept
25, 1920 as “The Metal Monster.” When Gernsback obtained it for
Science and Invention, he changed the name to “The Metal Emperor”
and printed it as an abridged version of the original. The serial was
finally published in paperback by Avon in 1945 under its original title.
The story continues the adventures of Dr. Walter Goodwin as he is on
an expedition in the Himalayas. No sooner does his team set up camp
than they are set upon by Persian soldiers, then rescued by a strange
woman with great powers named Norhala. She leads them to a
hidden valley where they encounter strange animate geometric forms
– globes, cubes, tetrahedrons, and other multifaceted objects. These
sentient shapes are ruled by the Metal Emperor.
**Neither the story nor any summary info was found on these tales:
The Lost Road to Yesterday - story by Garret Smith
Scourge of the Seven Seas - story by Garret Smith
The Despised Comet- story by Garret Smith
Going Down! - novelette by W. E. Parkhurst and William B. Seabrook
The Sun Test - serial by Richard Barry
The Invisible Net - story by C.M. Adams
The Dynamo Terror - story by C.M. Adams
The Voice of the People - C. Sterling Gleason / Joseph D. Mountain
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Publisher Profiles: Ziff-Davis Publishing Company:
In 1927 William B. Ziff, a former
World War I pilot, author and
lecturer, founded the Popular
Aviation Company with his friend
and partner Bernard Davis. The
company published a series of
hobby and leisure magazines,
beginning with the Sept. 1927 issue
of Popular Aviation. The company
was based in Chicago and achieved
huge successes early on, growing 32
times its initial size within the first
ten years of operation. Some of its
most popular titles included pulp
magazines such as Air Adventures,
Popular
Electronics,
Mammoth
Detective, Radio News, and eventually
Amazing Stories. Popular Aviation
would quickly become the largest
aviation magazine with a monthly
circulation of over 100,000 by 1929.
In 1942 it changed its name to
Flying and is still published today
under that title by the Bonnier
Corporation.

News from Tech Publishing Corp.
Both magazines were started by
Hugo Gernsback and acquired as a
result
of
the
Experimenter
Publishing bankruptcy in 1929. The
first issue of Amazing Stories
published under the Ziff-Davis
banner was the April 1938 issue,
with Ray Palmer as editor and
Bernard Davis as editor-in-chief. In
May 1939, Ziff-Davis expanded
their science fiction offerings with
the addition of a new title, Fantastic
Adventures.

Fantastic Adventures (May 1939)

Amazing Stories (April 1938)

Popular Aviation (Sept 1927)

Though William Ziff was the
majority owner of the company, he
never fully invested himself in the
business, preferring to focus on
writing, flying and other more
“exciting” pursuits. The boring dayto-day details of running the
company were therefore left to
Bernard Davis. It was not until 1936
that the company name was
switched to Ziff-Davis Publishing
Company.
In early 1938 Ziff-Davis
acquired Amazing Stories and Radio
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When William Ziff died of a
heart-attack in 1953, his portion of
the company was passed on to his
son, William B. Ziff, Jr. He was a 24
year old student of philosophy at the
time, and no one expected the young
man to take on this responsibility,
but that was exactly what he did.
Dropping a promising academic
career, he took the reins of the
struggling company and turned it
around. From the time that ZiffDavis moved from its original
offices in Chicago to a new home in
New York City, the company had
been losing significant amounts of
money. Ziff, Jr. quickly turned the
publishing company around by not
only focusing on specialized niche
magazines, but expanding production by buying up other niche
titles as well. By 1956 he was doing
well enough that he bought out the
minority shares of Bernard Davis,

becoming sole owner of Ziff-Davis
Publishing. Over the next three
decades, Ziff-Davis bought up other
well-known niche magazines such
as Car and Driver, Stereo Review,
Psychology Today and Popular
Mechanics. The strategy was to
identify the premiere magazines in
each market and take them over or
move into those markets with its
own magazines. Bernard Davis’s
son Joel would form his own
publishing
company,
Davis
Publications, which would give
birth to Isaac Asimov’s Science
Fiction Magazine (today simply
Asimov’s Science Fiction) in 1977.
He would also purchase Analog in
1980. Both publications would be
sold to Dell Magazines in 1992. In
the 1980s and 1990s, Ziff-Davis
would further expand into the new
fields of personal computers and
databases. Today the name ZiffDavis is synonymous with tech
publishing. As of 2018 Ziff Davis
has over 117 million readers in more
than 100 countries, with sales of
$139 million.
SF Magazines published by Ziff Davis:
Amazing Stories (1938 – 1965)*
Fantastic Adventures (1939 – 1953)
Fantastic (1952 – 1965)*
Dream World (1957 – 3 issues)

*Both Amazing Stories and Fantastic
were sold to the Ultimate Publishing
Co. in 1965.
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Amateur Press:

Recluse Press:

The Recluse
cover: Vrest Orton – “The Recluse”
3 - Early Vermont Minstrelsy - essay by Walter J. Coates
15 - After Armageddon - poem by Clark Ashton Smith
16 - A Check-list of the First Editions of George Sterling
- essay by uncredited
18 - A Fragment of a Dream (1926) story by Donald Wandrei
22 - The Runner - poem by Arthur H. Goodenough
23 - Supernatural Horror in Literature – essay by H. P. Lovecraft
60 - Brume et Pluies (1857) poem by Charles
61 - Heart Symphony for Dare - poem by Vrest Orton
63 - The Green Porcelain Dog - story by H. Warner Munn
70 - Ballad of St. Anthony - poem by Frank Belknap Long, Jr.
71 - Hubert Crackanthorpe - essay by Samuel Loveman
76 - In the Grave - poem by Donald Wandrei

The Recluse appeared in August 1927.
It is
considered the first amateur fantasy magazine.
Originally, the plan was to publish a quarterly edition,
but the August issue was the only one ever published.
W. Paul Cook had initially commissioned H.P.
Lovecraft to write an extended essay on “the element of
terror and weirdness in literature.” Lovecraft spent
about a year-and-a-half researching and writing the
essay between November 1925 and May 1927. The
finished piece included ten chapters, was over 28,000
words in length and was titled Supernatural Horror in
Literature. The essay was included in The Recluse
taking up nearly half of the entire issue. In 1933 it was
revised and reprinted as a stand-alone book. This work
was Lovecraft’s most significant literary essay, and
looking back, it is today still considered one of the finest
historical analyses of the horror genre ever written.
W(illiam) Paul Cook was born on August 31, 1881 in
Mount Tabor, Vermont. His mother died during the
delivery and he would be raised by his maternal aunt
and uncle. His love of literature led Cook to be not only
a writer, but a printer and publisher as well. Cook wrote
under his own name and as Willis T. Crossman. He
lived most of his life in his
native Vermont and for
some time in Massachusetts as well. Cook
met H.P. Lovecraft through
the National Amateur
Press Association (NAPA)
where Cook was president
for a time, and the two
quickly became friends.
Cook recognized Lovecraft’s
rare talent and did all he
could to support and
nurture Lovecraft’s efforts.
Some of Lovecraft’s earliest
stories were showcased in a
magazine Cook published
called The Vagrant. Cook
was also directly responsible for Lovecraft’s classic Supernatural Horror in
Literature. He was always loaning Lovecraft books
within the supernatural genre, exposing him to the many
writers and works in the field. It was Cook’s efforts that
eventually led to Lovecraft writing his classic essay.
Cook later wrote an important biography of H.P.
Lovecraft which he self-published as IN MEMORIAM:
HOWARD PHILLIPS LOVECRAFT (Driftwood Press,
1927

1941). Over the years the book has been reprinted
several times, most recently by Mirage Press in 1968
under the title: H.P. LOVECRAFT: A PORTRAIT.
In 1925 Cook decided that he wanted to publish books
by some of his literary friends whose writings he felt
were important works that would otherwise be quickly
forgotten. Between 1926 - 1928 he published a half
dozen slim volumes, with print runs generally between
300-400 copies. The titles were:
A MAN FROM GENOA (1926) Frank Belknap Long
THE HERMAPHRODITE: A POEM (1926) Samuel Loveman
OUT OF THE PAST (1927) Charles H. Fowle
SONGS OF FOUR DECADES (1927) Arthur H. Goodenough
WHITE FIRE (1927) John Ravenor Bullen
ECSTASY (1928) Donald Wandrei
Cook was on his way to producing a respectable series
of limited edition volumes. Unfortunately, things soon
went terribly wrong for the dedicated publisher. Late in
1928 a fire destroyed the building where he stored his
bound and unbound back-listed volumes. He lost nearly
everything. It took more than a year for Cook to get back
to some semblance of normalcy. But just as he was gearing
up his printing press, he was devastated to learn that his
wife was terminally ill. It would be another two long,
painful years as he cared for his wife until she passed. After
that, Cook lost the will to continue his creative endeavors.
He gave what print masters he had to Robert Barlow, a
close friend of both Cook and Lovecraft, in the hope he
might continue publishing the volumes. In 1931 he walked
away from the publishing world and it would take more
than a decade before he would attempt to venture back to
this literary field he loved so much.
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Science Fiction Books of 1927

Title: The End of a World [n]
Author: Claude Anet
(pseud. of Jean Schopfer [1868-1931])
Cover-Interior Art: John Austen [1886-1948]
Publisher: New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
1927. (268p.) hc
Publisher: London: Alfred A. Knopf,
1927. (268p.) hc
1st Printing: La Fin D'un Monde
(Paris: Grasset, 1925)
Trans. from the French by Jeffery E. Jeffery.
Summary: Long before Jean Auel's THE
CLAN OF THE CAVE BEAR, came this
prehistoric tale of a young Cro-Magnon
named Nô who attempts to save his fading
tribe by convincing them to open their
culture to the ways of the strangers from
the north who have invaded their lands.

[n] = novel
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[c] = collection

Title: The Eye of the God [n]
Author: B(enjamin) G(william) Aston [1902-1991]
Illustrated by: A.E. Haswell Miller [1887-1979]
Publisher: London & Glasgow: Blackie & Son, 1927. (223p.) hc
Summary: A lost race is discovered living in an underground city beneath
the sands of the Egyptian desert. This was Aston's only published novel.
Title: Drifting to Destruction [n]
Author: Sydney G(ordon) Atwell
[1882-1975]
Publisher: London: Henry Walker,
1927. (280p.) hc
Summary: Written by a South African,
this anti-Apartheid cautionary tale
delves into the possibilities of a black
uprising if change in the white power
structure is not forthcoming.

[a] = anthology

[ch] = chapbook

Title: The Scientific Novel of HG Wells
(M.A. Thesis) [nf]
Author: J(ames) O(sler) Bailey [1903-1979]
Publisher: University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, 1927. (176p.) hc
Summary: Mr. Bailey would go on to
publish one of the great sf scholarly works:
Pilgrims through Space and Time
(New York: Argus Books, 1947)

[o] = omnibus

[nf] = non-fiction
Futures Past

Title: When Mankind was Young [c]
Author: F(rederick) Britten Austin
[1885-1941]
Publisher: Garden City, NY:
Doubleday, 1927. (282p.) hc
Summary: A tour through the ages as
the author takes you on a series of stops
in the development of civilization. The
first tale drops the reader off in the
Paleolithic Age, replete with cave clans
and saber-tooth tigers. There is Egypt in
the time of Khufu, the Druids of the
early days of Stonehenge, the first
settlers of the lands which would
become Greece, rounding off with a tale
of the first Vikings to set foot on the
North American coast. Contents:
1. The Taming of the Brute
2. Where Paris Is
3. In the Days of the Mammoth
4. An Idyll of the Neolithic
5. In the Land of Osiris
6. The Covered Wagon 2000 BC
7. Midsummer at Stonehenge
8. Ariadne
9. Rome Begins
10. A Saga of the Vikings

1927

Title: Flying Death [n]
Author: Edwin Balmer [1883-1959]
Publisher: New York: Dodd, Mead & Co.,
1927. (198p.) hc
Summary: Two naval aviators investigate
a series of mysterious plane crashes.
They eventually discover the cause to be
a secret organization that is launching
robotically controlled airplanes (yes
drones!) that ram other planes, causing
them to crash. This organization is
attempting to throw the U.S. into a panic
by dropping bombs on cities, downing
aircraft, blowing up ocean liners and
other terrorist activities. Their ultimate
goal is to take control of the country. It is
up to our two heroes to foil the plot.

Title: The Hidden Kingdom [n]
Author: Francis Beeding
(co-pseud of John Palmer [1885-1944]
& Hilary Saunders [1898-1951])
Publisher: London: Hodder and
Stoughton, 1927. (320p.) hc
Toronto: S.B. Gundy, 1927. (370p.) hc
New York: A.L. Burt, 1927. (370p.) hc
Boston, Little, Brown and Co., 1927.
(370p.) hc
Summary: A sequel to THE SEVEN
SLEEPERS (1925), opens with archvillain and classic mad scientist
Professor Kreutzemark fleeing to
Mongolia after a failed attempt to start
World War Two. With the aid of Baron
Konrad Von Hefflebech, he hopes to
convince the Mongol Hordes that he is
their “deliverer” and will lead them on
a crusade of world domination.
Title: The Light from Sealonia [n]
Author: Arthur W. Barker [??-??]
Publisher: Boston: Four Seas Co.,
1927. (197p.) hc
Summary: Two balloonists, Lee Raymond
and Lars Anderson, go adventuring in a
specially designed balloon. Not long into
their journey a storm blows them far off
course. They come upon a strange city,
like nothing anywhere on Earth.
Anderson prematurely exits the story by
accidentally falling from the balloon to his
death. Raymond is now left on his own to
explore this exotic country called
Sealonia. The inhabitants are pink-eyed,
ivory-skinned, redheads. Raymond learns
that there is a second nearby nation called
Nodolia and that the two countries are at
war. Sealonians exhibit only positive
qualities, while the Nodolians are
shameless hedonists. Sealonia enlists the
aid of Raymond and his balloon to defeat
the Nodolians, after which he is offered
the throne of Sealonia and marriage to the
queen. The novel is brimming with Old
Testament references.
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Title: The Moon Terror [a]
Editor: A(lbert) G. Birch [?? - ??]
Publisher: Indianapolis: Popular Fiction
Publishing Co., 1927. (192p.) hc
Summary: a small anthology of stories
reprinted from the pages of WEIRD TALES
magazine:
1. The Moon Terror (WT May-June 1923)
novella by A.G. Birch
Classic "yellow terror" story in which
an Asian cult of sorcerer-scientists is
planning on destroying the Earth by use
of electric generators.
2. Ooze (WT March 1923)
novelette by Anthony M. Rud
This tale includes the classic mad scientist, mysteriously disappearing characters
and a giant man-eating amoeba.
3. Penelope (WT May 1923)
story by Vincent Starrett
An odd little man who's life is influenced
by anyone or anything named Penelope.
4. An Adventure in the Fourth Dimension
(WT Oct 1923) by Farnsworth Wright
A comic piece about four-dimensional
theories and interplanetary travel.
Title: The Coming Hour [n]
Author: Felix J(ohn) Blakemore
[1872-1948]
Publisher: London: Sands and Co.,
1927. (226p.) hc
Summary: Anti-Socialist Dystopian novel.
Takes place in a technically advanced
future where pollution has been eliminated.
Despite numerous positive accomplishments, the negatives are too much and the
people vote to abolish state control.
Blakemore had significant experience with
state government as he was the President of
the (British) National Chamber of Trade.
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Title: The Dance of Death and
Other Tales [c]
Author: Algernon Blackwood [1869-1951]
Publisher: London: Herbert Jenkins,
1927. (223p.) hc
Contents:
1. The Dance of Death (1907)
2. A Psychical Invasion (1908)
3. The Old Man of Visions (1907)
4. The South Wind (1912)
5. The Touch of Pan (1917)
6. The Valley of the Beasts (1921)

Title: The Adam Chasers [n]
Author: B(ertha) M(uzzy) Bower
(Sinclair) [1871-1940]
Publisher: Boston: Little, Brown &
Co., 1927. (274p.) hc
Publisher: New York: Grosset &
Dunlap, 1927. (274p.) hc
Publisher: London: Hodder and
Stoughton, 1927. (312p.) hc
Summary: Professor John Abington is an
"Adam Chaser" - an archaeologist scouring
the Nevada desert for bones, hieroglyphs
and other artifacts of ancient civilizations.
He enlists the aid of a local man who has
discovered mysterious caves full of cryptic
symbols and eight foot tall mummies.
They explore the caves, dodging
landslides, skirting bottomless pits, etc.
The two are later joined by a couple of
women who are prospecting uranium.
Forthcoming clues and evidence all lead
Abington to strengthen his belief that the
human race originated in the Nevada area.

Title: Guns of Galt [n]
Author: Denison Clift [1885-1961]
Publisher: New York: E.J. Clode, Inc.,
1927. (312p.)hc
Summary: Romance and the First World
War combine in a story about the
construction of a massive, state-of-theart warship which will single-handedly
win the war for the good guys.
Futures Past

Polygrafia edition, 1922.

Title: The Absolute at Large [n]
Author: Karel Čapek [1890-1938]
Publisher: London: Macmillan and Co.,
1927. (293p.) hc
New York: Macmillan, 1927. (242p.) hc
London: Allen & Unwin, 1927. (168p.) hc
1st Printing: Továrna na absolutno
Brno, Czechoslovakia: Polygrafia, 1922.
Summary: Rudy Marek has created a
new type of engine for use as a power
source in most any type of factory. This
engine, known as the KARBURATOR, is
able to tap into the atomic energy
inherent in all matter. It is able to utilize
this energy with absolutely no waste. A
wealthy capitalist friend named Bondy
finds out about the invention and offers to
finance its mass production. Marek
cautions that the Karburator has one
serious defect - in utilizing atomic energy
it also releases a "divine" energy which
makes anyone in the immediate vicinity a
violent religious fanatic. Bondy, of course,
ignores the warning and begins producing
and distributing the Karburators. Before
long the entire world is inundated with
prophecies, miracles, converts, martyrs,
resurrections, etc. The rich and powerful
are giving away all their worldly wealth,
people are quitting their jobs, national
economies are collapsing. Religious
intolerance is causing holy wars everywhere.
And then things really turn bad...

1927

Title: Monkeys of Hai Tu [n]
Author: (Robert) Maxwell Carnson
[1889-1973]
Publisher: London: Hutchinson and Co.,
1927. (288p.) hc
Summary: A combination of Lost Race
and Yellow Menace stories. In the
distant reaches of China there exists a
small nation which is ruled by a
powerful deity. This local god has
brought a high level of civilization to his
people by controlling monkeys who
obey his every whim. Outsiders are
permitted to enter this country but they
can never leave. Enid Farrar and her
father come here in search of her fiancé
who had previously disappeared in the
area. The two are captured by the apes
and as luck would have it, the god just
recently started looking for a new bride
to add to his harem. Enid refuses his
proposal and mayhem ensues.

Title: The Door Unlatched [n]
Author: Marie Cher
(pseudonym of) Marie Scherr [??-??]
Publisher: London: Gerald Howe,
1927. (259p.) hc
Summary: Roger, a young man in
present day Paris is mysteriously
transported to 1790 Paris and the
early days of the French
Revolution, where events move
him deeply and give him new
perspective upon his return to the
present. The story line is in many
ways similar to Berkeley Square.

Title: The Dark Chamber [n]
Author: Leonard (Lanson) Cline
[1893-1929]
Publisher: New York: The Viking Press,
1927. (282p.) hc
Summary: A tale of memory research
and reincarnation, reminiscent of Paddy
Cheyevsky's ALTERED STATES. Oscar
Fitzalan, a gifted young pianist, is
invited to the estate of Richard Pride to
help him with his research. Pride is
exploring the little known field of
human memory and believes he has
tapped into the memories of past lives he
has had. Eventually his experimentation
begins to cause physical changes in
Pride, with ominous results.
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Round the World Library #79 (c) 1928

Title: A Trip to Mars; or,
The Spur of Adventure [n]
Author: Weldon J(ames) Cobb [1849-1922]
Publisher: New York: Street and Smith,
1927. (320p.) hc
Summary: Originally serialized in The
New Golden Hours magazine in 8
weekly installments between March 30,
1901 to May 18, 1901 as To Mars With
Tesla, or the Mystery of the Hidden
Worlds. Young Edison, relation to the
inventor, teams up with Nikola Tesla to
communicate with Mars. Herschel de
Vega, the mandatory villain, kidnaps our
two heroes and stuffs them in a spaceship
he's been secretly building inside a
mountain. The two escape and use their
'Teslascope' to send a signal to the red
planet. The story is full of inventions
both grand and silly, including flying
suits, electric guns and a giant slingshot.

Title: The Tapestry of Time [n]
Author: Isabell C. Crawford [??-??]
Publisher: Boston: Christopher Publishing
House, 1927. (365p.) hc
Summary: A novel made up of two
distinct parts. The first half of the book
deals with the "Atlantis, the lost
continent" theme. The setting in this case
is 1000 B.C. Astrellon, the chief scientist
of Atlantis, has discovered the secrets of
atomic energy. The king's scheming wife
and her equally deplorable brother force
him to turn this incredible discover over
to them; which they in turn will use to
take control of Atlantis. The second half
of the novel deals with the founding of a
Greek state on the island of Crete, and
really has nothing to do with the sf genre.

Title: The Eye of Abu [n]
Author: Alan Dare
(pseud. of) George Goodchild [1888-1969]
Publisher: London: Herbert Jenkins,
1927. (312p.) hc
Summary: Atlantis meets the Fountain
of Youth. Evil scientist seeks The Eye
of Abu - a golden tablet (as in pill) on
which is inscribed the formula for the
Elixir of Life. Only Maxine, daughter
of the scientist who found it and
swallowed it when it was about to fall
into the wrong hands, knows where her
father and the pill are buried. The
search leads to the jungles of S.America
and the story is replete with oriental
villains, a Russian countess, abandoned
underground passages and hidden
graves. This was the author's first sf novel.

Street & Smith dime novel (c) 1915
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Futures Past

Grosset & Dunlap (c) 1927

Title: The Moles of Death [n]
Author: John Dellbridge [1887-1963]
Publisher: London: The Diamond Press,
1927. (303p.) hc
Summary: Set in the northwest frontier
of India, a powerful warlord and his
followers, known as the "Moles of
Death" plan to start a war against the
invading Europeans, using a highly
sophisticated and immensely powerful
aircraft which they have captured from
the French.

1927

** Since its publication there has been a
great deal of analysis and speculation on
the book's true meaning. Gann was a
market forecaster and various people
believe that the book is actually a
secretly coded collection of investment
and market prediction techniques. This
"system" is based on mathematical
formulas and astrological symbolism
which, with enough patience and focus
by the reader will make them
immensely rich. Books, videos and
courses have even been produced in
recent years claiming to have decoded
the books secrets, and if you act now...

Whitman Publ. Co. (c) 1927

Title: The Spreading Stain: A Tale for
Boys and Men with Boys' Hearts [n]
Author: Charles Joseph Finger [1869-1941]
Publisher: William Heinemann: London;
printed in USA, 1927. (245p.) hc
Publisher: Garden City, NY: Doubleday,
Page, 1927. (245p.) hc
Cover/Interior Artwork: Paul Honoré
Summary: An environmental disaster
novel in which Wayne, a teen and selfproclaimed chemist, develops a potent
weed-killer, which is stolen from him
by the railroad company. The pesticide
works better than anyone could have
imagined and it begins to spread on its
own, destroying any and all vegetation
it comes in contact with. The chemical
is unstoppable and within fifteen years
most of planet Earth has become a
barren wasteland.

Title: The Tunnel Thru the Air;
Or, Looking Back from 1940 [n]
Author: William D(elbert) Gann
[1878-1955]
Publisher: NY: Financial Guardian Pub. Co.,
1927. (418p.) hc
Summary: Robert Gordon is a fundamentalist who bases everything he does
on passages in the Bible. Whenever he
wants to figure out what will happen in
the stock market, or how to invent a new
contraption that he needs, he consults
his trusty scripture. In 1930 all the
countries of the world, except for
Canada and France, go to war against
the U.S. Gordon naturally comes to the
rescue, inventing death-rays, vacuum
tunnels which suck enemy planes out of
the sky, and other machineries of war to
help the U.S. in its struggle. By 1932
America has won the war, as Gordon
said was prophesied in the Bible. The
'United Kingdom of the World' is
established with New York (renamed
'The City of the Lord') as its capital, and
Gordon is declared Commander-in-Chief.

Title: Tom Swift Circling the Globe, or,
The Daring Cruise of the Air Monarch [n]
Author: Victor Appleton
(pseud. used by Howard R(oger) Garis)
[1873-1962]
Publisher: New York: Grosset & Dunlap,
1927. (216p.) hc
Publisher: Racine, WI: Whitman Publ. Co.,
1927. (216p.) hc
Summary: A variation of Jules Verne's
AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS.
Tom accepts a $20,000 challenge to fly
around the world in under 20 days. A
New York paper hears of the event and
decides to make it more interesting by
opening the challenge to all comers and
offering an additional $100K prize to
what is now a race.

Grosset & Dunlap (c) 1927

Title: The Amazing Adventures of Mr
Henry Button [n]
Author: (John) Leslie Despard (Howitt)
[1895-1940]
Publisher: London: Hodder and Stoughton,
1927. (320p.) hc
Summary: A device is invented which
will bring peace to the world...or else...
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Title: The Glorious Trek [n]
Author: A(lfred Arthur) G(reenwood) Hales
[1860-1936]
Publisher: London: John Long, 1927. (282p.) hc
Summary: A lost race novel.

Doubleday Page & Co. (c) 1927

Doubleday Page & Co. (c) 1927

Title: Tam of the Fire Cave [n]
Author: Howard R(oger) Garis [1873-1962]
Publisher: NY, London: D. Appleton & Co.,
1927. (257p.) hc
Summary: Prehistoric tale of Tam, a
crippled boy who is unable to hunt with
the men of his tribe. Rather than being a
burden to people, he uses his intellect to
create all sorts of inventions that make
it easier to gather food, cook meals, and
even deal with hostile invaders.

Title: Allan and the Ice-Gods:
A Tale of Beginnings [n]
Author: H(enry) Rider Haggard [1856-1925]
Publisher: Garden City, NY: Doubleday,
Page, & Co., 1927. (316p.) hc
Publisher: London: Hutchinson & Co. ,
1927. (287p.) hc
Summary: This is the 14th and last of the
Allan Quartermain series of novels.
Allan and his friend smoke a special herb
which triggers a lucid dream state,
sending them back to observe life
through eyes of their prehistoric ancestors.

Title: Red Radio [n]
Author: Robert L. Hadfield [1888-1958]
and Frank E. Farncombe [1880-1929]
Publisher: London: Herbert Jenkins,
1927. (256p.) hc
Summary: It is the 1930s and the USSR,
under the leadership of dictator Zetos, is
preparing for a campaign of world
conquest. The first target on the list is
Britain. John Barnard, the protagonist, is
a brilliant young scientist who has
developed a deadly ray-gun which can
disintegrate any metal it is used on. Both
the British and Russian governments
want this invention. The Russians send a
team of spies to steal Barnard's notes and
build their own weapon.
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Title: Ghosts of My Study:
A Book of Short Stories [c]
Author: Lou Hampton [??-??]
Publisher: (*vanity published) New York:
Authors & Publishers Corp., 1927. (284p.) hc
Includes the following tales:
1. Pursued
2. After
3. Surprise Island
4. The Prairie Cabin
5. The Mysterious Gift of the Hermit of
Kanawha
6. The Hidden Continent
7. What the Closet Revealed
8. The Change
9. An Inter-Stellar Voyage
10. Her Lover— the Ghost
11. The Darkened Days: A Celestial Menace
12. Heir to the Plantation
13. In the Days of the Monster Plants
14. The Ghost of the Old House
15. The Turn of Fate
16. A Day Dream at Eventide

Hutchinson (UK) (c) 1927

Futures Past

Title: The Man with Six Senses [n]
Author: Muriel Jaeger [1892-1969]
Publisher: London: Leonard & Virginia
Woolf at The Hogarth Press, 1927. (272p.) hc
Summary: A young woman becomes
romantically involved with a man (Michael)
who can sense the molecular composition of
objects and the shifting of electromagnetic
fields. She becomes convinced of his
immense importance to Mankind, but no
one else seems to share her opinion. As the
story progresses, Michael's "gift" begins to
slowly destroy him, both mentally and
physically.

1st English edition, Readers Library (c) 1927

Title: Metropolis [n]
Author: Thea von Harbou [1888-1954]
Publisher: London: Hutchinson, 1927.
(250p.) hc
Publisher: London: Readers Library Pub. Co.,
1927. (250p.) hc
Cover: Aubrey Hammond [1894-1940]
1st Printing: Berlin: August Scherl, 1926.
(273p.) hc
[See FP1926 p.52 for more details]

Title: The Street of the Malcontents
and Other Stories [c]
Author: Cyril Hume [1900-1966]
Publisher: New York: George H. Doran
Company, 1927. (331p.) hc
Summary: Only actual sf story is "Atlantis'
Exile" about a man who recounts his
experiences in the undersea city of Atlantis.
1. Elisaveth, a Story of Roumania
2. Street of the Malcontents
3. Cowards of Conscience
4. The Shout
5. Coffinwood
6. Loyalty
7. The Tower in the Winds
8. Count Pizziccheria's China Teeth
9. The Head
10. Atlantis' Exile
11. Told for the Truth
12. Suttee à la Mode
13. In the Dark of the Moon
14. Fantasy in the First Person
1927

Title: The Strange Inventor:
A Curious Adventure [n]
Author: Mark Powell Hyde [1881-1952]
Publisher: Garden City, NY: Doubleday,
Page & Co., 1927. (224p.) hc
Cover: John D. Whiting
Summary: Sort of an sf version of
Dickens' A Christmas Carol. Johnny
Devlin is a frail and insecure boy who
one day makes friends with a Mr.
Merlin. As it later turns out (you
guessed it!) this is THE Merlin of
Camelot fame. The novel then splits
into three episodes. In the first, Johnny
gets kidnapped by one of the big auto
manufacturers who are interested in the
secret behind Merlin's motorless
vehicle. In the second episode, Johnny
visits Merlin back in the Arthurian past.
In the final episode, Johnny travels to
the year 3000 A.D. where Merlin is now
the World Director of a Utopian society.

Title: The Death Gong:
A Chivalrous Outburst [n]
Author: Selwyn Jepson [1899-1989]
Publisher: London: George G. Harrap
& Co., 1927. (286p.) hc
Publisher: New York: Grosset & Dunlap,
1927. (317p.) hc
Publisher: New York: G.H. Watt, 1927.
(317p.) hc
Summary: Marginal sf tale in which
scientists are being killed off by the
vibrations of a special gong.
Title: The Millennium [n]
Author: J(ames) G(ranville) Legge
[1861-1940]
Publisher: Oxford: Basil Blackwell,
1927. (164p.) hc
Summary: A program of socialized
medicine is offered in England through a
new organization, called understandably
enough, the Board of Health. It promises
improved health care, better living
conditions for people; there are even
various type of organ transplants and other
advanced medical procedures available.
By the end of the novel there have been a
number of difficulties which lead to the
eventual collapse of the entire program.
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Little, Brown and Company (c) 1927

Title: The Exile [n]
Author: Mary Johnston [1870-1936]
Publisher: Boston: Little, Brown, and Co.,
1927. (276p.) hc
Publisher: London: Thornton Butterworth,
1927. (286p.) hc
Publisher: Toronto: S.B. Gundy, 1927.
(276p.) hc
Summary: The setting for this novel is a
future society which has just survived a
devastating war and is now run by a
dictator. Richard Kaye, a political dissident, is banished to a tiny, isolated
island. During his exile, Kaye learns that
he is reincarnated from a shipwrecked
survivor who was stranded on the island
300 years earlier. After only a year on the
island, Kaye is returned to society to help
rebuild a world entering a new era of
peace and prosperity.

Thornton Butterworth (c) 1927
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Title: Mr. Teedles, the Gland Old Man [n]
Author: Thomas Le Breton [1854-1932]
Publisher: London: T. Werner Laurie,
1927. (188p.) hc
Interior artwork by: Chris Davis
Summary: Basically a collection of really
bad puns disguised as a novel about the
endeavor to harness the secrets of
longevity and rejuvenation, by grafting
the testicles of a chimp onto a human.

Title: Nothing Ever Happens [n]
Author: Maurice Lincoln [1888-1962]
Publisher: London: John Hamilton, Ltd.,
1927. (319p.) hc
Cover: Tom Corneill
Summary: Two British playboys, Cyril
and Eric, are strolling along the beach
when a submarine surfaces offshore.
They are kidnapped and taken to a
mysterious, uncharted island owned by
an old man who calls himself "The
Master." He wants Cyril and Eric to
mate with his two daughters. Since the
girls are a couple of attractive twins, the
two kidnappees are not at all anxious to
escape. Of course, our heroes will
discover that all is not as rosy as it
initially seems.

Title: The Vanishing Professor [n]
Author: Fred MacIsaac [1886-1940]
Cover Art: Politzer [??-??]
Publisher: New York: Henry Waterson,
1927. (266p.) hc
[Originally published in ARGOSY ALLSTORY WEEKLY, in 4 issues from Jan
9 - Jan. 30, 1926.]
Summary: Frank Leonard is a brilliant
young physicist who has invented a
device which renders him invisible. Over
the years his efforts and accomplishments
have been exploited by others and he is
basically penniless. Because of this he
cannot marry his sweetheart, Lucy
Ransom who, to make matters worse, is
the daughter of a millionaire. Leonard
chooses to turn to a life of crime, using his
invisibility machine to rob banks. Some
real criminals find out about his machine,
steal it, and begin their own crime spree.
It's now up to Leonard to undo the mess
that has been perpetuated. He joins forces
with a detective named Foster Gaines and
the two go after the criminals.
Title: The Story of a Great Experiment:
How England Produced the First
Superman [n]
Author: William Margrie [1877-1960]
Publisher: London: Watts & Co., 1927.
(119p.) hc
Summary: This novel was produced at a
time when eugenics was a popular theme
in both scientific and social circles.
Margrie used the story as a vehicle to
promote his beliefs that it is only through
eugenics that Mankind can continue to
evolve and one day achieve Utopia.
Apparently this Utopia was a men-only
club, as Margrie believed that the role of
women in this amazing new future was
to breed better men and nothing more.

Futures Past

Title: The Vulture [n]
Author: John Noy [1892-1964]
Publisher: London: John Hamilton, 1927.
(285p.) hc
Summary: A children's adventure novel.
A young doctor is kidnapped and forced
to work for pirates on an amazing vessel
which is both submarine and airship.

Title: The Next Chapter:
The War Against the Moon [ch]
Translation of: Le Chapitre Suivant (1927)
Author: André Maurois
(pseud. of Emile Herzog) [1885-1967]
Publisher: London: Kegan Paul, Trench,
Trübner & Co., 1927. (74p.) hc
Summary: The novel takes place in 1992
and the narrator recounts the events of the
past few decades. He tells of a global war
which began in 1947 and destroyed most
of the major cities on the planet. The
author used this cautionary tale to share an
incredibly odd opinion that wars are
caused by human boredom. Therefore, if
they are to be avoided, the solution is to
keep the population constantly busy with
various projects. Another interesting point
of the book is the discussion of inventions
which were either in their early stages or
undeveloped at the time this novel was
being written. These inventions included:
television, teleconferencing, atomic energy,
destructive rays, and machines which
generate energy from wind power.

Title: The Pallid Giant: A Tale of
Yesterday and Tomorrow [n]
Author: Pierrepont B(urt) Noyes
[1870-1959]
Publisher: New York: Fleming H.
Revell Co., 1927. (300p.) hc
Summary: It is the end of World War I and
all the major powers have gathered in Paris
to negotiate peace treaties. Two characters
in particular share a theory that various
civilizations appeared on Earth in cyclical
manner over the millennia, and that those
civilizations destroyed themselves when
their scientific advancements progressed
far beyond their social and moral values.
The two come across a cave containing
gold, machinery and documents from one
of these long extinct cultures, which bears
out their theory. As the story ends, the
French have developed a 'death ray' and it
is up to the two main characters to divert
Mankind's course before it is too late. The
book was re-issued as Gentlemen, You
are Mad! after the use of atomic weapons
on Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945.

Title: Phantom Fingers [n]
Author: Lyon Mearson [??-??]
Publisher: New York: The Macaulay
Company, 1927. (256p.) hc
Summary: A criminal with the power of
invisibility is terrorizing a New York City
theater company. The invisible antagonist
chokes actors to death right on stage in
the middle of their performances. Leave
it to detective Muirhead to solve the case.
1927

Title: Tomorrow: A Romance
of the Future (n)
Author: Alfred Ollivant [1874-1927]
Publisher: Garden City, NY:
Doubleday, Page & Co., 1927. (320p.) hc
Publisher: London: Alston Rivers, 1927.
(320p.) hc
Summary: A Utopian novel of the year
2400 A.D. Many interesting concepts and
situations including: people now live to be
150 years old, women are generally
larger than men; since it is now known
that light is the source of health and wellbeing, everyone walks around nude.
There are 'air canoes,' weather control
and telepathic communications. Those
who do not like the ways of this new
society are banished to the Isle of Wight,
where they live under "primitive" 20th
century conditions.

Title: The Brain-Box: A Novel [n]
Author: One of the Unemployed
(pseud) Horace Edwin Cole Littlejohns
[1880-1946]
Publisher: London: Hurst and Blackett,
1927. (287p.) hc
Summary: The Germans create a mindreading machine which they use to
obtain military secrets from the Allies
without them ever suspecting.
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Title: The Painted Cliff [n]
Author: Alex Philip [1882-1968]
Publisher: Ottawa: Graphic Publishers,
1927. (213p.) hc
Publisher: Ottawa Laurentian Press
Syndicate, 1927. (213p.) hc
Summary: Lost race novel - an ancient
white civilization is discovered in an
isolated valley deep in the British
Columbia back country. Mr. Philip seems
to enjoy filling his novel with classic
negative stereotypes - women are weak and
constantly in need of saving by strong,
brave men; there are no shortages of racial
stereotypes, and the "heroes" of the novel
are treated to abundant rewards at the end
of the story.
Title: The Blue Comet:
A Comedy in Three Acts [play]
Author: Eden Phillpotts [1862-1960]
Publisher: London: Gerald Duckworth
& Co., 1927. (103p.) hc
Publisher: New York: S. French, 1927.
(103p.) hc
Summary: *see PLAYS of 1927 (p.140)*

Title: Tales of Mystery: Startling Stories of the Supernatural [a]
Editors: Ernest Rhys [1859-1946]
C(atherine) A(my) Dawson-Scott [1865-1934]
Publisher: London: Hutchinson & Co. Ltd. , 1927. (287p.) hc
Summary: Mostly tales of the supernatural, some with a touch of sf.
Foreword • essay by Ernest Rhys and C. A. Dawson Scott
1. Dream Fulfillment • short story by Edward J. O'Brien
2. The Moth (1895) • short story by H. G. Wells
3. Not on the Passenger-List (1915) • short story by Barry Pain
4. The Child's Story • short fiction by Arthur Machen
5. Bewitched (1925) • novelette by Edith Wharton
6. The Grey Men • short story by Rebecca West
7. The Barometer (1911) • short story by Violet Hunt
8. The Victim (1922) • novelette by May Sinclair
9. The Voice • short story by Zona Gale
10. A Cry in the Night • short story by C. A. Dawson Scott
11. Jean Guerneur • short story by Marguerite Gueneur of Quimper
12. The Head of Yvon Louarn • short story by Marie Jeanne Le Vay of Paimpol
13. Grace Connor (1876) • short story by Letitia Maclintock
14. The Fetches (1825) • short story by John Banim and Michael Banim
15. Strange Phenomena in a Calvados Castle • short story by Camille Flammarion
16. The Horla • novelette by Guy de Maupassant (translation of Le Horla 1887)
17. The Apparition of Mrs. Veal (1919) • short story by Daniel Defoe
18. From the Loom of the Dead (1898) • short story by Elia W. Peattie
19. What was It? (1859) • short story by Fitz-James O'Brien
20. The Interval (1919) • short story by Vincent O'Sullivan
21. The Mysterious Bride (1830) • short story by James Hogg
22. Peter • short story by Herman Ould
23. A Reminiscence • short story by Professor A. H. Sayce
24. The Shadow of a Midnight • (1909) • short story by Maurice Baring
25. The Stranger (1909) • short story by Ambrose Bierce
26. His Mother's Eyes • short story by Philip MacDonald
27. The Angel of the Lord • short story by Melville Davisson Pos
28. The Ghoul (1912) • short story by Evangeline Wilbour Blashfield
29. The Four-Fifteen Express (1866) • novelette by Amelia B. Edwards

Title: The Revolt of the Birds [n]
Author: Melville Davisson Post
[1869-1930]
Publisher: New York; London:
D. Appleton & Co., 1927. (143p.) hc
Summary: Part romance, part environmental horror story. On the run, Arthur
Hudson finds his way to a desolate and
remote island off the China coast. All
life has vanished from the small, rocky
speck, except for a massive infestation
of insects. The birds that had once lived
there and kept the insects in check had
been poisoned and now the bugs were
all that remained. Post was the creator
of the legendary detective Uncle Abner,
Master of Mysteries.
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Title: 26 Mystery Stories Old and
New; By Twenty and Six Authors [a]
Editors: Ernest Rhys [1859-1946]
C. A. Dawson-Scott [1865-1934]
Publisher: New York : D. Appleton & Co.,
1927. (310p.) hc
Summary: Basically a rehash of the
volume at left.
1. Bewitched (1925) • by Edith Wharton
2. The Victim (1922) • by May Sinclair
3. The Horla • by Guy de Maupassant
4. The Angel of the Lord • by Melville
Davisson Post
5. The Child's Story • by Arthur Machen
6. The Voice • by Zona Gale
7. Not on the Passenger List (1915) •
by Barry Pain
8. The Interval (1919) by Vincent O'Sullivan
9. Peter • by Hermon Ould
10. A Cry in the Night • by C.A.
Dawson-Scott
11. The Ghoul (1912) • by E.W. Blashfield
12. Strange Phenomena in a Calvados
Castle • by Camille Flammarion
13. The Shadow of a Midnight
by Maurice Baring
14. A Reminiscence • by A.H. Sayce
15. The Intersign • by l'Oncle Jean
16. The Death's Head • by ??
17. His Mother's Eyes • by Philip MacDonald
18. From the Loom of the Dead (1898)
by Elia W. Peattie
19. Dream Fulfillment • by Edward O'Brien
20. The Barometer (1911) • by Violet Hunt
21. The Fetches (1825) • by John and
Michael Banim
22. Grace Connor (1876)
by Letitia Maclintock
23. The Apparition of Mrs. Veal (1919)
by Daniel Defoe
24. The Stranger (1909) by Ambrose Bierce
25. The Ghost-Ship • by Richard Middleton
26. Rooum • by Oliver Onions
27. The Gray Men • by Rebecca West
28. The Moth (1895) • by H.G. Wells
1927

Title: The Finder of Fire [n]
Author: Francis (William) Rolt-Wheeler
[1876-1960]
Publisher: NY, London: D. Appleton & Co.,
1927. (272p.) hc
Summary: This is the first of a trilogy
known as the Boys of Long Ago series.
Each details the life of a young boy
throughout various periods of early
civilization. This title covers the boy's
adventures during caveman days. The
second volume - The Tamer of Herds
(1928) takes place about 6,000 BC. The
third and final volume - The Pyramid
Builders (1929) of course, takes place
in early Egypt.

Title: Blue Murder [n]
Author: Edmund Snell [1889-1972]
Publisher: London: T. Fisher Unwin,
1927. (288p.) hc
Summary: Karl Ahlborg has invented a
ray gun that can instantly vaporize a
human body, leaving little more than
rags and bones. Everyone wants to get
their hands on this weapon and all sorts
of intrigue and thrills ensue. The archnemesis of this tale is known as The
Lizard and Alan Dighton is the one man
who can keep the Blue Ray from falling
into the wrong hands.

Children’s Press, 1927

Title: Outlaws of the Air [n]
Author: Frank H(ubert) Shaw
[1878-1960]
Publisher: London: Children's Press,
1927. (216p.) hc
Publisher: London; Toronto: Cassell &
Co. Ltd., 1927. (215p.) hc
Summary: The Commodore, a character
reminiscent of Verne's Captain Nemo, is
on a mission of revenge, literally against
the entire world, for the death of his son
during the Great War. Early on in the
story he comes across an orphan whom
he takes under his care. Together, the
two travel around the world in the
Commodore's massive, armored airship,
encountering secret societies, futuristic
weapons, and plenty of battles.

Cassell & Co., Ltd, 1927
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Title: The Harbour of Death [n]
Author: E(dward) F(rank) Spanner
[1888-1953]
Publisher: London: Williams & Norgate,
1927. (310p.) hc
Summary: The third in a trilogy of novels
(see FP1926 p.51 for the two previous
novels). In this volume the futuristic
theater of war is the Mediterranean,
where the UK battles both the Germans
and the Japanese. The message in all
three novels is repetitive - sea power is
obsolete; the future of warfare is to be
found in the skies above.

Title: Quayle's Invention [n]
Author: John Taine (pseud. of):
Eric Temple Bell [1883-1960]
Publisher: New York: E.P. Dutton & Co.,
1927. (451p.) hc
Summary: A marginal tale of sf. The
invention suggested in the title is not even
revealed until the end of the novel. David
Quayle is a young chemist who has
developed a new secret process. He
reveals it to his foster father (but not to the
reader), who then kidnaps Quayle and
dumps him off on a barren stretch of beach
somewhere in Australia to die of starvation
or worse. He does this because he believes
Quayle's process is a threat to civilization.
The story then goes through various stages
of murder, intrigue and espionage.

Title: The Gold Tooth [n]
Author: John Taine (pseudonym of):
Eric Temple Bell [1883-1960]
Publisher: New York: A.L. Burt Co.,
1927. (436p.) hc
Publisher: New York: E.P. Dutton & Co.,
1927. (436p.) hc
Summary: Similar to Taine's other novel
just discussed, except here we have a
Japanese samurai/physicist as the main
character. There is a lost race living atop
an isolated plateau and they are making
gold out of mercury using an exotic
element which has powerful healing
properties as well. As usual, the greed of
“civilized” men causes all sorts of
problems, pain and misery before all is
said and done.

Title: In the Beginning [n]
Author: Alan Sullivan [1868-1947]
Publisher: New York: E. P. Dutton &
Company, 1927. (320p.) hc
Publisher: London: Hurst & Blackett,
1927. (280p.) hc
Summary: Dr. Caxton, a famous biologist,
takes his daughter and her two suitors on
an expedition to the Andean foothills of
Argentina. There have been rumors of
strange creatures in the area and Caxton
wants to investigate for himself. They
discover a small, self-contained world of
prehistoric mammals - mammoths, sabertooth tigers, giant sloths, and the
mandatory tribe of Neanderthals. They
explore this area and make contact with
the cavemen.
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Title: Palafox [n]
Author: (Leighton) Sandys Wason
[1867-1950]
Publisher: London: Cope and Fenwick,
1927. (274p.) hc
Summary: Palafox discovers a small disc
which gives him the ability to read thoughts
- any thoughts, whether human, animal or
even plants. He names his new tool an
"Ideoscope." Palafox is a gentleman and
decides to not use it on the woman he loves,
but manages to have all sorts of interesting
adventures applying it to other situations.

Title: You'll Need a Night-Light [a]
Author: Christine Campbell Thomson
[1897-1985]
Publisher: London: Selwyn and Blount,
1927. (254p.) hc
Summary: Includes 15 stories, 14 of which
are reprints from WEIRD TALES:
1. The Last Horror (1927) Eli Colter
2. The Life Serum (1926) Paul S. Powers
3. The Girdle (1927) Joseph McCord
4. Si Urag of the Tail(1923) Oscar Cook
5. The Beast (1926) Paul Benton
6. His Wife • by Zita Inez Ponder
7. Laocoon (1926) Bassett Morgan
8. Out of the Earth (1925)
Christine Campbell Thomson
[as by Flavia Richardson]
9. Ti Michel (1926) W. J. Stamper
10. The House of Horror [Jules de
Grandin story] (1926) Seabury Quinn
11. The Coffin of Lissa (1926)
August
Derleth
12. The Parasitic Hand (1926)
Anthony M. Rud
13. The Death Crescents of Koti (1926)
Romeo Poole
14. Ghosts of the Air (1926) J. M. Hiatt
and Moye W. Stephens
15. The Horror at Red Hook (1927)
H. P. Lovecraft
This was the third volume in Christine
Thomson’s Not at Night series of
anthologies. There were 11 anthologies
in total, starting in 1925 with Not at
Night and ending with Nightmare by
Daylight in 1936. There was actually a
twelfth volume in 1937, The “Not at
Night” Omnibus, but this was a
collection of reprints of the reprints
from the previous 11 volumes. Three of
the books were resurrected in the early
1960s by Arrow Books, Publ.
1927

Title: The Man Who Knew [n]
Author: F(rederick) A(nnesley)
M(icheal) Webster [1886-1949]
Publisher: London: Selwyn & Blount,
1927. (318p.) hc
Summary: A race war novel in which
blacks around the world rise up against
their white oppressors.

Title: Vanishing Men [n]
Author: G(eorge) McLeod Winsor
[1856-1939]
Publisher: New York: Grosset & Dunlap,
1927. (309p.) hc
Publisher: New York: William Morrow
& Co., 1927. (309p.) hc
Summary: Originally titled The
Mysterious Disappearances, this novel
premiered in the US as Vanishing Men.
Basically a murder mystery with sf
overtones, Arthur Seymour, an evil
scientist, has discovered "negative
matter." He uses his new discovery as a
tool to wreak revenge on those who have
wronged him. Over the span of the
novel, he kills five people and gets rid of
the evidence by levitating the bodies into
outer space through use of anti-gravity
forces generated by his negative matter.
*Originally published in the UK in 1926
under the title:
The Mysterious Disappearances
London: Faber & Gwyer, 1926.(315p.) hc

Title: The Inner Number [n]
Author: F(rank) Chenhalls Williams
[1880-1965]
Cover Artist: Ellis Silas [1885-1972]
Publisher: London; NY: Longmans,
Green & Co., 1927. (273p.) hc
Summary: Scientist invents a thoughtreading machine; chaos ensues.
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Title: The Short Stories of H. G. Wells [c]
Author: H(erbert) G(eorge) Wells
[1866-1946]
Publisher: London: Ernest Benn, Ltd.,
1927. (1,148p.) hc

Contents:
1. The Time Machine (1895)
2. The Empire of the Ants (1905)
3. A Vision of Judgment (1899)
4. The Land Ironclads (1903)
5. The Beautiful Suit(1909)
6. The Door in the Wall (1906)
7. The Pearl of Love (1925)
8. The Country of the Blind (1904)
9. The Stolen Bacillus (1894)
10. The Flowering of the Strange
Orchid (1894)
11. In the Avu Observatory (1894)
12. The Triumphs of a Taxidermist (1894)
13. A Deal in Ostriches (1894)
14. Through a Window (1894)
15. The Temptation of Harringay (1895)
16. The Flying Man (1895)
17. The Diamond Maker (1894)
18. Æpyornis Island (1894)
19. The Remarkable Case of
Davidson's Eyes (1895)
20. The Lord of the Dynamos (1894)
21. The Hammerpond Park Burglary (1894)
22. The Moth (1895)
23. The Treasure in the Forest (1894)
24. The Plattner Story (1896)
25. The Argonauts of the Air (1895)
26. The Story of the Late Mr. Elvesham
(1896)
27. In the Abyss (1896)
28. The Apple (1896)
29. Under the Knife (1896)
30. The Sea-Raiders (1896)
31. Pollock and the Porroh Man (1895)
32. The Red Room (1896)
33. The Cone (1895)
34. The Purple Pileus (1896)
35. The Jilting of Jane (1894)
36. In the Modern Vein: An Unsympathetic
Love Story (1894)
37. A Catastrophe (1895)
38. The Lost Inheritance (1896)
39. The Sad Story of a Dramatic Critic (1895)
40. A Slip Under the Microscope (1896)
41. The Reconciliation (1895)
42. My First Aeroplane
[Little Mother # 1] (1910)
43. Little Mother Up the Mörderberg
[Little Mother # 2] (1910)
44. The Story of the Last Trump (1915)
45. The Grisly Folk (1921)
46. The Crystal Egg (1897)
47. The Star (1897)
48. A Story of the Stone Age (1897)
49. A Story of the Days to Come (1899)
50. The Man Who Could Work
Miracles (1898)
51. Filmer (1901)
52. The Magic Shop (1903)
53. The Valley of Spiders (1903)
54. The Truth About Pyecraft (1903)
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55. Mr. Skelmersdale in Fairyland (1903)
56. The Inexperienced Ghost (1902)
57. Jimmy Goggles the God (1898)
58. The New Accelerator (1901)
59. Mr. Ledbetter's Vacation (1898)
60. The Stolen Body (1898)
61. Mr. Brisher's Treasure (1899)
62. Miss Winchelsea's Heart (1898)
63. A Dream of Armageddon (1901)
Title: A Volume of Journalism
(The Works of H.G. Wells #26) [c]
Author: H(erbert) G(eorge) Wells
[1866-1946]
Publisher: London: T. Fisher Unwin,
1927. (662p.) hc
Publisher: New York: Charles
Scribner’s Sons, 1927. (662p.) hc
Contents:
1. The Future in America
2. War and the Future
3. Washington and the Riddle of Peace
4. Russia in the Shadows
5. The Beauty of Flying
6. The Singapore Arsenal
7. The Aviation of the Half-Civilized
8. The Future of the British Empire
9. Cosmopolitan and International
10. Parliament and Real Electoral Reform
11. The Extinction of Party Government
12. Reconstruction of the League of Nations
13. An Open letter to Anatole France
on his Eightieth Birthday
14. Youth and the Vote
15. The Rejuvenescence of the World
16. The Schools of a New Age
17. Sex Antagonism
18. The Creative Passion
19. After a Year of Journalism
Title: The Time Machine and
Other Stories [c]
Author: H(erbert) G(eorge) Wells
[1866-1946]
Publisher: London: Ernest Benn Ltd.,
1927. (215p.) hc
Contents:
1. The Time Machine
2. The Empire of the Ants
3. A Vision of Judgment
4. The Land Ironclads
5. The Beautiful Suit
6. The Door in the Wall
7. The Pearl of Love
8. The Country of the Blind

Title: Men Like Gods; and The Dream
(The Works of H.G. Wells #28)* [c]
*Last volume in the series
Author: H(erbert) G(eorge) Wells
[1866-1946]
Publisher: London: T. Fisher Unwin,
1927. (658p.) hc
Publisher: New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1927. (658p.) hc
Contents:
1. Men Like Gods (1923) novel
2. The Dream (1924) novel

Title: Winged Heels [n]
Author: S(amuel) Andrew [1890-1966]
Publisher: London: Herbert Jenkins,
1927. (256p.) hc
Summary: The search is on for a
kidnapped woman. The quest takes our
protagonist to the jungles of Central
America and another long lost civilization.

Title: Deluge. A Romance [n]
Author: S(ydney) Fowler Wright
[1874-1965]
Publisher: London: Fowler Wright,
1927. (320p.) hc
Summary: A flood of biblical proportions
destroys modern civilization, leaving a
few stragglers here and there to fight for
survival. This novel is one of the earliest
examples of post-apocalyptic sf. The
protagonist of the story is Martin Webster
who has lost his family in the flood. He
begins a romance with a young female
athlete named Claire. The romance turns
complicated when Webster's wife shows
up one day, having survived the deluge
after all. Wright uses his novel as a
commentary on civilization in general
and 1920s Britain specifically. The novel
was made into a 1933 film of the same
name, directed by Felix E. Feist.
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To-day and To-morrow
To-day and To-morrow was a series of approximately
107 speculative essays published from 1923 through
1931. The list below includes 109 known published
titles with an additional 6 that did not make it into print.
The vast majority of these were published as chapbooks
by the London publishers Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner
and Company. There were also a couple of volumes
published in the United States by E. P. Dutton, New York
in 1926.
Many now famous authors, scientists and others
contributed articles to the series, including: Bertrand
Russell, J.B.S. Haldane, Robert Graves, André Maurois
and Muriel Jaeger. The overriding theme of the series
was for specialists in various fields to elaborate on how
they envisioned the future to unfold within a certain
topic. Most of the volumes were serious attempts at
predicting future developments while some were
presented in a tongue and cheek manner. The titles listed
below usually defined their topics fairly clearly.

• Lysistrata, or Woman's Future and Future Woman
- Anthony M. Ludovici
• The Passing of the Phantoms: A Study of Evolutionary
Psychology and Morals - C. J. Patten
• The Mongol in our Midst: A Study of Man and his
Three Faces - F. G. Crookshank
• Narcissus: An Anatomy of Clothes - Gerald Heard
• Wireless Possibilities - A. M. Low
• Perseus: Of Dragons - H. F. Scott Stokes
• Archimedes, or the Future of Physics - L. L. Whyte

1925
• Callinicus, a Defense of Chemical Warfare
- J. B. S. Haldane
• What I Believe - Bertrand Russell
• Quo Vadimus? Some Glimpses of the Future
- E. E. Fournier d'Albe
• Thrasymachus, or the Future of Morals
- C. E. M. Joad
• Hypatia, or Woman and Knowledge - Dora Russell
• Hephæstus, or the Soul of the Machine
- E. E. Fournier d'Albe
• The Conquest of Cancer - H. W. S. Wright
• Pygmalion, or the Doctor of the Future
- R. McNair Wilson
• Prometheus, or Biology and the Advancement of Man
- H. S. Jennings
• Thamyris, or Is There a Future for Poetry?
- R. C. Trevelyan
• Proteus, or the Future of Intelligence - Vernon Lee
• Timotheus, the Future of the Theatre - Bonamy Dobrée
• Paris, or the Future of War - B. H. Liddell Hart
• Lycurgus, or the Future of Law - E. S. P. Haynes
• Euterpe, or the Future of Art - Lionel R. McColvin
• Pegasus, or Problems of Transport - J. F. C. Fuller
• Atlantis, or America and the Future - J. F. C. Fuller
• Apella, or the Future of the Jews - A Quarterly Reviewer

1923
• Daedalus, or Science and the Future - J. B. S. Haldane

1924
• Icarus, or the Future of Science - Bertrand Russell
• Tantalus, or the Future of Man - F. C. S. Schiller
1927
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1926
• Cassandra, or the Future of the British Empire
- F. C. S. Schiller
• Midas, or the United States and the Future
- C. H. Bretherton
• Nuntius, or Advertising and its Future
- Gilbert Russell
• Birth Control and the State: A Plea and a Forecast
- C. P. Blacker
• Ouroboros, or the Mechanical Extension of Mankind
- Garet Garrett
• Artifex, or the Future of Craftsmanship - John Gloag
• Plato's American Republic - J. Douglas Woodruff
• Orpheus, or the Music of the Future - W. J. Turner
• Terpander, or Music and the Future - E. J. Dent
• Sibylla, or the Revival of Prophecy - C. A. Mace
• Lucullus, or the Food of the Future
- Olga Hartley and Mrs C. F. Leyel
• Procrustes, or the Future of English Education
- M. Alderton Pink
• The Future of Futurism - John Rodker
• Pomona, or the Future of English - Basil de Sélincourt
• Balbus, or the Future of Architecture - Christian Barman

• Janus: the Conquest of War. A Psychological Inquiry
- William McDougall
• Rusticus, or the Future of the Countryside
- Martin S. Briggs
• Aeolus, or the Future of the Flying Machine
- Oliver Stewart
• Stentor, or the Future of the Press - David Ockham
• Vulcan, or the Future of Labour - Cecil Chisholm
• Hymen, or the Future of Marriage - Norman Haire
• The Next Chapter: the War Against the Moon
- André Maurois
• Archon, or the Future of Government
- Hamilton Fyfe
• Scheherazade, or the Future of the English Novel
- John Carruthers
• Iconoclastes, or the Future of Shakespeare
- Hubert Griths
• Caledonia, or the Future of the Scots
- G. M. Thomson
• Albyn, or Scotland and the Future - C. M. Grieve
• Bacchus, or the Future of Wine - P. Morton Shand
• Galatea, or the Future of Darwinism - W. Russell Brain

1928
• Hermes, or the Future of Chemistry - T. W. Jones
• Atalanta, or the Future of Sport - G. S. Sandilands
• Lares et Penates, or the Home of the Future
- H. J. Birnstingl
• Breaking Priscian's Head, or English as She will be
Spoke and Wrote - J. Y. T. Greig
• Cain, or the Future of Crime - George Godwin

1927
• The Dance of Çiva, or Life's Unity and Rhythm
- Collum [Vera Christina Chute Collum]
• Lars Porsena, or the Future of Swearing and
Improper Language - Robert Graves
• Socrates, or the Emancipation of Mankind
- H. F. Carlill
• Delphos, or the Future of International Language
- E. Sylvia Pankhurst
• Gallio, or the Tyranny of Science - J. W. N. Sullivan
• Apollonius, or the Future of Psychical Research
- E. N. Bennett
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• Morpheus, or the Future of Sleep
- David Fraser-Harris
• Hibernia, or the Future of Ireland - Bolton C. Waller
• Hanno, or the Future of Exploration
- J. Leslie Mitchell
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• Metanthropos, or the Body of the Future
- R. Campbell Mace
• Heraclitus, or the Future of Films - Ernest Betts
• Eos, or the Wider Aspects of Cosmogony
- Sir J. H. Jeans
• Diogenes, or the Future of Leisure - C. E. M. Joad
• Fortuna, or Chance and Design - Norwood Young
• Autolycus, or the Future for Miscreant Youth
- R. G. Gordon
• Columbia, or the Future of Canada - George Godwin
• Mrs Fisher, or the Future of Humour - Robert Graves
• Eutychus, or the Future of the Pulpit
- Winifred Holtby
• Alma Mater, or the Future of Oxford and Cambridge
- Julian Hall
• Automaton, or the Future of the Mechanical Man
- H. Stafford Hatfield

1930
• Deucalion, or the Future of Literary Criticism
- Geoffrey West [Geoffrey H. Wells]
• Cato, or the Future of Censorship - William Seagle
• Saxo Grammaticus, or First Aid for the Best Seller
- Ernest Weekley
• Chronos, or the Future of the Family - Eden Paul
• Sinon, or the Future of Politics - Edgar Ansel Mowrer
• Eleutheros, or the Future of the Public Schools
- J. F. Roxburgh
• It Isn’t Done, or the Future of Taboo Among the
British Islanders - Archibald Lyall
• Babel, or the Past, Present, and Future of
Human Speech - Richard Paget

1931
• Ethnos, or the Problem of Race - Arthur Keith
• Aphrodite, or the Future of Sexual Relationships
- Ralph de Pomerai
• Chiron, or the Education of a Citizen of the World
- M. Chaning Pearce
• Solon, or the Price of Justice - C. P. Harvey
Published in New York only – in 1926
• The Future of Israel - James Waterman Wise
• Hygieia, or Disease and Evolution - Burton P. Thom
Advertised, but apparently never published:
• The Future of India - T. Earle Welby
• Mercurius, or the World on Wings
- C. Thompson Walker
• The Future of our Magnates
- Sir William Beach-Thomas
• The Future of Sex - Rebecca West
• The Evocation of Genius - Alan Porter
• Aesculapius, or Disease and the Man
- F. G. Crookshank

1929
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Shiva, or the Future of India - R. J. Minney
Typhoeus, or the Future of Socialism - Arthur Shadwell
Romulus, or the Future of the Child - Robert T. Lewis
Galilæe? or Religion in England - Edward B. Powley
Achates, or the Future of Canada in the Empire
- W. Eric Harris
Eurydice, or the Future of Opera - Dyneley Hussey
Pons Asinorum, or the Future of Nonsense
- George Edinger and E. J. C. Neep
Halcyon, or the Future of Monogamy - Vera Brittain
The World, the Flesh, and the Devil: An Enquiry into
the Future of the Three Enemies of the Rational Soul
- J. D. Bernal
Democritus, or the Future of Laughter - Gerald Gould
Sisyphus, or the Limits of Psychology - M. Jaeger
Isis, or the Future of Oxford - W. J. K. Diplock
Kalki, or the Future of Civilization
- S. Radhakrishnan Vicisti
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Cast
Hayden Stevenson
Grace Cunard
Gloria Grey
Herbert Prior
Monte Montague
Wilbur Mack
Walter Brennan
George Burton
Jack Kennedy

-

Angus Blake
Lady in White
Lady Diane Blanton
Lord Blanton
The Spider
Albert Drexel
Henchman (uncredited)
Henchman (uncredited)
Henchman (uncredited)

Blake of Scotland Yard
Director
Screenplay

-

Cinematography
Presenter
Production Company

-

Robert F. Hill
Robert F. Hill
William Lord Wright
Joseph Brotherton
Carl Laemmle
Universal Pictures Corp.

This is considered a lost film
Also filmed as: Blake of Scotland Yard
(1937) Victory Pictures
Episode Release Dates: (all USA release dates)
Aug 15, 1927 1. The Castle of Fear
Aug 22, 1927 2. The Spider's Web
Aug 29, 1927 3. The Vanishing Heiress
Sept 05, 1927 4. The Room without a Door
Sept 12, 1927 5. Shots in the Dark
Sept 19, 1927 6. Ambushed
Sept 26, 1927 7. The Secret of the Cabin
Oct 03, 1927 8. Into the Web
Oct 10, 1927 9. The Baited Trap
Oct 17, 1927 10. The Lady in White
Oct 24, 1927 11. The Closing Web
Oct 31, 1927 12. The Final Reckoning
The serial was released in the UK on Dec 26, 1927.
Followed by: The Ace of Scotland Yard (1929)
Technical Specs
Sound Mix:
Color:
Aspect Ratio:
Film Length:
Printed Film Format:
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Silent
Black and White
1.33:1
7,200m (24 reels) (12 episodes)
35 mm

Summary: Angus Blake, a world-renowned crime
sleuth, reminiscent of Sherlock Holmes, has been
enjoying a comfortable retirement from Scotland Yard.
As the series opens, Blake receives a visit from Lady
Diana Blanton. She has come to enlist his aid in
resolving a crisis at Castle Blanton where strange events
have occurred over the past few weeks. Her father, Lord
Blanton, has been playing alchemist and developed a
secret formula for transforming base metals into gold. A
criminal known as the Spider has learned about this
process and has made several attempts on Lord Blanton’s
life to get the formula. Reluctantly, Blake agrees to take on
the case and accompanies Lady Blanton back to the estate.
The succeeding episodes unfold one adventure after
another in which Blake tangles with the forces of the
Spider. We soon learn that Blake has a special trick up
his sleeve. Each time he is trapped in a seemingly
inescapable and obviously fatal situation, a mysterious
“Lady in White” comes to his rescue to ensure that Blake
would return for another installment the following week.
By episode 12, Blake and his mysterious lady friend
have finally tracked the Spider back to his lair and are set
for the climactic confrontation. The series turned out to
be so popular that in 1929 Universal Pictures released a
second Blake series titled The Ace of Scotland Yard.
Futures Past

Lobby Cards from the series
Lobby cards are a uniquely American
creation first introduced sometime in
1913. Part movie poster, part movie
star photo, they were basically black
and white, or color photos printed on
heavy card stock. Before 1930 most
were either 8” x 10” or 11” x 14”. Sets
usually contained 6 or 8 cards, but some
had as few as 4 or as many as 15. In the
UK sets of lobby cards are known as
"Front of House" cards.

1927
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Charleston Parade
Original Title: Sur un air de Charleston
Initial release: March 19, 1927 (France)
Film Length: 17min
Director
Producer
Music
Cinematography
Writing Credits
Cast
Johnny Hudgins
Catherine Hessling
Pierre Braunberger
Andre Cerf
Pierre Lestringuez
Jean Renoir

-

Jean Renoir
Pierre Braunberger
Clement Doucet
Jean Bachelet
André Cerf
Pierre Lestringuez

-

African Explorer
Parisian Savage
Angel
Angel
Angel
Angel

Summary: A black scientist, strangely a black actor in
blackface, ala Al Jolson, blasts off into space and ends up
landing back on Earth in the year 2028. The planet has
been ravaged by an apocalyptic war
and most of Mankind has been wiped
out.
While exploring the barren
landscape he comes across a woman,
played by Renoir’s wife. The two of
them speak completely incompatible
languages
so
they
end
up
communicating by means of that
universally known language – the
Charleston! After performing this
ritual dance, the two fall in love, and
the scientist takes his new companion
back home with him in his spaceship.
As I’m sure is no surprise, this surreal
film was shot in a mere three days.
Johnny Hudgins
Born: May 5, 1896 in Baltimore, Maryland, USA
Died: May 5, 1990
Nicknamed ‘The Wah-Wah Man’ Hudgins was an
African American vaudeville performer and a part of the
Harlem Renaissance. He began his career in show
business in Baltimore dancing in small clubs. For nine
years thereafter he sang and danced on the burlesque
circuit. He developed blackface pantomime routines that
relied on the assistance of a jazz trumpet soloist. In these
routines the trumpeter played vocal-sounding "wahwah" effects with a plunger mute, or his hand, while
Hudgins mouthed the words and executed a languid
comedy dance. They became Hudgins's signature acts,
prompting fans to dub him ‘The Wah-Wah Man’. In 1926
he joined the Lew Leslie Blackbirds and appeared in
subsequent years at the Apollo Theater and Cotton Club
and in London and Paris. In France he was hailed as the
"colored Charlie Chaplin" and was a starring performer
of the acclaimed Parisian Revue Negre which also
featured and made a celebrity of Josephine Baker.
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Release Dates
May 6, 1927 (New York City, NY)
Production Company: Warner Bros.
Distribution:
Warner Bros.
Budget:
$313,000
Box office:
$608,000
Technical Specs
Film Length:
Sound Mix:
Color:
Aspect Ratio:
Film Length:
Printed Film Format:

The Missing Link
Director
Writers

-

Music
Cinematography
Assistant Director
Assistant Camera

-

Cast (in credits order)
Syd Chaplin
Ruth Hiatt
Tom McGuire
Crauford Kent
Nick Cogley
Sam Baker
Otto Fries / Akka
Kewpie Morgan
-

Charles Reisner
Charles Reisner (story),
Darryl F. Zanuck
(as Gregory Rogers)
Erno Rapee
Devereaux Jennings
Sandy Roth
Frederick E. West

Summary: Syd Chaplin, elder half-brother of Charlie
Chaplin, plays Arthur Wells, a young struggling poet who
is being pursued by creditors. He sneaks onto a ship
bound for Africa and makes friends with big game hunter/
celebrity Lord Melville Dryden, who is in search of the
Missing Link. Constantly harassed by the press, Lord
Dryden convinces Wells to pull the old ‘Prince and the
Pauper’ routine. The two switch clothes and identities so
that Dryden can get a break from his fans and reporters.
When the ship finally reaches its destination, the two men
(still in reversed roles) go to the mansion of Colonel
Braden, their host for this expedition.

Arthur Wells
Beatrice Braden
Colonel Braden
Lord Melville Dryden
Captain
The Missing Link
The chimpanzee
Baggage Master

Rest of cast listed alphabetically
Henry Armetta
Organ Grinder (uncredited)
Lionel Belmore
First Mate (uncredited)
Louise Carver
Woman at Baggage Area
(uncredited)
Jerry Jerome
Purser (uncredited)
Theodore Lorch
Hunter (uncredited)
Arthur Millett
Cop (uncredited)
Al Thompson
Sailor (uncredited)
Dorothy Vernon
Knitter (uncredited)

1927

1 hr 10 min (70 min)
Silent
Black and White
1.33 : 1
6,485ft (7 reels) (USA)
35 mm

As they arrive, Wells meets Beatrice Braden (the
colonel’s daughter) and we know immediately that
romance is not long to follow. During their stay at the
mansion, Wells has some comical run-ins with the local
wildlife, exposing the ruse that he and Dryden have
concocted. Colonel Braden quickly forgives them both
for the deception and everything runs along smoothly.
By this time the two lovebirds have finally
acknowledged an interest in each other. But just as
things are about to get serious between them, the Missing
Link himself shows up and carries Beatrice off into the
jungle. Wells musters up the courage to track the beast
down to its lair, where he finds Beatrice and rescues her.
The creature goes after them and is accidentally killed
when Lord Dryden fires a shot merely intending to scare
off the beast, but instead mortally wounds it. As in
countless other films involving aliens, creatures or
visitors from other times and places, Man destroys what
he does not understand.
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The Wizard
Release Date: November 27, 1927 (New York City, NY)
Based on the novel BALAOO (1911, Eng. trans 1913)
by Gaston Leroux (author of Phantom of the Opera)
There were also two other screen versions of the novel:
Balaoo the Demon Baboon (1913), directed by
Victorin-Hippolyte Jasset - a 24min short film
Dr. Renault's Secret (1942), dir. by Harry Lachman
This is considered a lost film.
Runtime
Sound Mix
Color
Aspect Ratio
Film Length
Printed Film Format

-

61 min
Silent
Black and White
1.33:1
6 reels / 5,629ft
35 mm

Director
Screenplay

Cinematography
Production Company
Distributed by

-

Richard Rosson
Andrew Bennison
Malcolm Stuart Boylan
Harry O. Hoyt
Frank B. Good
Fox Film Corporation
Fox Film Corporation

Cast (in credits order)
Edmund Lowe
Leila Hyams
Gustav von Seyffertitz
E.H. Calvert
Barry Norton
Oscar Smith
Perlie Marshall
Norman Trevor
George Kotsonaros
Maude Turner Gordon

-

Stanley Gordon
Anne Webster
Prof. Paul Coriolos
Edwin Palmer
Reginald Van Lear
Sam
Detective Murphy
Judge Webster
The Gorilla
Mrs. Van Lear

Summary: Based on the novel Balaoo by Gaston
Leroux, the story sounds like a mashup of
Frankenstein and The Murders in the Rue Morgue.
Dr. Paul Coriolos plans to avenge the death of his son,
who he believes was unjustly convicted of murder and
sent to the electric chair. The means to his revenge is
particularly gruesome. Coriolos obtains a large ape and
surgically grafts a human head onto its torso. He then
trains the poor creature to go out and, one by one, kill
off the people who were responsible for his son’s death.
As the body count rises, a young newspaper
reporter, Stanley Gordon, does his own investigating.
Through various clues he figures out that the next
victims will be Judge Webster and his daughter Anne.
Gordon sets out to find Coriolos and stop him before he
strikes again. One thing leads to another and by the
story’s climax the creature turns on Coriolos after
receiving a particularly harsh beating and kills the
scientist. Anne, who has been held captive by the
villain, manages to grab a gun and kills the creature.
Gordon, of course, arrives after all the action is over. He
gets the girl and the inside story for his newspaper.
The Wizard is considered a lost film. Along with
MGM’s London After Midnight (1927), it is one of the
most highly sought-after horror films of the silent era.
The last known copy of the film was lost in a film vault
fire on July 9, 1937. (see the Film Preservation
segment for this on p.44) The fire occurred when
improperly stored nitrate films ignited in poorly
ventilated vaults at the 20th Century Fox film storage
facility in Little Ferry, New Jersey.
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SF Plays of 1927: A Connecticut Yankee
Based on Mark Twain's novel A Connecticut Yankee
in King Arthur's Court, this is a musical in two acts.
The setting is Hartford, Connecticut in 1927 and then
Camelot in 528 A.D.
Production:
Music:
Lyrics:
Book:
Producers:
Staging:
Dances:
Art Direction: Scenic Design: Costume Design:
Music Conductor:
Stage Manager:
Location:

Richard Rodgers
Lorenz Hart
Herbert Fields
Lew Fields and Lyle D. Andrews
Alexander Leftwich
Busby Berkeley
Herbert Ward
John F. Hawkins, Jr.
John F. Hawkins, Jr.
Roy Webb
Murray Jay Queen

Vanderbilt Theatre
148 W. 48th St., New York, NY 10036

Production History:
1927 Broadway
1943 Broadway revival
1955 television
2001 New York concert
A Connecticut Yankee opened on Broadway at the
Vanderbilt Theatre on November 3, 1927, and closed on
October 27, 1928, running 421 performances. Though

The poster for the 1927 play

there have been numerous film adaptations of the Mark
Twain novel, the Rodgers and Hart Connecticut Yankee
has never been filmed for the big screen.
Summary:
The play opens in present-day Connecticut on the eve of
Martin’s wedding to Fay Morgan. Martin receives an
unexpected visit by a former love interest named Alice.
Fay walks in on the two and in a fit of jealous rage she
hits Martin in the head with a bottle of champagne,
knocking him out. When he comes to, Martin finds
himself in the year 528 in the court of King Arthur.
Quickly ingratiating himself to both king and court,
Arthur puts Martin in charge of industrializing Camelot
and nicknames him “Sir Boss.” Martin proceeds to
introduce all sorts of modern conveniences to the realm
including telephones and radios. He also finds time to
fall in love with The Demoiselle Alisande la Carteloise
(Alice). The king’s evil sister, Morgan Le Fay (Fay) has
Alisande kidnapped, but Martin rescues her just in time
to awaken from what has all along been a dream. Martin
has come to the realization that it is Alice whom he has
loved all along and not Fay.
Cast:
Chester Bree
Nana Bryant

-

Sir Tristan
Queen Morgan Le Fay
/ Fay Morgan
Gordon Burby Sir Kay the Seneschal
/ Albert Kay
Constance Carpenter - Demoiselle Alisande la Carteloise
/ Alice Carter
June Cochrane Mistress Evelyn Al Belle-Ans
John Creighton Sir Bors
Regina Diamond Mistress Phoebe Sauce de Pommes
A scene from the 1927 Broadway play
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Scenes and Settings
Prologue:
Grand Ball Room of a Hotel in Hartford, CT in 1927.
ACT 1
Scene 1: On the Road to Camelot in the year 528 AD.
Scene 2: Courtyard of the Castle of King Arthur.
Act 2
Scene 1: A Corridor of the Royal Factory (3 months later).
Scene 2: On the Road from Camelot
Scene 3: The Palace of Queen Morgan Le Fay.
Epilogue:
The Gardens of the Hotel (10min after Prologue).

Also from the 1927 Broadway production

Paul Everton

-

William Gaxton Katharine Kohler John Morton William Norris William Rosell Evelyn Ruh
Jack Thompson -

King Arthur of Britain
/ Arthur Pendragos
The Yankee / Martin
Queen Guinevere
Sir Sagramor
Merlin
Sir Launcelot of the Lake
/ Lawrence Lake
Maid Angela
Sir Galahad / Gerald Lake

Instruments:
Reed I (flute, clarinet), Reed II (oboe, cor anglais), Reed
III (clarinet), Reed IV (clarinet, bass clarinet, tenor sax),
Reed V (clarinet, bass clarinet, tenor sax, bassoon),
horn, 3 trumpets, trombone, percussion, piano, strings
A recording of the 1943 revival was released on June
29, 1944, by Decca.

Musical Performances (Opening Night):
Prologue
“A Ladies’ Home Companion” - Fay, Principals and
Ensemble
"My Heart Stood Still" - Martin, Sandy and Ensemble
Act I
"Thou Swell" - Martin and Demoiselle Alisande
"At the Round Table" - King Arthur, Merlin, Sir
Launcelot, Sir Galahad, Knights and Ladies
"On a Desert Island with Thee" - Evelyn, Sir Galahad,
Knights and Ladies
"My Heart Stood Still" (Reprise) - Martin and
Demoiselle Alisande
Finale - The Company
Act II
Opening - Ensemble
“Nothing Wrong” - Sandy
"I Feel At Home With You"- Sir Galahad, Evelyn, Ensemble
Dance - Sandy and Sir Galad
“The Sandwich Men” - Knights
“Evelyn, What Do You Say?” - Evelyn and Knights
Finale - The Company
1927
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SF Plays of 1927: The Blue Comet
The Blue Comet
A three act play written by Eden Phillpotts
First performed at the Court Theatre, London.
37 performances from Feb.23 to Mar. 26, 1927.
Summary:
The focus of this play is the Bedale family, their
two servants, and their individual reactions to
learning that the Earth will soon be destroyed by
an approaching comet. The cast take turns
philosophizing on the meaning of life as the end
of the world quickly approaches. This is a tale in
which we are given the opportunity to watch how
ordinary people might behave and interact under
the stress of an extraordinary, existential crisis.
Unfortunately, according to an early review of the
play, the characters “are so foolish that we cannot
help wishing that the comet had not missed the
corner of Hampstead containing them.”
Director
Asst. Director
Gen. Manager
Publicist
Stage Director
Scene Design
Scene Built

-

Barry Jackson
Bache Matthews
Cyril Phillips
Alan Bland
H.K. Ayliff
Paul Shelving
Birmingham Repertory
Theater Workshops

Cast
Eliot Makeham
George Elton
Clarence Blakiston

-

Edward Chapman
Paul Cavanagh

-

Minnie Rayner
Cecily Byrne
Dorothy Hall
Dorothy Black

-

James Parsons
Nicholas Bedale
Colonel Lucas
Bedale
Morris Bedale
Christopher
Bedale
Mary Parsons
Millicent Bedale
Jane Bedale
Elizabeth Bedale

Eden Phillpotts
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SF Plays of 1927: Venus
Venus
Theatre Masque
252 W. 45th St., New York, NY
Opening Date: Dec 26, 1927
Closing Date: January 1928
Total Performances: 8
Category: Play, Comedy, Original, Broadway
Description: A play in three acts
Setting: Virgie Gibbs' house in New York
Producer:
Written by:
Staged by:

-

Carl Reed
Rachel Crothers
Rachel Crothers

Cast
Patricia Collinge
Edward Crandall
Katharine Francis
Charles Hampden
Cecilia Loftus
Arnold Lucy
Tyrone Power, Sr.

-

Agnes Beveridge
Ross Hurst
Diana Gibbs
Mason
Virgie Gibbs
Dr. Dickie Wakely
Herbert Beveridge

Summary:
The play takes place in a near future when the
airplane has become such a common mode of
transportation that every apartment building includes
its own “landing station.” A mysterious professor has
arrived with an interesting invention. He has pills he
guarantees will “give a finer feminine quality to men
and a stronger, more vigorous character to women.”
He hands these pills out to an eager and curious
crowd of onlookers, and mayhem ensues. Timid and
sweet Agnes becomes loud and aggressive, while
Herbert with the large and over-bearing personality
becomes mousy, shy and meek. The climax of the
story occurs when everyone decides, for some strange
reason, to fly off to planet Venus.
Playwright and director Rachel Crothers used
this play, as was a running theme in many of her
other productions, to showcase her views on
traditional feminine and masculine behaviors and
stereotypes. Crothers was a vocal advocate of
women’s rights, and her
plays depicted independent,
strong female characters.
Venus was her exploration
of the concept of gender
transformation.
Unfortunately, many theater
goers did not share her
views and the play was
closed after only eight
performances. It was the
shortest running Broadway
production of Crother’s
illustrious career.
1927

Rachel Crothers

The playbill from opening night
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